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Abstract

In the study of the scientific exchanges in India, Nityānanda’s works have been

largely unknown and unexamined by modern scholars. As an astronomer at the

Mughal court of Emperor Shāh Jahān through the early parts of the seventeenth

century, Nityānanda was commissioned by his patron, Shāh Jahān’s minister Āsaf

Khān, to translate an Indo-Persian zīj, a set of astronomical, geographical and mathe-

matical tables into Sanskrit. In the early 1630s, he presented the enormous translated

compilation of these tables called Siddhāntasindhu; however, the use of Islamic pa-

rameters in the computation of these tables appears not to have been favourably

received within the traditional Sanskrit scholarly community. In the years that fol-

lowed, Nityānanda restructured Islamic concepts of astronomy into the more canon-

ical format of a Sanskrit siddhānta ‘treatise in astronomy’ complete with separate

chapters on computations, spheres, and instruments. He presented his work, e

Sarvasiddhāntarāja ‘King of all Siddhāntas’, in 1639  . It is amongst the earliest

known siddhāntic texts to explicitly include elements of Græco-Islamic astronomy

within traditional jyotiṣa astronomy.

is thesis includes a critical edition of the ‘chapter on spheres’ (golādhyāya) of
Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja, alongwith an English translation and commentary

of the hundred and thirty-five verses that comprise the chapter. A technical and

detailed analysis of these verses is aempted here in an effort to understand and

comment on their contents. e introductory and concluding discussions of this

thesis are included to provide the context to Nityānanda’s work in the study of the

history of Indian astronomy.

e study of the history of scientific exchanges between cultures is a dynamic

enterprise due to the vibrancy and the mystery of the ‘intellectual commerce’ that

occurred between them. e acceptance, accommodation, adaptation, innovation,

or even rejection of ideas seen in the scholarly works of a period help us constantly

reform our own understanding of the conceptual transactions within those cultures

of scientific enquiry. In an aempt to address these themes in the context of Is-

lamic and siddhāntic astronomy of seventeenth century India, I look at Nityānanda’s

golādhyāya containing the geometrical discussions on the different spheres concep-

tualised in the study of astronomy.





तं वे परिनयदां किवतमं िसावृष ु यं
आनिितिनं समुिुदतं तिृं िह भां िवना ॥

लभयेिमव वण नािमित मितं मा यंे पनु-
य िोिम देिवमनसा िनऽेनजु े ाशमम ् ॥

bc

I praise him, the giver of great mystery, who is the wisest amongst all who

proclaim the Siddhāntas, the one who remains eternally in the state of

bliss enjoying contentment without ever speaking.

However, thinking this thought: ‘Can I just get an explanation’, who

then should one approach for refuge? is perpetual wave of grief that

arises in the ignorant mind perhaps finds tranquillity in the words of

the one always born aer.





bc

ेशिवनािशनी ुदाियनी माभािभसिंता ॥

मिवधाियनी तयाियनी मनीिषतादािका॥

िसतभािवनी ितिमरभिनी िनितसुखुा ॥

मौनमाचािरणी सियकिम नी मैीमयी अािपका ॥

तजेमनिनी िकिमितयािचनी तकािशका ॥

लणािननी सारणीखिडनी तालपवािचका ॥

खचरबोिधनी निचिणी मुटिविेदता ॥

गोपनुािटनी रहभिेदनी वाचनकसकुािमता ॥

लिलतविेदनी गिणतहिष णी हंसिनभदीिपका ॥

ानिवहािरनी अमोहकािरणी ववे समाता ॥

bc
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1
Introduction

1.1 H     I  15–17  

In an effort to understand the heavens, ‘astral sciences’ were amongst the first organ-

ised system of study in a long tradition of scientific inquiry about the natural world,

cf. [E 1998, N 1969, P 1989, P 1993]. Historically

this effort was influenced, shaped and to a good extent sustained by the collective

of theology, mythology and astrological prognostication, cf. [D 1953, K

2003, R 1999, 2002, W 1999]. While developing, organising and sys-

tematising itself as a subject, astral sciences and in particular astronomy emerged

as the fertile delta where the methods of computational arithmetic, geometric visu-

alisation of spatial symmetries, and the mathematical abstractions in the theory of

equations thrived and flourished. Although the origin and evolution of these mathe-

matical ideas is a complex question,¹ their application in the study of astral sciences

certainly enriched the tradition in its scope and extent. In fact, the sustained efforts

of thinkers and schoolmen across cultures and borders in developing numerical, geo-

metrical and graphical techniques to beer understand and predict planetary motion

have acquired the collective epithet of ‘Mathematical Astronomy’ in our categorisa-

tion of the history of exact sciences in antiquity.

e initial periods of development followed by sustained efforts in applying

mathematical rationales in understanding the workings of nature—astral sciences

being one part in this great puzzle of reality—has meant that human scientific en-

deavours are conditioned by amathematically structuredmode of thinking, albeit not

exclusively, cf. [H  P 1999, K 2003, K 1957, N

¹ According to the idea of contingent predication, in line with the views of G. W. Leibniz [V 1986], any
relational link between concepts (in this instance, mathematical ideas and techniques) and components
(its constituent parts like representations, definitions, arguments, etc.) is extrinsic to the concept itself
and hence without means of discovery by logical analysis. What one can hope to achieve, at best, is to
reference an external seing whereby the link (and a predication expressing that link) can be inferred
within a contingent or dependent framework. For example, a question about the origin of geometrical
diagrams or the beginning of symbolic computation is inherently reliant on the definition of what con-
stitutes a diagram or a symbol in any given context. is then implies that any singular answer to this
question remains clearly unascertainable, especially in a reflexive logical framework devoid of any out-
side references. When asking the same question in relation to an external referent, like the history of
astronomy, one can nevertheless aempt to posit an answer that remains dependent on the definitions
and labels deemed acceptable within one’s tradition.
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1969]. is makes the social impact of the use of mathematics, a form of norma-

tive standards in our comprehension of natural phenomena: the act of deduction

becomes the touchstone that helps make sense of the physical world around us.² An

immediate reproach to this claim is found by considering the contributions of other

forms of analysis of the universe, e.g., the contributions from religion and theology.

A quick look through the annals of history and one can see that the marriage of sci-

ence and religion has been a turbulent journey. It is a journey filled with periods of

acrimonious conflicts in ideology slowly turning into mutual tolerance and even an

acknowledgement of pluralistic versions of reality. In fact, even the different theo-

retical approaches to formal mathematics ranging from realism to instrumentalism

have themselves not been immune to religious beliefs and influence [C 2005].

e dynamic interplay between science and society, especially in cultures where

divine providence was believed to permeate all affairs of man, provides a vibrant

seing in which to survey the development of mathematical thinking. e socio-

cultural fabric of India that stretches back over three thousand years has enjoyed an

unbroken weave of religious doctrine and traditional maxims. is continuum wit-

nessed many tides of philosophical and conceptual changes from both internal and

external agencies and at times, re-imagined itself to assimilate the diversities within

its fold. However, through this continual process of change leading into modern

times—most certainly until the beginning of the eighteenth century —the shared

belief of the existence of man as a part (vyaṣṭi) of the cosmic whole (samaṣti), in
which the cosmos is to be experienced by living in an interdependent and coopera-

tive manner (kuṭumba or saṃgha), survived in the various polysemous injunctions

of the different traditions. What guided this structural code as a moral edict was

dharma, the basic sustaining power of the entire cosmos that protects and preserves

the people, cf. the Upaniṣadic statement «dharmo viśvasya jagataḥ pratiśṭhā» ‘it is

dhārma that is the basis of this entire world’ in the Mahānārāyaṇopaniṣad 79.7; or

«dhāraṇād dharmam ity āhur dharmeṇa vidhṛtāḥ prajāḥ» ‘Dharma is (derived) from

upholding, they say. By dharma being are upheld apart.’ [H 2001, p.204]

from the śanti parvan of the Mahābhārata .12.110.11. e concept of dharma
had its origin in the ‘first principle’ of natural order (ṛta) that governed the cosmos

and all things within it, and it was the very thing whose compliance and affirmation

provided the means for a soteriological end.

² Deductive reasoning is referenced here as an exemplar of a mathematical methodology commonly prac-
tised; it is by no means an exhaustive statement. In fact, in defence of non-deductive methods—or perhaps
in offence of deductivism—Imre Lakatos says, “Deductivist style hides the struggle, hides the adventure.
e whole story vanishes, the successive tentative formulations of the theorem in the course of the proof-
procedure are doomed to oblivion while the end result is exalted into sacred infallibility.” [L 1976,
p.142].
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is Weltanschauung that all actions of man operate both in accordance with

dharma and to produce dharma, has meant that even secular science finds itself

on the liminal boundary where reflexive, but critical, concessions of traditional be-

liefs become compatible with the requirements of empiricism and rationalism. e

collective intentionality of the specialised scholastic community³ to understand the

movement of the heavens, within the seing of a dynamic geopolitical landscape and

socio-cultural milieu, made the pursuit of mathematical astronomy in India a thriv-

ing enterprise. e innovations, interactions, and transmissions of scientific ideas

that occurred during its history provide a great incentive to journey back in time

and explore this rich culture of scientific antiquity. e first port of call in this fas-

cinating voyage involves looking at the tradition of Indian astronomy as it emerges

and takes shape to become jyotiḥśāstra ‘the science of the stars’.

1.1.1 I :  

Historically within its own fold, the Indian tradition of astral sciences has enjoyed

diverse scholarly aention from very early times. e range of texts like Sid-
dhāntas, Karaṇas, Koṣṭhakas, Tantras, etc. along with the commentaries (bhāṣyas)
and annotations (vārikas) that followed bear witness to the extent of scholarship

found throughout the annals of its literature, cf. [D 2012, D 1969, 1981,

K 2000, M 2002, P 1978a, c, 1981b, S  S 1985, S

  S 1985]. However, within the broader framework of the disci-

pline of history of science as a global intellectual endeavour, the Indian contribution

remains remarkably under-represented and insufficiently studied, especially when

compared to the extent of similar comparative studies across Babylonian, Hellenistic

and Islamic cultures of science, cf. [B 2003, D 1985, G 1998, H

 P 1999, H 1964, K 1986, M 2004, N 1975, O

 2012, P 1973b, 2001]. e significantly smaller corpus of technical

literature in Indian mathematical astronomy currently available to non-Sanskritist

scholars points to the importance, viability and relevance of undertaking remedial

measures. A comprehensive and detailed analysis of various works from the Indian

siddhāntic tradition would help historians of mathematics and science consider them

inclusively in the context of human scientific effort as opposed to reading them in

cultural isolation, cf. [M 2013,M 2011, P 1963, 1973a, 1976b, 1978a, c].

e notably different epistemic emphasis on the verities of divine conceptual reve-

lation [P 2005]; the phonetic and prosodic rules of mathematical versified

³ In the Indian tradition, the words, gaṇaka, piṇḍila, nākṣatra, nakṣatradarśa, jyotiṣa, jyotirjña, hiṇḍika,
jñānin, kālajña, kārtāntika, bhojaka, śāstratatvajña, varājīvin, bhārgava and the variations thereof, were
used to refer to the technically trained professionals in mathematics, astronomy and astrology. According
to the social federalism of a traditional Hindu society, these scholars, referred towith the honorific epithets
like ācārya, bhaṭṭa, paṇḍita, vaidya, etc. belonged to certain hereditary or ethnic groups (jāti) within the
social class of the priests, teachers and learned men (brāhmaṇa varṇa).
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language [P 2008a]; the algorithmic precedence of computational techniques

as opposed to theoretical models [N 2007, 2013] and the robustness of in-

formation transmied through structured oral traditions [M 2002]—all of

these make the pursuit of astronomy in India a unique framework in which to ask

more general questions about scientific exchanges in dynamic societies. In addition

to that, the repeated injections of diverse foreign ideas over the course of its his-

tory spanning 2500 years has meant that Indian mathematical astronomy became an

amalgam of scientific influences where foreign conceptual ideas contested against

traditional notions in a struggle for socio-cultural identity and acceptance.

e study of astronomy in India, in its theory and praxis, was primarily devoted

to improving the computational techniques describing planetary motion as opposed

to formulating a deterministic geometrical model of the heavens. is epistemic em-

phasis in Indian astronomy helped maintain its malleable and fluid structure without

commiing itself to any immutable ideals or forms of geometrical objects. In fact,

this approach was in line with the general practice of science prevalent at the time

where narrative traditions were primarily aimed at the preservation of content and

any creative mastery was reflected in approximations and modifications of basic for-

mulae for computational ease [P 1978a]. We should note that this does not

deny the fact that epicyclic and eccentric planetary models originally transmied

from non-Ptolemaic traditions around the fih century made their way into Indian

siddhāntic thought [P 1971]. On the contrary, these models were continually

developed and modified over time to accommodate sophistication in the computa-

tional regimes, in particular beginning with the works of Mādhava (1340–1425 )

in the Kerala school of astronomy.⁴

Broadly speaking, the development of Indian astronomy gives valuable insight

into the socio-cultural and intellectual interactions with foreign cultures of science

that occurred in the course of Indian history. is provides a basis to categorise the

ontogeny of astral sciences in India by means of the chronological divisions seen in

T 1.2. A remarkable feature seen in the advancement of Indian astronomy is the

origin, development and eventually, the coexistence of various different schools of

thoughts called pakṣas from around 400 . e differences between these schools

were mainly dependent on the choice of the astronomical parameters that facilitated

their computational regimes, e.g., the mean motions of planets in very large periods

of time called yugas expressed as integral numbers of rotations completed within the

⁴ It is argued in [S 1969] that in fact, Āryabhaṭa (499 ) did use the hypotenuse in the computation
of the equation of the centre under the epicyclic theory, which would then make this a significant aspect
of computational change and would place a date as early as middle of the fih century  where one
starts seeing modifications in the originally transmied epicyclic theories of planetary motion. We note
although this assertion has been challenged in [S 1973] it nevertheless shows us the vibrancy in
the content of this scholarly discourse even to the modern day.
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Indus valley civilization period c. pre 2000  ᵃ

Ṛg Vedic period c. 1500 —1000  ᵇ

Later Vedic period c. 1000 —500  ᵇ

Development of Vedāṅga astronomy between 500 —300  ᵇ

Period of introduction of Greek

horoscopy

between 100 —200  ᶜ

Continued use of Vedāṅga astronomy between 200 —400  ᵈ

Introduction of Greek mathematical

astronomy

c. 400  ᵉ

Classical siddhāntic Hindu astronomy c. 500 —1200  ᶠ

Period of co-existing Hindu and

Islamic astronomy

between 1200/1300  to 1700/1800  ᵍ

Period of coexistent ‘modern’ and

‘traditional’ astronomy

from 1700/1800  onwardsʰ

Table 1.2: An approximate chronology of the transmission of foreign (non-jyotiṣa)
influences in the different periods of Indian astronomy.

period. ese differences led to the authors of each pakṣa—with their allegiances be-

ing occasionally mutable and sometimes multiple—to forward various foundational

and canonical treatises (Siddhāntas) on astronomy that differed on computational as-

pects, e.g., the total effect of the double-epicyclic forces acting upon the mean planet

causing its dislocation in longitude towards its true position, vide [P 1971].⁵

e corpus of these extant siddhāntic texts in the Indian tradition, particularly lead-

ing into the middle of the second millennium  , advanced a culture of commentary

and critique that led to the enrichment and proliferation of the literature in the field.

Apart from the highly variegated collections of technical commentaries (bhāṣya),
principle expositions (tantra), disquisitions (pradīpikā), annotations (varikā), com-

pendiums (sāra or saṅgraha), rationales (yukti), logic (nyāya), explanatory guides (vi-
varaṇa) and mnemonic aphorisms (sūtra), the field of astral sciences steadily became

populated by a class of principle base-texts designed with an emphasis on pragmatic

ᵃ Based on [A 1977] and [V  M 2011].
ᵇ Based on [D 1969] and [Ô 1993].
ᶜ Based on [P 1978d].
ᵈ Based on [Ô 2002].
ᵉ Based on [P 1978a].
ᶠ Based on [D 1981].
ᵍ Based on [A 1995] and [R 1998].
ʰ Based on [A 1985] K  N [1995] and [S  S 1985].
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rules of computation (karaṇa). is was sometimes accompanied by the voluminous

production of astronomical tables (sāriṇī or koṣṭhaka) which helped the computa-

tions of planetary positions and astronomical events for different geographical loca-

tions. ese tables became the standard supplement for the fortune-tellers, priests

and astrologers who through their practice helped compose additional calendric, as-

trological and divinatory texts like almanacs and ephemerides (pañcāṅga), books of

omens (saṃhitā), genthlialogical texts (jātaka) and various writings on catarchic as-

trology (muhūrta) and interrogations (praśna).⁶

With the injection of Islamic astronomy beginning around the second quarter

of the second millennium  , this already prolific body of literature became sub-

ject to a whole new cycle of scholastic activity. e newer ‘foreign’ concepts that

were introduced into Indian jyotiṣa astronomy were debated for their mathemati-

cal soundness and their ability to produce verifiable results.⁷ It is in these times

that astronomers like Nityānanda—through their interactions with the scholars of

the Islamicate worlds—developed, nurtured and incorporated their understanding of

Ptolemaic models of astronomy (via the agency of the Perso-Arabic translations of

the original Greek works) within their theoretical and computational framework.

As we trace the ‘foreign’ (non-jyotiṣa) influences in Indian jyotiṣa astronomy geing

into the period of strongest Islamic influence (c. 1600 ), we can begin to appreciate

the Indian conceptualizations of its own discipline as it evolves through contact with

other cultures. In addition to giving a quick synopsis of the history of the field, this

narrative helps set the scene for examining the cultural mindsets of academic author-

ship in India, in particular amongst early seventeenth century siddhāntic authors, as

they accepted or rejected elements of Græco-Islamic astronomy.⁸

⁵ As noted in [P 1971], not only did the differences in double-epicyclic computations of the planet’s
longitude cause friction between the followers of different pakṣas but it also, at times, caused difference
to arise between individual astronomers within the same school of thought.

⁶ A detailed and systematic elaboration of the contents of the literature in astral sciences in India, divided
into subject areas (skandhas) including astronomy (jyotiṣa), astrology (horā) and divination (saṃhitā) can
be found in [P 1981b].

⁷ e value of ‘proo’ or ‘demonstration’ (upapai) as the epistemic means of knowledge (pramāṇa) in
computational texts (extended more generally to any scientific texts) can be seen in Bhāskara’s statement
«yady evam ucyate gaṇitaskandhe upapaimān evāgamaḥ pramāṇam» ‘for all that is mentioned in the
chapter on computation, only the traditional text (or doctrine) that is supported by upapai is considered
pramāṇa’ in his auto-commentary, the Vāsanābhāṣya of his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, bhagaṇādhyāya .1–6
from the twelh century. I am indebted to Prof. K. Ramasubramanian who pointed this statement out to
me. e reader is directed to [S 2008] where the idea of upapai as the logical rigour found in
mathematical works in the Indian tradition is explored through a selection of examples. In addition, one
may look at [K 2012] where the idea of ‘verification’ (pratyayakaraṇa) as means of reasoning that
‘produces conviction’ in the Āryabhaṭīyabhāṣya (629 ) of Bhāskara I is analysed.

⁸ A comprehensive and extensive review of the history of Indian astronomy can be found in [D
1969, 1981, P 1978a, 1981b, R 2000, S  S 1985, S  S 1985]: all
of which together survey the field fairly exhaustively.
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T V   I  (c. 1000 —500 )

e Vedic period of Indian astronomy saw basic calendrical terms introduced, with

some linear arithmetic relations for understanding the astronomy of the period. e

typical literature, in the form of the recension of the Vedas and the Brāhmaṇas⁹ re-
flected the development of basic geometrical and numerical mensuration techniques

and vocabulary that were needed as part of the religious practices and expiatory

rites. e Vedic concepts of yuga (astronomical cyclic time periods), saṃvatsara
(idealised year lengths of 360 days or 12 months), ayana (northwards and south-

wards half-yearly motion of the Sun), ṛtu (six seasonal divisions of the year), māsa
(idealised months of 30 days or synodic month-lengths), adhikamāsa (intercalary

months), pakṣa (lunar fortnights of waxing and waning), ahorātra (nychthemeron)

and nakṣatra (27 constellations or lunar mansions) created the vocabulary that was

regularly employed by subsequent astronomers.

T    V̅̇ (c. 500 —400 )

e Ṛk recension of Jyotiṣavedāṅga of Lagadha (or Śuci) is the first extant spe-

cialized astronomical literature in Sanskrit that (plausibly) hints at influences from

Mesopotamian astronomy from the Achaemenid period (c. 400 ). While Jyotiṣa-
vedāṅga appears to use various newmathematical procedures like (a) the periodic re-

lations for celestial motion, (b) linear zigzag function to describe length of daylight

(a periodic deviation from the mean), and (c) an artificial time measure equalling

the thirtieth divisions of mean synodic month (tithi), the suggestive foreign origin

of these methods is not an established fact but a tenable hypothesis; scholars con-

tinue to have differing opinions in this debate of origin, vide [P 2008b, p.196

and reference therein] for an overview on this ongoing debate on Mesopotamian as-

tronomy in Indian texts. In the later period beginning around 200 , it has been

suggested that the need for planetary astronomy in making astrological predictions

and casting horoscopes found someGreek astronomy (or a version thereof, involving

the Greek adaptations of Babylonian astronomy of the Seleucid period with elements

⁹ e Vedas are the aggregate name given to the large body of sacred texts from ancient India (c. 1500 
—500 ) that were considered devoid of human agency (apauruṣeya) and were preserved, quite typically,
through an oral culture of elaborate mnemonic chanting and recensions. e fourfold (catuṣṭaya) canon-
ical division of the Vedas, viz., Ṛgveda, Yajurveda, Sāmaveda and Atharvaveda, contained all elements of
the sacred sciences including hymnal recitation (ṛc), sacrificial liturgy (yajus), metrical chants (sāman)
and incantatory verse (atharvan) that guided the performance of rituals and sacrifices in the ‘sacred tra-
dition of revelation that are heard’ (Śrauta). Each of these Vedas include (i) the Saṃhitās, collections of
metrical texts (mantra); (ii) the Brāhmaṇas, the prose contents that included the methods, the importance,
and the stipulations for ritualistic oblation in worship (yajña); (iii) the Āraṇyakas, a collection of texts
for ritualistic practices in the isolation of the forests, and the various aphorisms (sūtras) in different in-
struction manuals on ritualistic use (Śrauta sūtra) or domestic rites (Gṛhya sūtra); and (iv) [some of the]
Upaniṣads or Vedānta, the philosophical writings of the Vedās dealing with the nature of ultimate reality
(brahman) and salvation (mokṣa). A detailed description of the Vedas can be found in [G 1975, R
  M 1957, S 1977]. Incidentally, the sections on Brāhmaṇas in these Vedas,
with their injunctions and instructions for the performance of various rituals, help trace the beginnings
of mathematics and geometry in the Indian tradition [H 2005, P 2009].
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of Hipparchus’ ideas [P 1976b]) introduced within the Indian tradition: e.g.,

the Yavanajātaka of Sphujidhvaja (c. 269/270 ), a versified Sanskrit text based on

an earlier Sanskrit prose translation of a Greek work on genethlialogy,¹⁰ had a plane-

tary theory based on known period relations for the planets and hence claimed to be

foreign in its influence. Additionally, the same text also enumerates the occurrences

of successive Greek-leer phenomena¹¹ in terms of using synodic period divisions

or tithis (thirtieths of a synodic month), another claim to its foreign origin, P

[1978d], [P 1978a]. In more recent times, new scholarship on the Yavanajā-
taka of Sphujidhvaja has challenged the extent and scope of foreign influence, along

with raising doubts about the identity of the two supposed author(s) as separate his-

torical figures [M 2013]. In fact, the uncertainty in date of composition that fol-

lows from this recent study raises many interesting questions about the relationship

between various other jyotiṣa texts of the period.

e exchanges and influences of foreign ideas in this period of Indian astron-

omy remain a subject open to further study. ere are some notable features like

the division of the zodiac into 360 degrees, or the sexagesimal divisions of 1°≡ 60′ ≡

3600′′ seen in the Indian tradition that share similarities with Græco-Babylonian as-

tronomy. In the laer period, the time measures of muhūrta and ghaṭikā¹² from the

Jyotiṣavedāṅga were further sexagesimally divided, e.g., the kalā which was consid-

ered equivalent to 1
603 of a day length was made equivalent to a sixtieth part of a

muhūrta [P 2009, p.49 and references therein].

Additionally, the Vasiṣṭhasiddhānta of Vasiṣṭha (epoch of 3 December 499  ),

the Romakasiddhānta of Romaka and the Pauliśasiddhānta of Puliśa (perhaps, from

the Greek Παῦλος?) (both with the same epoch of 21 March 505 ) present some

evidences for the influence of Græco-Babylonian astronomy, e.g., the planetary and

lunar theory found in Vasiṣṭhasiddhānta [P 1978a].¹³ e influence of Hip-

parchan elements of astronomy becomes evident from the use of the year-length as

6,5;14,48𝑑 (civil days) found in the Romakasiddhānta. is measure is then combined

¹⁰e original Sanskrit prose translation of the Greek astrological text—presumably wrien around Alexan-
dria in Egypt—was made in c. 149/150  by an author identified only as Yavaneśvara ‘Lord of the Greeks’
during the reign of theWestern Kṣatrapa Rudradāman. While this original translation is lost, a subsequent
versified version, the Yavanajātaka of Sphujidhvaja wrien during the reign of the Western Kṣatrapa
Rudrasena II, has survived, vide [P 1981b, p.81].

¹¹e Greek-leer phenomena refer to the nomenclature of denoting the conspicuous synodic phenomena
of the planets by capital Greek leers. ese included the first (Γ) and last (Ω) visibility (in the east and
west respectively), first (Φ) and second (Ψ) stationary points (in the east and west respectively), and the
elongation (C) (conjunction or opposition) from the Sun of the superior planets, with the addition of last
(Σ) and first (Ξ) visibility (in the east and the west respectively) for the inferior planets [O
2012].

¹²A muhūrta is a time unit equal to one-thirtieth of a day, i.e., 48 minutes and a ghaṭikā is considered half a
muhūrta or equivalently, one-sixtieth of a day, i.e., 24 minutes.

¹³e information on these siddhāntic texts has been doxographically reconstructed from a later summary of
astronomical treatises of an early time, the Pañcasiddhāntikā of Varāhamihira (c. 500 ), cf. [N
 P 1971, S  S 1993].
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with the Metonic cycles of 19 years in the integral-number computations of synodic

months and civil days in yugas (measured in units of tropical years). Furthermore, it

has also been suggested that the concepts of equinoctial precession employed in un-

derstanding the difference between the lunar mansions (nakṣatras) and the zodiacal

signs marking the solstitial positions has its origin from Hipparchus [P 1972],

the same source for the analemmata used to solve problems in spherical trigonome-

try (employing the Sine function¹⁴) in the Pauliśasiddhānta. In fact, the value of the

sinus totus in the Sine tables of Pañcasiddhāntikā [S  S 1993, pp.102 -

111] is taken to be 120: double the value of 60 used in Ptolemy’s chord tables. Inci-

dentally, the interval increment of 90°/24, or 3;45° in these tables went on to become

a standard norm for the Sine tables in India.

We do find indigenous development of concepts like karaṇas (the sixtieth part of

a synodic month, or effectively, half a tithi) and pātas (special configurations of the

Sun and the Moon) that are purely an Indian construct of the period and continued

to be used well into later times. However, at the same time, [P 1978a, p.550]

notes that some of the material found in the Pañcasiddhāntikā that relates to the

interpretation of the omens of lunar eclipses seems to be identical to the types of

omens found in the Babylonian omen text Enūma Anu Enlil.

Whether the influence was foreign or domestic, the Vedāṅga period saw changes

that helped shape the foundations of classical jyotiḥśāstra as the union of calendrical

astronomy and spherical geometry. Over time, the mathematical methods grew to

address many interesting theoretical and algorithmic problems. Siddhāntic astron-

omy, in which the foundational treatises addressed questions concerning the move-

ment of the planets and the luminaries in the sky, utilised the available computational

techniques and added newer prescriptions to the growing mathematical inventory

of formulae. is enterprise of science, with its new learning and understanding

of the cosmos, had to reconcile its cosmology with the prevalent belief-structure of

the universe found in the Purāṇas, cf. S. 1.3.3. e ensuing aempt at the socio-

cultural integration of science and religion gave birth to a unique form of intellectual

bargaining where some of the orthodox ideas found accommodation and expression

in the liberal world of the astronomical pakṣas.

¹⁴e names of Indian trigonometric functions are capitalised to indicate a non-unitary trigonometric radius
i.e., 𝑅 > 1. Essentially, this implies that the Sine and Cosine of any arc (measured in degrees) are 𝑅 sine
and 𝑅 cosine for the arc respectively.
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S̅ (̣̅)  (c. 400 —1600 )

Maturing through the laer part of the first millennium , some non-Ptolemaic in-

fluences of Hellenistic astronomy began to be seen in the computational techniques

and planetary models in Indian astronomy: e.g., the concomitant study of trigonom-

etry, spherical geometry, algebraic inequalities and indeterminate equations cf. [P
 1963, 1978a, 1981b]. ese ideas merged into the fold of Indian astronomy and

brought about an emergence of schools of thought, called pakṣas, each based on dif-

ferent sets of parameters to describe celestial phenomena [P 1970b]. While a

thorough description of the different pakṣas, with the mathematical innovations of

their followers and astronomical differences in their parameters, is beyond the scope

of this work (also described in other sources, e.g., P [1978b]), we can look at

T 1.4 for a very general overview of the main texts (Siddhāntas and Karaṇas) and
authors that represented these different pakṣas, oen borrowing and amalgamating

ideas and concepts from other pakṣas into their own.

As the adherents of each school expounded and furthered their astronomy with

increasing numbers of exegetical texts, the growth in scholarship led to borrow-

ing and loaning of computational rules and parametric values between the differ-

ent schools, and created a viable scholarly commons of scientific learning [P

1978a]. In this environment, the influence of Ptolemaic astronomy through its Is-

lamic surrogate in the second millennium  found a conducive climate to germinate

and grow, cf. [P 1963, 1973b, 1978b, 1996].

E  ̅  (c. 1600 —1800 )

Beginning from the late fourteenth century and culminating in the early eighteenth

century, the major influx of Islamic astronomy came in the form of astronomical

tables (zījes), observational instrumentation and the Hellenistic planetary models

based on Ptolemy’s astronomy.¹⁵ Many of the ideas that came with these works

soon found themselves expressed in various scholarly works of the period in the In-

dian tradition, cf. [KC 2003, P 1978b, P 2009,  D

1993]. e engaging and critical nature of the commentaries that ensued is a hall-

mark of the tumultuous yet cohesive nature of the science that was being received. It

is here that we find Nityānanda’s work Sarvasiddhāntarāja situated. Its occurrence

as the earliest siddhāntic work to assimilate these Græco-Islamic influences into a

canonical form makes it very interesting. While giving an insight into the techni-

cal finesse in its content, its narrative account shows us the scientific temperament

prevalent in the changing socio-cultural and political landscape of Mughal India of

the seventeenth century , cf. [P 1970a, 1976a, 1981a, b, 1994].

¹⁵ It is speculated that as early as the tenth century, traces of foreign influence could be seen in Laghumānasa
of Muñjāla; however, the major bulk of translations of Persian astronomical treatises into Sanskrit started
around the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries [P 1981b, p.30].
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Brāhmapakṣa

Paitāmahasiddhānta of Viṣṇudharmoara Purāṇa (c. 5ᵗʰ

century )

Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta of Brahmagupta (628 )

Mahāsiddhānta of Āryabhaṭa II (c. 950–1000 )

Siddhāntaśekhara of Śrīpati (c. middle 11ᵗʰ century )

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi of Bhāskara II (1150 )

Karaṇakutūhala of Bhāskara II (1183 )

Laghukaraṇa of Bhāvasadāśiva (1598 )

Karaṇavaiṣṇava of Śaṅkara (1766 )

Āryapakṣa

Āryabhaṭīya of Āryabhaṭa I (c. 500 )

Mahābhāskarīya and Laghubhāskarīya of Bhāskara I

(c. early 7ᵗʰ century )

Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra of Lalla (c. 8ᵗʰ–9ᵗʰ century )

Vaṭeśvarasiddhānta of Vaṭeśvara (904 )

Karaṇaprakāśa of Brahmadeva (1092 )

Tantrasaṅgraha of Nīlakaṇṭha Somayājī (1501)

Ārdharātrikapakṣa

Āryabhaṭasiddhānta of Āryabhaṭa I,  (c. 500 )

Sūryasiddhānta (revised version of an original siddhāntic

text preserved in the Varāhamihira’s Pañcasiddhāntikā, 6ᵗʰ
century ) by Lāṭadeva (c. 505 )

Khaṇḍakhādyaka of Brahmagupta (665 )

Bhāsvatī of Śatānanda (1099 )

Saurapakṣa

Sūryasiddhānata   (800  ), most com-

mon current scholarly version by Raṅganātha of Benaras

(1602 )

Laghumānasa of Muñjāla (c. 932 )

Sūryasiddhāntaṭīkā of Mallikārjuna Sūri (1178 )

Somasiddhānta of Nṛsiṃha (c. 1400 )

Sūryasiddhāntavivaraṇa of Parameśvara (1432 )

Siddhāntasundara of Jñanarāja (1503 )

Rāmavinoda of Rāmacandra (1590 )
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Saurapakṣa

Sūryapakṣaśaraṇa or Khacarāgama of Viṣṇu (1608 )

Siddhāntasarvabhauma of Munīśvara Viśvarūpa (1646 )

Siddhāntatavaviveka of Kamalākara (1658 )

Sauravāsanā on the Sūryasiddhānata by Kamalākara (1658

)

Gaṇeśapakṣa
Grahalāghava or Siddhāntarahasya of Gaṇeśa (1520)

Karaṇakaustubha of Kṛṣṇa (1653)

Table 1.4: e chronology of some of the major texts of the different schools (pakṣas)
in Indian astronomy.

1.1.2 M R  I: S̅    P 

Within the Gūrkāni Âlam, the Mughal world was a world of cosmopolitan cultures

enriched by artistic, scientific and linguistic exchanges for over three hundred years

through 1526 to 1857  . e culture of translating literary and technical works

from Sanskrit to Persian began prior to the Mughal rule in India, with the patron-

age of the Turkic Sultān of Delhi, Muḥammad bin Tughlaq (1325  —1351  )

for the adaptation of 52 short stories from Sanskrit (Śukasaptati ‘Seventy tales of

the Parrot’ c. 12ᵗʰ ) into Persian entitled Tūtî Nāma ‘Book of Parrot’ by Ẓīyāʾal-Din

Nakhsabi in 1330  ; another example is the translation of a Sanskrit manuscript

into Persian, Dalāʾil i-Fīrōz Shāhī by ʿIzz-uddin Khalid Kahni under the sponsorship

of Sultān, Fīrōz Shāh Tughlaq (c. 1350 ). It was Mughal rule that saw the amalga-

mation of artistic, literary and scholastic styles of Sanskrit and Islamic disciplines to

create a dynamic environment for scientific commerce.

Audrey Truschke in her thesis on Cosmopolitan Encounters: Sanskrit and Persian
at the Mughal Court provides a fascinating discussion of the intellectual exchanges

between Sanskrit and Persian scholars at the Mughal court (1570  —1650  )

T [2012b]. e depth of her study, in particular her analysis on Sanskrit

literary traditions at the imperial court and the works that emerged through these

royal affiliations, vide [T 2012b, pp.29–107, ~1], helps us appreci-

ate the vibrancy and sonority of scientific dialogues that were exchanged in those

times. Mughal kings commissioned translations of Sanskrit texts on mathematics,

astronomy and other astral sciences, e.g., the translation of Bhāskara’s Līlāvatī into
Persian in 1587  by Shaikh Abuʾl Fazl ibn Mubārak at the court of Akbar. By the
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time Nityānanda’s patron, the emperor Shāh Jahān, came to the scene, his prede-

cessors like Akbar and Jahāngir had showered Sanskrit astrologers with both favour

and fame by creating the titular position of a ‘royal astrologer’ (jyotiśarāja or jyotik
rai) to be held at their courts [M 2014].

eMug̲ẖlīyah Salṭanat or ‘Mughal Empire’ under Shāh Jahān (1628 —1658 )

saw the Hindu Brahmin community still regularly participating in the social and

courtly interactions with poets and singers, e.g., Kavīndrācārya Sarasvatī and Jagan-

nātha Paṇḍitarāja. In fact, seventeenth century India saw an ‘explosion of scholarly

production unprecedented for its quantity and quality’ in the contributions of the

‘new intellectuals’ (navya, navīna or arvāc) in the classical Sanskrit trivium of gram-

mar, hermeneutics and logic as well as in fields of literary theory and rhetoric [P

 2001]. Also, the general ‘intellectual curiosity and scientific revolution’ that

pervaded the seventeenth century made an extremely profitable environment for in-

tellectual exchanges [H 2010]. e Mughal emperor Shāh Jahān, in keeping with

his ancestral tradition, even gave the title of Vedāṅgarāya ‘’the king of the Vedāṅgas’

to Mālajit, an Indian astronomer who authored the Pārisīprakāśa, a Sanskrit lexicon

for translating Persian astronomical terms in 1643 .

By Nityānanda’s times, we find the history of Indian astronomy rich and abound-

ing with concepts and ideas from beyond as well as within the Indian subcontinent.

emeeting of siddhāntic scholarship with the mathematical practices of the Græco-

Islamic traditions was a very exciting time for a gaṇaka ‘mathematician’ to be alive;

however, the seventeenth century also saw a change in the mindset towards favour-

ing traditional siddhāntic astronomy that preserved old Hindu belief systems in the

face of the changing geopolitical landscape [M 2014]. e acceptance or re-

jection of foreign ideas (mlecchāvāda) led to a culture of conceptual baling between

the practitioners of Indian astronomy, e.g., the rival opinions of two Kāśī Brahmins,

Munīśvara (author of Siddhāntasārvabhauma, 1646  ) and Kamalākara (author of

Siddhāntatavaviveka, 1658 ). Munīśvara disparaged some of the use of Islamic as-

tronomy as lacking proof and in defiance to traditional revelation by the ṛṣis; whereas

on the other hand, Kamalākara was more tolerant of some the Islamic imports and

despite his own reservations, he acknowledged its utility without abandoning the

methods, procedures, and parameters of jyotiṣa astronomy [P 1978b, pp.320-

323]. Nityānanda’s effort in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, as we shall see below, was far

more inclusive as he aempted to justify the use of Islamic parameters and models

in siddhāntic astronomy.
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1.2 T S̅̅: T K   S̅

e chronicles of the Mughal emperor Shāh Jahān, as documented in the Shāh Jahān
Nāma of ʿInāyat Khān,¹⁶ aest to the astronomical tables Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī composed

by Farīd al-Dīn Masʿūd ibn Ibrāhīm al-Dihlawī—that “Wonder of the Age” (Nāder-
al-zamān)—the astronomer extraordinaire at the court of Shāh Jahān. Mullā Farīd

Munajjim¹⁷ composed the Zīj at the behest, or as the chronicles read, ‘under the

expert supervision of Āṣif Khān, Right Hand of the State’ (Yamīn-ud-Dawla) and

chief minister (wazīr) to the emperor Shāh Jahān [B  D 1990, p.35].

Mullā Farīd described an observatory as a place with special instruments to help

make observations (raṣad) of the distances, sizes and positions of the stars in the sky.

He described a zīj with the words, ‘…when the movements of the stars have been

determined, in accordance with the set principles of astronomical observations, they

are carefully entered in a register. And that register is called a zīj.’ [G 1985, p.3

with reference therein]

e Kārnāma-i Sāḥib Qirān-i āni, Zīj-i Shāhjahānī, the ‘Exploits of the Sec-

ond Lord of Fortuitous Conjunction, the astronomical tables of Shāh Jahān’, beer

known as Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī, were a Zīj-i Ḥisābi or a set of computational tables based

on amendments to the astronomical parameters of observational tables called Zīj-i
Raṣadī. For the Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī, the observational tables came in the form of a

set of astronomical tables and a star catalogue Zīj-i Jadīd-i-Sulṭānī (also referred to

as Zīj-i Ulugh Beg or Zīj-i Samarqandī ) created by the astronomers ʿAlāuddīn al-

Qūshjī, Ghaiyāth ud-Dīn Jamshed Kāshī and Qāḍī Zādeh Rūmī at the observatory

in Samarqand (1420 ) under the patronage of the Timurid ruler Ulugh Beg. e

Zīj-i Jadīd-i-Sulṭānī was completed in 1438  and like its predecessor Zīj-i Īlkhānī,
it contained four maqālas (discourses or chapters): the eras, the motion of the stars

with their latitude and longitude, the description of the ascendant from the available

data and the astrological predictions. A fuller description of its contents along with

the biography of its author Mullā Farīd can be found in [G 1985, p.34-35].

Mullā Farīd is believed to have completed the Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī ¹⁸ and presented it

to the emperor around October–November, 1629  (month of Rabīʿal-awwal in the

Hijrī year 1039). is work was based on the new calender, Taʾrīkh-i-Ilāhī Shāhishāni

¹⁶e Shāh Jahān Nāma is the abridged work (al-Mulakhkhas) ‘Chronicles of the King of the World’ based
on the original, ‘Chronicles of the Emperor’ (Pādashāh Nāma) of Aʿbd al-Hamīd Lāhorī and Muḥammad
Waris as presented by the Superintendent of the Royal Library (Darogha-i Kutub Khāna), ʿInāyat Khān.

¹⁷Mullā Farīd Munajjim was a student of the Indo-Persian polymath Āmir Fatḥullāh Shirāzī (c. 1582  )
at the court of the Mughal emperor, Akbar the Great. From what is known about him, he served under
Khānzād Mirzā Khān ʿAbd al-Raḥīm Khāna-i Khānā, one the nine important ministers (navaratna) at the
court (darbār) of Akbar [B 2013, G 1985].

¹⁸is was done with the assistance of his brother Mullā Ṭayyib and other astronomers of the Hindu and
Muslim traditions, supervised by the wazīr Āṣif Khān. In fact, it is suggested in the Ṭabaqāt-i Shāhjahānī
that ailing health prevented Mullā Farīd from seeing the end of the Zīj itself [G 1985, p.34].
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marking the enthronement of Shāh Jahān on 14 February 1628 [P 2003a].

Along with the modified astronomical tables of Zīj-i Ulugh Beg, it contained an ex-

tensive list of eras (including Akbar’s Ilāhī era and the Indian Vikram Samvat) and a

comprehensive list of festivities and occasions [B 2013, p.64].

According to the Mughal court chronicler, Muḥammad Sāleḥ Kamboh, the util-

ity of the Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī made the original Zīj-i Ulugh Beg obsolete and pushed it

into disuse. e high praise for the Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī made the emperor Shāh Jahān

himself order it to be translated into Sanskrit for general use amongst the populace

[G 1985, p.35]. e emperor’s father-in-law, also his chief minister (wazīr), Āṣif

Khān delegated this task to Nityānanda, a Brahmin astronomer (jyotiṣajña) at the

court of Shāh Jahān. Nityānanda dedicated himself to the task and subsequently,

at some point between 1628  and the early 1630s, he presented an enormous

compilation of planetary tables translated into Sanskrit, the Siddhāntasindhu ‘e

Ocean of Siddhāntas’. From what appears in the available literature, vide [P

1978b, 2003a], the use of Islamic parameters in the computation of the tables made

no discernible impact on the Indian scholarly community of the time.

Nityānanda’s work failed to gain any immediate aention and was subsequently

neglected within the traditional jyotiṣa community. In the years that followed, he

restructured the contents of his tables, including the ‘foreign’ parameters andmodels

used to compute the values seen in the table, and wrote an explanatory canonical

treatise. Nityānanda presented his siddhāntic achievement, the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
‘King of all Siddhāntas’ in 1639  by very emphatically stating that his is a treatise

(grantha) with statements of completely new, well-composed arguments (nava-nava-
suyukt-yukti-sahita), whereas the others have unsatisfactorily (akṛtārtha) added no

new material (a-nava-racana) to the old traditional (purā paramparā) canons; they
have merely composed them with beautiful words (cāruvacana). Despite this strong

statement, he was certain of the eagerness and curiosity (kutuka) with which men of

intelligence (dhīmān) competent in the siddhāntic tradition (siddhānta-kuśala) would

receive his work.¹⁹

Towards the very beginning of his text, Nityānanda alludes to an older source,

the Jñānabhāskara of Sūryāruṇasaṃvāda, to explain how his new astronomy is es-

sentially the divine word of the Sun (Sūrya or Bhāskara) revealed to a sage named

Romaka (the alleged author of the Romakasiddhānta and the agent of Nityānanda’s

new rationales) in the far-away land of the Yavanas (Muslims), vide [P 1978b,

¹⁹ In the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, gaṇitādhyāya .9, we find the verse–

ihānekaiś cakre svakṛtir akṛtārtheva kṛtibhīḥ
purā pāramparyād anavaracanaiś cāruvacanaiḥ ||
mamāpi grantho 'yaṃ navanavasuyuktyuktisahito
vilokyo dhīmadbhiḥ kutukam iva siddhāntakuśalaiḥ || 9 ||
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p.324] and [P 1996, p.478]. e Sun, being cursed by Lord Brahmā (Viriñca),

was made to suffer the ignominy of being temporarily born in foreign places and it

is there that he revealed this astronomy in the form of traditional speech (śruti-rūpa)
to Romaka. While Nityānanda uses this mythological story of ‘divine revelation’²⁰

as a part of the narrative preamble to the technical contents of his work, it does

not necessarily imply an aempt to validate the science by virtue of its divine ori-

gin. e structure and contents of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, including the instances

of ‘demonstrations’ (upapai) and ‘examples’ (udāharaṇa) provided therein, help it

achieve merit on its own accord. e purpose of retelling the tale of gods (sura) and
seers (ṛṣi), perhaps considered in light of the clarity and the inspiration it is meant to

bring to an endeavour, augments Nityānanda’s efforts in presenting his work within

a traditional framework.²¹

In introducing elements of Græco-Islamic astronomy—delivered through the

words of the seer Romaka²²—Nityānanda aempts to legitimise its content as ef-

fective or productive of results. e effectiveness of astronomical theories (or parts

thereo) to produce computational results acts as the standard which Nityānanda re-

gards as valuable. His comparison of quantities (like mean longitudes of planets)

using parameters of siddhāntic astronomy—the Brāhmapakṣa and the Saurapakṣa—

with those of the Romakasiddhānta shows his regard for the plurality of approaches

that produces comparable results. As traditional pakṣika (siddhānta) astronomy was

traced back to divine origins—Brahman for the Brāhmapakṣa and Sūrya for the

Saurapakṣa—Nityānanda simply raised ‘Romaka’ to the position of a seer (ṛṣi) to act

as the authoritative agent revealing his new astronomy.

Although Nityānanda created a cultural context to present his astronomy, the

Sarvasiddhāntarāja as the unifying treatise of foreign science with canonical teach-

ings appears to have been largely ignored, and perhaps even rejected, by Nityā-

²⁰Nīlakaṇṭha Somayāji (1444–1545 ) in his Jyotirmīmāṃsā states «granthakaraṇe devatāprāsādaḥ mati-
vaimalyahetuḥ na sākṣādupadeśaḥ» (v.2) implying ‘revelation’ is to be understood as the ‘divine grace’
that helps an author achieve clarity of thought when composing; it does not imply the physical presence
of the divinity in coming to teach the author. Nīlakaṇṭha clarifies the value of revelation in reference to
the belief that Brahman himself taught Āryabhaṭa astronomy. In light of this explanation, it is an author’s
own work, facilitated through divine providence, that becomes the śabda-pramāṇa or ‘reliable expert tes-
timony’ for successive generations of scholars to learn upon. In fact, Nīlakaṇṭha advocates reformation
of old doctrines in light of new observations and investigation without the fear of ridicule in this world
or retribution in the next, vide [S 1977, commentary on v.4 on p.6]. I’d like to acknowledge Prof. K.
Ramasubramanian for bringing Nīlakaṇṭha’s explanation of divine revelation to my aention.

²¹ I have lemy discussions on the nature and criterion for truth in validating different astronomical theories
in the Indian tradition, in particular, Nityānanda’s own efforts in this regard, till aer I’ve have presented
my analysis of the ‘chapter on spheres’ (golādhyāya) from the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, vide S. 4.1.

²² In the first section (mimāṃsā) of the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya) of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
(v.2), Nityānanda included a list of seers (ṛṣi) and gods(sura) whose ‘lightening intelligence’ (sphūrja-dhī )
proclaimed the treatises (tantra). In that list, Nityānanda includes the foreign Romaka along with the
others traditional names like Vasiṣṭha, Garga, Atri, Pulastya, and Parāśara. Prof. Pingree speculated on
the identity of Romaka as Qāḍī Zādah al-Rūmī, one of the Samarqand astronomers under Ulugh Beg’s
patronage, and of the Romakasiddhānta as al-Rūmī’s commentary on al-Jāghmīnī’s Mulakkhaṣ fi al-hayʾa
[P 1978b, p.324].
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nanda’s peers. e full extent to which Nityānanda’s work influenced subsequent

siddhāntic astronomy remains an open question; however, the canonical presenta-

tion of Islamic (Ptolemaic) cinematic models and computational methods of plane-

tary motion would have certainly brought newer material for consideration amongst

scholars within the Indian jyotiṣa tradition, vide S. 4.3.

N̅: T B     S̅ J̅̅

Based on the limited biographic information available on Nityānanda, sourced pri-

marily from the colophon at the end of the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya) in
the Sarvasiddhāntarāja and cited in the secondary sources of [D̅ 1933, pp.101-

102] [D 1981, pp.165-166] and [P 1976a, pp.173b-174a], Nityānanda was

a Gauḍa Brāhmaṇa²³ with patrilineage (gotra) descending from the royal sage Rājaṛṣi

Mudgala. He was ordinarily a resident of Indrapurī, a old epithet for the city of Delhi

in India, that was situated close to the historic city of Kurukṣetra. He was formally

trained in the tradition of Ḍulīnahaṭṭa ²⁴ and has a patrilineal genealogy as indicated

in F. 1.1.

..Icchā.
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Lakṣmaṇa

.



.

Nārāyaṇa

.



.

Devadaa

.



.

Nityānanda

Figure 1.1: Patrilineal genealogy of Nityānanda as mentioned in the colophonic
verses at the end of the yantrādhyāya in Sarvasiddhāntarāja.

²³According to Manusmṛti ‘Laws of Manu’ (around 5ᵗʰ century  ), the foremost dharmic text on the
religious, moral and legal duties of man in the Hindu Dharmaśāstra, Brāhmaṇas (or Brahmins) form one
of the four social class-divisions (varṇa) of men as temple priests (Brahmin), spiritual teachers (Ācārya),
learned scholars (Paṇḍita) in society [O 2010]. e Gauḍa Brāhmaṇa refers to a particular sub-
division (jāti) of the Brāhmaṇas that are believed to be found in Gauḍa regions extending from Vaṅga
(Bengal) to kaśmīra (Kashmir) of the Indian subcontinent, in particular, around the areas of modern-day
Hariyāṇā (Haryana) in Northern India [B 1896].

²⁴According to [D̅ 1933], Ḍulīnahaṭṭa could indicate Nityānanda’s place of origin. In the district,
Jhajjara in modern-day Haryana in Northern India, there is the village called of Dulīna that could possibly
be Nityānanda’s place of birth.
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T      S̅̅

e Sarvāsiddhāntarāja of Nityānanda (composed in Vikrama Samvat 1696, Śaka

1561, or 1639 ) is a siddhāntic text in jyotiḥśastra that included mathematics, as-

tronomy and calendrics. A notable feature of this work is its acceptance of Islamic pa-

rameters and planetary models in an effort to compare foreign computational meth-

ods on a par with traditional pākṣika techniques. As mentioned above, the Sarva-
siddhāntarāja aempted to include ideas from Ptolemaic mathematical astronomy

(through its Islamic avatāra) within a canonical or siddhāntic text in jyotiḥśāstra.
In this text, Nityānanda compares the astronomical parameters and models of the

Brāhmapakṣa and the Saurapakṣa with those from the Græco-Islamic tradition (via

the Romakasiddhānta) [P 2003a]. He provides corrections to derive the lon-

gitudes of the apogees (of the Sun and the five star-planets: Mars, Mercury, Jupiter,

Venus, and Saturn) and the nodes (of the five star-planets) stated in the Sūryasid-
dhānta from those of the Romakasiddhānta, and he also indicates the bīja or cor-

rections that make the epoch mean longitudes of the Romakasiddhānta equitable

to those of the Sūryasiddhānta and the Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta. In other places in

the chapter on computation (gaṇitādhyāya), he simply introduces the Islamic model

of planetary motions with equants, protective sphere and lunar crank mechanisms,

vide [P 1978c, p.325], along with a full Aristotelian description of the concen-

tric spherical shells that constitute the physical form of the universe, vide Sarvāsid-
dhāntarāja, spaṣṭādhikāra of the gaṇitādhyāya, brahmāṇḍa-nirmāṇa-darśana .180

200. e Sarvāsiddhāntarāja is one of the first aempts in any siddhāntic text of the

Indian tradition to acknowledge and include ‘foreign astronomy’ to the collective

modus vivendi that always governed the anaikyatā ‘plurality’ of pākṣika jyotiḥśāstra
or ‘partisan astronomy’ in the Indian tradition.

e Sarvasiddhāntarāja of Nityānanda follows the standard layout of a siddhāntic

treatise in Indian astronomy. It consists of three broad divisions: the chapter on com-

putations (gaṇitādhyāya), the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya), and the chapter on

instruments (yantrādhyāya). e two broad chapters on computations and spheres

seem to be well-outlined and segregated into sections dealing with individual topics;

the inter-dependence of these two chapters is seen through their shared vocabu-

lary of technical terms. e gaṇitādhyāya, typically preceding the golādhyāya in

most siddhāntas, addresses questions relating to the computational procedures and

algorithms of all the mathematical and astronomical quantities the Siddhānta covers,

whereas the golādhyāya forms the chapter on spheres that explains the technical def-

initions, geometry, and the theory behind the computational prescriptions. e last

chapter on instruments or the yantrādhyāya of siddhāntic texts, quite oen found

pooled along with the chapter on spheres or immediately following it, explains the

types of and construction methods for astronomical and mensuration instruments.
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In general, each chapter starts with its own ‘benedictory verse’ (maṅgalācaraṇa) that
acts as the auspicious inception to the chapter, and also in its wake, it reminds the

reader of the importance of reading that particular chapter.

In the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, the chapter on computations or gaṇitādhyāya includes

discussions about the astronomical parameters of planetary motion from the dif-

ferent pakṣas; trigonometry; computational algorithms for distance, place and time

of celestial objects at various terrestrial locations; the calculation procedures for

eclipses; and other computational methods for determining gnomonic shadows and

celestial conjunctions. It is divided into topical sections called adhikāra that deal with

individual aspects of the different computations described above. From a pedagogical

perspective, it would be expected of the students or readers to work through each ad-
hikāra, with its entire content of demonstration (upapai) and examples (udāharaṇa)
in full, in order to be able to perform any necessary calculations as a qualified as-

tronomer.²⁵

A notable feature in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja is the section on rationales

(mimāṃsā) that is included at the beginning of the text in the chapter on compu-

tations (gaṇitādhyāya). Amongst other things, the mimāṃsā section includes dis-

cussions on the epistemic standard Nityānanda uses to establish the validity of the

contents of his text, vide S. 4.1. is section also carries a discussion of the superi-

ority of the sāyana (tropical) system of zodiacal divisions of the ecliptic as proclaimed

by the gods and the seers (ṛṣis).²⁶ e tropical (sāyana) zodiac was typically used in

the Græco-Islamic astronomy; whereas, the default zodiac in Indian jyotiṣawas taken

to be sidereal (nirāyana). In using the sāyana (tropical) year lengths in calculations,

Nityānanda appears to make his preference of the yavana system as opposed to the

nirāyana (sidereal) system traditionally employed in jyotiṣa astronomy.²⁷

²⁵ In the gaṇitādhyāya of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, we find several examples of ‘demonstration’ (upapai),
e.g., verses .19, 50, 153, and 201; .42, 45, 53, and 68; .56, 61, and 82, as well as ‘examples’ (udāharaṇa),
e.g., verses .83; .31, 115, 154; .12. In the selection of examples cited here the verse-numbering follows
MS Np.I: National Archives Kathmandu (Nepal) Microfilm Reel No. B 354

15 , vide S. 2.2.
²⁶e system of tropical zodiac (sāyana-rāśi), lit. ‘with motion of the signs’ regards the vernal equinoctial
point as the starting point of the zodiacal division of the ecliptic, whereas the system of sidereal zodiac
(nirāyana-rāśi), lit. ‘without motion of the signs’ regarded the first point of Aries (meśādi), a particular
star or a fixed point on the ecliptic 180° away from the location of the star citrā or Spica (α Virginis), as
0° ♈ or the start of the zodiacal circle. e vernal equinoctial point continually driing westwards along
the ecliptic at a rate of nearly 50′′ per year, a phenomenon known as the precision of the equinoxes, make
the sidereal and tropical zodiac misalign.

²⁷ It should be noted that without the study of the entire chapter on computations, it is difficult to assert if
Nityānanda completely disregards the nirāyana system in preference of the sāyana system in the compu-
tational methods of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, or whether his choice between the two systems is simply a
maer of preference depending on context. In the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya), we do however find
Nityānanda employing the nirāyana system with zero ayanāṃśa in the context of defining the astrologi-
cally significant orient ecliptic point, vide  78 on p. 241 of V [93], and again in context of
oblique ascension and sidereal day lengths at the Arctic circle ( S. 3.6.14) and the latitudinal variation
in the day-lengths in the Arctic (S. 3.6.16).
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e chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) deals with the topics of cosmology and the

armillary sphere. e gola ‘sphere’ forms the geometrical basis for understanding

the computational methods in the previous chapter of computations (gaṇitādhyāya).
In the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, Nityānanda describes the globe of Earth (bhūgola) from its

astronomical aspects and also the terrestrial geography as outlined by the Purāṇas.

e Purāṇas are considered the sacred texts in the Hindu tradition (composed be-

tween 5ᵗʰ century —16ᵗʰ , drawing on earlier material) that extol the divinities

through stories, fables and legends, and include elaborate narratives of the cosmog-

raphy and cosmogeny of the universe. ese works normally contain many parables

and mythological stories of heroes, kings, sages, demigods and divine manifestations

(avatāra)—all woven in verses through dialogues and discourses between gods and

seers highlighting moral and philosophical teachings of Hinduism [D 1978].

In the golādhyāya, Nityānanda describes the Purāṇic geography in great detail as

he lists the mountains, rivers, regions, and continents that make the surface of the

Earth.

Following this, he proceeds to give a detailed description of the celestial sphere

and its constituent great circles employed in the study of astronomy. e orienta-

tion of the celestial sphere with respect to a geocentric and observer-centric frame

of reference helps Nityānanda divide this chapter into its parts—the sphere of aster-

isms (bhagola), the oblique celestial sphere (khagola), and the visible celestial sphere

(dṛggola)—and explain each of them quite thoroughly. A more detailed description

is found later in this chapter, cf. S. 1.3. A tabular description of these chapter

headings in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja (with their sectional contents) can be seen in

T 1.6.

1.3 G̅  N̅’ S̅̅

e golādhyāya ‘chapter on spheres’ of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja describes

the various spheres that are considered a part of mathematical astronomy in the San-

skrit siddhāntic tradition. Most siddhāntic authors regarded the knowledge of the

geometry of the sphere as crucial to truly understand the algorithms and procedures

described in the gaṇitādhyāya ‘chapter on computations’. Based on the survey of the

siddhāntic literature in P [1981b], T 1.7 shows the chronology of siddhān-

tic works (along with the names of their authors) that included sections or chapters

dedicated to the study of spheres (gola).²⁸ e table also includes other smaller works

on spheres, mainly composed by the writers of the Kerala school of astronomy as an-

²⁸e table also shows the references for the edited versions of these works that were consulted in citing
verses from them. In each instance, the verse number is accompanied by the name of the work and its
author; however, individual citations to the edited versions have not be repeated for brevity of space in
this thesis.
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Sarvasiddhāntarāja of Nityānanda (1639 )

ga
ṇi
tā
dh

yā
ya

(c
ha

pt
er

of
co

m
pu

ta
ti
on

s)

1. mimāṃsā (rationales)

2. madhyamādhikāra (mean positions of planets)

3. spaṣṭādhikāra (true positions of planets)

4. tripraśnādhikāra (three questions of time, place and direction)

5. candragrahaṇādhikāra (lunar eclipses)

6. sūryagrahaṇādhikāra (solar eclipses)

7. śṛṅgonnatyādhikāra (elevation of the lunar cusps)

8. bhagrahayutyādhikāra (conjunction of stars and planets)

9. bhagrahāṇām unnatāṃśādi sādhanādhikāra

(method of measuring the degrees of altitude of planets and stars)

go
lā
dh

yā
ya

(c
ha

pt
er

of
sp

he
re
s) 1. bhūvanakośādhikāra (cosmography)

2. golabandhādhikāra (armillary sphere)

3. yantrādhikāra (astronomical instruments)

Table 1.6: Contents of the chapters and sections therein in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
of Nityānanda.

cillary texts to their tantras.²⁹ I should mention that the works enlisted in this table,

in particular the works from the siddhāntic corpus, are explicit in their chapter (or

section) titles to indicate the spheres (gola). ere are however other works that do

not make the discussion of gola a separate part of their work, e.g., in Varāhamihira’s

Pañcasiddhāntikā (c. early sixth century ),    : ‘On the con-

stitution of the Universe’ (trailokya-saṃsthāna) and ‘On Astronomical Instruments,

²⁹e tantras were a special class of karaṇa text composed by the writers of the Kerala school of astronomy
that followed the Āryapakṣa. ese manuals offered expedient solutions to astronomical problems that
needed special treatment, however, they broke from karaṇa tradition of correcting the epoch date to a
time closer to its composition and maintained the epoch date as the beginning of the Kaliyuga, sunrise at
Laṅkā on 13 February 3101 [P 1981b, p.48]. In some instances, the tantra texts contained detailed
theoretical contents on par with the contents of siddhāntic texts, e.g., Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra or
Nīlakaṇṭha Somayājī’s Tantrasaṅgraha.
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Observations, and the Like’ (jyotiṣopaniṣat) [T  D̅ 1968, pp.69–89]

that are similar in content to other siddhāntic golādhyāyas. As the table is meant

to show a general overview of the gola literature in the Sanskrit siddhāntic corpus—

identified along with its collective contents as a separate chapter (or section) by the

authors themselves—I have refrained from using my observations of any similarity

in the contents to include works like Varāhamihira’s Pañcasiddhāntikā in this list. In

the effort to create a list of this kind, the epistemic basis of regarding contents as an

indicator of the author’s knowledge versus the ontological value of his title under

which he groups the contents is certainly a question of significant thought; for my

part, I merely enlist works about the spheres (gola) separately and explicitly.

e siddhāntic golādhyāyas oen included a variety of topics that helped de-

velop the conceptual and cognitive thinking required of a true astronomer, e.g., in

the golādhyāya chapters of Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra (c. 8ᵗʰ ) and Bhāskara’s

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (1150 ) we find the following contents:³⁰

1. e advantages and importance of studying the spheres (golapraśaṃsā).

2. e questions on the general concepts of the sphere (gola-svarūpa-praśna).

3. e motion of the celestial sphere (graha-bhrama) with discussions of the

seven winds (sapta-vayu), the situation of the Earth (bhuva-vinyāsa), the mo-

tions of the Sun and the Moon (ravi-cāra and candra-cāra).

4. e constructions (bandha) of the armillary sphere (khagola), the sphere of

asterisms (bhagola), the sphere of the planets (graha-gola), and the general

sphere (sāmānya-gola).

5. e rationales (vāsanā) for mean motion (madhya-gati) covering questions

about sidereal day-lengths (sāvana-dina-māna), ascensional difference due to

latitudes (cara), longitudinal difference of day-lengths (deśāntara), visibility
corrections (dṛkkarma) and their corrections (dṛkkarma-saṃskāra), eclipses

(grahaṇa), brightness of the Moon (candra-sitāsita), phases of the Moon (śṛṅ-
gonnati), visibility of the body of the planets (graha-bimba), etc.

6. e rationales on the question of time, space, and direction (tripraśna).

7. e sphere of the Earth (bhūgolasvarūpa) along with discussions on terrestrial

geography and cosmography (bhuvanakośa).

³⁰is list is merely an indicative example of the range of topics covered in the golādhyāyas of these two
famous siddhāntic texts. It is neither exhaustive in its inclusion of the contents nor sequential in the
occurrence of these topics in both these golādhyāyas. In fact, any analysis of the scope, the depth, the
order, and the reasons for any these topics found commonlywithin awholemillennium’sworth of Sanskrit
siddhāntic authorship would be in itself a subject of a separate thesis.
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8. e graphical methods of representing planets (chedyaka-vidhi).

9. Some additional topics like dispelling false (astronomical) views (mithyā-
jñāna-nirākaraṇa), the description of the seasons (ṛtu-varṇana), the selection

of questions (praśnādhyāya), worldly advice (lokopadeśa), etc.

10. e use of astronomical instruments (yantrādhikāra).

1.3.1 T     N̅’ ̅̅

On the basis of the critical study of Nityānanda’s golādhyāya (Sarvasiddhāntarāja
 ), we can see the structure and contents of his chapter on spheres in T

 1.9. Nityānanda arranges the contents of this chapter into four broad sections

on (i) the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola), (ii) the sphere of asterisms (bhagola), (iii)
the oblique celestial sphere (khagola), and (iv) the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola).
is arrangement is based viewing the ‘sphere of the sky’ from different observa-

tional positions (geocentric or terrestrial) and accordingly, considering the scope of

the horizon (astronomical, terrestrial, or geographical) differently, vide S. 3.2.1.

He introduces each of these sections with an inceptive statement in prose (gadya)
breaking the flow of the otherwise versified contents (padya), e.g., vide S. 3.2.1,

S. 3.5.1, or S. 3.6.1. Also, he abruptly adds an inceptive statement in themiddle

of his account on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola) to declare the Purāṇic exposition

of terrestrial geography and his own scepticism on some of its content and concepts,

vide S. 3.3.1. In closing each of these sections (before beginning the next), he is

more or less regular through his narrative, e.g., S. 3.4.7, or S. 3.7.1.1; however,

he doesn’t always state an explicit end of the section, e.g., the end of the section on

the sphere of asterisms (bhagola).

e ‘verse titles’ indicating the content of the verse (the second column in T

 1.9) and their occasional ‘group titles’ (the third column in grey in T 1.9)

are my additions to structure the contents within each section of this chapter; Nityā-

nanda himself does not provide any such titles, apart from his inceptive and conclu-

sion statements for the different sections.

At the very outset, it should be noted that Nityānanda’s arrangement of this

chapter (adhyāya) into sections based on the different spheres is notably different

from any previous siddhāntic works. Most siddhāntic authors have arranged the

contents on their ‘chapter on spheres’, golādhyāya, golabandha, or simply gola, into
different topical sections or adhikāras, e.g., chedyakādhikāra ‘graphical methods of

representing planets’ in Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi   of the golādhyāya.
In stating the definitions of the different great circles in the different spheres, most
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T S̅̅  N̅

I G̅̅: T C  S

Inception to the chapter on spheres

V [1] Extolment of the divine for benediction

V [2] Disrepute amongst other

scholars due to lack of

knowledge of spheres

Reasons for

understanding the

science of spheres

V [3] Inability to answer questions due

to lack of knowledge of spheres

V [4] Training and authority of a mathematician

V [5] estions about the oblique and

visible celestial spheres
Summary of contents of

the four kinds of spheres

V [6] e great circles of the oblique

and visible celestial spheres

II.A B̅: S   E – P I

Inception to the study of the four kinds of spheres

V [7] Description of a motionless and unsupported Earth

V [8] estions about determining the height

and the distance of a high mountain

V [9] Geodetic method for determining the

height of a high mountain given its distanceV [10]

V [11] Geodetic method for determining the

distance to a high mountain given its heightV [12]

V [13] Location of the cardinal cities

V [14] e relative equatorial-aspect positions

of the four equatorial citesV [15]

V [16] Equatorial positions of the two polar cities,

the celestial equator, and the celestial poles

V [17] e orthogonal separation of the six cardinal cities
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V [18] Northern polar-aspect with Mt

Meru at the centre
e relative polar-aspect

positions of the four

equatorial cites and the

two celestial poles
V [19] Southern polar-aspect with the

city of Vaḍavānala at the centre

V [20] Reciprocally reversed orientations of the celestial equator

seen from the antipodal polar-regions of the Earth

V [21] Definition of the horizon and the spherical distance

between antipodal locations

V [22] Geographic location of cities along the horizon

with respect to the central LaṅkāV [23]

V [24] e location of the terrestrial equator and

the equatorial view of the celestial sphere

V [25] e extent and triangular measure of the inhabited land

V [26]
Inhospitable climate of the Arctic region

V [27]

V [28] e cities with zero degrees of longitude along the prime meridian

V [29] Northern variation in the elevation of the pole star

and depression of the celestial equator

V [30] Southern variation in the depression of the

pole star and its polar zenith-position

V [31] Appearance of local

superincumbence

Egocentric-arrangement

of land along a spherical

Earth
V [32] Orthogonal and antipodal

terrestrial locations

V [33] Beginning of the first clime with

12ℎ 45𝑚 of day light
Description of the seven

climes on Earth

V [34] Beginnings of the successive

seven climes with increments of

30𝑚 to day-lengths

III C   P̣̅

Inception to the section on Purāṇic cosmography

V [35] A planar Earth
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V [36] Identification of the geographic horizon as the Lokāloka mountain

V [37] Nityānanda’s scepticism about the Lokāloka mountain

V [38] Nityānanda’s scepticism about the Udayācala mountain

V [39] Nityānanda’s scepticism about the Sun revolving around Mt Meru

V [40] Jambūdvīpa and the first saline ocean (kṣāra-ambudhi)

V [41] e order of the seven oceans e seven oceans on

Earth (sapta abdhi)V [42] Relative sizes of the seven oceans

V [43] Location of Vaḍavānala and the netherworld (pātāla)

V [44] Relative sizes and locations of

the seven island-continents

e seven

island-continents on

Earth (sapta dvīpa)
V [45] e names of the seven

island-continents

V [46]
e northern mountain ranges of Jambūdvīpa

V [47]

V [48]
e varṣas and the central mountain ranges of Jambūdvīpa

V [49]

V [50]
e central varṣas of Jambūdvīpa

V [51]

V [52]
e central Ilāvṛta varṣa and Mt Meru

V [53]

V [54] e four central buress mountains with their flag-like trees

V [55] e Jambūnada gold found in Jambūdvīpa

V [56]
e forests and lakes in the buress mountains

V [57]

V [58] e divine abodes on Mt Meru

V [59]
Extolment of river Gaṅgā with its four distributaries

V [60]

V [61] e nine divisions (khaṇḍa) of Bhārata varṣa

V [62] e class-subdivision (varṇas) of men

on Kumārī khaṇḍa of Bhārata varṣa

V [63] e seven principal mountain-ranges in Bhārata varṣa
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V [64]
e seven worlds (lokas) in the cosmos (brahmāṇḍa)

V [65]

II.B B̅: S   E – P II

V [66] e equatorial arrangement of the

nychthemeron at sunrise at Laṅkā

V [67] Determination of the north and

south directions at any location

V [68] e orthogonal distance of the east-west cardinal

equatorial cities from the cities on the prime meridian

V [69] e justification for the spherical shape of the Earth

V [70] e surface area of the climes on the surface of the Earth

V [71] Latitudinal correction to the circumference

of the Earth and its applicability

Conclusion of the section on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola)

IV B: S  A

Inception to the section on the sphere of asterisms

V [72] Extent, composition and orientation of the sphere of asterisms

V [73.]
Diurnal circle and the circle of asterisms

V [73.]

V [74] Description of the ecliptic or the zodiacal circle

V [75] e ecliptic poles and the arrangement of the zodiacal signs

V [76] Inclination of the zodiacal circle and the solstitial points

V [77] e orbital circle creating planetary latitude

V [78] Apogeal and perigeal points of a planet’s orbit

V [79] e celestial latitude and the declination of a planet

V [80] Enumeration of constellations and their constituent stars

V [81] Positions of the constellations in relation to the circle of asterisms

V [82] Description of the circle of celestial latitude of a planet

V [83] Illusionary nature of great circles

V [84] Arrangement of planetary orbits up to the zodiacal circle
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V K: O C S

Inception to the section on the oblique celestial sphere

V [85] e oblique celestial sphere and the astronomical horizon

V [86] e prime vertical and the meridian

V [87] e vertical circle of altitude and the inter-cardinal circles

V [88] e secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic

and the equinoctial colure (six o’clock hour circle)

V [89] e circle of day-radius and

the secondary position circle to the prime vertical

V [90] e central meridian of a celestial body

and the foremost parallel of meridian

V [91] e parallel of altitude (circle of zenith-distance)

V [92] e twelve astrological houses

V [93] e Ascendant, the Descendant and the meridian ecliptic point

V [94] e Imum Coeli and the intermediate astrological house cusps

V [95] ree systems of domification

V [96] Distinction in marking the twelve astrological houses

V [97] ree-fold nature of the circle of astrological houses

V [98] Summer solstitial position of the

ecliptic
e oblique ascension

and sidereal day-lengths

the Arctic circle on

solstitial and equinoctial

days

V [99] Movement of the ecliptic

V [100] Oblique ascension and summer

solstitial nychthemeron of

daylight

V [101] Increase in night-length in the

southwards ecliptic movement of

Sun with day-night equality at

autumn equinox

V [102] Continued increase in

night-length until winter

solstitial nychthemeron of night

V [103] Visibility of a planet above the horizon
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V [104] Solar day and night periods at

69° 48′ 

Latitudinal variations in

day-lengths

corresponding to ecliptic

position of the Sun in

the Arctic

V [105] Solar day-and-night periods at

78° 30′ and the North pole

V [106] e nychthemeron for the gods

at Mt Meru (North pole)

V [107] Variation in the degrees of solar elevation

with respect to solar declination

V [108] e nychthemeron for the gods and

demons constituting a solar year

V [109] e midnight day-reckoning system for polar nychthemeron

V [110] e nychthemeron for the lunar manes

constituting a synodic month

VI Ḍ: V C S

V [111] Conclusion of the section on the

oblique celestial sphere
Description of the visible

celestial sphere

V [112] Inception to the section on the

visible celestial sphere

V [113] e equinoctial and solstitial points of the ecliptic

V [114] e greatest solar declination and an arc-of-declination

V [115] e true declination of a planet Types of planetary

declination and

approximations
V [116] e other (second) declination

and the latitude of a planet

V [117] Approximation of the true

declination of a planet with its

second declination and latitude

V [118] Position of the celestial poles and the celestial equator

at any terrestrial latitude

V [119] e inclination of the celestial equator and

the depression of the meridian ecliptic point

V [120] e maximum elevation and ortive amplitude of a planet

V [121] e azimuth and the altitude of a planet

V [122] e zenith distance and the ascensional difference of a planet
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V [123] e arcs of day and night on the diurnal circle

V [124] Lengths of day and night at the north pole

V [125] Measure of the day-length at any terrestrial location

V [126] Reason for the equality in day-and-night at the equator

V [127] Difference in ascension times of an arc of the ecliptic

V [128] Difference in the rising times of zodiacal signs

V [129] Elevation measure with respect

to the nonagesimal point

e zenith distance and

altitude of the

nonagesimal point
V [130] Elevation measure with respect

to the ecliptic pole

V [131] e inter-cardinal and prime vertical altitudes of the Sun

V [132] e sine of the altitude and zenith distance of the Sun

at its equinoctial colure transit

V [133] An astronomer’s ability for computing sagias

V [134] Materials for construction of the armillary sphere

VII C      (̅̅)

V [135]       

Table 1.9: e structure and contents of the ‘chapter on spheres’ (golādhyāya) from
Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja  .

siddhāntic authors include them under the general section on the golabandha ‘armil-

lary sphere’, whereas Nityānanda is more explicit in stating them under the head-

ing of the particular sphere where they are to be found. In spite of this difference,

Nityānanda manages to share many common features with other golādhyāyas: e.g.,
the preliminary high praise given to the study of spheres, and a detailed account

of Purāṇic geography are found in almost all discussions on the gola in siddhāntic

literature. Interestingly, Nityānanda’s choice in placing these verses that aest to a

‘common knowledge’ immediately following his account of the ‘uncommon knowl-

edge’ is quite amusingly insightful: e.g., his Purāṇic narrative (V [35] through

V [65]) is abruptly placed right in the middle of his discussion on the seven ge-

ographic climes, awkwardly cuing off this ‘foreign’ description in V [33] and

V [34], and then casually picking it up again in V [70] to give a formula to

compute the surface area of these climes.
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Nityānanda’s efforts at including foreign concepts into the flow of a siddhāntic

text does not necessarily appear completely congruent. His short mathematical pre-

scription on determining the height of a mountain given its distance (or vice versa)

in V [8] through V [12] appears appropriate in its placement in the sec-

tion on the sphere of the Earth; however, its pedagogical appearance as a ‘question

and answer’ seems quite unexpected in an otherwise descriptive account. e ‘for-

eign’ nature of its mathematics—provided directly as prescriptive formulae without

reasoning—helps us appreciate Nityānanda’s aempt to impress his readers with this

new information.

1.3.2 T   N̅’ ̅̅

In keeping with other siddhāntic authors, Nityānanda also uses a variety of prosodic

meters in composing his text. e selection of meters used in the chapter on spheres

is shown in T 1.11 below. e metrical and prosodic analysis of Sanskrit texts

in exact sciences is not very commonly studied, and while I could not exhaustively

analyse Nityānanda’s golādhyāya as the subject for such a study, I hope that the

table below shows the compositional abilities (kāvya vaiśiṣṭya) of Nityānanda as he

expresses his scientific thought in the language of poetry. An introduction to the

technical terms in the study of Sanskrit poetic meters (chanda) can be found in [A

1998, Appendix I].

       

samavṛa anuṣṭup or śloka
(8 syllables per pāda)

[37], [41], [45], [48], [81],

[82]

pramāṇikā
(8 syllables per pāda)

[109]

indravajrā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[14], [15], [18], [19], [21],

[25], [26], [64], [69], [70],

[102]

upendravajrā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[94], [99]

rathoddhatā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[23], [31], [32], [51], [131]

śālinī
(11 syllables per pāda)

[10], [11], [12], [28], [36],

[42], [54], [135]

drutavilambita
(12 syllables per pāda)

[38], [50], [57], [79], [113],

[114], [115], [116], [117]
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samavṛa vaṃśastha
(12 syllables per pāda)

[9], [29], [30], [39], [44], [49],

[52], [107], [108]

vasantatilakā
(12 syllables per pāda)

[40], [47], [53], [58], [63],

[66], [67], [95], [96], [132],

[134]

mālinī
(15 syllables per pāda)

[78]

pṛthvī
(17 syllables per pāda)

[71]

mandākrāntā
(17 syllables per pāda)

[72], [73.], [73.], [74], [75]

śikhariṇī
(17 syllables per pāda)

[7]

śārdūlavikrīḍita
(19 syllables per pāda)

[1], [2], [3], [4], [20], [24],

[55], [59], [60], [61], [77],

[85], [86], [133]

sragdharā
(21 syllables per pāda)

[5], [8], [110]

ardhasamavṛa dvipada-upajāti
(couplet with two pādas,
11 syllables per pāda)

[126]

upajāti – ākhyānakī
or bhadrā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[43], [46], [56], [80], [121]

upajāti – viparītākhyānakī
or haṃsī
(11 syllables per pāda)

[13], [22], [87], [123], [127]

upajāti – viyoginī or sundarī
(10 syllables in 1ˢᵗ  3ʳᵈ pāda,
11 syllables in 2ⁿᵈ  4ᵗʰ pāda)

[35]

viṣamavṛa upajāti – ārdrā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[98]

upajāti – ṛddhi
(11 syllables per pāda)

[104], [128]

upajāti – kīrti
(11 syllables per pāda)

[17], [33]
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viṣamavṛa upajāti – jāyā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[27], [105]

upajāti – premā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[65], [100]

upajāti – bālā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[6], [16], [76], [118], [129]

upajāti – buddhi
(11 syllables per pāda)

[124]

upajāti – mālā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[34], [88], [93]

upajāti –rāmā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[101], [125]

upajāti – śālā
(11 syllables per pāda)

[68], [83], [130]

upajāti – vāṇī
(11 syllables per pāda)

[84], [119], [120], [122]

upajāti – vāsantikā
(12 syllables per pāda)

[103]

upajāti –śaṅkhacūḍā
(12 syllables per pāda)

[106]

jāti āryā
(12 mātras in 1ˢᵗ  3ʳᵈ pāda,
18 mātras in 2ⁿᵈ pāda,
15 mātras in 4ᵗʰ pāda)

[90], [97]

udgīti
(12 mātras in 1ˢᵗ  3ʳᵈ pāda„
15 mātras in 2ⁿᵈ pāda,
18 mātras in 4ᵗʰ pāda)

[90], [111], [112]

upagīti
(12 mātras in 1ˢᵗ  3ʳᵈ pāda,
15 mātras in 2ⁿᵈ  4ᵗʰ pāda)

[62], [92]

gīti
(12 mātras in 1ˢᵗ  3ʳᵈ pāda,
18 mātras in 2ⁿᵈ  4ᵗʰ pāda)

[89], [91]

Table 1.11: e list of Sanskrit meters used by Nityānanda in the 135 verses of the

golādhyāya of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja  .
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1.3.3 T    P̣̅

e sacred status of Purāṇas within the Brahminical tradition³¹ meant that, his-

torically, many aspects of Purāṇic cosmology and geography continued to remain

prevalent in the siddhāntic period. Nityānanda in the golādhyāya of his Sarvasid-
dhāntarāja repeats the Purāṇic notions of the physical geography of the Earth as

most siddhāntic authors in his tradition have done in the past, vide S. 3.3.1. e

Purāṇic literature, developing from the early centuries of the common era, includes

material that has even been considered influenced by Græco-Babylonian ideas of

earlier times [P 1990]. While a detailed description of Purāṇic cosmology is

beyond the scope of this work, a comprehensive overview of Purāṇic cosmography

is aempted here, without dwelling on the aspects of cosmogony (viśvaśṛṣṭi). ere

exist differences in the number, ordering and nomenclature of various geographical

and astronomical entities within the various Purāṇas; however, apart from sectar-

ian differences, the general structure is relatively consistent. is review of Purāṇic

cosmography is constructed using the following primary sources: Śrīmad Bhāga-
vata or Bhāgavata Purāṇa   [P̅ 1975a, b], Viṣṇu Purāṇa  

W [1840], Vāyu Purāṇa (Anuṣaṅgapāda  –) [T 1987-

1988], Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa  – [B 1855–1862], Mahābhārata
(Jambū-khaṇḍa-nirmāṇa-parva and Bhūmī-parva of  : Bhiṣma Parva) [C
 2009], Yogadarśana [J̅ 1934] and the secondary sources of [K 1920, P

 1978a, P̅ 1987, S 1990, W 1840, W 2004].

According to the Purāṇas, thematerial universe (brahmāṇḍa), one amongst many

such universes, was considered enclosed in an egg-shaped, cosmic shell suspended

in the infinite causal ocean (kāraṇodak samudra). It was seeded into existence by

the absolute, eternal and primal causer, ens entium, Mahā Viṣṇu. Its structure con-

sisted of a central, horizontal Earth-disk called the Bhūmaṇḍala that separated the

seven empyrean realms of celestial beings above from the subterranean regions be-

low, while remaining suspended in the ocean filled with amniotic water.³² e firma-

ment (Bhūmaṇḍala) was itself seen as a thick disk that contained the earthly oceans

³¹e tradition of Purāṇic texts was not confined to the sectarian bounds of Hinduism exclusively. In fact,
Jainism contained similar literary texts, albeit with a different theological and historical emphasis: the
Jaina Purāṇas focused on integrating the Jaina legends of liberated beings (tīrthāṅkara) who have con-
quered the endless cycle of worldly existence or samsāra, along with the repertoire of heroic tales and
legends found in Indian epics (itihāsa), cf. [J 2000]. Despite these differences in the socio-religious
narratives and the different allegorical interpretations that ensued, the cosmology of Jaina Purāṇas was
substantially influenced by its Brahminical counterpart. A detailed description of Jaina cosmology and
cosmography can be found in [S 2000, Chapters IV and V, pp. 126–246]. Similarly, the Buddhist
commentaries and works of Abhidharma (found in both Mahāyāna and eravāda traditions) outline an
esoteric cosmogony and an exoteric cosmology that share an influence with traditional Hindu Purāṇic
literature, cf. [G 1998, Chapter V, p. 112–132].

³²e seven heavenly realms, going in an ascending order from the Bhūmaṇḍala, were:

• Bhūrloka— the ‘terrestrial realm’ on the surface of the Earth inhabited by human beings (nara), an-
imals (paśu) and forests (vana), along with the different demonic beings (asura, rākṣasa, kuṣmāṇḍa,
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and continents on its surface, with the seven netherworlds occupied by the different

races of demonic beings and natural spirits.³³ e region under the Bhūmaṇḍala was

considered to be filled with the waters of the Garbhodaka ocean, a wave-less (avīci)
continuum of primordial maer fromwhich all things emerge upon creation and into

which all things return upon dissolution. e realm of the forefathers (Pitṛloka) and

the different hells (naraka) were located in the region between the Bhūmaṇḍala and

the Garbhodaka ocean. e Purāṇas considered the entire universe to be encircled

by the endless coils of the cosmic-serpent Ananta Śeṣa that rests at the boom of the

Garbhodaka ocean (100,000 yojanas from the Bhūmaṇḍala) and carries the weight of

all creation as a demiurgic being: the Śrīmad Bhāgavata considered this Ananta Śeṣa

an incarnation of the Supreme God Viṣṇu himself. e arrangement of the different

worlds (loka) in the cosmos, along with the depiction of Ananta Śeṣa Viṣṇu as found

in the Purāṇas, can be seen in F. 1.2.

e surface of the Bhūmaṇḍala (also referred to as the Bhūloka) included the al-

ternating concentric rings of seven island-continents (sapta dvīpa) and seven oceans

(sapta samudra),³⁴ with three larger annular regions extending further all the way to

the edge of the Bhūmaṇḍala. e names and ordering of the seven island-continents

etc.), therianthropic beings (kimpuruṣa), ghosts and goblins (bhūta and vetāla), spirits of the de-
ceased (preta) and malevolent beings (piśāca).

• Bhuvarloka — the ‘realm of the sky’ occupying the region between the Earth and the Sun inhabited
by seers (muni) and perfected beings (siddha).

• Svarloka — the ‘realm of heaven’ occupying the region between the Sun and the north pole star
(dhruva), and inhabited by: (i) the six celestial tribes: tridaśa, agniṣvāa, yāmya, tuṣita, apanir-
mitavaśavartin, and parinirmitavaśavartin, (ii) the various deva or sura with Indra as their chief,
(iii) the heavenly choristers (gāndharva), (iv) heavenly minstrels (cāraṇa), (v) heavenly magicians
(vidyādhara) along with (vi) the heavenly nymphs (apsaras).

• Maharloka — the ‘realm of sages’ occupying the regions above the north pole star (dhruva) and in-
habited by the lords of progeny (Prajāpati): Viśvakarman, Marīci, Atri, Aṅgiras, Pulastya, Pulaha,
Kratu, Vasiṣṭha, Pracetas or Dakṣa, and Bhṛgu, along with five celestial tribes: kumuda, ṛbhava,
pratardana, añjanābha, and pracitabha.

• Janaloka — the ‘realm of productivity’ inhabited by the four mind-born sons (manas putra) of Lord
Brahmā, viz., Sana, Sananda, Sanaka, and Sanatkūmāra, along with the four celestial tribes, viz.,
brahmapurohita, brahmakāyika, brahmamahākāyika, and mara.

• Tapoloka — the ‘realm of austerities’ inhabited by: (i) semi-divine beings or manes called
vaibhrāja who are impervious to fire, (ii) the three celestial tribes: abhāsvara, mahābhāsvara,
and satyamahābhāsvara, along with (iii) highly devout mendicants (vairāgin) who are capable of
ascending to the next realm by their austerity.

• Brahmaloka or Satyaloka — the ‘realm of absolute truth’ inhabited by the creator, Lord Brahmā
along with the four celestial tribes of acutya, śuddhanivāsa, satyābha, and saṃjñāsaṃjñin.

³³e seven realms that formed the netherworld, starting seven thousand yojanas below the surface of the
Earth and extending ten thousand yojanas each (vide Viṣṇu Purāṇa, 2.5: 1–2), were Atala, Vitala, Nitala,
Gabhastimat, Mahātala, Sutala, and Pātāla. ese regions were occupied by numerous dānava (demon
sons, and their descendants, born of Kaśyapa Prajāpati and his wife Danu), daitya (demon sons, and their
descendants, born of Kaśyapa Prajāpati and his wife Diti), yakṣa (semi-divine beings) and nāga (class
of serpent-gods). As the Viṣṇu Purāṇa (2.5: 4–12) states, all these creatures lived resplendent lives in
abundance.

³⁴e Earth (Pṛthivī) was considered to be formed of the seven island-continents, «pṛthivī sarvā saptadvī-
pasamanvitā», Vāyu Purāṇa, 32:4
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the different worlds loka in the cosmic ‘egg-
shaped’ universe (brahmāṇḍa) according to the Purāṇas.

are different in the Purāṇic literature; however, their arrangement can be generally

understood as seen in F. 1.3. e circular continent in the centre supported the

world-mountain Mt Sumeru and was called Jambūdvīpa (land of black plum trees).

is central island-continent was surrounded by successive annular oceans (samu-
dra) and continents (dvīpa) in the order: Lavaṇa (ocean of salt-water), Plakṣa (land

of the holy fig trees), Ikṣu (ocean of sugar-cane juice), Śālamali (land of silk-coon

trees), Surā (ocean of wine), Kuśa (land of halfa grass or kuśa), Sarpis (ocean of clari-

fied buer or ghṛta), Krauñca (land of Mt Krauñca), Dadhi or Dadhi-maṇḍoda (ocean

of yoghurt), Śāka (land of teak trees), Dugdha or Kṣīroda (ocean of milk), Puṣkara

(land of blue lotuses) and Jala or Svādūdaka (ocean of fresh-water) respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the Earth’s surface (Bhūloka) according to
the Purāṇas.

In addition to this, Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:30 speaks of a circular mountain-

ous range called Mānasoara that occupied half the width of the outermost island-

continent Puṣkaradvīpa. is mountain was believed to be the circular track along

which the wheel of the Sun’s chariot continually rolled, with the axle supported

by Mt Sumeru at the other end. Going beyond the sapta dvīpas, in successive or-

der, were the annular regions of the inhabited lands (loka), the golden land (kañcanī
bhūmi), the Lokāloka Mountain, and the uninhabited lands (aloka varṣa) extending
all the way to the shell of the universe (brahmāṇḍaparidhi).³⁵ e Śrīmad Bhāgavata
.:38 and Viṣṇu Purāṇa .:65 estimate the diametric spread of the central, cir-

cular disk of Bhūmaṇḍala, with its immensely large continents, islands and oceans,

as 500 million yojanas—roughly equivalent to the perihelion-distance of Neptune’s

orbit in our solar system.

³⁵e Lokāloka mountain was believed to be the boundary between the illuminated regions of the Bhū-
maṇḍala and the dark, uninhabited lands further afar in the aloka varṣa, vide Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:34.
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e central island-continent of Jambūdvīpa, measuring 100,000 yojanas consisted
of nine countries or regions separated by eight mountainous regions and had Mt

Sumeru as its central structure. e salient geographical features of this island-

continent are enumerated below.³⁶

1. Uarakuru varṣa – e Northernmost frontiers that extended 9000 yojanas
north of the mountain range Śṛṅgavat ( 2000 yojanas  80,000

yojanas).

2. Hiraṇmaya varṣa –emid-northern region that extended 9000 yojanas north
of the mountain range Śvetavat ( 2000 yojanas  90,000 yo-
janas) and south of Śṛṅgavat.

3. Ramyaka varṣa –e lower-northern region that extended 9000 yojanas north
of the mountain range Nīlavat ( 2000 yojanas  100,000 yo-
janas) and south of Śvetavat.

4. Going from thewest to the east of Jambūdvīpa, the three central regions (varṣa)
of Ketumāla, Ilāvṛa, and Bhadrāśva, all extended 18,000 yojanas north of the

mountain rangeNiṣadha ( 2000 yojanas  100,000 yojanas). e

western continental varṣa of Ketumāla was separated from the central Ilāvṛa

by the mountain range Mālyavan ( 2000 yojanas  18,000 yo-
janas) whereas the eastern continental varṣa of Bhadrāśva was separated from

the central Ilāvṛa by the mountain range Gandhamādan ( 2000 yo-
janas  18,000 yojanas); both of these mountain ranges extended north-

south from theNilāvatamountain-range in the north to the Niṣadhamountain-

range in the south. e central continental varṣa of Ilāvṛa contained the

celestial mountain, Mt Sumeru, and radially extends 9000 yojanas in all di-

rections from the edge of this central world-mountain. In fact, Mt Sumeru

itself had enormous dimensions: a height of 84,000 yojanas, a depth under the

Earth’s surface of 16,000 yojanas, a basal-diameter of 16,000 yojanas, and an

apical-diameter of 32,000 yojanas, vide Viṣṇu Purāṇa .:8–10.³⁷ On the four

cardinal directions from Mt Sumeru, the mountains of Mt Mandara (east), Mt

Merumadana (south), Mt Vipula (west) and Mt Suparśva (north) were thought

to form the buressmountains with a length and height of 10,000 yojanas each.

³⁶An identical description is found in Nityānanda’s golādhyāya, S. 3.3.12, S. 3.3.13, and S. 3.3.14.
e reader is directed to the schematic drawing of these different mountains and regions I have included
in that place, F. 3.21

³⁷e shape of Mt Sumeru, although dimensionally appearing to be an inverted cone, is a subject of differ-
ence between the various descriptions found in the different Purāṇas, cf. [W 1840, footnote on p.
167].
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5. Hari varṣa – e lower-southern region that extended 9000 yojanas north

of the mountain range Mahāhimavat or Hemakuṭa ( 2000 yojanas
 100,000 yojanas) and south of Niṣadha.

6. Kiṃpuruṣa varṣa – e mid-southern region that extended 9000 yojanas north
of the mountain range Himavat or Himālaya ( 2000 yojanas 
100,000 yojanas) and south of Mahāhimavata.

7. Bhārata varṣa – e southernmost frontiers that extended 9000 yojanas south
of the mountain range Himālaya and reaching up to the Lavaṇa samudra
(ocean of salt-water) at its southern boundaries.

In the description of the central world-mountain Mt Sumeru, various additional

mountains were considered to be encircling the axis mundi like the ‘filaments around

the whorl of a lotus’; the Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:26, lists them as: Kuraṅga, Kurara,

Kusumbha, Vaikaṅka, Trikūṭa, Śiśira, Pataṅga, Rucaka, Niṣadha, Sinīvāsa, Kapila,

Śaṅkha, Vaidūrya, Jārudhi, Haṃsa, Ṛṣabha, Nāga, Kālañjara and Nārada. Also, four

pairs of mountain ranges are mentioned surrounding Mt Sumeru in the four cardinal

directions: each having a length of 18,000 yojanas, a height of 2000 yojanas, and a

width of 2000 yojanas. ese four pairs of mountain ranges are grouped as the north-

south extending ones: Jaṭhara and Devakūṭa along the eastern side of Mt Sumeru

and Pavana and Pāriyātra along the western side of Mt Sumeru; and the east-west

extending ones: Kailāśa and Karavīra along the southern side of Mt Sumeru, and

Triśṛṇga and Makara along the northern side of Mt Sumeru, vide Śrīmad Bhāgavata
.:27.

e summit of Mt Sumeru included the central Brahmapurī or Manovatī, the

abode of Lord Brahmā, encircled by the celestial river Gaṅgā and surrounded by the

stately cities of the eight regents of the sphere (lokapāla) or the eight lords of direc-

tions (aṣṭa dikpālaka): Amarāvatī of Indra (east), Yaśovatī of Īṣāna (north-east), Ma-

hodayā of Kuvera (north), Gandhavatī of Vāyu (north-west), Śraddhāvatī of Varuṇa

(west), Kṛṣṇāṅganā of Niruti (south-west), Samyāmanī of Yama (south) and Tejovatī

of Agni (south-east), vide Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:29. e river Gaṅgā was thought

to be formed of the waters of the causal ocean (kāraṇodak samudra) surrounding the

very universe (brahmāṇḍa). It was believed to fall upon Mt Sumeru on Bhūloka to

encircle the abode of Lord Brahmā aer flowing through all the higher realms. ere-

aer, Gaṅgāwas believed to flow off in the four cardinal directions forming the rivers:

(i) Śitā along the eastern side of Mt Sumeru (on Mt Gandhamādana) flowing through

the region of Bhadrāśva varṣa towards the eastern side of the Lavaṇa samudra (ocean

of salt-water), (ii) Alakanandā along the southern side of Mt Sumeru (on Mt Niṣadha,

Mt Hemakuṭa and Mt Himavat) flowing through the region of Bhārata varṣa and

dividing into seven arterial rivers in its journey to the Lavaṇa samudra along the
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southern side, (iii) Cakṣu along the western side of Mt Sumeru (on Mt Mālyavan)

flowing through the region of Ketumāla varṣa towards the western side of the Lavaṇa

samudra, and (iv) Bhadrā along the northern side of Mt Sumeru (on Mt Nīlavat,

Mt Śvetavat and Mt Śṛṅgavat) flowing through the region of Uarakuru varṣa to-

wards the northern side of the Lavaṇa samudra.

In Purāṇic astronomy, all motions of the planetary bodies were restricted to the

regions of Bhuvarloka and Svarloka, a space collectively termed as antarikṣa. In

fact, the antarikṣa was compared to the space between the two halves (cotyledons)

of a lablab bean, cf. Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:2. e Bhuvarloka, a region extend-

ing from the surface of the Earth up to the orbit of the Sun, was thought to be of

the same dimensions as the Bhūmaṇḍala or Bhūrloka, i.e., a diameter of 500 million

yojanas. e solar orb was placed at a distance of 100,000 yojanas above the Bhūr-

loka. Extending beyond the Bhuvarloka, in the realm of Svarloka, the orbits of the

other celestial bodies were arranged in the ascending order of: Moon (100,000 yo-
janas above the Sun), Lunar Mansions (nakṣatras) (100,000 yojanas above the Moon),

Mercury (200,000 yojanas above the Lunar Mansions), Venus (200,000 yojanas above
Mercury), Mars (200,000 yojanas above Venus), Jupiter (200,000 yojanas above Mars),

Saturn (250,000 yojanas above Jupiter), Ursa Major (Saptaṛṣi) (100,000 yojanas above
Saturn) and North Pole star (dhruva) (100,000 yojanas above Ursa Major).³⁸

Within the antarikṣa, the orbits of the celestial bodies were considered parallel

to the plane of the Bhūmaṇḍala and circling around, as it were, in a wheel-like fash-

ion, with their axle being Mt Sumeru. is exoteric, cosmic axis passing through Mt

Sumeru had the pole star (dhruva) located at its uppermost tip and all the orbiting

bodies were thought to be yoked with ærial chords of varying lengths to the pole

star. e circular motion of these celestial bodies was brought about by the Pravaha
wind, the impelling cosmic wind issued forth by Lord Brahmā himself. is motion

brought about the rotation of the cosmic axis (and the pole star).³⁹ e dimensions

of Mt Sumeru helped explain the seing of the heavenly bodies as resulting from

their being carried behind it and then subsequently emerging on its other side upon

rising. Incidentally, the mountain range Lokāloka was considered so high that even

³⁸e early Purāṇic sources suggest an order of Sun, Moon, constellations (nakṣatras) and Saptarṣis (Ursa
Major), whereas other texts are divided in the inclusion and ordering of the planets (grahas) [P
1978a].

³⁹e Viṣṇu Purāṇa compares the orbital wheel-like motion of the celestial bodies that are yoked to the
central, rotating axle and impelled by the cosmic wind, to an oil-press with a central spindle that was
spinning due to the circular motion of the oil-man. Also, the Pravaha wind that bears the planets was
compared to the burning firebrand that was waved in a circle, driven as it were by an ærial-wheel–

tailapīḍā yathā cakraṃ bhramanto bhrāmayanti vai
tathā bhramanti jyotīṃṣi vātaviddhāni sarvaśaḥ ||
alātacakravadyānti vātacakreritāni tu
yasmāj jyotīṃṣi vahati pravahastena sa smṛtaḥ ||

–Viṣṇu Purāṇa .:27-28
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light from the pole star could not be seen beyond it, a reason then to call the lands

further afar as aloka varṣa ‘the regions devoid of people and habitation’. e four

celestial elephants pointing in the cardinal directions, viz., Ṛṣabha, Puṣkaracūḍa, Vā-
mana, and Aparājita, were placed on top of the Lokāloka mountain by Lord Brahmā

to maintain the planetary systems of the universe, cf. Śrīmad Bhāgavata .:37-

39. Extending beyond the Svarloka, were the other esoteric realms of Maharloka,

Janaloka, Tapoloka, and Satyaloka, each extending out vast distances and culminat-

ing in the edge of the universe at 250 million yojanas.

e temporal models of the Purāṇas were equally immense in their scales: a

description of their sizes and names can be found in Śrīmad Bhāgvatam  ,

 . Time was characteristically measured in increasingly larger units e.g.,

days, months, years, etc. ; however, the progression of time was conformally scaled

in a cyclic manner growing from the level of ordinary human experience (mānava)
to the level of divine entities like pitṛ (forefathers), deva (gods), and Lord Brahmā

(creator of the universe). In fact, the ‘twinkling of an eye’ (nimeṣa) at the scale of

the supreme being Mahā Viṣṇu was considered to be the lifespan of Brahmā himself

(311.04 trillion human years), Śrīmad Bhāgvatam .:38.

S̅   P̣̅ 

emajor astronomical beliefs originating from the Purāṇic literature (including

both the sectarian Hindu Purāṇas and similar Jaina works), as summarised by Lalla

at the beginning of the chapter, mithyājñānanirākaraṇam (Removing erroneous no-

tions) in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra (c. early 9ᵗʰ century ), .3–7 (cf. [C
1981, footnote on pp.268–269]), can be stated as follows

i. e day of demons (observers at the South Pole) starts when the Sun enters its

southern motion (from the northern parts of the ecliptic) towards the winter sol-

stitial point, whereas the day of gods (observers at the North Pole) starts with the

Sun moving northwards along the ecliptic towards the summer solstitial point.

ii. e mythical demon (or snake) Rāhu, causes the eclipses of the Sun and the

Moon.

iii. e orbit of theMoon is above that of the Sun, going higher from an expansively,

flat, mirror-like Earth.

iv. Nightfall is due to the Sun being covered by Mt Sumeru in its daily cyclical orbit.

v. e waning phases of the Moon are caused by its material essence soma being

gradually drunk by the gods every day of the fortnight.

vi. Mt Sumeru has an immensely large height of 84,000 yojanas and yet it remains

invisible from human regions.
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vii. ere are two Suns and two Moons (according to the views of the Jainas).

viii. e day and night of manes (pitṛ) commence with the dark and bright fortnights

(pakṣa) of a lunar month.

ix. e Earth is supported by some divine creature like a tortoise, serpent, boar or

elephant; alternatively, by massive mountain ranges below and above.

With the emergence of spherical astronomy in the siddhāntic period, the mytho-

logical cosmology of the Purāṇas found its ideas and concepts vigorously challenged

by the increasingly assertive claims of mathematical calculations. In fact, speaking

against the cause of solar and lunar eclipses being the demon Rāhu, Lalla states:

asuro yadi māyayā yuto niyato'tigrasatīti te matam |
gaṇitena kathaṃ sa labhyate grahakṛtparva vinā kathañcana ||

— Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra :22

‘If you are of the opinion that an artful demon is always the cause of

eclipses by swallowing (the Sun or Moon), then how is it that an eclipse

can be determined by means of calculation? Moreover, why is there not

an eclipse on a day other than the day of the new or full moon?’

— Translation in [C 1981, p.272]

Nityānanda, being a siddhāntic jyotiṣaśāstrīn ‘astronomer’ himself, presents sim-

ilar arguments against Purāṇic cosmography in his golādhyāya, vide S. 3.3. His

rhetorical line of questions challenge traditional views of Purāṇic astronomy on the

basis of mathematical computations. It is interesting to think about the socio-cultural

environment in which siddhāntic men of science had to establish their own scientific

theories. e repetition of the ‘innocuous’ and ‘innocent’ geography in this Purāṇic

tale was considered standard practice, whereas astronomical facts or verbal testi-

mony that would stand against computation and reason were clearly criticised. In

fact, through the development of the siddhāntic literature, we don’t find instances

where the physical geography (as declared by the Purāṇas) is questioned or rejected;

whereas mathematical ideas like the rotation of the Earth (as opposed to the fixed

terra firma) were forwarded and debated quite extensively, cf. C [1974].

M [2004b] provides a comprehensive discussion on the ‘competing cos-

mologies’ that were at play within the siddhāntic world as Purāṇic theories were

challenged and changed particularly through the exercise of virodha-parihāra ‘re-

moval of contradictions’.
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In his own aempt at pratipaibheda-samarthana ‘reconciling diverse opinions’,

Nityānanda wrote a siddhāntic treatise to present traditional pākṣika astronomy

alongside Græco-Islamic science in an inclusive and complementary way. His ef-

fort may have been dismissed, or perhaps simply ignored by his peers; however,

it offers us an opportunity to understand the challenges of studying astronomy in

a culture of ‘competing cosmologies’ [M 2004b]. In the history of scien-

tific exchanges in seventeenth century India, Nityānanda’s work is representative of

an intellectual environment where differences between mythological, canonical and

foreign ideas collided and coexisted. e golādhyāya of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja is

an example of Nityānanda’s own vicitra racanā ‘variegated composition’ of different

ideas and interpretations that help him reformulate and innovate his astronomy.
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In the preparation of the critical edition and translation of the chapter on spheres

(golādhyāya) of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja, I acquired and utilised photocopies

of six manuscripts. is chapter includes details about the manuscripts, their meta-

data content,¹ the stemmatic analysis, the method and standards of manuscript col-

lation, the editorial conventions used in creating the critical edition, and the descrip-

tion of the structure and format of the critical edition.

2.1 M   

I acquired the copies of the manuscripts that were used in preparing the critical edi-

tion of chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja from

five different places around the world: (i) Sarasvati Bhavana Granthamala at Sam-

purnananda Sanskrit University in Varanasi (Banaras), (ii) Bhandarakar Oriental Re-

search Institute in Pune, (iii) National Archives in Kathmandu (Nepal), (iv) John Hay

Library at Brown University, and (v) the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute in

Jaipur. Additionally, the copy of Nityānanda’s enormous tabular text, Siddhānta-
sindhu was acquired from the royal collections of Mahārāja Sawai Man Singh II Mu-

seum Library at City Palace in Jaipur. All of these manuscripts are opisthrographs²

wrien in the devanāgarī script (older classical variant) on hand-made paper.

I had the chance to inspect the original manuscripts: Benares (1963) 35741 [Bn.I],

Benares (1963) 37079 [Bn.II], and Bhaṇḍākara Oriental Research Institute, 206 of

A 1883–1884 [Br.I] before being digitally photographed; whereas the other three

manuscripts, viz., National Archive Kathmandu (Nepal) B 354/15 [Np.I], Punjab Uni-

versity Library (Lahore) (II) 3870 [Pb.I], and Rājasthāna Oriental Research Institute

(Alvāra) 2619 [Rr.I] were directly acquired as photocopies or microfilm copies with-

out looking at the original manuscripts. ese photocopies (and also the manuscript

catalogue descriptions) suggest that themanuscripts, like the ones I inspectedmyself,

¹ emetadata, lit. data about data or the metacontent refers to the descriptive and structural content of the
manuscripts that highlight its palæographical, codicological and historical aspects along with information
about its accessibility and resource location.

² In the study of palæography, an opisthrograph is an ancient manuscript, parchment, or book wrien on
both front (recto) and back (verso) sides of the folio.
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were wrien on hand-made paper. A detailed description of individual manuscripts

including their metacontent and features is presented in S. 2.2.

e four major catalogues that I used to try and source the manuscripts are listed

below. ey have been assigned the keys to avoid repetition through the rest of this

thesis.

CESS Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanskrit: Series A.

Volumes 1-5 by David Pingree. P

[1970a, 1976a, 1981a, 1994]

SATE Sanskrit Astronomical Tables in England by David

Pingree. [P 1973c]

SATIUS Sanskrit Astronomical Tables in the United States by

David Pingree. [P 1968]

SSS e Shanti Saroop Saith Catalogue of Sanskrit

Manuscripts in the Punjab University Library, Lahore:

University of Punjab. [S 1941]

   

To identify the six manuscripts that were used in creating the critical edition of the

golādhyāya of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja, I assigned the following sigla to the

different manuscript copies:

Bn.I Sarasvati Bhavan Library, Benares (1963) 35741

Bn.II Sarasvati Bhavan Library, Benares (1963) 37079

Br.I Bhandarakar Oriental Research Institute 206 of A, 1883–1884

Np.I National Archives Kathmandu (Nepal),Microfilm Reel No. B 354
15

Pb. I Punjab University Library II (Lahore) 3870

Rr. I Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute (Alwar) 2619

Table 2.3: Manuscripts available for the critical edition with their sigla.
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I have noted the peculiarities and features of these manuscripts individually and

commented on any distinctive characteristics found in them. Any foliation number

(or page number) enclosed in angular brackets or chevrons ‘< >’ indicates a correc-

tion or appropriation in place of a missing or unnumbered folio (or page) in the

original manuscript. Multiple folia (or pages) with the same number are subscripted

to distinguish between them, e.g., when two folia are marked as 23, the notations 23ₐ

and 23 are used to distinguish them. emanuscripts that are separated into sections

(differently foliated or paginated) are subscripted with Greek leers in the standard

alphabet order: α, β, γ etc. , whereas manuscripts where the foliation (or pagination)

is continuous and the divisions between the chapters are based on a change in verse-

numbering and section-conclusion verses are labelled with upper-case leers: A, B,

C etc. Finally, in some occasional cases, angle quotes ‘« » ’ are used to show verses

or parts thereof (in transliterated devanāgarī) within the text; however, in most cases

the transliterated devanāgarī text is simply italicised.

2.2 D    

2.2.1 B.I — S B L, B (1963) 35741

Catalogue description in the CESS:

Benares (1963) 35741. 84ff. Copied in Saṃ. 1804 = .. 1747.

[P 1976a, p.174]

Figure 2.1: A sample image of Bn.I f.67v showing the general palæographic layout
of the manuscript.

e MS is identified as Benares (1963) 35741 with an accession number 44110 un-

der the section of Jyotiṣam, and is labelled as Sarvasiddhāntarājaḥ, with the author

identified as ‘Nityānandamiśraḥ (Devadaaputraḥ)’ on its cover page. is identifi-

cation is presumably wrien on the cover page by a staff member at the Sarasvati

Bhavan Library while cataloguing these manuscripts.
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M  

I obtained the MS photocopies on a research field visit to the Sarasvati Bhavan Li-

brary in Varanasi, India in November 2013with the assistance of Dr Suryakant Yadav,

Director of the Library, and Mr Shukla, chief photographer. e photocopies were

issued aer following the regular administrative procedures for manuscript acquisi-

tions and their use.

M   MS B.I

T 2.5 presents a description of the metadata of the manuscript (as found on the

MS). e MS is continuous over 84 pages without any chapter or sectional breaks in

the handwrien text. However, based on the content (concluding verses and change

in verse-numberings), I could identify three main content-based divisions in the MS:

Bn.IA, Bn.IB, and Bn.IC as described below.

Description of MS Bn.I

T Sarvasiddhāntarājaḥ in
hand-wrien devanāgarī on the
cover page.

N   84

L   12 (approximate)

D   saṃ. 1696 (1639 )

D ()   saṃ. 1804 (1747 )

S   Folia: 10.5 × 4.7

S devanāgarī

C

e MS appears to have a secondarily completed by another scribe as there is a dif-
ference in penmanship on certain folia, e.g.,

As we see above, the beginning «siddhāṃ» of v.9 on f.2r is followed by a different
handwriting «ta itya …schūlaṃna» [vv.9a–11b, f.2r], and subsequently resumed in
the original writing «kevalamaṃ …» [v.11b–, f.2r]. In addition to this, there are
vacant justified spaces on certain other folia with the textual contentwrapped around
it.

Table 2.5: Metadata of MS Bn.I.
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C   MS B.I

1. Bn.IA: 68 pages, ff.1v–67v contains the chapter on computations (gaṇitā-
dhyāya). e verso of each folio has si॰rā alongwith the page number (wrien

below), both placed to the top-le corner of the folio. At the boom-right cor-

ner on the verso of each folio is wrien rāma॰ along with the page number

(wrien below). e first six verso folia have the page number (both at the

top-le and boom-right corners) enclosed on both sides by the double daṇḍa,
e.g., f.1v. has the page number wrien as || 1 ||

A few irregularities in this description are found, namely, (1) ff.11v, 12v, 14v,

and 43v have the top-right corner text as sirā (2) f.10v has the boom-right

page number enclosed by the double daṇḍa on both sides; (3) f.18v is missing

both the text and page number at the boom-right corner; and (4) the text on

the boom-right corners of ff.2v, 5v are enclosed with the double daṇḍa, e.g.,
f.2v has the boom-right corner text as || rāma॰ ||

e textual content on certain folia appear justified to accommodate for geo-

metrical diagrams, although none are found through the text. e following

folia exhibit prominent vacant spaces with indented texts around it: ff.15rv,

17r, 32v, 36r, 47r, and 49v with ff.16r, 19v, 20r, 25v, 30r being completely blank

and devoid of any text. ere are marginal corrections to the text (in the form

of vocalic marks, consonant ligatures, words and sentence corrections) on a

few folia of Bn.IA.

ere are underlined and semi-bracketed

portion (with bhūṭasaṃkhyā word-

numerals and associated number) all

throughout f.19v, a sample of this is

shown adjacent here.

2. Bn.IB: 8 pages, ff.67v–75v contains the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has si॰rā along with the page number (wrien below), both

placed to the top-le corner of the folio. At the boom-right corner of the verso

of each folio is wrien rāma॰ along with the page number (wrien below).

ere are no vacant spaces through these pages.

F.73v has bracketed content indicating an

scribal copying error through v.103, where

parts of other verses (vv.109b–112a) have been

erroneously copied into v.103. A sampled of

the bracketed section is shown adjacent here.
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3. Bn.IC: 9 pages, ff.75v–84r contains the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya).
e verso of each folio has si॰rā along with the page number (wrien below),

both placed to the top-le corner of the folio. At the boom-right corner of

the verso of each folio is wrien rāma॰ along with the page number (wrien

below). Similar to Bn.I-A, f.76v is partially vacant with about half the folio side

empty. ere are no scribal corrections, just an ink smear on f.83: line 5.

ere is a separate handwrien entry (seen above) at the end of the colophon

that reads «śrīmadmahī x gotrotpanna x x x x x» : the poor legibility of print

makes the transliteration unclear.

G   MS B.I

e placement of three chapters on computations [Bn.IA], chapter on spheres

[Bn.IB], and chapter on instruments [Bn.IC] as a continuous text is in keeping with

the standard tradition of Sanskrit Siddhāntic texts. e presence of vacant spaces

in this MS hints at a similar structure in a previous MS from which this MS was

presumably copied. e empty justified spaces around texts may have reserved to

include diagrams; however, no drawings are found in this MS. ere appears to be a

difference in penmanships in this MS, and at times incomplete verses in the original

writing are completed by a different scribal handwriting as seen below.

e major lacunæ in the text (as wrien by a primary scribe) is filled-in with the

missingmaterial by another scribe upon inspection and revision. is agreeswith the

other scribal corrections seen scaered across the margins in the MS. e presence

of the post-colophon writing at the of Bn.IC also suggests a secondary scribe.

Two different scribal penmanship, with scaered corrections and

emendations, seen in Bn.IA: ff.39r-39v.
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e handwriting of the MS is relatively clear, however certain ligatures are diffi-

cult to disambiguate. In such cases, I’ve used contextual relevance along with gram-

matical correctness to distinguish between the glyphs. ere are extended smears of

ink across words to indicate deletion on f.12r: lines 1–3; f.22v: line 6; f.41v: line 12;

and f.58v: line 11. Occasionally, there are few lacuna found amidst the text stream,

e.g., seen on f.17v: line 7.

e verses through this text are individually numbered within its three chapters,

and also further within the different sections of the chapter of computations (Bn.IA).

e half-verse and change-of-verse breaks have a sporadic punctuations (like the

daṇḍa); the change in numbering at the change in verse is sometimes simply ap-

pended at the end of last word of the last pāda.

T   B.IB: .67–75

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the following

salient and technical features in Bn.IB were noted:

1. Bn.IB consists of a 134 verses (including inceptive and concluding verses) writ-

ten over ff.67v–75v. e foliated arrangement of the verses (with its irregular

numbering) seen in Bn.IB is shown in T 2.6

f.67v vv.1–4a f.71v vv.64b–72b

f.68r vv.4a–10b f.72r vv.72b–80

f.68v vv.10b–20a f.72v vv.81–89b

f.69r vv.20a–28b f.73r vv.89b–99a

f.69v vv.28b–33a f.73v vv.99a–105b

f.70r vv.38a–48b f.74r vv.105b–115a

f.70v vv.48b–57b f.74v vv.115a–124a

f.71r vv.57b–64b f.75r vv.124a–133b

f.75v vv.132b with concluding verse

Table 2.6: Distribution of the verses on Bn.IB: ff.67v–75v

2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Bn.IB shows the

following arrangement:

• For the first eight verses, Bn.IB: v.(k) ≡ CE: v.(k) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[1,8]

• <Bn.IB: v.9> is unmarked.
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• <Bn.IB: v.10> ≡ CE: vv.9–10;

• ereaer, Bn.IB: v.(k) ≡ CE: v.(k) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[11,82].

• <Bn.IB: v.83> numbered as 82 (again) ≡ CE: v.83.

• <Bn.IB: v.84> numbered as 83 ≡ CE: v.84.

• With this offset of one, the verse numbering in Bn.IB progresses as –

<Bn.IB: v.(k)> numbered as k − 1 ≡ CE: vv.(k) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[85,125].

• Further on, <Bn.IB: v.126> numbered as 125 ≡ CE: vv.126–127a;

<Bn.IB: v.127> numbered as 126 ≡ CE: vv.127b–128a;

<Bn.IB: v.128> numbered as 127 ≡ CE: vv.128b–129a;

<Bn.IB: v.129> numbered as 128 ≡ CE: vv.129b–130a;

<Bn.IB: v.130> numbered as 29 ≡ CE: vv.130b–131a;

<Bn.IB: v.131> numbered as 130 ≡ CE: vv.131b–132a;

<Bn.IB: v.132> numbered as 131 ≡ CE: vv.132b–133a;

<Bn.IB: v.133> numbered as 132 ≡ CE: v.133b;

<Bn.IB: v.134> numbered as 133 ≡ CE: v.134; and finally

Bn.IB: concluding verse ≡ CE: concluding verse.

3. e irregularities in verse ordering occur in Bn.IB: v.103b (≡ CE:

v.104b), where aer the words «ryugmeṃdubhasthe ॰—॰ dhanurmṛgasthe» ,

the words «vanidalamataḥ ॰—॰ yurmukhama» from vv.109b–112a are erro-

neously wrien to conflate v.103. is error is marked by enclosing the

lines, starting the middle of the sixth line carrying through the seventh,

eight, and ninth lines all the way up to the first two leers of the tenth

line. Following this, v103b resumes with a repetition of «dyumaṇau ॰—

॰ dhanurmṛgasthe» from the second pāda of Bn.IB: v.103a.

Again in Bn.IB: v.120b (≡ CE: v.121b) a similar copying mistake is made in ap-

pending the words «paścima ॰—॰ śā adha» from the second, third and fourth

pādas of v.120 immediately aer the penultimate word in the fourth pāda
of v.120. is error appears to be a haplographical error due to a common

string of terminal leer shared between «digaṃśkā» [v.120a: second pāda]
and «adharaṃśkā» [v120b: fourth pāda]: a homoeoteleuton.

4. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting :

• anusvāras are used as the standard notation for all allophonic nasalization

occurring at morpheme boundaries;

• visargas are shown for allophonic pausa as well as appropriate case-

endings of words;

• avagrahas are not explicitly indicated, e.g., vaḍavānalovāk for

vaḍavānalo 'vāk;
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• tri-conjuncts are wrien explicitly in a ligated (or sometimes, non-

ligated) form with all three participating consonants, e.g., tatschāṃ; rep-

etition of consonants of the same class in tri-conjuncts is not omied,

e.g., syāddyujyākhya;

• the morpheme boundaries are generally ligated (with the corresponding

change in consonant based on euphonic rules) , e.g., udagvivardhane;

• the doubled-consonants a and kka have distinct ligatures;

• the conjuncts dya and hna are oen wrien inverted as yda and nha re-

spectively;

• cha is substituted for ccha; ddha for dha and yya for ya (when succeeding

the approximant consonant /r/); and scha for stha.;

• the leers ma, pa and ya appear identical in some instances.

5. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Bn.IB are noted in

the T 2.7, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on an

editorial reading of the text.

ि vide v.41b on f.70r  vide v.1a on f.67v

 vide v.59b on f.71v खा vide v.93b on f.73r

ख vide v.92a on f.73r  vide v.78a on f.72r

 vide v.17a on f.68v  vide v.60b on f.71r

ा vide v.26a on f.69r ष vide vv.51b, 56b,
and 59a on ff.70v-71r

 vide v.94a on f.73r ं vide v.49b on f.70v

ं vide v.120a on f.74v े vide v.128a on f.75r

Table 2.7: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Bn.IB: 67v–75v
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2.2.2 B. II — S B L, B (1963) 37079

Catalogue description in the CESS:

Benares (1963) 37079 = Benares (1878) 68 = Benares (1870-1880) 9. 85ff.

Copied in Saṃ. 1895 = .. 1838 (in Benares (1878) said to have been

copied in Saṃ. 1936 = .. 1879). [P 1976a, p.174]

Figure 2.2: A sample image of Bn.II f.68v showing the general palæographic layout
of the manuscript..

eMS is identified as Benares (1963) 37079with an accession number 2919 under

the section of Jyotiṣa, and is labelled as Siddhāntarājaḥ, with the author identified as

‘Nityānandaḥ’.

M  

e photocopies of this MS were also obtained from Sarasvati Bhavan Library in

Varanasi, India as described previously in S. 2.2.1.

M   MS B.II

e description of the metadata of the manuscript is presented in T 2.8. e MS

is continuous over 85 pages without any chapter or sectional breaks in the palæo-

graphic layout of the text. However, based on the content (concluding verses and

change in verse-numberings), I could identify the three main content-based divisions

of the MS: Bn.IIA, Bn.IIB, and Bn.IIC as described below.
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Description of MS Bn.II

T Siddhāntarājaḥ in hand-wrien devanāgarī
on the cover page.

N   85

L   13 (approximate)

D   saṃ. 1696 (1639 )

D()   saṃ. 1895 (1838 ) and
saṃ. 1936 (1879 )

S   Folia: 10.3 × 6.8

S devanāgarī

C Seemingly complete, however certain small
vacant spaces within verses are found, e.g.,

on line 9 of f.18r. ere are however, larger
vacant justified spaces within certain folia.

Table 2.8: Metadata of MS Bn.II

C   MS B.II

1. Bn.IIA: 68 pages, ff.1v–68v contains the chapter on computations (gaṇitā-
dhyāya). e verso of each folio has the page number placed to the top-le

corner of the folio. e textual content on certain folia appear justified to ac-

commodate for geometrical diagrams, although none are found through the

text. e following folia exhibit prominent vacant spaces with indented texts

around it: ff.14r–16r, 18v–20r, 21rv, 25v–26r. 27v–30r, 35v, 36v, 37v–39v, 40v,

47v, 49v, 53r, 54rv, 55v, 58r, 65v, 67r, and 68r; with f.26v only containing one

line of text and the rest of the folio being empty. Notably so, f.29v is completely

blank and devoid of any text. ere are frequent marginal corrections to the

text (in the form of vocalic marks and consonant ligatures) on multiple folia.

2. Bn.IIB: 8 pages, ff.68v–76r contains the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has the page number placed to the top-le corner of the

folio. ere are no vacant spaces through these pages.

3. Bn.IIC: 9 pages, ff.76r–85r contains the chapter on instruments (yantrā-
dhyāya). e verso of each folio has the page number placed to the top-le

corner of the folio. As seen in Bn.IIA, ff.77r, 78r, and 84v are again partially
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vacant with empty spaces. ere are scribal corrections spread across different

folia as marginal entries as mentioned before.

G   MS B.II

Similar in description to MS Bn.I, the three chapters on computations [Bn.IIA],

spheres [Bn.IIB], and instruments [Bn.IIC] are continuous through the text with a

large number of vacant spaces without any diagrams or drawings. e scaer of

orthographic emendations along the margin suggests a good degree of acuity in suc-

cessive revisions by the scribe (or perhaps, later scribes). e legibility of the MS

is generally clear, however certain consonant and conjuncts are quite homoglyphic

and hence parsing the content of the manuscript is relatively strenuous. ere is

complete lack of any ink smears or smudges throughout this MS and its versified

content is numbered separately in the three chapters, and also further within the

different sections of the chapter of computations [Bn.IIA]. Like MS Bn.I, few half-

verse and change-of-verse breaks have punctuations (like the daṇḍa) and oen the

verse number is simply wrien at the end of last word of the last pāda.

T   B.IIB: .68–76

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the follow-

ing salient and technical features in Bn.IIB were noted:

1. Bn.IIB consists of 133 verses (including inceptive and concluding verses) writ-

ten over ff.68v–76v. e arrangement of the verses (with the irregulars num-

bering intact) of Bn.IIB is shown in T 2.9

f.68v v.1a f.72v vv.59b–68b

f.69r vv.1b–5 f.73r vv.68b–75b

f.69v vv.6–13 f.73v vv.75b–84b

f.70r vv.14–22a f.74r vv.84b–31b

f.70v vv.22a–31 f.74v vv.31b–105b

f.71r vv.32–41b f.75r vv.105b–14b

f.71v vv.41b–52a f.75v vv.14b–124

f.72r vv.52a–59b f.76r vv.125–132

Table 2.9: Distribution of the verses on Bn.IIB: ff.68v–76r

2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Bn.IIB differs

from the very beginning with the following irregularities:
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• Bn.IIB v.1 ≡ CE v.1.

• In the second verse, the number ‘one’ is repeated again, i.e.,

<Bn.IIB v.2> numbered as 1 ≡ CE v.2.

is creates a verse-numbering offset that progresses as –

<Bn.IIB v.(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[2,13]

• Following this, <Bn.IIB v.14> numbered as 13 ≡ CE vv.14–15a;

<Bn.IIB v.15> numbered as 14 ≡ CE vv.15b–16a;

<Bn.IIB v.16> numbered as 15 ≡ CE vv.16b–17a;

<Bn.IIB v.17> numbered as 16 ≡ CE vv.17b–18a;

<Bn.IIB v.18> numbered as 17 ≡ CE vv.18b–19a;

<Bn.IIB v.19> numbered as 17 ≡ CE vv.19b.

• en, <Bn.IIB v(p)> numbered as p − 2 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[20,28]

• Beyond that <Bn.IIB v.29> is unmarked;

<Bn.IIB v.30> numbered as 28 ≡ CE vv.29–30;

<Bn.IIB v.31> numbered again as 28 ≡ CE v.31;

<Bn.IIB v.32> is unmarked;

<Bn.IIB v.33> numbered as 31 ≡ CE vv.32–33; and then

<Bn.IIB v.(q)> numbered as q − 2 ≡ CE v.(q) ∀ q ∈ ℕ[34,89]

• Further on, <Bn.IIB v.90> numbered as 88 ≡ CE v.90(first two pādas);
<Bn.IIB v.91> numbered as 89 ≡ CE vv.90(third pāda)–91a;
<Bn.IIB v.92> numbered as 90 ≡ CE vv.91b–92a;

<Bn.IIB v.93> numbered as 91 ≡ CE vv.92b–93;

<Bn.IIB v.94> numbered as 92 ≡ CE v.94.

• Hereaer, <Bn.IIB v.95> numbered as 30 ≡ CE v.95;

<Bn.IIB v.96> numbered as 31 ≡ CE v.96;

<Bn.IIB v.97> numbered as 32 ≡ CE v.97; … until

<Bn.IIB v.105> numbered as 40 ≡ CE v.105.

• Following this, <Bn.IIB v.106> numbered as 105 ≡ CE v.106

<Bn.IIB v.107> numbered as 106 ≡ CE v.107;

<Bn.IIB v.108> numbered as 7 ≡ CE v.108;

<Bn.IIB v.109> numbered as 18 ≡ CE v.109;

<Bn.IIB v.110> numbered as 9 ≡ CE v.110.

• Beyond, the verse-numbering scheme stays highly erratic with

<Bn.IIB v.111> numbered as 110 ≡ CE vv.111–112a;

<Bn.IIB v.112> numbered as 111 ≡ CE vv.112b–113;

<Bn.IIB vv.113> numbered as 12 ≡ CE v.114;

<Bn.IIB vv.114> numbered as 13 ≡ CE v.115
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• CE v.116 is only found in MSS Bn.I and Np.I, and hence missing in Bn.II:

Bn.IIB.

• ereaer, <Bn.IIB vv.115> numbered as 14 ≡ CE v.117;

<Bn.IIB vv.116> numbered as 15 ≡ CE v.118;

<Bn.IIB vv.117> numbered as 16 ≡ CE v.119;

<Bn.IIB vv.118> numbered as 117 ≡ CE v.120;

<Bn.IIB vv.119> numbered as 18 ≡ CE v.121;

<Bn.IIB vv.120> numbered as 19 ≡ CE v.122;

<Bn.IIB vv.121> numbered as 120 ≡ CE v.123.

• Beyond this, <Bn.IIB v.122> numbered as 21 ≡ CE v.124a;

<Bn.IIB v.123> numbered as 122 ≡ CE vv.124b–125a;

<Bn.IIB v.124> numbered as 123 ≡ CE vv.125b–126.

• <Bn.IIB v(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p + 2) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[125,128];

<Bn.IIB v.129> is unmarked;

<Bn.IIB v.130> numbered as 29 ≡ CE vv.131–132;

<Bn.IIB v.131> numbered as 130 ≡ CE v.133;

<Bn.IIB v.132> numbered as 131 ≡ CE v.134;

and <Bn.IIB v.133 numbered as 132≡ CE concluding verse.

3. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting:

• anusvāras are used as the standard notation for allophonic nasalization

occurring at morpheme boundaries;

• visargas are shown for allophonic pausa as well as appropriate case-

endings of words;

• virāma for consonant-breaks in non-ligated conjuncts is occasionally

omied, e.g., tasmina dvitīya for tasmin ्dvitīya;
• avagrahas are explicitly indicated, e.g., 'mantakale'rkataḥ;

• tri-conjuncts are wrien in a ligated form with all three participat-

ing consonants, e.g., tatsthaṃ; however the repetition of consonants

of the same class in tri-conjuncts is omied, e.g., syādyujyākhya for

syāddyujyākhya;

• the vowel mark used for a short /i/ -ि- is quite oen wrien without the

vertical stroke ा;
• the vowel mark for the vowel /o/ -ो- oen replaces the diphthong /au/ -ौ-
through the text, e.g., sumero for sumerau;

• a is replaced by ta; cha is substituted for ccha; ddha for dha (when suc-

ceeding the approximant consonant /r/) and ṣṭa for ṣṭha;
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• the leers dva and ddha, along with pa and ya are wrien identically in

some instances;

• the leers ma, pa, and ya appear identical in some instances.

4. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Bn.IIB are noted in

T 2.10, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on an ed-

itorial reading of the text.

ो vide on v.34b on f.71r

ो vide v.12b on f.69v

 vide v.50b on f.71v

ु vide v.18b on f.70r

 (supra linea) e.g.,  ु'' on v.39b on f.71r

 vide v.31a on f.70v

Table 2.10: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Bn.IIB: 68v–76r

2.2.3 B. I — B O R I 206  A, 1883–1884

Catalogue description in the CESS:

BORI 206 of A 1883/84 47ff. [P 1976a, p.174]

Figure 2.3: A sample image of Br.I f.37v showing the general palæographic layout of
the manuscript..

e MS is identified as BORI 206 of A 1883–84 with a new section number 3, and

is labelled as Siddhāntārāja, with the author identified as ‘Nityānanda’.
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M  

I obtained the MS photocopies from the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute in

Pune, India with the assistance of the Dr Bapat, MSS and Archive Divisional Direc-

tor. At the time of my research visit, I found the organizational and administrative

services at BORI to be really well disposed for referencing, viewing and acquiring

photocopies of MSS. e assistance and support of the library staff to visiting schol-

ars was friendly and efficacious.

M   MS B.I

e description of the metadata of the manuscript can be seen in T 2.11. is

MS is also continuous over 47 pages without any chapter or sectional breaks in the

palæographic layout of its text. However, the text (concluding verses and change in

verse-numberings) can be divided into three main content-based divisions of the MS:

Br.IA, Br.IB, and Br.IC, as described below.

Description of MS Br.I

T Siddhāntarāja in hand-wrien devanāgarī

on the cover page.

N   47

L   14 (counted)

D   saṃ. 1696 (1639 )

D()   saṃ. 1941 (1884 )

S   Folia: ᵃ

S devanāgarī

C Complete, with no missing spaces. e

text is continuous in blocks with no

breaks or justified spaces. ere are no

drawings or diagrams on this MS.

Table 2.11: Metadata of MS Br.I

ᵃ eMS was photocopied from the original paper-copy; however, the size of the folia being larger than the
scanning margin of the photocopier, only the textual content was copied. e dimensions of the original
folia were not sent along with the photocopy.
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C   MS B.I

1. Br.IA: 38 pages, ff.1v–37v contains the chapter on computations (gaṇitā-
dhyāya). e verso of each folio has the page number placed to the boom-

right corner of the folio. Without the entire folio image available, and based

on the half numerical ligatures seen, I can only be suppose that page numbers

also appear on verso-sides of folios at the top-le corner, e.g., ff.27v and 36v.

e textual content on the folia is set within blocks with no justified empty

spaces. and all the folios are full of a stream of texts without any chapter or

section breaks or indentations. ere are two marginal corrections to the text

(in the form of consonant ligatures) on ff.31r and 34v.

2. Br.IB: 6 pages, ff.37v–42v contains the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has the page number placed to the boom-right corner of

the folio. Again, without the entire folio image available and looking at half

numerical ligatures, I also assume that page numbers are also set on the verso-

sides of these folios at the top-le corner, e.g., f.40v. ere is some fading in

the text on f.40r; however the glyphs are still readable. Notably so, there are

no vacant spaces through these pages.

3. Br.IC: 6 pages, ff.42v–47v contains the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya).
e verso of each folio has the page number placed to the top-le corner of the

folio. ere is one marginal corrections to the text (in the form of consonant

ligatures) on f.40r, and again, there are no vacant spaces through these pages.

G   MS B.I

is MS also has its three chapters: [Br.IA], chapter on spheres [Br.IA], and chap-

ter on instruments [Br.IC] as a continuous text. e writing on the folia is clear

and distinct with very few corrections or emendations. e consonant ligatures are

readable easily, with a few palæographic peculiarities. ere is complete lack of any

ink smears or smudges throughout this MS and its versified content is individually

numbered for the chapters and even for the sections of the chapter of computations

[Br.IA]. e half-verse and change-of-verse breaks lack punctuation (like the daṇḍa)
with verse numbers wrien at end of last word of the last pāda.

T   B.IB: .37–47

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the following

salient and technical features in Br.IB were noted:
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1. Br.IB consists of a 133 verses (including inceptive and concluding verses) writ-

ten over ff.37v–47v. e arrangement of the verses (with the irregulars num-

bering intact) seen in Br.IB is as shown in T 2.12

f.37v vv.1a–3b f.40v vv.71a–84a

f.38r vv.3b–15b f.41r vv.84a–36b

f.38v vv.15b–29a f.41v vv.36b–114b

f.39r vv.29a–45a f.42r vv.114b–130a

f.39v vv.45a–58b f.42v vv.130a–132

f.40r vv.58b–71a

Table 2.12: Distribution of the verses on Br.IB: ff.37v–47v

2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Br.IB differs from

the very beginning with the following irregularities:

• Br.IB v.1 ≡ CE v.1.

• In the second verse, the number ‘one’ is repeated again, i.e.,

<Br.IB v.2> numbered as 1 ≡ CE v.2.

is creates a verse-numbering offset that progresses as –

<Br.IB v.(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[2,13]

• Following this, <Br.IB v.14> numbered as 13 ≡ CE vv.14–15a;

<Br.IB v.15> numbered as 14 ≡ CE vv.15b–16a;

<Br.IB v.16> numbered as 15 ≡ CE vv.16b–17a;

<Br.IB v.17> numbered as 16 ≡ CE vv.17b–18a;

<Br.IB v.18> numbered as 17 ≡ CE vv.18b–19a;

<Br.IB v.19> numbered as 17 ≡ CE vv.19b.

• en, <Br.IB v(p)> numbered as p − 2 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[20,89]

• ereaer, <Br.IB v.90> numbered as 88 ≡ CE vv.90(first two pādas);
<Br.IB v.91> numbered as 89 ≡ CE vv.90(third pāda)–91a;
<Br.IB v.92> numbered as 90 ≡ CE vv.91b–92a;

<Br.IB v.93> numbered as 91 ≡ CE vv.92b–93;

<Br.IB v.94> numbered as 92 ≡ CE v.94.

• Hereaer, <Br.IB v.95> numbered as 30 ≡ CE v.95;

<Br.IB v.96> numbered as 31 ≡ CE v.96;

<Br.IB v.97> numbered as 32 ≡ CE v.97; … until

<Br.IB v.105> numbered as 40 ≡ CE v.105.
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• Following this, <Br.IB v.106> numbered as 105 ≡ CE v.106;

<Br.IB v.107> numbered as 106 ≡ CE v.107;

<Br.IB v.108> numbered as 17 ≡ CE v.108;

<Br.IB v.109> numbered as 108 ≡ CE v.109;

<Br.IB v.110> numbered as 19 ≡ CE v.110.

• Beyond, the verse-numbering scheme stays highly erratic with

<Br.IB v.111> numbered as 110 ≡ CE vv.111–112a;

<Br.IB v.112> numbered as 111 ≡ CE vv.112a–113;

<Br.IB v.113> numbered as 112 ≡ CE v.114;

<Br.IB v.114> numbered as 113 ≡ CE v.115.

• CE v.116 is only found in MSS Bn.I and Np.I, and hence missing in Br.I:

Br.IB.

• Here the numbering assumes the order –

<Br.IB v(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p + 2) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[115,121]

• Beyond this, <Br.IB v.122> numbered as 121 ≡ CE v.124a;

<Br.IB v.123> numbered as 122 ≡ CE vv.124b–125a;

<Br.IB v.124> numbered as 123 ≡ CE vv.125b–126.

• <Br.IB v(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p + 2) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[125,132];

and <Br.IB v.133 numbered as 132≡ CE concluding verse.

3. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting:

• anusvāras are used as the standard notation for allophonic nasalization

occurring at morpheme boundaries;

• visargas are shown for allophonic pausa as well as appropriate case-

endings of words;

• the internal morpheme boundaries are generally ligated (without the use

of any intermediate virāma) and compliant with euphonic changes, e.g.,

udagvivardhane;

• virāmas are explicit for consonant-breaks in the occasionally non-ligated

conjuncts and across pāda breaks, e.g., ṣat ्ṣat ्vilikhya or syāt ्;
• avagrahas are explicitly indicated, e.g., 'sita sitadala;

• distinct ligatures for doubled-consonants a, dda, and kka are found

throughout the text;

• cha is substituted for ccha and tśa; ddha for dha, vva for va and yya for

ya (when succeeding the approximant consonant /r/); and ṣṭa for ṣṭha;

• the leers dva and ddha; sa and ma; mṛ and ṣṭa; along with pa and ya are

wrien identically in some instances.
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4. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Br.IB are noted in

T 2.13, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on my

editorial reading of the text.

 vide v.39b on f.39r  vide v.21a on f.38v

 vide v.18a on f.38v घ vide v.24a on f.38v

ा vide v.24a on f.38v  ु vide v.24a on f.38r

 vide v.40b on f.41v  vide v.75a on f.40v

 vide v.29b on f.38r  vide v.58b on f.39v

न ु vide v.57a on f.39v  vide v.117b on f.42r

००० vide [3]000 in
v.19 on f.38v

००० vide [6]000 in
v.8 on f.38r

Table 2.13: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Br.IB: 68v–76r

2.2.4 N.I — N A K (N), M R N. B 354
15

Catalogue description unavailable in the CESS, SATE, SATIUS and SSS.

Figure 2.4: A sample image of Np.Iγ: f.1v showing the general palæographic layout
of the manuscript..

e MS obtained was a part of the microfilmed collections of the Nepal-German

Manuscript Preservation Project at the National Archive in Kathmandu, Nepal with

the MS was numbered 5.7255 in the Jyotiṣa 1290 collection.

M  

e MS was obtained on a research field visit (November 2013) to the National

Archives in Kathmandu (NAK), Nepal with the help of Mr Philip Pierce, Assistant at
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Nepal Research Centre in Kathmandu, Nepal; Dr Albercht Hanisch, Local Director

and Resident Representative of the Nepal-German Manuscript Cataloguing Project

in Kathmandu, Nepal; and Mr Nam Raj Gurung, Manager, National Archives, Kath-

mandu, Nepal. I was able to view the microfilm copies of the MS aer referring to the

catalogue maintained at NAK, and subsequently upon a formal request for a copy,

the staff at NAK prepared a copy of the microfilm and sent it directly to New Zealand.

M   MS N.I

e description of the metadata of the manuscript is seen below in T 2.14. is

MS consists of three parts, Np.Iα, Np.Iβ and Np.Iγ; their individual features and char-

acteristics are described separately below.

Description of MS Np.I

T Siddhāntarājagaṇita in hand-wrien latin
transliteration on the cover page at the
beginning of the part of the microfilm
containing the original MS.

N   96

L   9

D   9 October 1972

S   Folia: 28.3 × 10

S devanāgarī

C Incomplete, due to multiple instances of
lacunae within verses indicated by
devanāgarī headstroke (śirorekhā), e.g.,

on line 2
on f.42r.

D  P  MS C Unknown

Table 2.14: Metadata of MS Np.I
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F   MS N.I

1. Np.Iα: 10 pages, ff.1v–10v contains the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya).
e verso of each folio has si॰rā॰yaṃ (with f.1v having the extended form,

siddhāṃ॰rā॰yaṃ) along with the page number (wrien under the text), both

placed at the top-le corner of the folio. At the boom-right corner on the

verso of each folio is wrien rāmaḥ alongwith the page number (wrien under

the text). On f.2r, the extent of the text in lines 2–8 across the page is curtailed

to 9.25 cm of the line width within the text block, effectively having a 6.25

cm×3.25 cm blank space indent to the right of the text block. F.6r has some

scribal corrections in the top margin.

2. Np.Iβ: 77 pages, ff.1v–77v contains the chapter on computations (gaṇitā-
dhyāya). e verso of each folio has si॰rā (with the exceptions of f.1v hav-

ing siddhāṃ॰ja; f.2v having si॰rāja; f.3v having siddhāṃ॰rāja; f.4v having

siddhāṃ॰rā; f.74v having si॰nta॰rā; ff.75v and 76v having si॰nta॰ja; and

f.77v having siddhāntarāja) along with the page number (wrien below), both

placed to the top-le corner of the folio. At the boom-right corner on the

verso of each folio is wrien rāmaḥ along with the page number (wrien be-

low).

Ff.15r–16r has the Table of Sine values of Nityānada extending across the three

sides of two folia. e table blocks are drawn with the dimension of: 14 cm

× 4 cm on f.15r, 15.5 cm × 4.5 cm on f.15v and 15.75 cm × 4.25 cm on f.16r

(with a marginal column of 0.75 cm × 4.25 cm extending into the le side of the

table block). e individual tables in each table block (on individual sides of the

folia) are partitioned into two grid-like structures, one above the other. Each

grid, in turn has a dimension of 2 rows × 30 columns where the Sine values

corresponding to their arguments are tabulated. An image of the table on f.16r

is shown above.

ere are different geometrical drawings and diagrams (of varying sizes) in-

terspersed throughout the folia, most of them wrapped around the text (ff.17r,

18v–19r and 30v) while some completely occupy the folio-side (ff.29r–30r, 33v,

37v and 37r).
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Some of these diagrams are explanatory drawings and geometrical figures used

to represent certain concepts and definitions explained through the verses, e.g.,

f.17r (shown alongside) depicts trigonometric

concepts of sine (jyā) and cosine (koṭijyā)—
described by right triangles, with base (koṭi),
perpendicular (bhuja, and hypotenuse (karṇa)—
inscribed in a circle with the radius (trijyā)
identified as the sinus totus (trijyā), or sine of

ninety degree, and various arc-lengths (cāpa) of
36° and 45°.

ere are a diagrams with Sanskrit alphabet let-

tering of the vertices indicating line segments

and arcs e.g., the adjacent image is seen on f.18v.

Some diagrams appear as kinematic drawings to understand themotion of plan-

ets, e.g., ff.29v–30r have drawings showing the epicyclic and eccentric orbits of

planets in a geocentric perspective as seen below.
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In addition to this, there are geometrical figures (bhaṅgī ) that show the different

terms used in understanding the planetary models and detailed diagrams ex-

plaining the workings or calculations (ānayana) of astronomical phenomenon,

e.g., f.33r has two figures for the for the Sun and the planets as seen below.

On f.19v, a blank boxed space of dimension 3.25 cm × 3.25 cm is placed at

the top-le corner of the text block, with the rest of the text wrapped around

it. F.38r is completely blank, whereas the text on f.38v is only typeset in a

block measuring 8.5 cm × 4 cm indented to the right. Ff.58v and 59r both

have text blocks reduced to 8.75 cm × 4.25 cm indented to the right and the

le respectively. F. 65v has a text block of the size 8.5 cm × 4.25 cm, set to the

right. e reduction the size of the text block is perhaps indicative of the space

intentionally le blank by the scribe to copy out the diagrams at a later stage.

e marginal corrections and scribal comments that can be seen in Np.Iβ are

as follows: f.44v had a verse correction in the top margin towards the le; f.45r

has scribal amendments in the boom margin towards the lower-right corner

whereas f.45v has a part of a verse (amended perhaps) in the boom margin

towards the lower-middle; f.49r has scribal corrections in the top margin and

f.50r has syllabic and numeral corrections in the top and right margins of the

text block; f.51r has small comments in the top margin in the middle; f.52v has

leer corrections in the le and right margins; and ff.54r–54v and 56v have

scribal corrections in their right margins.

3. Np.Iγ: 9 pages, ff.1v–9v contains the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has si॰rā॰go (with f.9v having siddhā॰rā॰go) along with the

page number (wrien below), both placed to the top-le corner of the folio. At

the boom-right corner of the verso of each folio is wrien rāmaḥ along with

the page number (wrien below).
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G   MS N.I

e placement of the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya) [Np.Iα] at the begin-

ning of the MS could be due to the wrong arrangement of the three parts of the MS

during the time of microfilming. e presence of the colophon verses «śrutismṛti
…siddhāntarājam» along with the last verse «|| iti śrīsakalagaṇakacakracūḍāmaṇim-
iśranityānandakdrtaḥ sarvasiddhāntarājaḥ sampūrṇaḥ || śubham ||» at the end of

Np.Iα seems to suggest its place at the end of the MS. e condition of the micro-

filmed version of MS is legible for the most part, but there are particular folia (mainly

recto sides) where the writing is smudged with ink blots, strikingly so on ff.31v, 38v,

45r, 47r, 52r, 55r, 57r, 67r and 68r of Np.Iβ and ff.4r and 7r of Np.Iγ. ere are a

some smears and smudges of black ink along the periphery of the text block on some

folios, e.g., the top margin along f.38v. Another peculiarity of this MS is the in-line

indentation paern found at the beginning of the chapters (or the sections therein)

in all three parts of the MS: at the end of a section (or chapter) and before the start of

every new section (or chapter) there is an indentation-space separating the contents,

and again, following the inceptive sentence of each new section (or chapter) there

is a further indentation-space dividing the remaining contents of the section from

this sectional (or chapter) beginning verse, for example, the ending of the section

on the sphere of asterisms (bhagola) and the beginning of the section on the oblique

celestial sphere (khagola) in the chapter of spheres (golādhyāya) on f.5v. of Np.Iγ is

seen below.

In my study of the six manuscripts, only MS Np.I has indented and justified sec-

tional headings to offset the content. All the other manuscripts do not contain any

breaks in the text stream for layout purpose with all chapter or sectional breaks sim-

ply represented in a continuous manner, at times indicated by «||» (dīrgha daṇḍa).

T   N.I: N.Iγ: .1–9

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the following

salient and technical features in Np.Iγ were noted:

1. Np.Iγ consists of a 133 verses (including inceptive and concluding verses) writ-

ten over ff.1v–9r. e arrangement of the verses seen in Np.Iγ is as shown in

T 2.15
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f.1v vv.1–6b with inceptive verse

f.2r vv.6b–13 f.5v vv.64a–71b

f.2v vv.14–22a f.6r vv.71b–78a

f.3r vv.22a–31a f.6v vv.78a–85

f.3v vv.31a–39a f.7r vv.86–95a

f.4r vv.39a–48b f.7v vv.95a–104b

f.4v vv.48b–56b f.8r vv.104b–113a

f.5r vv.56b–64a f.8v vv.113a–122a

f.9r vv.122a–130

f.9v vv.131–132 with concluding verse

Table 2.15: Distribution of the verses on Np.Iγ: ff.1v–9v

2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Np.Iγ shows the

following arrangement:

• For the first thirty verses, Np.Iγ: v.(k) ≡ CE: v.(k) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[1,30]

• Np.Iγ: v.31 is a hypermetric verse of eight pādas and hence effectively,

Np.Iγ: v.31 ≡ CE: vv.31-32.

• Subsequent to this the verse numbering between the CE and Np.Iγ re-

mains offset by one up until Np.Iγ: v.106, or in other words,

Np.Iγ: v.(k) ≡ CE: vv.(k + 1) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[32,106]

• en <Np.Iγ: v.107> numbered as 7 ≡ CE: v.108;

<Np.Iγ: v.108> numbered as 8 ≡ CE: v.109;

<Np.Iγ: v.109> numbered as 9 ≡ CE: v.110;

Np.Iγ: v.110 ≡ CE: v.111;

<Np.Iγ: v.111> numbered as 11 ≡ CE: v.112;

<Np.Iγ: v.112> numbered as 12 ≡ CE: v.113.

• Further, Np.Iγ: v.(k) ≡ CE: vv.(k + 1) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[113,115];

<Np.Iγ: v.116> numbered as 16 ≡ CE: v.117;

<Np.Iγ: v.117> numbered as 17 ≡ CE: v.118;

<Np.Iγ: v.118> numbered as 18 ≡ CE: v.119;

<Np.Iγ: v.119> numbered as 19 ≡ CE: v.120; and

<Np.Iγ: v.120> numbered as 20 ≡ CE: v.121.

• Aer this, the verse-numbering resumes to –

Np.Iγ: v.(k) ≡ CE: vv.(k + 1) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[121,124]
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• ereaer the verses are structures as: Np.Iγ: v125 ≡ CE: vv.126–127a;

Np.Iγ: v126 ≡ CE: vv.127b–128a;

Np.Iγ: v127 ≡ CE: vv.128b–129a; and

Np.Iγ: v128 ≡ CE: vv.129b–130.

• e last four verses of Np.Iγ are offset by two from those of CE, i.e.,

Np.Iγ: v.(x) ≡ CE: v.(x + 2) ∀ x ∈ ℕ[129,132]

• Np.Iγ: concluding verse ≡ CE: concluding verse.

3. ere are a few (but semantically significant) variations in the content of some

verses in Np.Iγ, perhaps indicating some conscientious amendments and addi-

tions by the scribe, e.g., Np.Iγ: v.79a [≡ CE: v.80a] changes the word yavanaiḥ
to vanakaiḥ.

Lastly, there are a few omission of numerals alongside the text for bhūta-
saṃkhyā word, e.g., Np.Iγ: v.104b [≡ CE: v.105b] is missing the number 90

following the bhūtasaṃkhyā word-numeral «khāṅkā».

4. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting:

• anusvāras are used as (i) an allophone of /m/ at morpheme boundary, (ii)

the nasal for an internal morpheme (preceded by a vowel and succeeded

by a fricative) e.g., aṃśa, or (iii) nasal allophone for the guural nasal /ṅ/,
e.g., laṃkā for laṅkā; at all places the class-appropriate nasals are wrien

e.g., vadanti;

• the final visargas are oen erroneously combined to the beginning of the

following word using the vowel-mark (mātrā) -ो- or the dental sibilant

sa (in a ligated or non-ligated form with virāma);

• avagrahas are not explicitly indicated, e.g., vaḍavānalovāk for

vaḍavānalo 'vāk;

• the morpheme boundaries are generally non-ligated (with the virāma
mark), e.g., udak ्vivardhane;

• tri-conjuncts are oen wrien without the first consonant in the pair,

e.g., tatsthaṃ is wrien as tasthaṃ;

• the doubled-consonant a, dda, kka, yya and ccha are explicit in their

ligatures;

• the leers ma, pa and ya appear identical in some instances.

5. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Np.Iγ are noted in

T 2.16, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on an ed-

itorial reading of the text.
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 vide v.5a on f.1v

ं vide v.68a on f.5v

 vide v.57a on f.4v

 vide v.61a on f.5r

 vide v.125b on f.9r

 vide v.51a on f.4r; v.107a on f.8v; and v.124a on f.9r

Table 2.16: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Np.Iγ: 1v–9v

2.2.5 P. I — P U L II (L) 3870

Catalogue description in the SSS:

N 3870

T romakasiddhānta (golādhyāye)

A   –

L 4

G –

A –

R asam.

e MS is identified as Punjab University Library II (Lahore) 3870 along with

the titular text (in handwrien transliterated devanāgarī) on the front cover that

reads Sarvasiddhāntarāja of Nityānanda, golādhyāya from Romakasiddhānta with

an accession number (presumably) 1014

M  

eMSwas obtained via Prof. David Pingree’s collection held at the JohnHay Library

at Brown University, US. e MS was initially sourced using the catalogue listing of

MSS in the Pingree collection prepared (as an ongoing effort) by Dr Kim Ploer,

and a digital copy was acquired by Dr Clemency Montelle. e inventory entry for

the MS in the catalogue prepared by Dr Kim Ploer was logged with the following

details:
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Figure 2.5: A sample image of Pb.I f.1v showing the general palæographic layout of
the manuscript..

B N C-7

B 3 1236 07181 3805

L/ R A PUL II

C N/ S M 3870

T Goladhyaya

A ( ) Nityananda

L Sanskrit

O B N 21

M   MS P.I

e MS only contains the golādhyāya chapter of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja is

continuous over 6 pages without any sectional breaks in the palæographic layout of

the text. On account of being a separate fragment, the MS is characterised as Pb.Iα
and its features and characteristics are described in T 2.17.
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Description of MS Pb.I

T golādhyāyaromakāsaṃprātā in

hand-wrien devanāgarī on the cover

page.

N   4

L   f.1v: 19; f.2, 3v: 20; f.3r: 21; and f.4r: 13

D   Unspecified

D()   Unspecified

S   Folia: ᵃ

S devanāgarī

C Incomplete, writing terminates mid-verse

at v.91 on f.4r.

Table 2.17: Metadata of MS Pb.I

D  P.Iα

Pb.Iα: 4 pages, ff.1v–4r contains the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has the page number wrien at the top-le and boom-right

corners. In addition to that, the verso folia have the following text along the side

margins along with the pagination:

• f.1v. has golādhyā·
romaka

at the top-le corner above the page number, and romakāsi -x-
1

at the boom-right corner;

• f.2v has golādhyā and romakasiddhāṃta [wrien one below the other] at the

top-le corner [with the page number wrien between them]; and finally

• f.3v has golādhyā and romakasiddhāṃ· [wrien one below the other] at the

top-le corner [with the page number wrien between them].

ere are no vacant spaces, drawings, or diagrams in theMS and the penmanship

is relatively clear (with no ink smears, smudging or fading). ere are a few ligature

and consonant glyphs that are not distinct; however, they can be contextually and

palæographically disambiguated based on repetition. On f.3v there is a marginal

corrections to the le of the text block or an emendation.

ᵃ e MS was acquired as digital copy and hence perhaps enlarged. e dimensions of the original folia
were not available in the catalogue listings.
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T   P.Iα: .1–4

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the follow-

ing salient and technical features in Pb.Iα were noted:

1. Pb.Iα consists of a 90 complete verses (including the inceptive verse) and an

incomplete v.91 wrien over ff.1v–4r. e arrangement of the verses seen in

Pb.Iα is as shown in T 2.18

f.1v vv.1–12b with inceptive verse

f.2r vv.12b–29b f f.3v vv.65b–80a

f.2v vv.29b–48b
f.4r

vv.80a–91a

f.3r vv.48b–65b [incomplete]

Table 2.18: Distribution of the verses on Pb.Iα: ff.1v–4r

2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Pb.Iα shows the

following arrangement:

• For the first eighty nine verses, Pb.Iα: v.(k) ≡ CE: v.(k) ∀ k ∈ ℕ[1,89]

• Pb.Iα: v.90 ≡ CE: v.90(first two pādas) and finally

Pb.Iα: v.91 [incomplete] ≡ CE: vv.90(third pāda)–91a.

3. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting:

• anusvāras are used as the standard notation for all allophonic nasalization

occurring at morpheme boundaries;

• visargas are shown for allophonic pausa as well as appropriate case-

endings of words;

• avagrahas are not explicitly indicated, e.g., vaḍavānalovāk for

vaḍavānalo 'vāk;

• the internal morpheme boundaries are generally ligated, e.g.,

udakvivardhane;

• virāmas are explicit for consonant-breaks across pāda breaks, e.g., syāt ्;
• tri-conjuncts are wrien in a ligated form with all three participat-

ing consonants, e.g., tatsthaṃ; however the repetition of consonants

of the same class in tri-conjuncts is omied, e.g., syādyujyākhya for

syāddyujyākhya;
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• the doubled-consonant a and kka are explicit represented by distinct

ligatures;

• the fricative palatal consonant śa is routinely replaced by its dental

equivalent sa;

• the conjunct bdha is oen wrien inverted as dhba (or dhva);

• cha is substituted for ccha; ddha for dha (when succeeding the approxi-

mant consonant /r/) and ṣṭa for ṣṭha;

• the leers ma, pa, and ya appear identical in some instances.

4. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Pb.Iα are noted in

T 2.19, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on an ed-

itorial reading of the text.

 vide v.21b on f.2r  ु vide v.82b on f.4r

 ु vide v.16b on f.2r ग vide v.77b on f.3v

 vide v.52a on f.3r  vide v.18b on f.2r

ु vide v.40b on f.2v ा vide v.72b on f.3v

 vide v.24a on f.2r

Table 2.19: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Pb.Iα: 1v–4r

2.2.6 R. I — R O R I (A) 2619

Catalogue description in the CESS:

Alwar 2005. [P 1976a, p.174]

RORI (Alwar) 2619 = *Alwar 2005. 61ff. Copied on ursday 10 śukla-

pakṣa of Kārika in Saṃ. 1903 = 29 October 1846.[P 1994, p.184]

e MS is identified as Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute (RORI) Alwar 2619

with an accession number 2577 along with the titular text (in devanāgarī) on the

front cover that reads –

siddhāntarājaḥ pa·61
śrīmanmahārājādhirājamahārāvarājāśrī
savāīvinayasiṃhadeva varmaṇāṃ pustakamadaḥ
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Figure 2.6: A sample image of Rr.I f.49v showing the general palæographic layout of
the manuscript..

M  

e MS was obtained via Prof. David Pingree’s collection held at the John Hay Li-

brary at Brown University, US. Similar to MS Pb.I, I found this MS using the cata-

logue listing of MSS in the Pingree collection prepared (as an ongoing effort) by Dr

Kim Ploer, and a digital copy was acquired by Dr Clemency Montelle on her visit

to Brown University Library in April 2014. e inventory entry for the MS in the

catalogue prepared by Dr Kim Ploer was logged with the following details:

B N C-25X

B 3 1236 07181 3979

L/ R A Alwar (RORI)

C N/ S M 2619

T Siddhantaraja

A ( ) Nityananda

L Sanskrit

O B N 21

M   MS R.I

T 2.20 shows the description of this manuscript metadata. eMS is continuous

over 61 pages without any chapter or sectional breaks in the layout of its text, and
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like before, I’ve considered the three main content-based divisions of the MS: Rr.IA,

Rr.IB, and Rr.IC based on the textual content (concluding verses and change in verse-

numberings). ese have been described below.

Description of MS Rr.I

T Siddhāntarāja in hand-wrien devanāgarī

on the cover page.

N   60, <f.3> missingᵃ

L   14

D   Unspecified

D()   10 kārika śuklapakṣa of saṃ. 1903 [from

colophon] (29 October 1846 )

S   Folia: ᵇ

S devanāgarī

C Incomplete with text and geometrical

diagrams/drawings.

Table 2.20: Metadata of MS Rr.I

C   MS R.I

1. Rr.IA: 48 pages, ff.1v–49v with <f.3> missing. ese folia contain the chapter

on computations (gaṇitādhyāya). e verso of each folio has the page number

placed to the top-le corner of the folio. On f.1v we find rāmaḥ
1

f2v. has rāma
2

and f.30v has rāmaḥ
30

at the boom-right corners of the respective folia. e

text itself is set within double-lined margins on both le and right sides of

the folia, and is wrien in a central text-block maintaining an equal top and

boom offset.

ere are multiple different geometrical drawings and diagrams interspersed

throughout the folia with the surrounding text wrapped around.. ese figures

are quite detailed and are placed in-line with the text, sometimes completely

or partially encroaching into the margins.

ᵃ e MS acquired had the image for f.3 missing; whereas f.4 was included twice separately. I suspect this
might have been a photocopying error from the time when the original MS was copied for Prof. Pingree.

ᵇ e MS was acquired as digital copy and hence perhaps enlarged. e dimensions of the original folia
were not available in the catalogue listings.
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At a preliminary glance, these diagrams

appear to be explanatory drawing to

represent certain concepts and defini-

tions, e.g., the trigonometric concepts

of sine (jyā) and cosine (koṭijyā) de-

scribed by right triangles—with base

(koṭi), perpendicular (bhuja), and hy-

potenuse (karṇa)—inscribed in a circle

with radius (trijyā) identified as the si-
nus totus, or sine of ninety degrees, and

various arc-length measured in degrees

(cāpāṃśa) can be seen alongside text on

f.11v as seen in the adjacent image.

ere are a diagrams with Sanskrit alphabet leer-

ing of the vertices indicating line segments and arcs

e.g., the adjacent image is seen on f.13v.

Some diagrams appear as kinematic drawings to understand themotion of plan-

ets, e.g., ff.15v-16r have drawings showing the epicyclic and eccentric orbits as

seen below.
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rough this section, we also encounter some diagrams depicting the orbits of

the planets as concentric shaded-spheres centred on the Earth. ese diagrams

are filled-in with ink in differing shades and are termed as goladarśana, ‘the
appearance of the spheres’, e.g., the drawings on f.20v seen below.

In addition to this, there are geometrical fig-

ures (bhaṅgi) that show the different terms

used in understanding the planetary models

and detailed diagrams explaining the work-

ings or calculations (ānayana) of astronom-

ical phenomenon, e.g., f.21v has two fig-

ures for Sun and the planets as seen along-

side. ese diagrams are incomplete in some

places, e.g., f.23v, whereas at other place like

f.23r. they completely occupy the side of the

folio (without any surrounding text).
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ere are figures drawn to represent the differ-

ent spherical triangles formed by intersecting

great circles in the celestial sphere on ff.28v–

30v, a sample from f.28v is shown here along-

side.

On f.35v, we find a remarkable diagram

(seen adjacent here) presenting the sizes of

the orbits (kakṣa) of the planets [measured

in yojanas] in a geocentric model of concen-

tric spheres extending outwards up to the

sphere of constellations (nakṣatra).

With regards to the palæography, there are some ink smears to indicate er-

ror through erasure, e.g., f.10v: line 13 has whereas

other places (e.g., f.18r) have smudges along the margin that do not hinder the

reading.

Also, underlined and semi-bracketed

portion (with bhūṭasaṃkhyā word-

numerals and associated number) are

found on on f.14, a sample of which

(from f.14r) is shown adjacent here.

ere are frequent marginal corrections/emendations to the text (in the form

of vocalic marks; consonant ligatures; word correction to erasures; supple-

mentary or missing parts of sentences [in a different handwriting]; numbers

based on bhūtasaṅkhyā word-numerals and even geometrical figures) spread

over different folia.

2. Rr.IB: 7 pages, ff.49v–55r contains the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). e

verso of each folio has the page number placed to the top-le corner of the

folio. As before, the text is set within double-lined margins on both le and

right sides of the folia and wrien within a central text-block with a vertical

offset at the top and the boom. ere are no vacant spaces, drawings, or

diagrams in the pages of this section. e penmanship is clear and distinct,

with no marginal corrections or emendation. A fragment of the text is bracket

out on f.51r: line 9:
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3. Rr.IC: 7 pages, ff.55r–61v contains the chapter on instruments (yantrādhyāya).
e verso of each folio has si॰ with the page number wrien below it, both

placed to the top-le corner of the folio, F.56v is an exception to this and it

only has the page number without the text at the top-le corner . On f.60v we

find ramaḥ
60

, and on f.61v we find rama
61

wrien to the boom-right corner of the

folio. In keeping with the previous layout, the textual content is placed within

a central block offset vertically at the top and boom and justified within mar-

gins to both sides. ere is a marginal entry found on f.55v, and few interlinear

corrections. On f.58r: line 10 a small string of leers is circled off,

ere are a few geometrical

figures indicating instrument

design scaered between the

verse-text found through these

folia, with the figure on f.56r

shied into the right margin.

An example of such a drawing

is shown alongside.

At the end of the colophon of MS (f.62v), a separate handwrien entry (in

devanāgarī) reads «sarakāra alavara» , possibly in

the vernacular language Hindi meaning ‘the government of Alvāra’.

G   MS R.I

In MS Rr.I the three chapters on computations [Rr.IA], spheres [Rr.IB], and instru-

ments [Rr.IC] are a continuous stream of text. e geometrical diagrams found along-

side these texts indicates that the copy was made from an original MS that also had

these diagrams, or perhaps the scribe augmented some of the computational rules

and procedures with visual diagrams in aid. ere are instances of secondary pen-

manship along the marginal comments/emendations indicating a careful reading for

revisions and corrections, perhaps by another scribe, e.g., F. 2.7

Some of the marginal comments in the text are wrien in a different hand writing

style suggesting a second scribe made emendations to the text. e penmanship of

the MS is relatively clear with only a few confusing consonant ligatures that are

contextually and orthographically easy to disambiguate. e verses through this

text are individually numbered in the the three chapters [Rr.IA, Rr.IB, and Rr.IC], and

also in the different sections of the chapter of computations [Rr.IA]. Once again,

the half-verse and change-of-verse breaks seldom have any punctuations (like the

daṇḍa) and at most times, the change in numbering is simply indicated at the end of

last word of the last pāda.
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S: f.4r:  

S: f.6v:  

Figure 2.7: Secondary scribal emendations seen in Rr.IA

T   R.IB: .49–55

While creating the critical edition of chapter of spheres (golādhyāya), the following

salient and technical features in Rr.IB were noted:

1. Rr.IB consists of a 132 verses (including inceptive and concluding verses) writ-

ten over ff.68v–76v. e arrangement of the verses (with the irregulars num-

bering intact) seen in Rr.IB is as shown in T 2.21

f.49v vv.1-4a f.52v vv.65–75a

f.50r vv.4b–14a f.53r vv.75a–87a

f.50v vv.14a–25a f.53v vv.87a–37b

f.51r vv.25a–40a f.54r vv.37b–13a

f.51v vv.40a–54a f.54v vv.13a–127a

f.52r vv.54a–64 f.55r vv.127a–132

Table 2.21: Distribution of the verses on Rr.IB: ff.49v–55r
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2. Compared to the critical edition (CE), the verse-numbering in Rr.IB differs from

the very beginning with the following irregularities:

• Rr.IB v.1 ≡ CE v.1.

• In the second verse, the number ‘one’ is repeated again, i.e.,

<Rr.IB v.2> numbered as 1 ≡ CE v.2.

is creates a verse-numbering offset that progresses as –

<Rr.IB v.(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[2,4]
en, <Rr.IB v.5> is unmarked; and again

<Rr.IB v.(p)> numbered as p − 1 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[6,13]

• Following this, <Rr.IB v.14> numbered as 13 ≡ CE vv.14–15a;

<Rr.IB v.15> numbered as 14 ≡ CE vv.15b–16a;

<Rr.IB v.16> numbered as 15 ≡ CE vv.16b–17a;

<Rr.IB v.17> numbered as 16 ≡ CE vv.17b–18a;

<Rr.IB v.18> numbered as 17 ≡ CE vv.18b–19a;

<Rr.IB v.19> numbered as 18 ≡ CE vv.19b–20.

• en, <Rr.IB v(p − 1)> numbered as p − 2 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[21,28]

• Beyond that <Rr.IB v.28> is unmarked;

<Rr.IB v.29> numbered as 28 ≡ CE vv.29–30;

<Rr.IB v.30> numbered again as 29 ≡ CE v.31;

<Rr.IB v.31> is unmarked;

<Rr.IB v.32> numbered as 31 ≡ CE vv.32–33; and then

<Rr.IB v.33> numbered again as 32 ≡ CE v.34;

<Rr.IB v.34> is unmarked;

<Rr.IB v.35> numbered as 34 ≡ CE vv.35–36; and then

<Rr.IB v.(p − 1)> numbered as p − 2 ≡ CE v.(p) ∀ q ∈ ℕ[37,89]

• Further on, <Rr.IB v.89> numbered as 88 ≡ CE v.90(first two pādas);
<Rr.IB v.90> numbered as 89 ≡ CE vv.90(third pāda)–91a;
<Rr.IB v.91> numbered as 90 ≡ CE vv.91b–92a;

<Rr.IB v.92> numbered as 91 ≡ CE vv.92b–93;

<Rr.IB v.93> numbered as 92 ≡ CE v.94.

• Hereaer, <Rr.IB v.94> numbered as 30 ≡ CE v.95;

<Rr.IB v.95> numbered as 31 ≡ CE v.96;

<Rr.IB v.96> numbered as 32 ≡ CE v.97; … until

<Rr.IB v.104> numbered as 40 ≡ CE v.105.

• Following this, Rr.IB v.105 ≡ CE v.106

Rr.IB v.106 ≡ CE v.107;

Rr.IB v.107 ≡ CE v.108;
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Rr.IB v.108 ≡ CE v.109;

<Rr.IB v.109> numbered as 9 ≡ CE v.110.

• Beyond, the verse-numbering scheme stays highly erratic with

Rr.IB v.110 ≡ CE vv.111–112a;

Rr.IB v.111 ≡ CE vv.112b–113;

Rr.IB vv.112> numbered as 12 ≡ CE v.114;

<Rr.IB vv.113> numbered as 13 ≡ CE v.115

• CE v.116 is only found in MSS Bn.I and Np.I, and hence missing in Rr.I:

Rr.IB.

• ereaer, <Rr.IB vv.114> numbered as 14 ≡ CE v.117;

<Rr.IB vv.115> numbered as 15 ≡ CE v.118;

Rr.IB vv.116 ≡ CE v.119;

Rr.IB vv.117 ≡ CE v.120;

<Rr.IB vv.118> numbered as 18 ≡ CE v.121;

<Rr.IB vv.119> numbered as 19 ≡ CE v.122;

Rr.IB vv.120 ≡ CE v.123.

• Beyond this, <Rr.IB v.121> numbered as 21 ≡ CE v.124a;

Rr.IB v.122 ≡ CE vv.124b–125a;

Rr.IB v.123 ≡ CE vv.125b–126.

• Rr.IB v.(p) ≡ CE v.(p + 3) ∀ p ∈ ℕ[124,127];

<Rr.IB vv.128> numbered as 28 ≡ CE v.131;

<Rr.IB v.129> numbered as 29 ≡ CE v.132;

Rr.IB v.130 ≡ CE v.133;

Rr.IB v.131 ≡ CE v.134;

and Rr.IB v.132 ≡ CE concluding verse.

3. ere are some frequent characteristic traits in the scribal handwriting:

• anusvāras are used as the standard notation for allophonic nasalization

occurring at morpheme boundaries;

• visargas are shown for allophonic pausa as well as appropriate case-

endings of words;

• avagrahas are explicitly indicated, e.g., 'rkato;

• the internal morpheme boundaries are generally ligated (without the use

of any intermediate virāma) and compliant with euphonic changes, e.g.,

udagvivardhane;

• virāmas are explicit for consonant-breaks in the occasionally non-ligated

conjuncts and across pāda breaks, e.g., ṣat ्ṣat ्vilikhya or syāt ्;
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• the the doubled-consonant dda and kka are appropriately ligated in the

text;

• a is replaced by ta; cha is substituted for ccha; ddha for dha and yya for

ya (when succeeding the approximant consonant /r/); and dva for ddha;

• the leers pa and ya appear identical in some instances.

4. Some palæographic peculiarities of the ligature-glyphs in Rr.IB are noted in

T 2.23, with an equivalent typographic devanāgarī glyph based on an ed-

itorial reading of the text.

 vide v.17a on f.51v

ो vide v.12b on f.50r

ा vide v.11b on f.49v

ि vide v.20b on f.50v

ी vide v.62b on f.52r

 vide v.75a on f.53r

 

(supra linea)
e.g., र'' on v.70b on f.52v

Table 2.23: Palæographic peculiarities noted in Rr.IB:49v–55r
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2.3 S 

e analysis of the family tree or cladogram that aempts to reconstruct the rela-

tionship between the different surviving manuscripts of an original work is termed

as Stemmatics or Stemmatology. e guiding principle of this form of textual crit-

icism rests on the tenet that any commonality in the occurrence of errors across

different manuscript-readings indicates a common origin. is then helps to create

a systematic method of tracing backwards through the available extant manuscript

copies to determine the archetypal manuscript as the progenitor close to the original

composition by the author. A detailed discussion on the merits (and demerits) of

using Stemmatics in critical textual analysis is beyond the scope of this work (vide
T [2014] for a an excellent review of the history of textual criticism and stem-

matics); however, we can look at the stemma of the available manuscripts to try and

get a sense of the chronology in the transmission of Nityānanda’s work.

2.3.1 S   ̅̅  N̅’ S̅̅

Based on a preliminary study of verse-ordering of the chapter on spheres (golā-
dhyāya), it became obvious that six manuscripts were differentiated into two simi-

lar groups: MSS Bn.I, Np.I, and Pb.I formed one set of closely related manuscripts,

whereas MSS Bn.II, Br.I, and Rr.I formed the other set. In comparing the verse-

structure in the different manuscripts vis-à-vis the critical edition (CE), the division

of the manuscripts into two broad sets was clearly evident from the following pat-

terns seen in verse-numbering:³

• MSS Bn.I, Np.I, and Pb.I follow a verse-ordering very similar to each other:

– CE vv.1–88 (pādas: 1–352) are identically structured in Bn.IB, Np.Iγ and

Pb.Iα, each consisting of four pādas.

– CE v.88 (pādas: 353–354) is a two-pāda long verse in all three MS copies.

– Pb.Iα then breaks away from this structure at CE v.90 (pādas: 355–356)

and v.91 (pādas: 357–358)[incomplete]; however, Bn.IB and Np.Iγ con-

tinue onwards with identical verse-numbering. in both Ms copies. e

actual verses between vv.90–128 (pādas: 358–501) are a mixture of in-

complete, hypermetric and regular verses in both MS copies.

– e only disparity between Bn.IB and Np.Iγ occurs between CE vv.129–

133 (pādas: 502–519) were these five verses in Bn.IB and rearranged into

four verses inNp.Iγ [numbered, vv.128–131]. Beyond this, the last twoCE

³ In comparing the verses in the different manuscripts with those in the critical edition, any scribal omis-
sions of verse-numbers was ignored, e.g., v.9 in Bn.IB being unnumbered; as well as any erroneous use of
numbers was also disregarded, e.g., v.2 in Bn.IIB being labelled as one.
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vv.134–concluding verse (pādas: 520–527) return back to being in sync

between these two MS copies.

• MSS Bn.II, Br.I, and Rr.I also follow a verse-ordering very similar to each other:

CE vv.1–13 (pādas: 1–52) are identically structured in Bn.IIB, Br.IB and Rr.IB
each consisting of four pādas.

ereaer, CE v.14 (pādas: 57–58) is a shorter two-pādas verse, CE vv.15–18

(pādas: 59–74) are regular quatrains, and CE v.19 (pādas: 75–76) is again a

two-pāda verse in these MS copies.

Following this, CE vv.20–89 (pādas: 77–354) are similar to all MSS; however,

beyond it, the two sets of MSS differ. In Bn.IIB, Br.IB and Rr.IB, we find the

following peculiar verse-ordering shared amongst them:

– CE vv.90–92 (pādas: 355–360) are two-pāda verses and CE vv.93–96

(pādas: 361–377) are regular verses.

– CE vv.110–113 (pādas: 432–439) are merged into two hypermetric verses.

– CE v.116 (pādas: 448–451) is absent

– CE vv.124-126 (pādas: 480–491) are arranged differently into a mixture

of two-pāda verse, a regular verse and a hypermetric verse.

– CE vv.127-concluding verse (pādas: 492–527) is identical with the critical

edition, however, different from the other set of MSS.

e stemma for these six manuscripts (based on the chapter on spheres can be

seen in F. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: e stemma for the six MS copies based on the chapter on spheres.
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MSS B.I, N.I,  P.I

In addition to the numbering of the verses, the individual descriptions of the MS

copies as seen in S. 2.2, helped identify the commonality in the shared reading of

the text in MSS Bn.I, Np.I, and Pb.I, e.g., Bn.IB [along with Np.Iγ and Pb.Iα] have a

complete different rendition of CE: v.73 [equivalently, Bn.IB: v.73, Np.Iγ: v.72, and

Pb.Iα: v.73].

Bn.IB shows a greater degree of similarity with Np.Iγ in certain instances, e.g.,

CE: v.116 [equivalently, Bn.IB: v.116, and Np.Iγ: v.115] is only found in MSS Bn.I

and Np.I. Also, Bn.IB and Np.Iγ have the top-le marginal mark of si॰rā and the

boom-right marginal mark of rāma॰ (along with the page number, infrascripti in
both places).⁴

Bn.IB and Pb.Iα also share certain common pāda constructions, e.g., CE: v.72

[equivalently, Bn.IB: v.72, and Pb.Iα: v.72] both have the first pāda of the verse

ending in «vyomakakṣāvadhisthaḥ»; whereas Np.Iγ: v.71 has the pāda ending as

«yāvadṛkṣākhyakakṣā». Also, Pb.Iα being incomplete at the v.91a, makes it harder

to ascertain whether v.116 would have been a part of it.

e orthography of these three manuscripts shows a highly conscientious reg-

ularity in punctuations breaks (shown with daṇḍas), and the palæography of the

ligatures and glyphs are clear and distinct. In term of chronology though, while

there is no information available about MSS Pb.I and Np.I, the metadata of MS Bn.I

suggests it was copied in 1747  making it (presumably) the oldest amongst these

six manuscripts. When compared with the shared reading of the verses (of the golā-
dhyāya) in other manuscripts, MS Bn.I appears to be the one with the least amount

of prosodic and orthographic errors, although there are some scribal errors and cor-

rections spread over different folia. Additionally, there are vacant spaces around the

text in MS Bn.I in the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya): this indicates that

MS Bn.I was copied from some ancestor that presumably included diagrams (and was

along the closest branch to the original). e presence of geometrical figures in Ms

Np.I in the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya) further confirms this claim of

the existence of an ancestor.

With these observations, it can be posited that MSS Np.I and Pb.I (taken as a laer

branch) andMS Bn.I (taken as an earlier branch) were copied from an ancestor MS(β)
that itself was derived from the original MS(α). is stemmatic structure is seen in

the le branch of F. 2.8.

⁴ e use of rāma as an auspicious mark is a common scribal inscription and by itself does not help us infer a
similarity between manuscripts. In the current context, its common occurrence is noted as an ‘additional’
feature to show the commonality in the social conditioning of the scribes who copied these manuscripts.
While it does not independently confirm the association of the manuscripts, it does help surmise a level
of socio-cultural affinity between the scribes (and hence possibly their commonality of source).
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MSS B.II, B.I,  R.I

e description of the MS copies in S. 2.2 helped identify MSS Bn.IIB, Br.IB and

Rr.IB as being closely related. As we saw before, the rendition of CE v.73 [≡ Bn.IIB
v.73, Br.IB v.73 and Rr.IB v.72] are similar in these three MS copies, and also CE v.116

is not found in any of them. Additionally, MSS Bn.II, Br.I, and Rr.I share similar errors

in verse-numbering, e.g., CE: vv.95–105 are erroneously labelled vv.30–40 in all three

MS copies, or CE v.2 in numbered as 1 in all of them.

In terms of chronology, the metadata about these three MS copies helps order

their MS copies as Rr.I (1846  ), Bn.II (1879  ), and Br.I (1884 ). e orthogra-

phy of these MS copies is quite similar in certain traits, e.g., the lack of punctuation

marks (daṇḍas), identical grammatical mistakes, or similar repetition of doubled-

consonants and vowel-marks as seen in the critical apparatus. In particular, MSS

Bn.II and Rr.I are almost identical in their errors and hence MS Bn.II can be con-

jectured to be have be derived from MS Rr.I either directly or through a common

ancestor MS(δ).

Amongst the three manuscripts, MS Rr.I is the only one to retain the geometric

figures in the chapter of computations (gaṇitādhyāya); MS. Bn.II had empty spaces

along with the text; while MS Br.I has no empty spaces at all. is, along with their

chronology, suggests that there must have been an ancestor MS(γ) from which these

three MS copies were subsequently copied at different dates. is stemmatic struc-

ture is seen in the right branch of F. 2.8.

2.4 M    

e restoration of an original text from the available extant manuscripts is a process

identified with the creation of a critical edition of the work. is process aims to

earnestly and diligently produce an authoritative text representing the original au-

thor’s true intentions. Although this form of reproduction seems biased by the edi-

torial process of selection and exclusion, the editor’s effort lies not to undermine the

original authorship by presuming to know more than the author himself, but rather

use the available variations in the text (through the different manuscript copies) to

investigate that original thought. In a way, the different extant variants aest to the

different reception of the author’s original work, and the variations seen in them hint

at the very value of the text worthy of being copied. In light of this, a critical edition

of the original text becomes a memoir of the author’s original work that passes down

through the hands of different scribes at different times.
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In the effort of creating such an edition, the variations in different manuscripts

can be as much a problem as an inspiration. ite oen, the editor is confronted with

divergent readings and has to choose the one they consider the closest reading to

the original, if not the original itself. One of ways of selecting a reading is choosing

the one based on the correctness of its grammar and the relevance of its content

to its context. Sometimes though, the shared readings are found to be similar in

content but misplaced or irrelevant in their context. In those situations, emendations

are made to the text based on the editor’s judgement. ese changes are required

to be intrinsically (with regard to internal textual evidence and occurrences) and

extrinsically (with regard to external historical evidence and events) consistent with

the available information at hand.⁵

One of the formal techniques of criticism and conjecture in critical editions follows

the guidelines of Greg, Bower and Tanselle (vide G [1994] for an excellent

review of textual scholarship) where multiple different sources are consulted to es-

tablish the substantive reading, i.e., the contents that affect the author’s meaning or

the essence of his expression, versus the accidental readings, i.e., the contents, like

punctuations, word-division, etc. that affect the formal presentation. Primarily, a

critical edition aims to discover and describe the contents of the original work, with

an ancillary arrangement showing the variations found in the different manuscripts.

is edited version then serves as an authoritative text for further textual analysis

and detailed scholarly study.

In keeping with the standards above, I’ve made an aempt to collate, compile and

structure a critical edition of the golādhyāya of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja.⁶
I collated the different manuscripts used in creating this critical edition (detailed

in S. 2.1) by inspecting the different manuscript copies simultaneously, verse-by-

verse, in order to note the differences or variants in their readings. As therewere only

⁵ ere exist diverse opinions about emendations in general: the scientific interpretation favours an explana-
tion for irregularities in the readings rather than any change made to the content, whereas an alternative
opinion of conjectural emendation suggests critical reconstructions to be made in favour of having a coher-
ent and consistent critical edition. In any case, the critical apparatus generally has notes and comments
at the end that describe the editorial preference clearly.

⁶ Although the systematic and conjectural methods of critically editing texts (based on wrien manuscript
copies) are certainly applicable for Sanskrit texts and many critical editions of various Sanskrit literary
and technical texts have been produced, the idea of recreating an original urtext in a culture of oral trans-
mission is certainly questionable. In the Indian tradition of narrative and dramatic scholarship (nāṭya,
kāvya, itihāsa, etc. ) the engagement of the text with the reader (or the audience) through reflexive and
dialogical activity earned the text its value and fame, e.g., vide R [1991] for the differences
that emerge in the telling of the story of Rāmāyaṇa, an epic poem in Sanskrit describing the journey of
Rāma, as it engages people and cultures across the Indian subcontinent for over two and a half thousand
years. While this level of engagement might not be completely incumbent for scientific texts in literary
societies, for an oral culture—despite having the wrien word—the social pressure of engaging discourse
and thereby creating opinions and variations could be the very purpose of the original authorship. A
critical edition in this context is then a wrien account of oral passage of the text through the course of
its transmission rather then an aempt to recreate a supposed original.
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six manuscripts of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja that had the chapter of golā-
dhyāya, the method of visual inspection proved to be the most effective and efficient

in comparison to a computer-assisted method of stemmatic analysis. Initially four

of the most legible copies of manuscripts (MSS Br.I, Rr.I, Np.I and Pb.I) were used

in preparing a preliminary version of the critical edition. is made the task of dis-

ambiguating some orthographic ligatures within words much easier and also helped

in recognising some obvious omissions and scribal emendations. With this prelimi-

nary version, I could then inclusively and iteratively read the other manuscripts and

identify the individual variants in each of the manuscripts that set them apart from

each other. Additionally, the process also helped me recognise the manuscripts that

had the least orthographic errors along with the most contextual clarity, i.e., MSS.

Np.I and Bn.I.

is iterative process helped create the final version of the critical edition with

the main base text (editorially selected and amended from the six available MS copies

for completeness correctness and consistency) representing an authoritative version

of Nityānada’s original text, and all significant differences and variations noted in

the critical apparatus. I used this base text for my translation and commentary for

the rest of this thesis.

2.5 P      

e purpose of a critical edition is to try and elucidate a clear and intelligible text

that can be further analysed and studied. As A. E Housman put it in his article e
Application of ought to Textual Criticism, “[Textual criticism] is the science of dis-

covering error in texts and the art of removing it”, H [1921]. Keeping this in

mind, I imposed certain standards while preparing the critical edition (and the sub-

sequent translation and commentary). While being diligent in noting the instances

of variations in the different manuscripts, I excluded certain types of variants from

the critical apparatus to prevent an over-fill of information in the critical edition. I’d

like to break away for an instant and clarify my understanding of the description

of variants into two broad divisions of substantive variants and non-substantive vari-
ants; a detailed account of their definitions and qualities can be found in [M

 E 2005, C.~7: T C  E   T  T

  N T, pp.250–271].

e substantive variants that are intentionally introduced by scribes include (i)

spelling and grammar changes for metrical consistency or morphological fidelity,

(ii) harmonistic changes to resolve any difference in ideas and events within the

text, (iii) voluntary corrections of any manner that are felt necessary, (iv) conflations

between the different manuscripts available at the time of writing in order to retain
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their differences, and finally (v) doctrinal alterations that were deemed important

to preserve the tradition. e non-substantive variants are inadvertent scribal errors

that include (i) errors due to sight like permutation of similar characters being inad-

vertently misrecognized or parablepsis (parsing error like haplography where texts

are miscopied due to similar character-strings at the end of lines or like diography

where a character-string(s) are mistakenly parsed over twice by the copyist leading

to repetition of the same line twice in the text), (ii) error due to misspelling caused by

homophones during dictation, (iii) errors due to mental lapses like variation in the

sequences of words, transposition of leers/characters, assimilation of words based

on standard paerns/sequences in repetitions, and (iv) errors due to poor judgement

like imitative copying of marginal gloss.

e division between substantive and non-substantive variations—without any

rigid boundary separating them—remains a subject of contention for many scholars.

In the definitions of substantive variants above, intentionality of the agent was con-

sidered as a primary indicator, however, there are instance of unintentional actions

leading to consequential variations in thought andmeaning, for instance, the damage

of a character glyph in themanuscript leading to variation inmeaning/interpretation.

erefore, it would clearly be a poor choice to exclude such variations from being

noted in the critical apparatus. is thesis follows a semi-conservative line in con-

sidering all variations that affect meaning of the edited text in any form as substan-

tive, along with most of the variations in spelling, differences in verse numbering

and (major) punctuation differences. Minor differences in orthographic ligatures,

scribal erasures and deletion of their own mistakes in transcription, information

about palimpsests and other minor clerical errors that are prolific and numerous

(and hence devoid of any special consideration) have been le out. is has been

done to the best of my ability, my judgement and my experience with this text over

the course of my study.

I have employed a standard editorial conventions in creating the critically edited

text in devanāgarī (along with its latin transliteration) and the sections on the trans-

lation of the exited text in this thesis are based on the Leiden Convention [D 1969]

and Cambridge Digital Sanskrit Manuscript Project⁷. e conventions and sigla that

were utilised in the critical apparatus of the edition and the translation of the base
text included in this thesis can be briefly summarised as follows:

1. Square brackets or crotchets ‘[ ]’ are used to indicate additional words ap-

pended by the author of this thesis to the body of the translated text in order

to maintain grammatical consistency and syntactical correctness. Sometimes,

additions are made with the intent of clarifying the meaning of the verse and

⁷ http://sanskrit.lib.cam.ac.uk/materials/conventions

http://sanskrit.lib.cam.ac.uk/materials/conventions
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even then, any ancillary material is enclosed within square brackets to indicate

its addition to the original content.

2. Round brackets or parentheses ‘( )’ are used in the translation to indicate spe-

cific terms or technical words in Sanskrit quoted in the text.

3. A single right-crotchet is used in the critical apparatus to indicate the separa-

tion of the lemma (the portion of the edited base text) from the variant readings

found in the different manuscripts.

4. e separation of different lemmas (and their variants) corresponding to the

same line number is indicated in the critical apparatus by the typographic char-

acter ‘\’; the separation of the different manuscript (indicated by their respec-

tive sigla) corresponding to the same variant is indicated by commas ‘,’; and
the separation between the different variants (from different manuscripts) cor-

responding to the same lemma is indicated by semicolons ‘;’.

5. e symbol -x- is used for typeseing a completely illegible (or sometimes–,

partially recognizable) nāgarī character ligature (akṣara) within a word (or a

string of words in a pāda of a verse) in any of manuscripts.

6. Abbreviations or fragments of Sanskrit words and compounds in nāgarī are

indicated with a ‘॰’ at the breakpoint in the critical apparatus. An extended

string of words or an entire pāda is oen represented with ‘॰—॰’ inserted be-

tween the beginning and end character ligatures (akṣara) of the string ofwords.

7. An scribal cancellation in the text is represented in the critical apparatus by a

horizontal line through the leers, e.g., शवैा.

8. e folio breaks are indicated in the base text of the critical edition with the

symbol ⌊ and corresponding the marginal entries identifies the appropriate

folio number and manuscript.

9. Certain elements of nāgarī orthography that are frequently found in different

manuscripts have been silently emended without any explicit mention in the

critical apparatus. ese include:

i. the allophonic morpheme element (anusvāra /◌ं/) used to represent all

conjoined nasal consonants;

ii. the omissions of the allophonic diacritic sign for pausa in uerances (vi-
sarga /◌ः/) or its change into स ्, श ्, ष ,् or ◌ो according to the rules of

euphonic change at morpheme-boundaries;

iii. the inclusion or exclusion of diacritic sign for omission of inherent vowel

(virāma /◌्/) and the prodelision diacrtic sign (avagraha /ऽ/);
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iv. misplacement or omission of the punctuation character for period (double

daṇḍa /॥/);

v. change in consonant glyphs based on optional euphonic rules, e.g., ि
changed to ि in Pb.Iα: v.40;

vi. reversals in conjunct consonant ligatures: ब or for, e.g., Pb.Iα: v.10,

 for , e.g., Bn.IB: v.66, or द for , e.g., Bn.IB: v.105;

vii. doubled consonants: , , , , or  aer /र /् or across a break in the

pāda;

viii. certain specific consonant graphemes, e.g., व for ब,  for , छ for, त
for ,  for,  or  for ,  ु for  ु, छ for, छ for,  for ,

 for, etc.

ix. indistinguishable consonant ligatures like प, य, म and स within

manuscripts;

x. use of certain conjunct consonant ligatures in place of an extremal con-

sonant glyphs at word boundaries in a sentence (as mandated by rules of

phonology), e.g., क ् + भ ्→  ,् or ट ् + → , etc.

10. While the lack of an anusvāra, avagraha, visarga, or virāma in any of the

manuscript (when present in the critical edited text) is ignored in the crit-

ical apparatus, the reverse condition where their presence in any of the

manuscripts (while being absent in the critically edited text) is noted in the

apparatus as it constitutes a grammatical change in the verse.

11. e interlinear numbers cited in the base text are numeric equivalent of the

bhūtasaṅkhyā word-numerals seen in the manuscripts. ese numbers are

based in the sexagesimal or base-60 notation, with the integer and fractional

parts (including successive sexagesimal digits) are separated by a vertical

daṇḍa /।/ in the critical edition. In the translation text, these numerals are

separated with a semicolon dividing the integer and fractional parts, and fur-

ther sexigesimal fractions separated by commas.

12. e punctuation breaks in the critical edition are placed every two pādas (form-

ing a half-verse) and are represented by double daṇḍas /॥/e end of the verse

(padyānta) is indicated by the verse number inserted between a pair of double

daṇḍas, e.g., ॥ २३ ॥ at the end of CE: v.23.

13. e lineation number on every page of the critical edition is set to the outside

margin and is numbered for every fih line i.e., 5, 10 15, etc.
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e scribal representation of numbers is not consistent as a rule through the

different manuscripts, although conventionally most scribe append the numbers fol-

lowing the bhūtasaṅkhyā word-numeral aer the word. In the critical edition, these

numbers are transcribed using devanāgarī numerals: ० १ २ ३ ४ ५ ६ ७ ८ ९ as can be seen

in T 2.25 alongside the images of the corresponding numerals’ representation in

the different manuscripts.

Bn.I f.75r: v.124 ॰ दलाशं १८०

Bn.II f.69v: v.11 ॰ भपूिरिुित ६००
Br.I f.39r: v.32 सपादनाडी १ । १५

Np.I f.2v: v.17 ॰ भमूःेपिरणाहतयु भागने १५००

Pb.I f.4r: v.80 भानासंहनंयनाियंु १०२२

Rr.I f.52v: v.69 ॰ भच ३६० भागां ॰

Table 2.25: A sample of the numeral representations in the different manuscripts

2.6 S      

In order to keep the contents of the critical apparatus from geing very large, certain

latin abbreviations were used to express the peculiarities of the variants when com-

pared to the base text. ese abbreviations, in their original latin expression along

with a translated meaning, are listed below:

add. addidit, added or supplementary.

alterum the second entry of two repeated alphabet(s), number(s),

or word(s).

cont. non dist. continuavit non distinxit, continued without punctuation

break.

corr. correctio, correction.

deest or pl. desunt missing alphabet(s), number(s), or word(s).

dextra to the right.

dist. distinxit, punctuated or specified break.

dub. dubius, doubtful.
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et add. rep. et addidit repetita, repeated some alphabet(s), number(s),

or word(s) and added some extra alphabet(s), number(s),

or word(s).

et corr. transp. et correctio transpositione, transposition and correction of

some alphabet(s), number(s), or word(s).

ex ‘from’ or ‘on the basis o’.

fort. fortasse, perhaps; conceivably, i.e., an editorial guess.

in lit. in litura, wrien on top of an erasure, correction, or a blot.

incomp. finem incomplete finem, incomplete termination of manuscript.

infra below or inferior.

ins. per err. inseruit per erronen, inserted by mistake or error.

inscr. i.m. inscriptum in margine, inscribed in the margin.

om. omisit, omied.

pot. qu. potius quam, ‘more likely than’ or ‘rather than’.

prius the first entry of two repeated alphabet(s), number(s), or

word(s).

rep. repititur, repeated alphabet(s), number(s), or word(s).

sinistra to the le.

subscr. subscriptun or pl. subscripta, alphabet(s), number(s), or

word(s) are wrien above the line.

supra above or superior.

tot. ver. totum versum, the complete verse.

transp. transposuit, transposed or changed alphabet(s), number(s),

or word(s).

v. or pl. vv. versus, verse(s).

To illustrate these use of these editorial conventions and standards in the critical

edition consider the following set of examples (taken from the critical apparatus of

the golādhyāya of Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja)

1. िमिेत असलं x िमिेत add. Bn.II

is implies िमिेत in the edited base text has the variation असलं x िमिेत
in MS Bn.II. e word असलं is added to the word िमिेत in Bn.II, with an

intermediate leer (akṣara) being illegible (represented by x).
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2. जानिना जान जानिना corr. Pb.I

is implies जानिना in the edited base text has the variation जान जानिना in
MS Pb.I where the word जान is the correction made by the scribe himself.

3. ा ॰  x ा ॰, fort. -- Rr.I

is impliesा ॰ in the edited base text has the variation x ा in MS

Rr.I, with an intermediate leer (akṣara) conceivably being the leer .

4. ॰ ोरे ॰ ो  रे rep. Br.I

is implies ॰ ोरे in the edited base text has the variation ॰ ो  रे in MS

Br.I, with the leer (akṣara)  repeated in the manuscript copy.

5. ९ om. Bn.I: cont. non dist. Bn.I

is implies the verse numbering ९ (seen in the edited base text) is omied in

MS Bn.I, and the verse is continued without punctuation in MS Bn.I.

6. ३६० गिुणता ॰ गणुी ३६० ता ॰ transp. Pb.I

is implies ३६० गिुणता ॰ in the edited base text is wrien with transposed
alphabets/words/numerals as गणुी ३६० ता ॰ in MS Pb.I.

7. ॰ लोऽवाक ् ॰ लोवाक ् १४ dist. Bn.II, Rr.I

is implies ॰ लोऽवाक ्in the edited base text is wrien as लोवाक ् १४ in MSS

Bn.II and Rr.I. Also, both these MSS have a verse break here punctuated by use

of the numbering १४.

8. alterum त तं Pb.I

is implies the second त on the same line of the edited base text has the

variation तं in MS Pb.I.

9. ४० ४० inscr. i.m. supra Bn.I

is implies the ४० (as also seen in the edited base text) is inscribed in the top
margin of the folio in MS Bn.I.

10. या या ॰—॰ िमिता या या तसमयी जनंदंी तुा या या तसिमिता, ins. per err.
या या त ॰—॰ तुा ex v.55a: first pāda Bn.II

is implies या या ॰—॰ िमिता in the edited base text has the variation या या
तसमयी जनंदंी तुा या या तसिमिता in MS Bn.II, with the words या या त
॰—॰ तुा being inserted by error by the scribe from the first pāda of v.55a of

MS. Bn.II.
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11.  ॰

स ॰ corr. subscr. Pb.I

is implies  ॰ in the edited base text has a correction wrien above the line

in MS Pb.I viz.,

स ॰.

12. भच ३६० भच, deest. -३६०- Np.I

is implies भच ३६० in the edited base text is wrien as भच in MS NP.I and

360 is missing.

13. ाित ाित, dub. -ाित- pot. qu. Bn.I

is implies ाित in the edited base text is appears as ाित in MS Bn.I;

however, the editor considers this doubtful and thinks ाित is more likely.

14. खिकमवे खिक Pb.I: incomp. finem Pb.I

is implies खिकमवे in the edited base text is wrien as खिक in MS

Pb.I, and further MS Pb.I incompletely terminates here.

In addition to these instances, wherever necessary, additional terms (in their ab-

breviated form seen above) are used to describe other forms of variations in the crit-

ical apparatus.





3
e Golādhyāya of Nityānanda’s

Sarvasiddhāntarāja: Translation and

Commentary

3.1 G̅̅: T C  S

3.1.1 I     

atha golādhyāyo vyākhyāyate ||

Now, the chapter on the spheres is described.

Nityānanda starts his versified exposition of the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) 

with a prosaic declaration announcing its beginning. e inceptive particle atha is

oen used in the Sanskrit literary tradition to indicate an auspicious beginning. In

effect, this word draws the reader’s aention to recognize the start of a new chapter

or a new section in a body of work.¹

¹ In the footnote on [M 2008, p.13], we find a statement of the Advaita Vedāntic philosopher
Śaṅkara taken from his commentary on the Brahmasūtra. Śaṅkara establishes the inceptive word atha
at the beginning of a sūtra as śabda Brahman, ‘the primal sound identified with Brahman’. is word,
through its instantiation of Brahman, is the foremost subject of study and independent towhatever follows
from that point onwards. Its propitious and auspicious property is merely a virtue of it being read as an
inceptive article indicating a connection to some divine ætiology, cf. the word om as the primordial sound
and mystical symbol praṇava found in Upaniṣadic texts. Padmapāda, an immediate disciple of Śaṅkara,
takes hismaster’s characteristic lack of amaṅgalācaraṇa verse—the auspicious invocation at the beginning
of a text (vide  2 on p. 102)—in the Brahmasūtrabhāṣya as a philosophical stand. He argues
that in declaring the ‘inner reality that is a mass of knowingness and entirely devoid of obstructions’
[M 2008, p.14] at the beginning of his work, Śaṅkara has, in effect, already served the very
purpose of the word atha. is cogent and benedictory virtue of atha is what makes it a regular invocation
in most literary and scholastic works of the Sanskrit tradition.
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3.1.2 E     

taṃ vande gaṇanāyakaṃ suragaṇā yatpādapadmadvayaṃ
sevante'bhimatārthasādhanavidhau vighnaughavidhvaṃsakṛt ||

yaṃ sāṃkhyāḥ puruṣaṃ pradhānam api vā śaivāḥ śivaṃ menire
nityaṃ brahma cidātma sarvam aparaṃ mithyeti vedāntinaḥ || 1 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

I praise him, the leader of the multitude (gaṇa-nāyaka) whose two lotus feet 1

(pāda-padma-dvaya) the divinities worship according to the process (vidhi) pro-

pitious to their desires (abhimata-artha), the destroyer of the flood of obstacles

(vighnaugha-vidhvaṃsakṛt), the one who the Sāṃkhyas considered the foremost

Puruṣa, or the Śaivas as Śiva; whom the followers of Vedānta consider to be

the eternal Brahman, whose nature is pure consciousness (cidātman), the all (sarva)
and everything else false (mithyā).

In keeping with the tradition of beginning literary texts with a maṅgalācaraṇa, ²

Nityānanda pays homage to Lord Gaṇeśa who is the object of veneration of the other

gods and is identified as the Ultimate Being in different sectarian and philosophical

groups. His description of God is henotheistic in the sense that he accepts the plu-

rality of divine manifestation (expressed through the separation of Gaṇeśa from the

suragaṇa ‘other gods’) yet recognises the oneness in its multivious teleological end.

In conforming to the socio-cultural epithets associated with Lord Gaṇeśa, Nityā-

nanda uses phrases like ‘the leader of men’, ‘the one worthy of veneration by other

gods’, ‘the destroyer of the flood of all obstacles that may arise in man’s efforts’, etc.

Nityānanda’s invocation of Lord Gaṇeśa or Gaṇapati is a sacred custom in Hinduism

at the beginning of any creative venture.³

² A maṅgalācaraṇa is form of panegyric writing or encomium to the divine in anticipation of auspicious-
ness. In the stava (praise) of divinity it seeks āśāsya (benediction) and the kalyāṇamaya daśā (propitious
circumstances) to ensure the successful completion of the task at hand

³ e Hindu pantheon identifies Gaṇeśa as the son of Śiva and his consort Pārvatī. In most instances of
religious iconography, he is depicted in a zoomorphic form having the body of a human with the head of
an elephant. As is the case with most Hindu deific imagery, the physical descriptions of Gaṇeśa enjoyed
a huge range of variation in their forms and poses. ese stylistic variations were oen encoded in some
symbolism that defined and categorised an element of reality in keeping with the social tropes of the
time. For instance, one of the common aributes in the different depictions of Gaṇeśa is his protuberant
belly that is meant to symbolise the bountifulness of nature and the divine immanence therein. ese
distinctions in iconography created a culture of referring to the different forms with different appella-
tions; e.g., the large belly of Gaṇeśa earned him the title Lambodara (pot-bellied) symbolising in some
instances, the inclusion of the entire universe (brahmāṇḍa) of past, present and future times in him, cf.
Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇa, 2.42.34. Nityānanda refers to Gaṇeśa or Gaṇapati in the more literal sense as ‘the lord
(īśa) or master (pati) of the multitude (gaṇas)’. He is considered ‘the remover of all obstacles’ Vināyaka or
Vighneśa and the one who grants wisdom and courage when invoked at the beginning of any auspicious
undertaking, thus creating a tradition of invoking his presence through writing or through speech at the
start of any venture.
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In this verse, Nityānanda aempts to equate the absolute and ultimate reality

(or God) as understood by the adherents of Sāṃkhya, Śaiva and Vedānta doctrines,⁴

and in doing so, he offers his reverence to that universal principle that only appears

manifestly different with the Puruṣa of the Sāṃkhyas, Śiva for the Śaivas or Brahman

for the Vedāntins. e idea of ‘unity in plurality’ is a Vedāntic maxim exemplified

by the Ṛg Vedic statement «ekam sad viprā bahudhā vadanti» (I:164.46) ‘ough it

is One, inspired poets speak of it in many ways’, [J  B 2014,

p.359]. is statement declares the manifest reality in its multitude as essentially

being the same, eternal and real One; the ‘many’ that seers (ṛṣis) declare are mere

statements of plurality to declare the inter-dependency between being and objects
in the phenomenological world, [T 2006, p. 29]. In some ways, Nityānanda’s

aempt seems to reiterate this Vedic maxim in keeping with his upbringing as a

Gauḍa Brāhmaṇa of Mudgala gotra.

e nature and purpose of amaṅgalācaraṇa in Sanskrit literary works is a subject

worthy of an entire research programme by itself, vide [M 2008]; never-

theless, one of its purposes can be understood as a supplication for the removal of all

obstacles that hinder the act of composition and impedes the successful completion

of one’s work.⁵ In the tradition of jyotiḥśāstra, the practice of composing a prefatory

verse (śāstrārambha-padya) was common practice and we see many examples in the

works of authors like Āryabhaṭa I (5th century ), Brahmagupta (6th century ),

Lalla (early 9th century ), Śrīpati (10th century ), Bhāskara (12th century ), and

⁴ According to the canonical classification of Indian philosophical thought (as seen in the Śarvadarśanasaṅ-
graha of Mādhava Vidyāranya, c. 1331 ), the Sāṃkhya, Śaiva and Vedānta doctrines can be understood
as follows:

i. Sāṃkhya is the philosophical doctrine of dualist realism where the ultimate reality has a dual basis
in the dynamic (active) state of Nature and static (passive) state of Self. e primitive-cause devoid
of conscience (Prakṛti) is the active agency that forms the material substratum upon which all things
(gross and subtle) base their existence whereas the supreme self of pure consciousness (Puruṣa) is
without any corporeality and forms the static, transcendent subject of all experience. According to
the Sāṃkhyas, the evolution of the world is constructed through the contact (saṃyoga) between these
two separate entities.

ii. Śaiva (or Śaivism) is the religious doctrine based on different philosophical schools of dualist (bheda),
non-dualist (abheda) and non-dual-with-dualist (bhedābheda) thoughts. Despite a lack of unity in
philosophical, esoteric or ritualistic practices amongst its adherents, they all consider Śiva, the aus-
picious one, as the Supreme Being.

iii. Vedānta (lit. the end of the Vedas) is the philosophical view characterised by the Vedic (Upaniṣadic)
concept of Brahman: the eternal and absolute nature of reality described as the ‘self-existing con-
sciousness of bliss’ (sat-cid-ānanda). In the course of its interpretations (a) the nature of the supreme
Brahman in relation to the individual soul (or inner-sel) Ātman, (b) the ontological status of the
world (jagat) as ultimately real (satya) or unreal (mithyā), and (c) the various soteriological and
theo-philosophical differences have all led to various schools of Vedānatic thought like advaita (non-
dualism), dvaita (dualism), viśiṣṭādvaita (aributive monism), acintyabhedābheda (inconceivable dif-
ference and similarity), etc.

⁵ Śaṅkara Vāriyar, a student of Nilākaṇṭha Somayājī (c. 16th century ) in his Laghu-vivṛti describes the
maṅgalācaraṇa as: «maṅgalācārayuktānāṃ vinipāto na vidyate ||» ‘ ose who follow the practice of
starting a work with invocation do not suffer a fall.’ [R  S 2011, p.2].
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Jñānarāja (c. 16th century ) to name a few. e object of devotion was the individ-

ual deity (īśvara or bhagavat)—a manifestation of that supreme, transcendental and

immanent reality called Brahman—that the author chose to supplicate in text, indi-

cating his own sectarian affiliation. Some authors like Varāhamihira (c. 6th century

) in his Pañcasiddhāntikā .1 chose to offer their opening obeisance to the various

seers (munis) of the past who have benevolently revealed the astronomy of the gods;

whereas others chose to venerate the navagrahas, the deified personification of the

planets and luminaries, along with the different sectarian gods; for example, Lalla in

his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .1 (c. 8th ∼ 9th ).

Nityānanda’s maṅgalācaraṇa at the beginning of his Sarvasiddhāntarāja, i.e., the
start of the gaṇitādhyāya (chapter on computations), is a beautiful composition in the

śālinī meter that uses his own name in the paranomastic sense to mean an aribute

of his chosen deity, Lord Kṛṣna –

om namaḥ śrīgaṇādhipataye vighnahartre ||

nityānandaṃ nityam avyaktam īśaṃ
saccidrūpaṃ nirguṇaṃ nirvikāraṃ ||

ekaṃ vyāpi brahmavedāntavedyaṃ
yat taṃ vande viśvarūpaṃ mukundaṃ || 1 ||

Obeisance to Lord Gaṇapati lit. the leader of the multitude (gaṇas) , the re-

mover of all obstacles.

I praise him, Lord Mukunda⁶ in his universal form (viśvarūpa), the one who

is perpetual bliss (nityānanda), eternal (nitya), devoid of form (avyakta), the

supreme lord (īśa), the form of pure existence and thought (sat-cid-rūpa), devoid

of all qualities (nirguṇa), unchangeable (nirvikāra), the One (eka), omnipresent

(vyāpin), and the self-existent absolute Brahman understood in Vedānta i.e.,

in the Upaniṣads .

⁶ Mukunda ‘the giver of liberation (mukti)’, is one of the names of Lord Kṛṣṇa, the supreme personality of
godhead and eighth incarnation (avatāra) of Lord Viṣṇu.
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3.1.3 R      

3.1.3.1 D          

yatkiñcidgaṇitaṃ grahasya gaṇako jānān vinā vāsanāṃ
pṛṣṭaḥ sann apareṇa golaviduṣā praśnaprapañcoktibhiḥ ||

kiṃ brūte pratitaṃ taduttaram ayaṃ golāgamājño yatas
tasmād golavicāracāruracanāṃ vakṣye satāṃ prītaye || 2 || śārdūlavikrīḍita

Amathematician (gaṇaka), knowing some lile computation (gaṇita) of the plan-  2

ets (graha) without the justification (vāsanā) therein , was being interrogated with

various questions (praśna-prapañca) about the visible world by another scholar

who was versed in the study of spheres (gola-viḍvas). What could he reply as an

answer to those questions being ignorant in the science on spheres (gola-āgama)
himself ? erefore, I shall proclaim this beautiful composition on the investiga-

tion of spheres (gola-vicāra) for the pleasure of all beings.

Nityānanda begins this chapter by posing a series of rhetorical questions to im- 

press the reader into appreciating the importance of his chapter on spheres (golā-
dhyāya). In a theatrical manner, Nityānanda sets the scene where the reader, in the

guise of an astronomer (jyotirjña) or mathematician (gaṇaka), is extensively ques-

tioned about the movements of the stars and planets in the sky by another learned

scholar. is ‘other scholar’, we are told, is proficient in the study of spherics,

whereas the astronomer knows only a few basic algorithms for computations—he is

completely unaware of any justifications for those computations, or in other words,

he is ignorant in the study of the spheres. With his avidya ‘agnosy’, he lacks any

answers worthy to those questions and his ignominy in learned company becomes

Nityānanda’s lament in this verse.

Nityānanda cleverly plays on the potential embarrassment faced bymen of learn-

ing when they are questioned in an assembly of scholars and masters. In their own

expositions on spheres, most siddhāntic authors also warn against similar embar-

rassment in the company of learned men; e.g., Vaṭeśvara in his Vaṭeśvarasiddhānta
(golādhyāya), .3 or Śrīpati in Siddhāntaśekhara .3. ese learned assemblies were

presumably a gathering of Indian jyotiṣīs; the horror of being speechless in the as-

sembly of apara-golavidụṣa ‘other scholars of spheres’ would certainly be a dreadful

shame to bring upon oneself. At this point, Nityānanda jumps in, as any champion

ought to, and offers his composition on the investigation on spheres as protection.

e humility in his valour shines through as he humbly offers this ‘beautiful com-

position’ (cāruracanā) for the pleasure of all his readers.
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e study of the golādhyāya as the upapai ‘demonstration’ of the gaṇita
or mathematics that governs celestial motion was an objective already declared

by authors like Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (.2). In fact, Bhāskara says

«…upapaiṃ vinā…gaṇako niḥsaṃśayo na svayam» ‘without upapai…the as-

tronomer would himself be not free of doubts’. He adds that these upapais are

clearly perceived in the sphere (gola)—‘like holding an āmalaka berry in one’s hand

(kara)’—and hence he begins his lecture (adhyāya) on spheres, [S 2008,

p.1833]. Nityānanda’s verse reflects his own pedagogical ambition as he incen-

tivises the study of spheres for his students by seing the precedence: the knowl-

edge of spheres earns an astronomer his wisdom while the ignorance of vāsanā
leads to humiliations and infamy. In the Sanskrit Yoga tradition, word vāsanā refers

to the ‘latent impressions’, or ‘habit paerns’ that are formed as a combination of

the impressions (saṃskāra) le in the mind (cia) by the performance of any voli-

tional activity, vide Vyāsa’s Bhāṣya on Patañjali’s Yogasūtra .9 where Vyāsa says,

«yathānubhavāstathā saṃskāraḥ te ca karma vāsanānurāpāḥ» ‘As were the experi-

ences, so where are the saṃskāras. And they are in the form of vāsanās.’, [W

2005,  13 on p.602]. ese ‘inert tendencies’ remain dormant and are

brought to realisation in the moment of action (karma). Understood in this light,

Nityānanda’s statement of ‘being without vāsanā’ is the sign of an astronomer’s ne-

science as he lack the ability to bring fruition to his task. e examination (vicāra) of
the gola is the activity that helps him create the impressions (saṃskāra) that would

bring things to mind (pratibhā) when required.⁷

A few notable words and concepts that are recurrent in this text deserve a special

mention right here at the beginning. e word gaṇaka to mean ‘an astronomer’ or ‘a

mathematician’ is ubiquitous throughout this text. While a direct lexical translation

would suggest ‘the one who computes, calculates, reckons or enumerates’, the inter-

pretation of this word as an astronomer or an arithmetician/mathematician relies on

contextually understanding the indispensable need of computational ability in car-

rying out astronomy. Incidentally, the word gaṇaka as ‘calculator’ or nakṣatradarśa
‘gazer of lunar mansion’ finds mention in the Vedas as a reference to the calculators

of auspicious lunar mansions (nakṣatras) under which to set up sacrificial fires,⁸ e.g.,

the word gaṇaka is in Vājasaneyi Saṃhitā .30, a Śukla Yajurveda recension or

the Taiirīya Brāhmaṇa .4.15.1; or the word nakṣatradarśa in Vājasaneyi Saṃhitā
.10, a Śukla Yajurveda recension or the Taiirīya Brāhmaṇa .4.4.1.

⁷ In siddhāntic literature, vāsanā commonly referred to an expository text to bring forth the ‘true under-
standing’ of another text; e.g., Bhāskara famously refers to his auto-commentary on his Śiddhāntaśiromaṇi
as vāsanābhāṣya (c. 12th century ), or Āmarāja, commenting on Brahmagupta’s Khaṇḍakhādyaka in his
vāsanābhāṣya (12th ), includes sections on vāsanā itself.

⁸ vide Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa .,2.19
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Another word that is extensively used throughout this text is the polysemic word

gola. As we will see through this text, quite oen this word refers to a geometrical

structure like ‘a circle’ or ‘a sphere’ that describes the motion of the celestial bodies.

However, at other times, Nityānanda uses it differently to suggest (a) the vast ex-

pansiveness of the universe, or (b) ‘the ‘visible dome’ of the heavens seen above the

Earth, or (c) the armillary sphere, or even (d) the very study of the theory of spheres

(spherics). To understand the implied meaning of this word, I have inferred its con-

notation based on the mathematical and grammatical context in which it appears.

3.1.3.2 I          

rātrau sadmavicitracitraracanaṃ dīpaṃ vinā kiṃ yathā
trailokyaṃ sakalārthapūrṇam api kiṃ bhāsvatprakāśaṃ vinā ||

vaidagdhyena vinā pragalbhataruṇī saundaryayuktāpi kiṃ
tadvad golavivarjito gaṇitavit praśnottare kiṃ vibhuḥ || 3 || śārdūlavikrīḍita

What is the wonderful and speckled composition of heaven-and-earth (sadma)  3

by night without light? What good are the three worlds (loka), even if full of all op-

ulence, without the light of the Sun (bhāsvat)? Without intelligence, what good is a

confident, young maiden, even if she were to be endowed with beauty? And like-

wise, bere of the knowledge of spheres (gola), what can a knower of computations

(gaṇitavid) be capable of in question-and-answer?

Nityānanda continues his vāṅmaya (rhetoric) to stress the importance of under- 

standing the celestial spheres for a ‘knower of computations’ (gaṇitavid) to be ca-

pable of answering conceptual questions when confronted.⁹ In order to make this

point, he uses three dṛṣtānta ‘examples’ masked as rhetorical questions to help the

reader truly understand the importance of the knowledge of the spheres. Nityānanda

states that (i) without light there cannot exist the amazing, wonderful, and brilliant

arrangement of heaven and earth at night, (ii) without the light of the Sun, all the

three worlds (trailokya)—the Bhūloka or the terrestrial world, the Bhuvarloka or the

sky, and the Svarloka or the heavens— despite being full of all things of desire are

completely futile, and (iii) without intelligence, even a most beautiful, young and

confident maiden is not appealing.

⁹ e study of dialectics (hetuvidyā) that enabled a scholar (paṇḍita) to hold his own in an assembly
of learned men was considered a part of one’s pedagogical training. In [M 1989, pp.535–556,
.~], we find the accounts of the Chinese Buddhist monk Yijing (also spelt as ‘I-Tsing’) as he
travelled across India in the seventh century  en route to the ancient kingdom of Śrivijaya on the is-
land of Sumatra (Indonesia). In his writings, Yijing describes the elementary and general education on
alphabets, grammar (Pāṇini’s sūtras and Kāśikā’s commentary on them), composition, logic, and philos-
ophy that students begin their study with; following which they graduate into studying the five vidyās:
śabdavidyā ‘grammar and lexicography’, śilpasthānavidya ‘arts’, cikitsāvidyā ‘medicine’, hetuvidyā ‘logic’
and adhyātmavidyā ‘science of the universal soul’ or ‘philosophy’, [M 1989, p.538].
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e metaphor of the ‘light of knowledge (jñāna jyotis) dispelling the darkness of

ignorance (ajñāna tamas)’ can be found in several Vedāntic (Upaniṣadic) statements;

for example, «asato mā sadgamaya | tamaso mā jyotirgamaya | mṛtyor māmṛtaṃ
gamaya ||» ‘Lead me from the unreal to the real. Lead me from darkness to light.

Lead me from death to immortality’, Bṛhaḍāraṇyaka Upaniṣad .3.28. Nityānanda

alludes to the same metaphor by equating his own work on spheres with the light

that would guide the reader from the dark realms of ignorance into the company of

knowledgeable and intelligent men. Just as the pulchritude of a young maiden pales

without the beauty of her mind, Nityānanda similarly compares the capability of an

astronomer ignorant in spheres waning when questioned about his skill.

At this point, we can make a few remarks about Nityānanda’s use of language

and the socio-cultural seing that inspires his choice of words. ese verses at the

beginning of his composition allow him to impress his reader with his linguistic

and prosodic flair; e.g., at the very beginning of the verse, he uses an alliteration

of words (pādānuprāsa) vicitra citra ‘wonderful and speckled’ to qualify the com-

position (racanā) of heaven and earth (sadman). e lexical meaning of the word

pragalbha can be understood as ‘bold’, ‘illustrious’ or ‘confident’ as well as ‘proud’,

‘impudent’ or ‘arrogant.’ Its use creates a sense of intentional ambiguity (śleṣa) in
Nityānanda’s statement; his third example could also translate as a rhetorical state-

ment of deficiency: ‘What sort of [person] is an impudent young maiden without

intelligence even if she were to be endowed with beauty?’ In this case, the word kim
acts as an interrogative handle to imply a negative sense of inferiority.

To show his reader his cultural familiarity, Nityānanda happily borrows from

the common knowledge of his society; e.g., when referring to the three worlds he

uses the qualifying adjective sakalārthapūrṇa ‘full of all things one desires’. Ac-

cording to Hinduism, the four goals of human life are dharma (righteousness and

morality), artha (prosperity and material wealth), kāma (pleasure and love), and

mokṣa (renunciation and liberation). Nityānanda, in establishing the earth, the sky

and the heaven to be full of all objects (material, sensual and spiritual), borrows

this socio-cultural trope to appeal to his reader’s own aspirations. In fact, similar

statements about the importance of the golādhyāya are found in other siddhāntic

works; e.g., Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .2–3, Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .2–

3, or Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .3–4. Nityānanda’s conformity in

repeating canonical statements show us his familiarity with the standards and prac-

tices within the academic culture of his time.
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3.1.4 T     

pāṭīkuṭṭakabījagolanipuṇo vedāṅgapāraṅgamaḥ
kāvyālaṃkṛtiśilpaśāstrakuśalo yo nyāyaśāstrādivit ||

siddhānte 'tra samastavastusahite tasyādhikāro bhavet
ced evaṃ na yathā kathaṃcid abhidhāmātraṃ prasiddhiṃ nayet || 4 || śārdūlavikrīḍita

e one who is adept in arithmetic (pāṭī-gaṇita), indeterminate equations  4

(kuṭṭaka), algebra (bījagaṇita) and the theory of spheres (gola), who is learned

in the auxiliary branches of the Vedas (vedāṅga), skilful in the subjects of poetics

(kāvya), aesthetics (alaṃkāra) and form (śilpa), the one who knows the science of

logic (nyāya-śāstra), etc. his authority in the canonical texts (siddhāntas) along with

their entire contents should be considered in this maer. If indeed it is not thus,

somehow he the non-versed person may bring out only the express sense (abhidhā)
of the words and nothing else .

Nityānanda now states the qualifications of an erudite scholar who should be 

regarded as an authority on siddhāntic texts. According to him, a scholar must be

well versed in arithmetic (pāṭī-gaṇita), the mathematical methods of solving linear

indeterminate equations (kuṭṭaka), algebra (bījagaṇita) and the theory of spheres

(gola). Additionally, he ought to be qualified in the auxiliary branches of the

Vedas (Vedāṅga), namely, (i) śikṣā or the science of phonetics, phonology and mor-

phophonology (saṃdhi), (ii) chandas or the science of poetic meter, (iii) vyākaraṇa
or the science of grammar, (iv) nirukta or the science of etymology, (v) jyotiṣa or

the science of astronomy and astrology, and (vi) kalpa or the science of ceremonies

or rituals. To enhance his prowess, the scholar needs to be proficient in the artistic

fields of poetry (kāvya), aesthetics (alaṅkṛti) and form (śilpa), while at the same time

be skilled in other sciences including logic (nyāya).¹⁰

To finish the verse, Nityānanda shis his theme from listing these essential qual-

ifications to the poignant consequence of their lack in an astronomer’s training. He

claims that without knowledge of these aforementioned skills, the capability of a

mathematician or astronomer (gaṇaka) is only to bring out the express meaning of

the words; he has no understanding of the nuances and significance of it deeper

meaning beyond the literal sense. is lack of cognition without the support of a

developed intellect would only earn the scholar disrepute and Nityānanda’s warn-

ing admonishes any scholar who does not have the skills he mentions. In a subtle

manner, Nityānanda states his own credentials to impress the reader into believing

¹⁰ It is interesting to compare Nityānanda’s prescription of qualifications with the gaṇakasya yogyatā ‘qual-
ifications of an astronomer’ given by Varāhamhira in his Bṛhat Saṃhitā .2–10, [S 
S 1985, pp.9–10]. While Varāhamhira’s description remains specific to the computational skills and
technical subject knowledge of an astronomer, Nityānanda’s requirements seemmore liberal and inclusive
of the different forms of knowledge in addition to astronomy and mathematics.
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his text as an authoritative account of the subject. His own understanding, through

this work and through his educational accomplishments, is most certainly meant to

be taken as genuine and not merely nominal.

e earliest surviving canonical texts in mathematics from around the sixth cen-

tury  are the works of (ai) Āryabhaṭa’s Āryabhaṭīya .2–31 and (b) Brahmagupta’s

Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta:   with 66 verses on vyaktagaṇita or ‘mani-

fest computations’, and  – with 101 verses on solving linear and

second-degree indeterminate equations along with rules for finding other unknown

quantities referred to as ‘unmanifest computations’. ese texts covered: (i) the pro-

cedural rules for basic arithmetic including manipulation of fractions, concurrence

and difference methods, and surds (karaṇīs); (ii) computations of squares, cubes,

square-roots, and cube-roots; (iii) problems involving mixed quantities like invest-

ment computations; (iv) the formulae for sums of successive sequences or series,

algebraic methods of factorising, determining unknown quantities and proportion-

ality; (v) geometric methods of chords and constructing Sine tables; (vi) mensuration

formulae for areas and volumes of certain geometric objects and structures; (vii) com-

putations with shadows of gnomons; and (viii) the method of solving linear and sec-

ond -degree indeterminate equations. e ‘pulverizer’ or ‘grinder’ method (kuṭṭaka)
of solving linear indeterminate equations using successive divisors and remainders

became an important method to the students of mathematical astronomy as they at-

tempted to compute the specific times corresponding to particular mean longitude

of planets. Following this initial development, the major canonical work in Sanskrit

mathematics comes in the form of the early twelh century  work of Bhāskara,

entitled Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (dealing with mathematical astronomy), Lilāvatī (deal-

ing with arithmetic) and Bīja-gaṇita (dealing with algebra).¹¹

e formalisation of mathematical procedures into extremely eloquent yet care-

fully organised verses, a concise prose auto-commentary, and a full complement of

sample problems and solutions (in arithmetic and algebra) gave Bhāskara’s works

an instant pedagogical charm. With his own repute in erudition backed by a lin-

eage of renowned scholarship, Bhāskara’s works soon gathered immense popularity

and were successfully disseminated all around. e impact of his writings can be

found in the expository styles of successive generations of astronomers who stud-

ied his works. eir homage to Bhāskara was in their imitation of the structural,

¹¹ In the story of the development of canonicalmathematics in India, theworks like the BakhshālīManuscript
(around the 8th to the 12th century ) and the Gaṇita-sāra-saṅgraha (c. 9th century ) also played a sig-
nificant part. e Bakhshālī Manuscript provide crucial information about the writing systems of Sanskrit
mathematics used in the medieval period; e.g., the decimal place-value notation, representation of zeroes
by rounded dots, vertical alignment of fractional numbers, negative numbers with suffixed ‘crosses’, oper-
ational abbreviations and early table-like structuring for ‘syncopated algebra’, vide [P 2009, p.158].
e Gaṇita-sāra-saṅgraha of Mahāvīra is the first known independent Sanskrit work dedicated to mathe-
matics with over 1100 verses. is treatise, suitably titled the ‘Epitome of the essence of calculation’, dealt
at length with various topics of mathematics and is extant in its entirety vide [P 2009, p.162].
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compositional and grammatical style found in the master’s works as they composed

their own Siddhāntas. Nityānanda, being a student of mathematics and astronomy,

would have also studied Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi. As we shall see throughout

this chapter on spheres, the structure and content of Nityānanda’s writing is quite

similar to Bhāskara’s chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) in the Siddhāntaśiromaṇi.

On a technical note, the word Siddhānta in the Sanskrit jyotiṣa tradition refers to

a class of canonical or theoretical treatises in astronomy (with the epoch beginning

from the start of the kaliyuga ‘age of kali’, around 3102 ); its lexical meaning is

‘a fixed or established or canonical text-book or received scientific treatise on any

subject’, MW  . [2002]. Closely related to the word rāddhānta,
it indicates a demonstrated conclusion (–anta) or truth accomplished (siddha– or

rāddha–) through a process of logical arguments.¹²

An interesting qualification of an astronomer, as Nityānanda mentioned, is

śilpāgamajñaḥ, knower of the science (āgama) of sculpture or form (śilpa). ough

variegated in its meaning, śilpa when understood as a skill set implies any practi-

cal crasmanship like carpentry, architecture, poery, etc. is practical skill aids

a mathematician when he aempts to build or construct actual physical objects for

demonstration or observation, sc. the different yantras like the golabandha ‘armillary

sphere’, toyayantra ‘the water instruments’, śalākāyantra ‘needle instruments’, etc.

In fact, towards the end of this chapter in V [133], Nityānanda once again states

this quality as an essential skill for astronomers.

If we understand the śāstra as a form of timeless knowledge grounded on cer-

tain principles, then its learning enables an astronomer to be aware of the various

religious and scriptural treatises that are derived from valid sources of knowledge.

Nityānanda’s idea of a śāstravid, ‘a man learned in these śāstras’ earns him a social

rank within a society that treasures their collective common knowledge. e word

śāstra is quite broadly applied to any collective body of knowledge (cf. the Greek suf-

fix -λογία denoting ‘study of something’ or ‘branch of knowledge of a discipline.’)

and its use is quite synonymouswith another Sanskrit word vidyā (meaning ‘science’,

‘learning’ or ‘scholarship’). ese vidyās were oen categorised into four kinds, viz.

trayī ‘the three Vedas’, ānvīkṣikī ‘logic and metaphysics’, daṇḍa-nīti ‘science of law’,

and vārā ‘the practical arts’ of agriculture, medicine, commerce, etc. ¹³

¹²Nāgārjuna in his Upāya-kauśalya-hṛdaya-śastra (c. 300 ), ‘the Essence of Skill in the Accomplishment
of Action’, an expository work on understanding the art of debate, declares ‘tenet’ or ‘truth’ or ‘con-
clusion’ as being of four types: (i) sarvatantra siddhānta or universal truths, (ii) pratitantra siddhānta or
particular truths, (iii) adhikaraṇa siddhānta or hypothetical truths, and (iv) abhyupagama siddhānta or
implied truths (or, truths accepted on assumptions). e means of establishing these tenets or truths are
the four sources of valid knowledge (pramāṇa): (i) perception (pratyakṣa), (ii) inference (anumāna), (iii)
comparison (upamāna) and (iv) scriptures (āgama), [S. C. Ṿ̅ 1920, p. 259]

¹³e Garuḍa Purāṇa (verse 1.223.21) describes 18 vidyās as (i) the four Vedas (Ṛg, Yajur, Sāma andAtharva),
(ii) the six Vedāṅga texts (Śikṣā, Chandas, Vyākaraṇa, Nirukta, Jyotiṣa, Kalpa), (iii) the Purāṇas (18 Mahā
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3.1.5 S        

3.1.5.1        

kīdṛg bhūgolasaṃsthā kathaya katham aho cakrasaṃjño bhagolaḥ
kīdṛg bhūyaḥ khagolaḥ sthira iha satataṃ kīdṛśo dṛṣṭigolaḥ ||

tattatsthaṃ vastu kīdṛk sakalam api yathā bhūmigole 'bdhiśaila-
dvīpādyaṃ tadyathā vā viṣuvavṛtimukhaṃ cakrasaṃjñe bhagole || 5 ||sragdharā

Pray tell, of what kind is the form of the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola)? Why 5

is the sphere of asterisms (bhagola) named a circle? Moreover, of what sort is the

oblique celestial sphere (khagola) that is fixed in this world? Of what kind is the

visible celestial sphere (dṛṣṭigola)? Of what kind are all the things present in each of

them i.e., in the khagola and the dṛṣṭigola just as there are the oceans, mountains,

islands etc. on the sphere of the Earth (bhūmigola), or just as the principle circle

surrounding the equinoctial positions i.e., the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) is on

the sphere of asterisms (bhagola)?

Nityānanda presents a series of questions in this verse that highlight the order

in which he organises his chapter on spheres (golādhyāya). Beginning with the first

question, ‘What is the form of the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola)?’, he asks his readers

about the geography of the Earth with the different islands, oceans, forests, rivers

and mountains that constitute the known oecumene. Interestingly, the question pre-

supposes the spherical shape of the Earth as an astronomical requirement.¹⁴

In his second question, Nityānanda inquires why the sphere of asterisms

(bhagola) is called a circle (cakra). e sphere of asterisms, with the stars, planets and

constellations situated within it, forms the vault of the heavens and its diurnal west-

wards movement causes the rising and seing of the stars. eword cakrasaṃjñaḥ is

a reference to the bhacakra or astronomical circle, like the rāśi-cakra (zodiacal circle)

that is constantly revolving like a wheel (cakra).

With his third question, Nityānanda contrasts the revolving sphere of asterisms

(bhagola) with the idea of the oblique celestial sphere (khagola). e oblique ce-

lestial sphere (khagola) is motionless in the sense that the local zenith and astro-

nomical horizon remain fixed to a geocentric observer, while the bhagola (with its

stars, planets and constellations) can revolve; a fuller explanation of these different

Purāṇas), (iv) Nyāya ‘study of logical or syllogistic arguments’, (v) Mīmāṃsā ‘examination of Vedic texts’,
(vi) Dharmaśāstra ‘the books on moral law’, and (vii) the four Upa-Vedas ‘secondary Vedas’ (Āyurveda,
Dhanurveda, Gāndharvaveda, Śastraśāstra).

¹⁴e Puraṇic concept of the Earth is that of an infinite flat Earth (extending up to innumerable yojanas);
however, this view had already been shown to be erroneous (mithyājñāna) by time of Nityānanda, cf.
Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .30.
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spheres literally follows shortly in S. 3.2.1. An identical thought is expressed by

Parameśvara in his Goladīpikā .14 (1443 ) where he says–

bhramati hy aparābhimukhaṃ pravahākṣepāt sadā bhagolo'yam ||
sthira eva khagolaḥ syād digādi siddhyai prakalpito hy eṣa || 14 ||

e Starry sphere revolves constantly westwards, blown by the pravaha wind.

e Celestial sphere, however, remains stationary; it is constructed in order to

reckon directions, etc. [S 1957, p.71]

is question, with its use of the interrogative word kīdṛś ‘of what kind?’ also directs

our aention towards the material nature of the oblique celestial sphere (khagola)
and the things seen in it. Much later in this work, Nityānanda uses the language of

Aristotelian crystalline spheres in referring to the celestial sphere, vide S. 3.5.2.

Following this, Nityānanda now enquires about the description of the visible ce-

lestial sphere (dṛggola or dṛṣṭigola); for the time being, we can consider the visible

celestial sphere as the spherical dome of the sky visible to any observer. e horizon

corresponds to one’s local geographic horizon (without considering any obstructions

along the line of sight) and the zenith lies directly overhead. Essentially, the visible

sphere is the combined effect of viewing the heavens within the westwards rotating

sphere of asterisms (bhagola) with some fixed reference circles from the oblique ce-

lestial sphere (khagola). Bhāskara in the golabandha of his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golā-
dhyāya), .9 says–

bhagolavṛttaiḥ sahita khagolo dṛggolasaṃjño 'pamamaṇḍālādyaiḥ ||
dvigolajājātaṃ khalu dṛṣyate'tra kṣetraṃ hi dṛggolam ato vadanti || 9 ||

‘When the system of the , celestial sphere, is mixed with the ecliptic;

and all the other circles forming the  (which will be presently shown)

[sic] it is then called the ̣ double sphere. As in this the figures formed

by the circles of the two spheres  and  are seen, it is therefore

called ̣ double sphere’, [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p. 153]

In the last two pādas, Nityānanda asks a direct question to the reader: ‘What

are the constituents of the oblique celestial sphere (khagola) and the visible celestial

sphere (dṛṣṭigola), just as the oceans, mountains, islands, etc. are found on the sphere

of the Earth (bhūmigola or bhūgola) or like the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) on the

sphere of asterisms (bhagola)?’ His use of the simile (upamā) between the contents

of the bhūgola and bhagola on one hand and the contents of the khagola and the

dṛṣṭigola on the other hand is notable. is tells us a lile of his ambition of explain-

ing the ‘arrangement’ or ‘composition’ (racanā) of things in each of these spheres
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in this chapter. In these prefatory verses, Nityānanda appears to show his inquisi-

tiveness (kathaṃkathikatā) as he avidly quizzes the reader on these topics; however,

his intention as we soon discover, is merely anthypophoric in order to stimulate the

reader’s curiosity before offering answers to the questions as reward. Nityānanda’s

language in these questions brings his verse alive with a host of alliterations that

give it the śabdālaṃkāra ‘the ornament of sound’; e.g., the pādānuprāsa ‘alliterations

on words’ like kīdṛg or cakrasaṃjña; or even the antyānuprāsa ‘alliteration on the

terminal endings of words’ (creating rhyme) like bhagolaḥ and dṛṣṭigolaḥ at the end

of the first two pādas.

3.1.5.2 T         

pūrvāparaṃ dakṣiṇasaumyavṛttaṃ
bhūjābhidhaṃ koṇagamaṇḍalaṃ ca ||

unmaṇḍalādyaṃ ca khagolasaṃsthaṃ
tathaiva dṛggolagataṃ yathā vā || 6 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – bālā

Just as the prime vertical (pūrvāparavṛa), the meridian (dakṣiṇasaumyavṛa), 6

the horizon (bhūja), the vertical circle passing through the inter-cardinal direc-

tions (koṇaga-maṇḍala), the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala), etc. are situated in the

oblique celestial sphere (khagola), in a similar manner, those great circles are also

situated in the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola).

As an answer to his questions in the previous verse about the contents of the

oblique sphere or khagola, Nityānanda lists them as the prime vertical that runs along

the east-west direction (pūrvāparavṛa), the prime meridian that goes in the north-

south direction (dakṣiṇasaumyavṛa), the astronomical horizon (bhūja) containing
the centre of the Earth, the vertical circles passing through the inter-cardinal di-

rections (koṇaga-maṇḍala), the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala), etc. He immediately

follows this description by drawing a comparative equivalence, facilitated by the use

of yathā vā and tathaiva, to tell his readers that all these circles of the oblique sphere

khagola are also found in the visible sphere dṛggola. A fuller discussion on these

reference circles of the sphere will be seen a lile later in S. 3.6 where Nityānanda

defines each of them separately.

In poetics and rhetoric, abhidhā is oen understood as the literal meaning (or

denotation) of the word as set by common consent or convention as opposed to a

figurative (e.g., lakṣaṇa, ālaṅkāra, guṇa, etc.) meaning [A 2012, p.39a]. is word,

along with other complementary words like sajñā, nāma, lakṣaṇa, pradiṣṭa, etc. are
oen used to signify technical terms related to the study as opposed to any figurative

or poetic meaning they may also semantically convey.
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3.2 B̅: S   E – P I

3.2.1 I         

atha bhūgolabhagolakhagoladṛggolās tattatsthavastūni ca procyante ||

Now, the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola), the sphere of asterisms (bhagola), the oblique
celestial sphere (khagola), the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) and the things in

each of them are declared.

With this inceptive statement, Nityānanda begins describing the different types 

of the spheres he intends to discuss in the golādhyāya. In answering those hy-

pophoric questions he previously asked his readers, he describes the sphere of the

Earth (bhūgola), the sphere of asterisms (bhagola), the oblique celestial (khagola) and
the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola).

e bhagola and khagola are both names of the imaginary celestial sphere of an

arbitrarily large radius that is studied in spherical astronomy. e difference between

these two spheres lies in their choice of frame-of-reference and their particular ori-

entations. e bhagola (the sphere of asterisms) is the celestial sphere with: (i) the

origin coincident with the centre of the Earth, (ii) the northern and southern celestial

poles identified with the extension of the Earth’s rotational axis from the north and

south poles respectively, and (iii) the celestial horizon indicated by the celestial equa-

tor, an extension of the Earth’s equator. On the other hand, the khagola (the oblique

celestial sphere) is the same geocentric sphere but with two differences: (i) the two

poles of the khagola are oriented with respect to the observer’s position on Earth,

i.e., one’s local zenith and nadir, and (ii) the horizon, considered as the ‘astronomical

horizon’, is a great circle containing the centre of the earth in its plane but inclined

to the celestial sphere depending on the co-latitude of the observer. ese spheres

can be seen in F. 3.1. Looking at the drawing, we can see how the bhagola is in

fact the ‘right celestial sphere’ with the zenith at the north pole (pole star), whereas

the khagola is simply the oblique form of the celestial sphere as one gains latitude.

On the north pole (or the south pole), the bhagola and khagola are identical in their

perspective of the heavens.

e dṛggola or the visible celestial sphere is a specialized case of the khagola,
where: (i) the origin is located on the observer’s position instead of the centre of the

Earth, (ii) the observer’s zenith is considered as the only visible pole (with the other

pole being tacitly understood to be at the observer’s nadir but not visible) and (iii)

the horizon is considered as the ‘geographical horizon’ ignoring any local features

like mountains or trees along the line of sight. Formally, the ‘astronomical horizon’

is defined as the intersection on the celestial sphere of a plane perpendicular to a
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plumb line, effectively, the horizontal circle containing the centre of the Earth that

is inclined to celestial equator with an angle equal to the co-latitude of the observer.

e ‘geographical horizon’ is said to be the local horizon for an observer where the

sky appears to meet the ground (or the sea) unimpeded along the line-of-sight.

is arbitrarily large celestial sphere that contains the celestial bodies was oen

physically represented as the armillary spheres (golabandha or golayantra). ese

armillary spheres were meant to assist in the understanding of the motion of ce-

lestial bodies by creating a physically demonstrable structure that would help visu-

alise ideas of positional astronomy on a sphere, vide S. 3.7.20. e constellations

(nakṣatra)—identified by their yugmatārā or junction star—and star-planets (tāra-
graha) were believed to be containedwithin the celestial sphere, with each of the star-

planets having its own orbital spheres going from the innermost sphere of the Earth

(bhūgola) all the way to the outermost sphere of constellations or asterisms (bhagola),
vide Varāhmihira’s Pañcasiddhāntikā .39–41. Interestingly enough as wewill see

later, Nityānanda regarded these orbital spheres of the planets as transparent, crys-

talline spheres borrowing a foreign (yavana) idea, vide S. 3.5.2. Authors before

him, like Jñānarāja who wrote the Siddhāntasundara (1503 ), had considered—or at

least heard about—such ideas, but rejected them on the grounds of the incapability of

crystalline structures to bear such immense weights of the planets [K 2008,

p. 56].

3.2.2 D      E

nirādhāro 'jasraṃ bhavati nijaśaktyā sthirataraḥ
kṣiter golaḥ kvambujvalanapavanākāśanicitaḥ ||

yathā 'yogolo 'ntar viyati paritaś cuṃbakamaye
gṛhe grāmārāmācalajaladhidevāsuranṛbhṛt || 7 || śikhariṇī

e sphere of the Earth (kṣiti-gola), eternally unsupported and immovable due to  7

its own inherent energy, is composed of earth (ku), water, (ambu), fire (jvalana),
air (pavana), and ether (ākāśa). Just as a ball of iron (ayas-gola) remains in the air

when surrounded by a house made of lodestone (cuṃbaka), similarly the sphere of

the Earth remains unsupported in the air, while itself supporting villages, gardens,

mountains, oceans, gods, demons and people.

Nityānanda begins this verse with an astronomical description of the Earth in 

line with other siddhāntic texts. He describes the sphere of the Earth (kṣitigola or

bhūgola) as being eternally unsupported (nirādhāra). e mythemic notion of Earth

found in the Purānas describes it as a flat, circular, disc-like structure supported from

below by cosmic creatures of enormous dimensions, variously described as turtles,

tortoises, elephants, or even serpents according to the different stories. By the time
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of Nityānanda, this mythical viewwas refuted on the grounds of the fallacy of infinite

regress in seeking the unmoved mover, and hence accordingly discredited in favour

of an unsupported Earth, vide Lalla in Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .41 or Bhāskara in

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .4.

Early siddhāntic scholars had argued that the very nature of the Earth, composed

of the five classical elements (pāñcamahābhūta): earth (ku or bhūmi), water (ambu
or jala), fire (jvalana or agni), air (pavana or marut), and æther (ākāśa or vyoman),
remained without any support on account of its own nature. Nityānanda follows

this convention and declares the Earth to be a motionless sphere supported in space

by its own inherent energy (svaśakti). is concept of ‘inherent energy’ or ‘self-

supporting force’ of objects finds its grounding in many philosophical schools of

thinking prevalent at the time. e Sāṃkhya cosmology speaks of Prakṛti as the

unconscious primordial materiality and Puruṣa as the transcendental self of pure

consciousness: the contact of these two principle realities causes the coalescence of

the unmanifested Prakṛti (as jaḍa) into the gross elements of the pāñcamahābhūta by

dynamically and energetically affecting the three substantive and innate tendencies

or guṇas—sava (lucidity), rajas (activity), and tamas (lethargy)—that constitute all

things in the universe. is material cosmogony is what makes the classical elements

have an inherent qualia; e.g., the heat of fire, or fluidity of water, and by extension,

the absence of any motion of the terra firma of ‘the Earth’. e Advāita Vedāntic

idea of māya being the inherent and inseparable part of Brahman (iśvara) and the

materialization of all material existence through its energy (śakti) hints at a similar

theme of a quiescent energy inherent in all things—including the Earth.

Nityānanda uses a simile (upamā) to compare the nature of the Earth (suspended

in space without any support) to an iron ball (ayas-gola) being suspended in a mag-

netic trap. is poetic figure is a familiar structure of a simile with (i) the subject of

comparison (upameya) being the Earth that remains suspended in space without any

support by virtue of its own inherent energy, (ii) the object of comparison (upamāna)
being the an iron ball that remains suspended in amagnetic trap, (iii) the shared prop-

erty (upamādharma) being the different energies, i.e., Earth’s inherent self-sustaining

energy and the iron ball’s interactive energy (in a magnetic confinement), and (iv)

the relational morpheme (aupamyavācaka) being the particle yathā. is analogy

of an iron ball confined to a magnetic cage finds mention as early as Varāhamihira

(Paǹcasiddhāntikā .1), with later authors like Śrīpati borrowing similar explana-

tions for the unsupported Earth hypothesis, vide Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .22.

Nityānanda, in offering his tribute through repetition, makes the same comparison

to draw the same conclusion. He then reinforces it by saying that the Earth remains

unsupported in this vast expansiveness of space despite it bearing the weight of all

the villages, gardens, mountains, oceans, gods, demons and people. His use of the
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antithetical properties of an object being unsupported and yet bearing the weight

of all other things appears to suggest two naturally contradicting (virodha) states;
however, we can look at his aempt at reconciliation in the context of the Earth as

the very definition of the Earth’s nature—different to the nature of all other things

that cannot support and be unsupported at the same time.

Incidentally, in the spaṣṭādhyāya of the gaṇita section of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
.180, Nityānanda again mentions the same idea of a motionless Earth composed

of the five classical elements, suspended in the sphere of the sky and supporting all

manner of things like oceans, forests, villages, etc. with an almost identical verse also

composed in the śikhariṇī meter,

svaśaktyaiva prāyaḥ sthiratara ilākendram abhito
mṛdaḥ piṇḍākāro jalaśikhimarudvyomanicitaḥ ||
khamadhye bhūgolaḥ sthita iha saritsindhunagarī-
girigrāmāraṇyaiḥ saha jagad idaṃ bhāti sakalam || 180 ||

e sphere of the Earth (bhūgola), with its rivers, oceans, cities, mountains,

villages and forests, having the shape of a lump (piṇḍa) of earth (mṛd), is situ-

ated here in space (kha), remaining steady solely by its own power (svaśakti),

probably, around the centre of the earth (ilākendra), on which are piled water

(jala), fire (śikhin), air (marut) and the sky (vyoman). at is what appears as

this world.¹⁵

Amongst the other siddhāntic authors, Varāhamihira (Pañcasiddhāntikā
.1,2,8), Lalla (Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .1–2,6 and .38, 42–43), Śrīpati (Sid-
dhāntaśekhara .11–13, 14, 15–19) and Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya),
.2, 7–10) have all refuted the opinions of the Jainas and Bauddhas about the motion

of the Earth (and the Sun), and in their own compositions declared the unsupported

existence of Earth in space.

As a passing remark, the word gṛhe in the last pāda appears as gṛha compounded

with grāmārāmācalajaladhidevāsuranṛbhṛt in MS N.I. is makes the last pāda
translate as an epithetic description for the Earth, ‘the supporter of houses, villages,

gardens, mountains, oceans, gods, demons and people’.

¹⁵ I am indebted to Prof. Christopher Minkowski for his help in translating this verse.
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3.2.3 Q          


uttuṅgaṃ śailaśṛṅgaṃ khaguṇa 30 parimitair yojanair dṛśyate ced
arvāg evādhvamadhye kathaya ca kiyatī śailaśṛṅgonnatiḥ sā ||

kiṃ vā śṛṅgocrayo me bhavati sa vidito dṛśyate yojanaiḥ kair
evaṃ golākṛtiś ced bhavati vasumatī tvanmate māṃ pracakṣva || 8 ||sragdharā

If a loy mountain summit (śailaśṛṅga) is indeed seen in the middle of the road 8

at a distance of 30 measured yojanas¹⁶ from a certain point, state how great is the

elevation of the mountain’s summit. Or perhaps the elevation of that mountain’s

summit for me i.e., with respect to my position is known, then with how many

yojanas is the mountain seen afar? us, if the Earth (vasumatī ) is of the shape of

a sphere (gola), tell me your opinion in this maer .

Nityānanda now breaks away from tradition and interposes twomutually invert-

ible questions about finding the vertical height of an arbitrarily high mountain given

its distance, or alternatively, estimating the distance from one’s vantage point to that

mountain, more precisely to the base of that mountain along its plumb-line, given its

height. e solution to these inverse problems of height and distance measurement

would have required his readers (or students) to be familiar with trigonometry and

have a working knowledge of its application to the problem.

A modern algebraic expression of the same problem, as seen in F. 3.2, can help

us appreciate Nityānanda’s challenge. In his first question, Nityānanda gives the

distance d of the mountain to be 30 yojanas fromwhere he stands, and asks his reader

to estimate the height h of the mountain. Turning the problem around, his second

question gives the height h of the mountain (as seen from his particular vantage

point) to be some given value and we are asked to compute the distance d of the

mountain from that vantage point.

We can make a very quick observation of Nityānanda’s pedagogical intention in

this verse by seeing that he does not give an answer for the height of the mountain.

e next verses describe the mathematical formulae to compute these two questions;

however, giving the answer for the height at this stage could make the reading of the

method a passive endeavour rather than actively working through it. Nityānanda,

like any good teacher of mathematics, does give us an essential piece of information

for solving this problem. He reminds us that the shape of the Earth is considered

¹⁶A yojana is a Vedic measure of distance equivalent to approximately, five or eight miles, with the exact
value of a yojana subject of scholarly debate. In some earlier works the value of a yojana is equivalent to
five miles, cf. Āryabhaṭa’s Āryabhaṭiya (499 ) whereas later compositions of Parameśvara (c. fourteenth
) set the value as equivalent to eight miles. ese approximations have been back-calculated from their
estimates for the Earth’s circumference and hence we do not expect them to be very accurate.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the distance d and height h of a mountain.

spherical (not planar). As we shall see in the analysis that follows in the next few

verses, this information is crucial to understand the mathematical workings behind

Nityānanda’s formulae. In the tradition that he follows throughout this text, Nityā-

nanda uses the bhuṭasaṃkyā system of word-numerals to represent numbers; e.g., in

this verse the number 30 is represented by the word khaguṇa, i.e., kha (0) and guṇa
(3), with most to least significant digits always read from the right to the le along

the compounded word.

3.2.4 G          
 

taduttarasya gaṇitam ||

nṛpādaśailāntaramārgayojanaiḥ
30 bhacakrabhāgā 360 guṇitā hṛtāḥ punaḥ ||

vasundharāyāḥ pariṇāhayojanaiḥ 6000
tadāptacāpaṃ vivarāṃśakā matāḥ || 9 || vaṃśastha

e calculation of the answer to those questions .  9

e 360 degrees of a circle¹⁷ multiplied (guṇita) by the 30 yojanas of the distance

between the foot of a man and the mountain is then divided (hṛta) by the 6000 yo-
janas of the circumference (pariṇāha) of the Earth (vasundharā). en, the degrees

of difference (vivara-aṃśaka) are considered to be the arc (cāpa) of that quotient.

tatkoṭijyonā tribhajyā 60 vidheyā
śeṣaṃ bhūvyāsārdhamānena nighnam ||

tatkoṭijyāmānabhaktaṃ ca labdhaṃ
śṛṅgaunnatyaṃ yojanaiḥ prasphuṭaṃ syāt || 10 || śālinī

¹⁷e word bhacakrabhāgāḥ refers to the ‘divisions of the circle of asterisms’ or 360 degrees.
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e sinus totus (tribhajyā) is taken as 60 and diminished (ūna) by the Cosine 10

(koṭijyā) of that degrees of arc-difference. e remainder from the subtraction is

multiplied (nighna) by the measure of the radius of the Earth (bhū-vyāsārdha), and
divided (bhakta) by the measure of the Cosine of that degrees of arc-difference. e

quotient (labdha) is the evident height (unnati) of themountain’s summit measured

in yojanas.

Nityānanda now declares the computational method to obtain the answer to the

first question in V [8], in other words, he states his formula for finding the height

h of themountain when the distance d to it (fromwhere one stands) is known to be 30

yojanas. e steps along his algorithm can be understood (using modern notations)

as we see bellow. As an important precaution, I should mention that there in no

evidence to regard Nityānanda’s ‘measure of arc’ in degrees as being the same as

our modern understanding of an ‘angle’. While we may be tempted to regard them

synonymously, the Indian measure for arc-length, called cāpa or dhanu ‘bow’ (in

degrees) corresponded to the chord-of-arc, called jyā or jīva ‘bow-string’ of circle of a

certain radius. is measure of arc-length in degrees does correspond to the ‘central

angle’ subtended by the arc; however, Indian trigonometry regarded all measures

of the Sine (jyā-ardha), Cosine (koṭi-jyā) and Versine (utkrama-jyā) to be related to

the chord-length (or effectively the degree measure of arc-length), and not a central

angle, vide [ B 2009, pp.94–98] for a fuller discussion on the Indian

development of trigonometry.

1. e first step in V [9] involves calculating the degrees of arc—identified

here in our modern terminology as the angle—corresponding to the arc-length

of 30 yojanas. is is done using ratios using a circle (like the circle of aster-

isms) divided into 360° and the known measurement of the circumference of

the Earth taken as 6000 yojanas. e degrees of arc or ‘angle’ δφ, vide F. 3.3,

corresponding to an arc-length of 30 yojanas on the surface of the Earth can

be compared to the circumference of the Earth, by the equations:

30

δφ
= Circumference of Earth

360° ⇒
30

δφ
= 6000

360°

us, δφ =
30 × 360°

6000
⇒ δφ = 1.8°
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Figure 3.3: e schematic diagram showing the degrees of an arc correspond-

ing to an arc-length of 30 yojanas.

A yojana can be considered as
d × 360∘

c × δφ
where δφ is the difference in the lati-

tude of two places on the same terrestrial meridian in degrees, c is the circum-

ference of the Earth’s globe and d the distance between the two places. In the

derivation above, the R  T (trairāśika) is employed in solving for

the unknown in a system of simple proportions: if a (an argument known as

pramāṇa) corresponds to x (the fruit called phala), then b (the requiredmeasure

known as icchā-rāśi) corresponds to y (the fruit of the required quantity called

icchā-phala), where y is computed by the forward sequence of arithmetic op-

erations, b×x÷a. is was an important arithmetic result known since before

the time of Āryabhaṭa I (499 ) and subsequently stated (in its various forms)

by the other authors through the siddhāntic period. A detailed discussion on

the R  T, with its influence and implication can be found in [S

2002].

2. e next step in V [10] gives us a formula for calculating the height h of

the mountain summit using a sinus totus R of 60, the radius of the Earth Re and

the Cosine¹⁸ of the ‘degrees of arc’ or angular distance obtained in the previous

step, i.e., Cos(δφ) = R cos(δφ). Nityānanda provides instructions (without any

justifications) for constructing this formula as: (a) take the difference between

the sinus totus and the Cosine of the degrees of arc (angular difference) acquired

in V [9] i.e., 60 − R cos(1.8°), (b) multiply this difference by the radius of

the earth i.e., [60 − R cos(1.8°)] × Re and finally (c) divide the product by the

¹⁸e use of capital leers at the beginning of trigonometric functions like Sine or Cosine indicates a non-
unitary sinus totus, i.e., R > 1. Essentially this implies Sine and Cosine of any arc (measured in degrees)
are R sine and R cosine for the arc respectively.
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Cosine of the degrees of arc (angular distance), giving an expression that can

be wrien in its modern algebraic form as:

h = [60 − R cos(1.8°)] × Re

R cos(1.8°) (3.1)

e derivation of . 3.1 relies on a simple geometric construction¹⁹ and

trigonometric ratios that can be understood by looking at F. 3.4. In the figure,

O is the centre of the Earth, T is the top of the mountain and S represents the

foot of the observer (or the base of the gnomon). Additionally, Re indicates the

radius of the Earth, h the height of the mountain, d (given as 30 yojanas) the
distance from the mountain (along its plumb-line) to S, and δφ ≡ ∡SOT = 1.8°.
e inequality h ≪ Re ensures that the angle subtended along the line of sight

from the mountain summit to the surface of the Earth is a right angle, i.e.,

OS ⟂ TS, making △OST a right-angled triangle. us we have an expression

for the height of the mountain as:

cos(1.8°) = Re

Re + h
⇒ R cos(1.8°) = R.Re

Re + h
⇒ h = [R − R cos(1.8°)] × Re

R cos(1.8°) R=60

Figure 3.4: e schematic representation of the height h of a mountain with

respect to the radius of the Earth Re, known arc-length d = 30 yojanas and

degrees of arc (angular difference) δφ = 1.8° .

¹⁹Nityn̄anda offers no geometric verification (pratyayakaraṇa) or proof (upapai) for the algorithm; he
merely states the procedural method for obtaining the result. Also remarkably, he does not provide the
final answer to this computation, perhaps as an ongoing challenge for future readers.
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e requirement of h ≪ Re is a subtle one without which △OST would not be

a right-angled triangle. As we see in F. 3.5, although the tangent extended to the

circle (surface of the Earth) from an exterior point T is orthogonal to the radius of

curvature, and hence forms the right-angled △ORT, the arc-length (or distance) R̂M

is not necessarily the same as the case of our observer stationed at S, i.e., ŜM. In the

case of Nityānanda’s question, the observer is made to be at a fixed distance of 30

yojanas and the △OST need not be a right-angled triangle. e requirement h ≪ Re

(or effectively RT ∼ ST) provides for the tangent ST to be perpendicular to OS at the

observer’s position S.

Figure 3.5: e requirement h ≪ Re that ensures RT ∼ ST making △ORT ∼ △OST
a right-angled triangle.

T      

In the Indian tradition, the use of the sinus totus (tribhajyā) as sixty finds mention in

Nityānanda’s enormous compilation of planetary tables (koṣṭaka) called Siddhānta-
sindhu (c. early 1630 ). is work,²⁰ a translation of the Zīj-i Shāh-Jahāni (originally
based upon the Zīj-i Ulugh-Beg), contains the sine tables tabulated for every minute

of the arc and extending from 0° to 360°. e sine values (along with their successive

differences) are tabulated symmetrically such that each entry in the table corresponds

to four possible argument values (n)°, −(90 − n)°, (180 + n)° and −(270 − n)° for n ∈
[0° , 90°]. e maximal value in the table corresponding to the argument 89° 59′ (or

effectively, 269° 59′) is 59;59,59,59,27,6 with an increment of 0;0,0,0,32,54²¹ making

the value Sin(90°) = 1;0,0,0,0,0 or simply, 60.

²⁰ Siddhāntasindhu of Nityānanda, Jaipur (Khasmohor) MS. 4962, 436ff. Jaipur City Palace Library, [P
1994, p.184a] and [P 2003b, pp.138–143].

²¹ R f.37v in MS 4972, Jaipur (Khasmohor)
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Furthermore, in his Sarvasiddhāntarāja (1630 ), Nityānanda also states the ge-

ometric rules for computing the sine values in the saṣṭādhikāra section of the gaṇitā-
dhyāya .19–35. He begins the rule with the instruction «ṣaṣṭyāṅgulavyāsadalena
vṛam digaṅkitam bhūmitale vidhāya… || 20 ||» meaning ‘on level ground a circle

marked with directions with a radius sixty digits (aṅgulas)…’ is radius of sixty

forms the base circle for his geometric explanation to construct the Sine table, and

from this, his use of sixty as the sinus totus (or trijyā) become clear.

Interestingly, the earliest known use of sixty as the base radius is found in the ta-

ble of chords of Ptolemy’sAlmagest (second century ) where he considers the mea-

sure of chord of 180° as 120 (diameter). Following this, Islamic astronomers like Ibn

Yūnus (Ḥākimi Zīj, late 10ᵗʰ century ) and Jamshīd al-Kāsshī (Khāqānī Zīj, 15ᵗʰ cen-
tury ) used sixty as the jaib (sine) of ninety degrees. In the Indian tradition, modern

scholars have aributed the first usage of sixty as tribhajya or ‘Sine of three zodiacal

signs, i.e., Sin(90°)’ to Kamalākara (Siddhāntatavaviveka, 1658 ) and Jagannātha

(Siddhāntasaṃrāṭ, a translation of Ptolemy’s Almagest from 1732  ).²² is ari-

bution misses Nityānanda’s works like Siddhāntasindhu and the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
from an earlier time (c. 1630s). In fact, Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja was meant

to be a conciliatory version of his Siddhāntasindhu, the Sanskrit translation of the

Islamic astronomical tables Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī. It is then no surprise to find the sex-

agesimal value of sixty as the base radius (or sinus totus) in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja
given its use in texts like Khāqānī Zīj or Sulṭānī Zīj that influenced the writing of the

Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī. A detailed discussion about the different values of the sinus totus
through the corpus of siddhāntic astronomy can be found in G [1978], whereas

 B [2009] talks about the broader history of trigonometric functions

(including the sinus totus) across different cultures and traditions.

T    E   I 

e number 360 equalling bhacakrabhāgāḥ ‘degrees of the zodiacal circle’ is self-

evident; however, the number 6000 aer vasuṃdharāyāḥ pariṇāhayojanaiḥ ‘circum-

ference or perimeter of the Earth, measured in yojanas’ is Nityānanda’s measure for

the circumference of Earth. e different measures for the circumference of the Earth

(as adopted by siddhāntic authors as their estimates) are listed below:

1. Āryabhaṭa in Āryabhaṭīya .7 (499  ) uses 3299 or 3300 yojanas based on a

diameter of 1500 yojanas and π = 3.1416.

2. Varāhamihira in Pañcasiddhāntikā .18 (6ᵗʰ century ) uses 3200 yojanas.

²²A tabular representation of the various sinus totus values used in the Indian Sine tables from the early
times to the eighteenth century  can be found on [G 1978, p.136] and [S  S
1985, p 71.].
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3. Brahmagupta in his Brāhmasphuṭasiddhāta .37 (628  ) and his work

Khaṇḍakhādyaka: uarabhāga .6 (665 ) considers the circumference as 5000

yojanas, but takes it to be 4800 yojanas in Khaṇḍakhādyaka: pūrvabhāga .15.

4. Devācārya (fl. 689 ) in Karaṇaratna .33– uses 3299 yojanas.

5. Bhāskara I (7ᵗʰ century ) in Laghubhāskarīya .24 uses 3299 yojanas, but in
Mahābhāskarīya .3–4 he uses 3299− 8

25 yojanas.

6. Lalla in Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .43 (around 8ᵗʰ–9ᵗʰ century ) uses 3300 yo-
janas by

7. Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara .94 (middle of the 11ᵗʰ century ) regards the

circumference of the Earth as 5000 yojanas.

8. Bhāskara II in Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .52 (1150 ) takes the value of

the circumference of the Earth as 4967 yojanas.

9. Sūryasiddhānta .59 (12ᵗʰ century ) considered the circumference of the Earth

as √10 × 2 × 800 yojanas, i.e., 5059.556 yojanas.

When compared to the values used by other siddhāntic authors seen above, Ni-

tyānanda’s value of 6000 appears of foreign origin; however, at the time of writing,

this can only be conjectured but not substantiated with any direct or indirect sources

of transmission. Additionally, Nityānanda’s choice of 30 yojanas as the distance to

the mountain is in itself an open question. If this was a value taken from some other

text, foreign or otherwise, it has not come to light thus far and remains to be inves-

tigated further.

A host of technical words for describing various mathematical concepts and op-

erations are found through these two verses, namely: guṇita or nighna ‘multiplied

with’, labdha ‘obtained or quotient or division’, āpta or bhakta ‘divided by’, ūnā ‘less

than or diminished by’, labdha ‘obtained or quotient or division’, māna ‘measure’,

śeṣa ‘the remainder’, cāpa ‘measure of arc-length’, vivarāṃśa ‘the difference in de-

grees’, tribhajyā ‘the base radius or sinus totus’, unnati ‘elevation’, bhū-vyāsārdha
‘the radius of the Earth’ (vyāsārdha implies ‘half the diameter’), and koṭijyā ‘Cosine’.

Also, the word nṛpāda in V [9] to mean ‘the foot of a man’ or effectively,

one’s vantage position on the surface of the Earth is clever. e word nṛ (or the

form nara) while meaning ‘man’ also stands as a technical word for ‘the gnomon’,

a vertical stick or a pin of the sundial. With this interpretation, nṛpāda can be un-

derstood as nṛ (gnomon) +pāda (foot), i.e., ‘the base of the gnomon’, in which case,

the interpretation of the compound nṛpādaśailāntaramārgayojanaiḥ in relation to

the mathematical problem can be understood as ‘the distance in yojanas going along
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the path from the base of the gnomon to the mountain’, essentially, replacing the

observer with the gnomon without changing much else. e mathematics in ei-

ther interpretation remains the same; however, the ambiguity in understanding the

nṛpāda as ‘the base of the gnomon’ or ‘the foot of a man’ can confuse the reader into

thinking about the equivalence. e use of nara for the gnomon would have been

familiar to his intended readers (or students) as some of the classical mathemati-

cal problems of computing heights of distant objects used gnomonic shadows, vide
Āryabhaṭa’s Āryabhaṭīya .14–16; Brahmagupta’s Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .52–

54; or Bhāskara’s Līlāvatī, v.232–241.

On a grammatical note, the first line «tad uarasya gaṇitam» at the start of the

two verses is a separate prosaic or gadya statement. is break from the meter is

helpful in bringing aention to the content that immediately follows, much like

the inceptive particle atha in its use at the beginning of every section. Nityānanda

changes from the second person deixis in the preceding verse to the third person in

these two verses giving his computational method a gnomic sense of objectivity.

3.2.5 G         
  

bhūvyāsārdhaṃ śailaśṛṅgocrayāḍhyaṃ
hāraḥ kalpo'thonnatis trijyakāghnī ||

hāreṇāptā tadvihīnā tribhajyā
tatkoṭijyā kalpanīyātra tajjñaiḥ || 11 ||śālinī

e divisor (hāra) is considered equal to the radius of the Earth (bhū-vyāsārdha) 11

increased (āḍya) by themeasure of the height (ucchraya) of themountain’s summit.

en, the elevation (unnati) of the mountain peak is multiplied (ghna) by the sinus
totus (trijyakā) and divided (āpta) by the divisor. e sinus totus (tribhajyā) is then

diminished (vihīna) by that amount , and that remainder of the subtraction is

assumed as the Cosine (koṭijyā) by those knowledgeable in this maer.

tatkoṭijyāvargahīnāt trimaurvyā
vargān mūlaṃ tasya cāpasya bhāgāḥ ||

cakrāṃśāptā 360 bhūparidhyunmiti 6000 ghnā
jñeyaḥ so'dhvā śailapuṃpādamadhye || 12 ||śālinī

e square-root (mūla) from the square of the sinus totus (trimaurvī ) diminished 12

(hīna) by the square of that Cosine is found . e degrees of its arc (cāpa-bhāga)
are divided (āpta) by 360 degrees of a circle (cakra-aṃśa) and multiplied (ghna) by
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the circumference of the Earth (bhū-paridhi) 6000 yojanas . at amount is to be

known as the distance (adhvan) going between one’s foot and the mountain.

In answer to the second part of his question in V [8], Nityānanda now com- 

putes the distance d to the mountain (from where one stands), when the height h of

the mountain is known. In effect, this is an inverse construction to the one discussed

in the S. 3.2.4 that can be understood by collectively looking at the two verses

as follows:

1. In V [11], Nityānanda suggests the following (a) compute the divisor

needed as being the radius of the Earth Re increased by the height of the moun-

tain h (the known quantity in this case), i.e., Re + h as seen in
⇀
OT in F. 3.6;

(b) form a dividend by multiplying the height of the mountain with the sinus
totus (trijyakā) (taken to be 60 in these calculations) giving 60h; and (c) obtain

a quotient by the division, i.e., 60h
Re+h

, and then subtracting it from the sinus to-
tus equate it to the Cosine (corresponding to degrees of arc δφ). is gives an

equation of the form:

Cos(δφ) ≡ R cos(δφ) = 60 − 60h
Re + h

(3.2)

It is worth noting that the arithmetic prescription of multiplication and then

division is in line with the R  T method used in the previous calcu-

lation. We are given an algorithm before but, as Nityānanda does not provide

any justification for this prescription.

2. In the first part of V [12], Nityānanda clearly described an arc correspond-

ing to the value of the square root of the difference of squares. is arc (sub-

tended by arc δφ, seen as the ‘angle’ in F. 3.6) can be expressed by an equation

of the form:

Arc δφ in degrees = 602 − Cos2(δφ) (3.3)

Strictly speaking, this formulation denotes the square of Sine (jyā) of the de-

gree of arc (δφ) as Sin2(δφ) = √602 − Cos2(δφ). However, for the case of a

small degree of arc, the Sine can be approximated by the value of the degree of

arc itself, i.e., Sin(δφ) ≈ δφ for δφ being small. is would indeed be the case

with h ≪ Re. e disproportionately smaller height of the mountain (when

compared to the radius of the Earth) implies that, at any rate, the point of

tangency (point R in F. 3.5) to the surface of the Earth from the mountain

peak forms an arc-length (R̂M) that is the furthest distance from the mountain

at which the mountain peak would would just be visible along one’s line-of-

sight. erefore, for any position of the observer on the surface of the Earth;

e.g., at point S, we find ŜM ≤ R̂M, and further given that R̂M ≪ Ce (Ce = 2πRe
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being the circumference of the Earth), we can see how δφ is a small degree of

arc.

eR

h

O

S

T

Figure 3.6: e schematic representation of height h of a mountain with re-

spect to the radius of the Earth Re: unknown arc-length d (or effectively, the

unknown angular difference δφ).

With the measure of arc obtained, Nityānanda tells us the final part in calcu-

lating the distance d to the mountain from one’s vantage point as:

d = δφ°
360° × 6000 (3.4)

is technique resembles the I R  T where the arithmetic

operations of division precedes multiplication.

Along with the technical vocabulary previously used, Nityānanda throws a few

additional mathematical terms in to these two verses such as āḍhya ‘augmented or

increased by’, hāra ‘divisor’, ghna ‘multiplied by’, vihīna (sometimes, hīna) ‘deprived
of or subtracted from’, varga ‘the square of a number’, mūla ‘square-root of a num-

ber’, bhāga ‘parts or degrees’, unmiti ‘measure’, adhvan ‘distance’, and trimaurvī or

trijyakā or tribhajyā all meaning ‘sine of the arc measuring three astronomical signs,

i.e., sinus totus or base radius’.
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3.2.6 L    

atho kumadhye yadi vāsti laṅkā
prācyāṃ tadā syād yamakoṭir eva ||

avācivedyo vaḍavānalākhyo
meruḥ sadodak pararomakaṃ ca || 13 || ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

viparītākhyānakī (haṃsī)

Now, if the city of Laṅkā is in the middle of the surface of the Earth (ku-  13

madhya), then the city of Yamakoṭi is east of Laṅkā . e city of Vaḍavānala is

to be understood as southwards of Laṅkā , Mt Meru as northwards of Laṅkā , and

the city of Romaka on the other side i.e., to the west of Laṅkā.

Nityānanda now describes the positions of the six cardinal cities on the surface 

of the Earth. Keeping the equatorial city of Laṅkā²³ in the centre, he describes the

arrangement of the cardinal cities of Yamakoṭi,²⁴ Vaḍavānala,²⁵ Mt Meru,²⁶ and Ro-

maka.²⁷ Although not explicitly stated in this particular verse, Nityānanda subse-

quently speaks of another equatorial city of Siddhapurī²⁸ antipodal to the city of

Laṅkā. e relative positions of these cities to the city of Laṅkā are tabulated in

T 3.1 and can be seen in F. 3.7.

²³e city of Laṅkā was identified in Indian astronomy as a place on the equator corresponding to zero
degrees of longitude, i.e., a place with . 0° and . 0°. Although sharing a name with the land
of Ceylon (Siṃhaladvīpa, Tāmradvīpa or Śrīlaṅkā) or the golden island of the demon king Rākṣasarāja
Rāvaṇa (Suvarṇalaṅkā), the mythical city of Laṅkā has no relation to its homonymic counterpart; its
astronomical significance was in its location at the origin of a terrestrial coordinate system. As discussed
in [S 2013, p.306], the Muslim astronomers described the central place of the inhabited world, with
equal longitudinal extension to the east and west of it along the equator, as the qubbat al-ʿarḍ ‘cupola of
the Earth’, cf. Greek ὀμφαλὸς θαλάσσης and Latin umbilicus Terræ. is term was a reference to a central
point—like the top of a cupola or a tent—from which all of the places of the oecumene were considered
equidistant. e city of Laṅkā in the Indian tradition was chosen as such a place without any other
technical term to refer to it.

²⁴e city of Yamakoṭi (with an etymological split as yama, the ‘Angel of Death’, and koṭi, a castle) was
identified by al-Bīrūnī as Kangdež, ‘the Fortress of Kang’, a mythical paradise-like fortress of Iranian
folklore [K  K 1987, pp.15,17] and [M  B 1982, p.189, references
therein]; whereas, Yavakot̄i (when read as yava ‘corn’ and koṭi as ‘tip’) has been suggested to mean Yava-
dvīpa (Indonesian island of Java), [Y  . 2013, pp.282–283].

²⁵e city of Vaḍavānala (allophonic to Vaḍabānala) was considered the place antipodal to Mt Meru and
submerged under the austral sea. It contained the dormant volcano ‘Stallion’s mouth’ (vaḍaba-mukha:
vaḍaba being ‘a mare-like, male horse that aracts another stallion’) that hid the apocalyptic fire of de-
struction ‘Stallion’s fire’ or ‘submarine fire’ (vaḍava-agni) within it.

²⁶Mt Meru (or Mt Sumeru) was regarded as the sacred mountain-abode of the gods and the axis mundi, the
cosmic central axis around with all the planets and luminaries revolved. However, in works of siddhāntic
astronomy, it was oen identified with the terrestrial north pole (or in general, the north polar regions).
e words sumeru and kumeru were sometimes used to refer to the north and south poles respectively.

²⁷e location of the city of Romaka is speculative; although the exonymous word romaka seems to indicate
the ‘city of Rome’, Nityānanda’s reference to it as a place west of Laṅkā seems to identify it with the ‘city
of Alexandria (al-iskandariyya, Egypt)’ rather than Rome.

²⁸e city of Siddhapurī (or Siddhapura, ‘the city of the blessed’) was a mythical city sometimes placed to
the extreme north or at other times, in the southern lower regions. Nityānanda, in line with other authors
of siddhāntic texts, mentions of this city being the antipodal equatorial place to Laṅkā without any explicit
information about it.
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D  L̇̄ C 
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East Yamakoṭi, also referred to by Yavakoṭi, Ya-
makoṭipurī, or Yamakoṭipaana.

West Romaka, also called as Yavanapura.

Antipodal Siddhapurī, also named Siddhapura.

Po
la
r North Mt Meru, also known as Mt. Sumeru.

South Vaḍavānala, also called Baḍabānala or
Vaḍavāgni.

Table 3.1: Relative positions of the cardinal cities with respect to the central city of
Laṅkā.

Figure 3.7: e schematic representation of the relative positions of the different
cardinal cities with respect to the central city of Laṅkā.

Nityānanda uses some directional words like prācī (from prañc) ‘forwards’ or

‘eastwards’, avācī (from avañc) ‘downwards’ or ‘southwards’, udak (from udañc)
‘upwards’ or ‘northwards’, and para (from the form apara) ‘distant’, ‘remote’, or

‘furthest’, effectively ‘western’ in the context of this verse. ese words, and other

synonymous ones, appear fairly commonly throughout the text and are occasionally

mentioned in the analysis where their use breaks from standard.

In passing, it is notable to see Nityānanda repeating the same paradigmatic ge-

ography all previous siddhāntic authors mention; e.g., Lalla in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhi-
datantra .3, Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara .30, or Bhāskara in his Siddhānta-
śiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .17 all speak of the same arrangement of the equatorial and

polar cities.
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3.2.7 T        

ced bhūmimadhye yamakoṭipūḥ syāt
pracyāṃ tadā siddhapurī vicintyā ||

pratyakcalaṃ kātha yathā kumadhye
siddhābhidhānā nagarī prakalpyā || 14 || indravajrā

If the city of Yamakoṭi is in the middle of the Earth (bhūmi-madhya), then the  14

city of Siddhapurī is to be considered east of Yamakoṭi . Now, given the city

named Siddhā (Siddhapurī) is to be positioned in the middle of the surface of the

Earth (ku-madhya), what city does one find moving westwards?

prācyāṃ tadā romakapattanaṃ hi
paścāt sthitāsyā yamakoṭirekhā ||

ced romakaṃ nāma kumadhyasaṃsthaṃ
prācyāṃ hi laṅkā parataś ca siddhā || 15 || indravajrā

In that case, the city of Romaka is found to the east of Siddhapurī with  15

the appearance of the city of Yamakoṭi remaining to the west of Siddhapurī . If

the city named Romaka is in the middle of the surface of the Earth (ku-madhya),
indeed the city of Laṅkā is to the east of Romaka and the city of Siddhā (Siddha-

purī) is on the other side i.e., to the west of Romaka.

Nityānanda now presents a symmetrical view of the relative positions of the 

equatorial cities of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi, Siddhapurī, and Romaka. In the previous verse,

he placed Laṅkā at the centre of his frame of reference and described the relative ar-

rangement of the other cities in regard to this central Laṅkā. In the two verses here,

he repeats the same exercise as he cyclically centres his aspect on one of the other

equatorial cites and describes the relative positions of the remaining three equato-

rial cities. e positional permutation helps us fix the equatorial positions of these

cities on the sphere of the Earth, independent of our own orientation or location. In

fact this repetitive exercise indicates Nityānanda’s own understanding of perspec-

tive and his intentionality in communicating the significance of this to his readers.

e fixed positioning of the four equatorial cities in relation to each other is shown

in F. 3.8 when viewed from an oblique equatorial aspect. As the figure shows, cen-

tring on any one of the cities necessarily makes the two others lie east and west of

this central city, with the fourth city being antipodal to the central one.

e use of the word rekhā, lit. ‘a continuous line’ in the compound yamakoṭirekhā
of V [15] is interesting. In the current context, I have taken it simply to mean

the ‘appearance’ instead of its usual meaning of a ‘continuous line’; however, the
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Figure 3.8: e schematic representation of the relative positions of the four equa-
torial cities from an oblique equatorial aspect.

word also carries a stronger interpretation as being the ‘first or prime meridian’.

Incidentally, al-Bīrūnī, in his book Kitāb ī taḥqīq mā liʿl-Hind on India mentions

Yamakoṭi (identified as Kangdež) being considered as the prime meridian by Abū

Maʿshar al-Balkhī, the Persian astronomer from the Abbasid court [S 2013,

p.304]. While Nityānanda clearly identifies Yamakoṭi as ‘east’ of Laṅkā and not on the

prime meridian (passing through Ujjayinī and Laṅkā), it nevertheless is interesting

to see the word rekhā associated with Yamakoṭi.

On a grammatical note, the construction of the word yamakoṭipūḥ in the first

pāda of V [14] has the terminal word pur () with a nominative singu-

lar case ending (before the succeeding word ‘syāt’) as pūḥ (the final visarga is the

euphonic change of the final ‘-r’ to a ‘-ḥ’.

3.2.8 E      ,   , 
  

etāsu sarvāsu nṛṇāṃ purīṣu
meruḥ sadodag vaḍavānalo'vāk ||

mūrdhni sthitaṃ bhrāmyati kālacakraṃ
dhruvadvayaṃ tiṣṭhati bhūjalagnam || 16 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – bālā

In all of these equatorial cities of men, Mt Meru is always seen situated 16

towards the north and the city of Vaḍavānala is always southern. Furthermore,

in these cities the celestial equator (kālacakra), always remaining directly overhead

i.e., at the zenith (mūrdhni-sthita) , revolves westwards while the two celestial

poles (dhruvadvaya) remain fixed on the horizon (bhūja).
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Nityānanda now states the positions of the polar cities, the celestial equator and 

the celestial poles for an equatorial observer (situated in any of the four equatorial

cities of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi, Siddhapurī, and Romaka).²⁹ From an equatorial position,

the polar cities of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala always remain to the north and south

respectively, irrespective of one’s position along the equator. Additionally, as we can

seen in F. 3.9, an observer positioned along the terrestrial equator always finds the

westwards-moving celestial equator at their zenith [lit. always remaining overhead]

throughout the entire day. Also, the pair of celestial poles (northern and southern)

remain fixed at the horizon in the direction of the true north and true south.

Figure 3.9: e schematic representation of the celestial equator’s and celestial poles’
relative positions for an equatorial observer.

Nityānanda uses the word kālacakra ‘wheel of time’ to denote the ‘celestial equa-

tor’, hinting at the eternal transition of day and night as a cyclical process. e rota-

tion of the equator is omnipresent throughout the world, and provides the most basic

reference frame in which day-lengths can be measured and understood. e eternal

nature of this movement provides the basis for seeking some divine immanence in

explaining its behaviour. is need then finds the naturally associative symbolism

with the term kālacakra or the wheel-of-time that drives the enormous chariot of the

Sun (sūrya-ratha or taryīmaya) and brings about the passing of time and seasons.³⁰

²⁹Nityānanda chooses to introduce this verse with the words «etāsu sarvāsu nṛṇāṃ purīṣu» referring to the
four cities mentioned in the previous verses that belong to men, and it is not clear whether he implicitly
thinks of these cities forming the oecumene (inhabited world). e city of Siddhapurī, being antipodal to
Laṅkā would be a location in the ocean devoid of landmass and hence not inhabited by man. e habitable
world was thought to lie between the cities of Romaka in the west and Yamakoṭi in the east, with Laṅkā
being the central meridional city along the equator. In fact, al-Bīrūnī had similar doubts on the city of
Siddhapurī when he said, ‘How the Hindus came to suppose the existence of Siddhapura I do not know, for
they believe, like ourselves, that behind the inhabited half-circle there is nothing but unnavigable seas.’,
[S 2013, p.304]. I speculate that the idea of man’s habitation of the equatorial cities, even mythical
ones, is related to the inaccessibility of the polar cities of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala, both of which are in
divine and demonic possession respectively and hence beyond the reach of humans.

³⁰e Śrīmad Bhāgvatam .21.13 states, «yasyaikaṃ cakraṃ dvādaśaraṃ ṣaṇ-nemi tri-ṇābhi saṃatsarāt-
makaṃ samāmananti… ||» ‘e chariot of the sun-god has only one wheel, which is known as saṃvat-
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In the Vedāntic theosophy of the Vaiṣṇavas, the movement of the celestial equator

(in fact, the entire celestial sphere) when seen as the incessant movement of ‘the

wheel of Time, the wheel of the Universe, and the wheel of Yuga’ found its primal

cause in the divine powers of Keśava (or Kṛṣṇa); e.g.,e Mahabhārata: Udyogaparva
.66.12 declares this exact statement with «kālacakraṃ jagac cakraṃ yugacakraṃ ca
keśavaḥ | ātmayogena bhagavān parivartayate'niśam ||». e more exoteric opin-

ion of a vertical celestial equator and horizontal celestial poles at the Earth’s equa-

tor finds mention in most siddhāntic texts; e.g., Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .54 or

Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .48

3.2.9 T       

parasparaṃ ṣaḍdharaṇīsthalāni
bhūpādabhāgaiḥ 90 satataṃ sthitāni ||

etāni bhūmeḥ pariṇāhaturya-
bhāgena 1500 bhūyaḥ parikalpitāni || 17 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – kīrti

ese six places situated on Earth (dharaṇī ) are always mutually separated 17

by a quarter of the Earth in degrees 90° and moreover , all of them are imagined

to be mutually separated by the fourth part of the circumference (pariṇāha) of the
Earth (bhūmi) 1500 yojanas.

With the relative positions of the four equatorial cities and the two polar cities

established, Nityānanda now declares these cardinal cities to be mutually separated

by ‘a quarter of the Earth’, or effectively, an angular separation of ninety degrees as

previously shown in F. 3.7. is information, along with an implicit understanding

of the spherical shape of the Earth, helps us convert the angular separation into arc-

distances along the surface of the Earth. ese six cardinal cities are situated at a

distance of a ‘quarter of the circumference of the Earth’, effectively 1500 yojanas.
e actual numbers are probably a scribal addition to the text and not a part of the

verses.³¹

e idea of a spherical Earth, as opposed to a flat planar Earth, is an important

concept in positional astronomy. Nityānanda’s subtle repetition of this fact is seen

by the various instances throughout this section on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola).
In the current verse, he places the cardinal cities on the sphere of Earth with geo-

metric constraints rather then any real geographic basis. In fact, looking at the other

siddhāntic works, we can easily appreciate the significance of this information just

sarta. e twelve months are calculated to be its twelve spokes, the six seasons are the sections of its rim,
and the three cātur-māsya periods are its three-sectioned hub.’ [P̅ 1975b, p.330]

³¹As we have seen previously, Nityānanda takes the circumference of the Earth as 6000 yojanas, vide
V [9] and V [12] which corresponds to 360°, and hence effectively, a 90° separation is a fourth of
the circumference or 1500 yojanas.
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by the frequency of its repetition, for example, vide Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra
.4, 7, or Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .18, 52.

3.2.10 T         
   

3.2.10.1 N   M M   

merur yadā tiṣṭhati bhūmimadhye
prācyāṃ yamākhyāpararomakaṃ hi ||

siddhottarā dakṣiṇagā ca laṅkā
saumyo dhruvaḥ khe 'ṅghritale ca yāmyaḥ || 18 || indravajrā

When Mt Meru stands in the middle of the the surface of the Earth: the city  18

called Yama Yamakoṭi is to the east, to the west is the city of Romaka, the city

of Siddhā Siddhapurī is northern and city of Laṅkā is in the south. e north

celestial pole (saumya-dhruva) is directly overhead in the sky, i.e., at the zenith

and the south celestial pole (yāmya-dhruva) is [below] the soles of one’s feet, i.e., at

the nadir.

3.2.10.2 S      Ṿ̅   

kumadhyagaś ced vaḍavānalākhyaḥ
prākpaścime sto yamaromakākhye ||

laṅkottarasthā yamadik ca siddhā
yāmyo dhruvaḥ khe'ṅghritale ca saumyaḥ || 19 || kīrti

If the city called Vaḍavānala is in the middle of the Earth, to the east and west  19

of Vaḍavānala are the cities of Yama Yamakoṭi and Romaka respectively ; the

city of Laṅkā is situated to the north and the city of Siddhā Siddhapurī is to

the south. e south celestial pole (yāmya-dhruva) is directly overhead in the sky,

i.e., at the zenith and the north celestial pole (saumya-dhruva) is below the soles

of one’s feet, i.e., at the nadir.

With the two verses above, Nityānanda establishes the relative positions of the 

equatorial cities and the two celestial poles for polar observers as follows:

1. In V [18], adopting a polar (azimuthal) aspect, he describes the arrange-

ment at the north pole. For Arctic observers, the equatorial cites of Yamakoṭi,

Romaka, Siddhapurī, and Laṅkā are situated to the east, west, north and south

respectively, and the north and south celestial poles are situated at the zenith

and nadir respectively.
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2. With the reversed perspective in V [19], he then describes the polar aspect

of the world seen from the south pole. Accordingly, for Antarctic observers

the cities of Yamakoṭi, Romaka, Siddhapurī, and Laṅkā are situated to the east,

west, south and north respectively, a the north and south celestial poles are

situated at the nadir and zenith respectively.

ese mutually reversed arrangements are sketched in F. 3.10. e boreal view

of the world from the north pole is the view for the gods and celestial beings who

dwell on Mt Meru, whereas the austral view of the world from the south pole is

seen by the demons who live in the submarine regions of Vaḍavānala. ese polar

perspectives, along with the equatorial ones described previously, help visualize the

spherical shape of the Earth with respect to the position of its cardinal cities beyond

doubt.

Figure 3.10: e schematic representation of the relative positions of the equatorial
cities and celestial poles for polar observers: () from a northern polar aspect, the
cities of Yamakoṭi, Romaka, Siddhapurī, and Laṅkā are situated to the east, west,
north and south respectively, whereas the north and south celestial poles are situated
at the zenith and nadir respectively; and () from a southern polar aspect, the cities
of Yamakoṭi, Romaka, Siddhapurī, and Laṅkā are situated to the east, west, south
and north respectively, whereas the north and south celestial poles are situated at
the nadir and zenith respectively.

e construction of these two verses is similar to the previous verses where Ni-

tyānanda placed a cardinal city at the centre in his view of the Earth’s surface—like

appointing a kendra ‘centre’ to a circle—and then successively arranged the remain-

ing cardinal cities around this central city.

In his description of the equatorial cities from these two antipodal polar aspects,

we notice that the cities of Siddhapurī and Laṅkā being reverse in their orientation

while Yamakoṭi and Romaka remaining the same. is implies that the arrange-

ments of Mt Meru, Siddhapurī, Vaḍavānala, and Laṅkā are to be understood quite
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differently. As F. 3.11 shows, the position of these to the north or the south de-

pends on the central perspective. WhenMtMeru is in the centre (or the middle) then

Siddhapurī is to the north while Laṅkā is to the south; whereas when Vaḍavānala is

in the centre (or the middle) then Laṅkā is to the north while Siddhapurī remains

southern. From an equatorial perspective however, Mt. Meru is always to the north,

while Vaḍavānala stays to the south.

Figure 3.11: e schematic representation of the north-south directionality of ()
the two equatorial cities of Laṅkā and Siddhapurī with respect to the two polar cities
of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala and () the two polar cities of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala
with respect to the two equatorial cities of Laṅkā and Siddhapurī.

In terms of its grammar and prosody, these verses are alliterative in the sounds;

especially the last two pādas of the both verses create a shared rhyme by their word

repetitions and terminal endings, viz., ca laṅkā and khe 'ṅghritale ca yāmyaḥ in

V [18] compared with ca siddhā and khe 'ṅghritale ca saumyaḥ in V [19].

Also, Nityānanda chooses notable words to indicate directions in these verses; e.g.,

dakṣiṇa and yāmya meaning ‘southern’ and uara and saumya meaning ‘northern’.

e zenith and nadir positions are referred to by the words kha (‘sky’) and aṅghri-
tale (‘at the sole of the foot’) respectively. Nityānanda uses these expressions quite

commonly through the rest of his text.
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3.2.11 R        
     E

bhūjāsaktam ivābhitaḥ suragaṇā merusthitā vaiṣavaṃ
vṛttaṃ gacad asavyato'ṣṭakakubhāṃ mārgeṇa paśyanti hi ||

savyaṃ vyutkramato diśāṃ vaḍavagā daityāḥ sadā prāṅmukhās
tadvat tena dharākhilā vijayate golākṛtiḥ sarvataḥ || 20 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

emultitude of gods (suragaṇā) who reside at Mt Meru see the celestial equator 20

(viṣuvat vṛa) as if fastened to the horizon on all sides and going counter-clockwise

from the right-side (asavya) turning through the eight directions (aṣṭa-kakubhā).
e eastwards-facing demons (daityā) who live in the city of Vaḍavā Vaḍavānala

always see the celestial equator oppositely with respect to the directions going

clockwise from the le-side (savya). Likewise for that reason, the Earth (dharā)
extends everywhere in the shape of a sphere (golākṛti).

Nityānanda describes the change in the direction of turning of the celestial equa-

tor (viṣuvat-vṛa) when seen from antipodal locations at the north and the south

poles. e celestial equator,³² identified by the word viṣuvat vṛa ‘the ‘circle in the

middle’ or effectively, ‘the equatorial circle’, becomes the astronomical horizon for

the observer at the poles and hence it appears to them as bhūjāsaktam ivābhitaḥ as if

‘fastened to the horizon on all sides’. is panoramic view of the equator enables the

multitude of gods (suragaṇā) who live on the northern mountain of Mt Meru to ob-

serve the celestial sphere (strictly speaking, the northern hemisphere of it) revolving

counter clockwise (asavya) from the right to the le as it goes about its daily west-

wards motion. e demons (daitya) who live in the submarine regions of Vaḍavānala

to the south see the same picture reversed, i.e., from their vantage the celestial sphere

(or more precisely, the souther hemisphere of it) appears to move clockwise (savya)
from the le to the right in its daily rotation.

While explaining this act of seeing, Nityānanda does not explicitly state that it is

the celestial sphere that moves but instead, he speaks in terms of the movement of

the viṣuvat vṛa or ‘the celestial equator’. Any movement of the celestial equator, or

any imaginary great circle for that maer of fact, is not discernible by observations;

the celestial equator is identified by the stars and constellations that appear along its

perimeter which move. Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .5 uses

the word ṛkṣacakraṃ ‘the circle of constellations’ as the object that identifies the

difference in rotational direction for northern and southern polar observers.

³²Nityānanda’s choice of the word in the text is vaiṣavaṃ. is word is a secondary (taddhita) deriva-
tive formed from the nominal stem viṣu by apophony and it has a possessive (or abstract) meaning in
identifying something that has equality or similarity (or something endowed with equality). Understood
accordingly, the word stands for the celestial equator (viṣuvat vṛa) that divides the celestial sphere in
two equal hemispheres.
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e right-handed rotation of the celestial sphere (with the planets, luminaries

and constellations within it) at the north pole is counter-clockwise when looking at

the movement of the celestial objects around the central fixed north celestial pole (or

Polaris); whereas the le-handed movement of the celestial sphere at the south pole

is clockwise when seen with in a polar-aspect centred at south celestial pole. ese

rotational effects can be understood beer with the aid of F. 3.12.

Interestingly, the word dakṣiṇa (commonly used to refer to the south) and the

word uara (commonly meaning the north) are also words used to describe the right

and the le respectively: this is due to one’s orientation facing eastwards while pray-

ing or performing religious (auspicious) tasks. In referring to the orientation of the

observers (gods in the north and demons in the south), Nityānanda used the expres-

sion sadā-prāṅmukhā meaning ‘always facing eastwards.’³³ If we take this be the

case, we can see Nityānanda’s equivalence of (i) asavya as the direction going from

the right (dakṣiṇa or south) to the le (uara or north), and (ii) savya as the direction

going from the le (uara or north) to the right (dakṣiṇa or south)—in both cases,

facing eastwards. is makes the savya direction a clockwise rotation identical to a

circumambulation or pradakṣiṇa in Hindu religious practices.

3.2.12 D        
 

yatra kṣitau tiṣṭhati mānavo'sau
tasmāt kupādāntaritaṃ samantāt ||

vṛttaṃ tiraścīnam avaihi bhūjaṃ
khaṃ mūrdhni bhūmyardhagataṃ 3000 padādhaḥ || 21 || indravajrā

Wherever any man stands on the surface of the Earth (kṣiti), from that place  21

separated by a quarter of the circumference of the Earth on all sides, is the hor-

izontal circle considered as the horizon (bhūja). e zenith (mūrdhni) is directly

overhead at that place and its antipodal place is at a distance of half the cir-

cumference of the Earth 3000 yojanas .

With this verse, Nityānanda defines the horizon, the zenith and the nadir as seen 

by a terrestrial observer. According to him, the horizon (bhūja) is the terrestrial

horizon that envelopes half the Earth’s hemisphere from where one stands as in

³³Nityānanda’s statement of ‘eastwards facing observers’ seems a lile irrelevant in determining the direc-
tion of spin of the celestial sphere. A northern or southern polar observer would see the celestial sphere
moving rightwards or lewards respectively, irrespective of their own particular orientation. A plausible
reason for facing eastwards would be in the propitious and auspicious virtue associated with the eastern
direction, and hence naturally, it would be the chosen direction-of-orientation for the gods and demons
alike. e Taiirīya Saṃhitā states that upon the division of directions, the gods chose the east (whereas
the pitṛgaṇa took the south, the rudragaṇa took the north, and men took the west), «devamanuṣyādiśo
vyabhajanta prācīm devā dakṣiṇā pitaraḥ pratīcīṃ manuṣyā udīcīṃ rudrā ||», .1.1.
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F. 3.13. is definition is different from the visible geographic horizon that extends

unimpeded along one’s line of sight and is tangential to the Earth’s surface. e

visible geographic horizon plays an important part in defining the boundary of the

dṛggola) as we saw in F. 3.1.

Figure 3.13: e schematic representation of the horizon (bhūja) as the terrestrial
hemispherical horizon.

Nityānanda defines the zenith as the place in the sky (kha) directly overhead

(mūrdhni) an observer and the nadir as the point in the sky directly above a place

antipodal (padādhaḥ) to it. In addition to this, he specifies the geographic distance

between these two points (one’s vantage point and its antipode) as being ‘half the

circumference of the Earth’, i.e., 3000 yojanas.³⁴ e description of antipodal places

on the Earth also finds mention in Lalla’s Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra, where he uses the

analogy of ‘a man standing on the bank of a river and his reflection in the water’ as

references to the antipodal points that are ‘a distance of half the earth’s circumfer-

ence from each other’ (bhūgolasvarūpam .5)

e word avaihi in the third pāda is another form of the word avehi according
to an older grammar called mahāvyākaraṇa.³⁵ It can be considered as the 

   form of the √ave, cl.  meaning ‘consider!’ or ‘know

³⁴ It should be noted that the numbers that are indicated along side the bhuṭasaṃkhyā text are typically
considered as scribal additions.

³⁵ Śrī Madhavācārya (1238–1317 ), the Dvaita Vedānta philosopher of the Bhakti movement, mentions the
existence of other forms of grammar prior to Pāṇini’s vyākaraṇa and uses the older mahāvyākaraṇa form
avaihi instead of avehi, as in the example: «avaihi dūtamāgataṃ durantavikramasyamām | raghūamasya
mārutiṃ kulakṣaye taveśvaram ||» Śrī Mahābhārata Tātparya Nirṇaya Sundarakāṇḍa .38.
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this!’ In translating this, I have chosen the declarative assertion ‘considered as’ to be

a more natural interpretation of imperative.

3.2.13 G          
 L̇̅

tathā hi laṅkā kṣitipṛṣṭhamadhye
tadbhūjagā eva sumerupūrvāḥ ||

kuberadikto'ṅghritalasthitā ca
siddhā purī tadvad ato'paratra || 22 ||ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

viparītākhyānakī
(haṃsī)

erefore, if the city of Laṅkā is in the middle of the surface of Earth (kṣiti- 22

pṛṣṭha) then the places beginning with Mt Sumeru are on its horizon from the

northern direction, and likewise for the antipodal city of Siddhapurī on the other

side.

romakābhidhapurāc ca paścime
khāladātapuram asti vāriṇi ||

netralocana 22 lavair ataḥ puro
gaṅgadujdam iha bhārdhabhāgakaiḥ 180 || 23 ||rathoddhatā

Moreover, the city of Khāladāta is in the ocean, separated by 22 degrees in 23

the western direction from the city called Romaka, and then eastwards from this

place i.e., east of the city of Khāladāta by 180 degrees (bha-arddha) is the city of

Gaṅgadujda.

Having established the terrestrial horizon and the zenith-to-nadir distance (along

the surface of the Earth), Nityānanda now goes back to the relative placement of the

cardinal cities with respect to the central city of Laṅkā, located in the middle of

Earth’s surface (kṣiti-pṛṣṭha-madhya). As we learnt in S. 3.2.6 and S. 3.2.9, the

other cardinal cities of Mt Meru, Yamakoṭi, Vaḍavānala, and Romaka were north,

east, south and west of Laṅkā respectively, and they were placed mutually separated

at a distance of 90° or 1500 yojanas from each other. is information, along with

what Nityānanda just explained in the previous verse, helps us identify these four

cardinal cities around a central Laṅkā as being on the terrestrial horizon for Laṅkā.

To save on repeating the list of these cities, Nityānanda simply mentions them

as sumerupūrvāḥ ‘beginning with Mt Meru’ in this verse. Although not explicitly

mentioned, the tacit order in which these cities are to be placed on the horizon is

clockwise (savya) beginning from the north. Interestingly, Nityānanda uses the word

kuberadik to refer to the northern direction. A lile later in the text, vide V [58],
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we find the description of Kubera as the regent of the north and the northern direc-

tion bearing his name—kuberadik. is yakṣa kingwas sometimes called by the name

‘lord of wealth’ (dhanarāja) or the ‘regent of the world’ (lokapāla)—adding to the list

of names with which the north could be identified. In fact, in some older instances,

the Moon or Soma was considered as the dikpāla ‘guardian of the direction’ to the

North, and hence somadik also came to mean ‘North’.

Nityānanda continues his description of the cities relative to Laṅkā; however this

time around unlike V [13], he does explicitly state the city of Siddhapurī as an-

tipodal to Laṅkā and by virtue of that, the arrangement of the other four cardinal

cities beginning with the northern Mt Meru is identical for Siddhapurī as well as for

Laṅkā. In continuing his descriptive demonstration ofwhat constitutes the terrestrial

horizon and the perspective of antipodal places on the surface of the Earth, Nityā-

nanda states that centering one’s aspect on the antipodal city to Laṅkā, i.e., the city

of Siddhapurī, one still finds the horizontal position of the cities as the series begin-

ning with the northern Mt Meru viz., Mt Meru, Romaka , Vaḍavānala, and Yamakoṭi.

is is in line with Mt Meru being northernmost from the equatorial perspective as

seen in part () of F. 3.11.

Figure 3.14: e schematic representation of the equatorial ring of cities centred on
Laṅkā with a northern polar Mt Meru.

Having said this, Nityānanda now speaks of two other equatorial cities that are

located antipodal to each other. e city of Khāladāta, we are told exists in the sea

(west of Romaka) at a longitudinal difference of 22°. Based on the form of the San-
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skritized loanword Khāladāta, this city can be identified with the Fortunate Islands

(Jazāʾir al-Saʿādāt) and the Eternal Islands (al-Jazāʾal-Khālidāt) off the coast of al-

Maghrib at a distance of 200 farsakhs (based on al-Bīrūnī’s observation) [ Aʿ

A̅  Ḥ̅  J 1987, p.60]. e Fortunate Islands were located at

the extreme end of the inhabitedworld, or the oecumene (al-maʿmūrah) andwere his-

torically considered as the prime meridian in the Græco-Islamic tradition. Its men-

tion is found in works as early as Pliny the Elder’s Naturalis Historia (77–79 ) or

Ptolemy’s Geography (127–148 ), as well as in subsequent works by Arab authors

like al-Bīrūnī (973–1050  ) namely, al-Qānūn al-masʿūdī, Ketāb al-tafhīm le-awā
Alifel ṣenā Aynat al-tanjīm, and Ketāb taḥdīd nehāyat al-amāken le-taṣḥīḥ masāāt
al-masāken; or even Ghiyāsūddīn Jamshīd al-Kāshānī (1380–1429 ) in his Khāqāni
Zīj.

In the modern day, these islands can be identified as part of the Macaronesian³⁶

archipelagos in the North Atlantic Ocean off the coasts of Africa and Europe. Look-

ing at the translation of the Arabic word al-Khālidāt, the Eternal or Immortal Islands

(rather than the Fortunate Islands) would seem to be a beer suited equivalent to

Khāladāta. Also considering the westernmost end of the Canary Islands as Hierro

(or Ferro) Islands, the modern geographical longitude of this place would be 17° 56′

[AA 2006, p.13]. However, if we were to consider the modern day equivalent

of al-Jazāʾal-Khālidāt as Lanzarote Islands (in the province of Las Palmas, España),

it would put Khāladāta at 13° 37′. e most important question that still remains

to be solved is where Nityānanda gets this information from: my search for Nityā-

nanda’s source, or even a reference to a place at around 22° west of Romaka remained

unsuccessful at the time of writing this thesis.

Nityānanda also mentions the city antipodal to the city of Khāladāta by the name

Gaṅgadujda. Again, I couldn’t find any positive identification of this place; however,

I do suspect this place could be the Sanskrit equivalent of Kangdež. e fort city of

Kangdež was erroneously reported as Gangdež in the Šāh-nāma ‘e Book of Kings’,

an epic poem wrien in the tenth century by the Persian poet Abuʾl-Qāsem Fer-

dowsī. e folkloric legacy of the Šāh-nāma saw its contents borrowed by several

later authors including al-Bīrūnī and it is through one of these sources that Nityā-

nanda comes to be aware of its location. e terminal -da affixed to the Sanskritized

loanword Gaṅgadujda for Gangdež could have been a linguistic appendage to help

with Sanskrit nominal inflections. Interestingly though, as we have seen before, al-

Bīrūnī identified Yavakoṭi as Kangdež based on the semantic equivalence between

dež and koṭi, both meaning a ‘castle’ [S 2013, p.304], so perhaps the location

³⁶e name Macaronesia is derived from the Greek words, «των μακάρων νη̃σοι» meaning ‘e Islands of
the Blessed or Fortunate.’
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of this eastern paradise city of Kangdež (or Gangdež) is dislocated from its name as

the laer got associated with different places at different times of history.³⁷

A quick look at numeration in these two verses shows us two notable points:

(i) the word bhārddhabhāga denotes ‘half (ardha) the circumference of the circle of

stars (bha, abbreviated form of the bhacakra) in angular distance (bhāga)’, i.e., 180
degrees, and (ii) the word netralocana in the third pāda of V [23], signifying

22, is a bhuṭasaṃkhyā compound with netra and locana both meaning ‘eyes’ or the

number two.

3.2.14 T           
 

laṅkāromakakhāladātanagaraṃ saṃspṛśya yan maṇḍalaṃ
yāyād bhūparidhiḥ 6000 sa eva gaṇakair ukto'tra madhyābhidhaḥ ||

tatrastho viṣayo nirakṣa iha ye lokā vasanti dhruvau
te paśyanty avanījagau ca viṣuvad vṛttaṃ svamūrdhni bhramat || 24 || śārdūlavikrīḍita

Whatever circle (maṇḍala) extends touching the cities of Laṅkā, Romaka, and  24

Khāladāta, that earth-circumference (bhū-paridhi) 6000 yojanas is indeed called the

middle -circle i.e., the terrestrial equator (madhya-maṇḍala) by mathematicians

(gaṇaka) in this place in the bhūgola . Any country (viṣaya) situated there has no

latitude (nirakṣa) and the people who dwell there see the two celestial poles (dhruva)
on the horizon (avanīja), and the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) revolving at their

zenith (sva-mūrdhan).

In the first part of this verse Nityānanda describes the position of the terres- 

trial equator (called madhya) that passes through the equatorial cities of Romaka,

Khāladāta and Laṅkā, and in doing so it forms a perimeter measuring the circum-

ference of the Earth (bhū-paridhi), i.e., 6000 yojanas. is description is in line with

his previous statements about the geographic location of these cities cf. F. 3.14 and

also reiterates the circumference of the Earth as 6000 yojanas.

Adding to this, Nityānanda states the following observations seen by equatorial

observers living in these cities:

1. e equatorial position of these cities implies that they have no latitude.

2. e pair of celestial poles (dhruva-dvaya) always appear stationary and fixed

at the northern and southern horizons, lit. born (ja) on the Earth (avanī ).

³⁷e Enclyopædia Iranica lists an interesting article on history of Kangdež that can be found at
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kangdez-fortress-of-kang.

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kangdez-fortress-of-kang
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3. e celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) (appearing as a great circle on the celestial

sphere) appears to be moving westwards, always being stationed at the nave

of the sky (kha-mūrdhan), i.e., the zenith.

e last two observations are a repetition of what Nityānanda has already stated in

V [16]. In fact, as we saw in S. 3.2.8, most siddhāntic authors have also men-

tioned the same observation. A possible reason for Nityānanda’s repetitive statement

here is his inclusion of this ‘foreign’ place called Khāladāta in the list of equatorial

cities. He makes an effort to emphasis the commonality of observations shared by

the ‘western equatorial observers’ with standard siddhāntic astronomy that treats ob-

servations at Laṅkā as the standard. We can imagine that his effort at inclusiveness

in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja would make him draw parallels between similar contents

from different traditions; the echoing of similar content in different verses appears

more to do with harmonising them together rather than an unimaginative repetition.

3.2.15 T        

āgaṅgadujdād atha khāladātaṃ
yāvat punar merum udak sthitaṃ ca ||

etāvatī bhūmir iha trikoṇā
pādonmitā tiṣṭhati vārimuktā || 25 ||indravajrā

Now, the amount of distance there is fromGaṅgadujda to the city of Khāladāta, 25

and again to the northwards-situated Mt Meru: of such an amount is this triangular

(trikoṇā) region of the Earth (bhūmi) that measures a quarter of the Earth and

is devoid of water (vāri-muktā).

Nityānanda now demarcates the region on the sphere of the Earth that extends

between the cities of Mt Meru, Gaṅgadujda, and Khāladāta. From what he has pre-

viously mentioned, we know that Mt Meru is the north pole while Gaṅgadujda

and Khāladāta are antipodal equatorial cities. e geometry of the area they ef-

fectively enclose represents a spherical triangle (trikoṇa) with two angles of 90° and

one 180° as seen in F. 3.15. Nityānanda adds that this triangular region ‘measures

a quarter’ (pāda ‘quarter’ + unmita ‘measuring’), essentially a quarter of the surface

of the Earth. is landmass is devoid of water (vāri-mukta), i.e., it is the solid ground

that emerged from the waters of the oceans that surround it.

e use of the word trikoṇa to describe a form of spherical triangle with vertices

at Mt Meru, Gaṅgadujda, and Khāladāta is notable in that it refers to a non-planar

triangle of the form seen in F. 3.15. Although, planar approximation to spherical

triangles was generally done for computational purposes, Nityānanda’s descriptive

analysis here does the same without any further justification. Strictly speaking, the
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Figure 3.15: e spherical triangle representing the inhabitable landmass on the
Sphere of Earth.

region bounded between these three places occupies a quarter of the surface of the

Earth and forms a non-degenerate digon (spherical polygon with two vertices and

two sides, also referred to as a spherical lune) with an internal angle of 90° and

antipodal vertices. e geometric structures like spherical lunes were frequently

encountered in mathematical astronomy and siddhāntic authors like Bhāskara had

commented on methods of mensuration for areas of spheres using the concept of

spherical lunes, vide Bhāskara’s Śiddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya) . . 53–61 (with

his auto-commentary Vāsanā-Bhāṣya therein).

In al-Bīrūnī’s writing we find an identical description of the oecumene as a quad-

rant of the habitableworld (al-rubʿal-maʿmūr) surrounded by the sea—called the com-
prehending one— that separates the habitable lands from the uninhabited waters (and

islands) beyond [S 2013, p.196]. To the best of my knowledge, no previous sid-

dhāntic works have spoken of the ‘inhabited quarter of the Earth’; Nityānanda must

have acquired this ‘foreign’ information through an Islamic source, presumably from

the Islamicate celestial globes and planar astrolabes that where familiar by the later

fourteenth century, cf. Mahendra Sūri’s Yantrarāja [P 1981b, p.52], and started

to be manufactured in Mughal India from the early sixteenth century, vide [S

2011]. On an interesting note, Muḥammad Ṣādiq ibn Muḥammad Ṣāliḥ, known as

Ṣādiq Iṣfahānī, of Jaunpūr (in Uar Pradesh, India) is known to have completed a Per-

sian atlas Shāhid-i Ṣādiq consisting of thirty threemaps about the ‘Inhabitedarter’

in 1647 . ese south-oriented maps are an important source of Indo-Islamic world

maps of the time. S [2008] had a good description on these maps, and
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a good review on the practice of cartography in India, especially with the Islamic

influence of the second millennium .³⁸

3.2.16 I    A 

ṣaṣṭyā ghaṭīnāṃ dyuniśavyavasthā
yāvad bhavet tāvad ihāpi lokāḥ ||

tiṣṭhanti nīhāramayādribhītyā
tatrāpi vastuṃ vibhavo na santi || 26 ||indravajrā

Even as far up as the region where the duration of the day or night (dyuniśa) is 26

sixty ghaṭīs, people dwell. Beyond that, with the fear of the snow-covered mountains

(nihāramayādri), people are not able to live.

paśyantu kāśmīramukhapradeśān
himāgame durgatarān narāṇām ||

sadaiva yatra prapated himānī
śaknoti ko gantum ihottareṣu || 27 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – jāyā

At the beginning of winter, people must see the regions such as Kāśmīra being 27

highly inaccessible for men. Who is then able to go to the regions further afar to

the north where it always snows?

In the two verses above, Nityānanda states the inhospitality of the Arctic due to

frigid temperatures and perpetual snow. He begins V [26] by declaring that peo-

ple reside all the way up to the latitudes or climes where the arrangement of day or

night (dyuniśa) is 60 ghaṭīs (∼ 24 hours).³⁹ e arrangement (vyasthā) of the day and

the night at the Arctic Circle (66° 30′) is such that twice a year, alternating between

the two solstitial days, there is twenty-four hours of daylight and twenty-four hours

of darkness. Nityānanda uses this description as a measure of the Arctic Circle’s

latitude; below the Arctic Circle all the way up to the equator, the nychthemeron

has both periods of day and night; however, the Arctic Circle is the first place where

twice a year we find the continuous presence or absence of the Sun for a whole

twenty-four hours. Entering into the Arctic, i.e., beyond 66° 30′  up to the north

pole at 90° , the days and nights become a polar phenomenon with extended peri-

ods lasting up to months of daylight and equal darkness. As we will see ahead in this

³⁸A detailed image along with the metadata content of one maps held at the
British Library (MS Egerton 1016, f.335r) in London is available to view online at
http://cartographic-images.net/Cartographic_Images/204_Sadiq_Isfahani.html

³⁹e word ghaṭī (or ghaṭikā, nāḍī, nāḍikā) is a unit of time equalling approximately 24 minutes, or equiv-
alently, one-sixtieth of a day. Siddhāntic astronomers used this measure quite extensively, for example,
Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (vāsanābhāṣya of the madhyamādhikara .16–18 states the nychthe-
meron (dina) as 60 ghaṭikās when he says «ghaṭīnāṃ ṣaṣṭyā dinam ||».

http://cartographic-images.net/Cartographic_Images/204_Sadiq_Isfahani.html
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chapter, Nityānanda spends considerable time discussing the latitudinal variations

in day-lengths, vide S. 3.6.16.

In speaking of the inhospitality of the Arctic, Nityānanda exaggerates (atiśayokti)
in his speech. He uses the snow-covered mountains in the Arctic, hinting at Mt

Meru and its other buress mountains that lie around these northern frontiers, to

tell us that the conditions in these frozen northern hinterlands are so formidable

that people are not able to live at such places. As a grammatical observation, we can

appreciate how the polysemy of the word lokā meaning ‘a region or space of human

occupation’ in the geographical sense as well as ethnographic meaning of ‘people,

nations or cultures’ adds to the flavour of his poetry. is word gives Nityānanda’s

statement a hermeneutic versatility by allowing lokāḥ tiṣṭhanti to mean ‘the regions

(with human occupation) extend’ as well as ‘people (or nations, or cultures) dwell’.

In V [27], he carries this dramatic effect further by declaring established

fact: during the beginning of winter common folks must see the northern region

of Kāśmīra,⁴⁰ covered by heavy snowfall. is amassing of snow would make all

the crossings into (and beyond) the valley impassable for any man, and conse-

quently Nityānanda presents an impression of the regions around Kāśmīra as the

most formidable regions in all of the inhabited world during winter. is fact stated,

he finishes the verse by using a classic rhetorical question to tell the reader that the

frigid polar regions with constant snow are absolutely impassable by any man—the

bravest of kings or boldest of men alike.

3.2.17 T          

laṅkākāñcīśvetaśailojjayinyo
rohītākhyaṃ sāṃnihityaṃ sumeruḥ ||

rekhā bhūmer madhyanāmnī niruktā
tasyāṃ kiṃcin nāsti deśāntaraṃ hi || 28 || śālinī

emeridian line (rekhā) joining Mt Sumeru; the proximal city of Rohita; the  28

cities of Laṇkā and Kāñcī; the region of Śvetaśaila; and the city of Ujjayinī is

declared as the prime meridian (madhyarekhā) of the Earth. For any place located

on it there is indeed no longitudinal difference (deśāntara).

⁴⁰e vale of Kāśmīra is the valley nested between the Kārākorama and the Pir-Panjal mountain ranges that
formed the northern frontiers of India. According to Hindu mythology, Kāśmīra was formed by the sage
Kaśyapa who cut a gap in the hills of Varahamūla and drained a great lake that once occupied the valley
(vide Rajataraṅginī̄ of Kalhaṇa Paṇḍita (c. 1148 ). In theNīlamatapurāṇa, v. 276–286 (c. 6ᵗʰ or 7ᵗʰ century
) we find the story of how men came to Kāśmīra, lived there during the summer, and aer gathering
their harvest le the valley before the advent of the winter. Upon the arrival of winter, the piśāca (demon)
king returned and no humans could live in the valley due to the excessive cold
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Nityānanda now declares the position of the terrestrial prime meridian (madh-

yarekhā) as passing through the following cities: Mt Sumeru, Rohita, Ujjayinī, Śveta-

śaila, Kāñcī, and Laṇkā. He also mentions that on account of being on the prime

meridian, these cities have no longitudinal difference (deśāntara), i.e., they lie along

0° longitude. e word deśāntara is a technical term in Sanskrit astronomy for lon-

gitudinal difference between terrestrial places and the prime meridian. We can iden-

tify approximate modern day equivalents of these cities as listed below; however,

we note the fact that most prime-meridional cities in Sanskrit jyotiṣa texts have di-

vergent longitudes with respect to the Ujjain prime meridian according to modern

geography, vide [S  S 1985, pp.24–25] for lists of cities on the

Indian prime meridian according to various siddhāntic authors.

1. Laṅkā: As mentioned before in  23 on p. 131, the city of Laṅkā is

not identified with Śrī Laṅkā but rather a hypothetical equatorial place lying

on the prime meridian assumed to have coordinates  0° ,  0°  in the

Indian system of geodesy.

2. Kāñci-nagarī or Kāñci-varam: is city can be identified with the modern day

Indian city of Kāñcipura (12° 49′ , 79° 43′ ).

3. Ṣaḍāsya, Sitādri or Śvetaśaila: Etymologically, the word ṣaḍāsya implies a ”re-

gion of the six-faced one”, i.e., Lord Kumāra Kārtikeya. Speculatively, this

place could be historically identified with the place Asvetapurī or Asītāpurī or

Misitapurī mentioned in the astronomical literature.

4. Ujjayinī or Mālavanagara or Avantī: Identified in modern times as Ujjain

(23° 11′ , 75° 47′ ), this city is located on the banks of the Shipra (kṣiprā) river
in the Malva region of central India (Madhya Pradesh).

5. Rohita or Rohitaka – e city of Rohtak (28° 54′ , 76° 35′ ) in Haryana, India

has been thought to be the modern equivalent of Rohitaka.

6. Mt. Sumeru or Mt Meru – is mythical central mountain (the axis mundi)
served as the divine abode of the gods and can be understood as being the

north pole, vide  26 on p. 131.

To keep track of repetitions that occur in Nityānanda’s verses, we can note that

V [68] that appears a lile later in this section enumerates the cities passing

through the prime meridian as stated in Purānic literature. is effort again helps to

see Nityānanda’s practice of reconciliation between different schools of thought.
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3.2.18 N           
  

nirakṣadeśāc calitaḥ pumān yathā
kuberakāṣṭhāṃ ca tathonnataṃ dhruvam ||

vilokayen namramayīha vaiṣavaṃ
nabhastalād yāmyavibhāgasaṃsthitam || 29 || vaṃśastha

To the extent that a man moves from the equatorial region (nirakṣadeśā) and to  29

the northern region, by that amount he should regard the pole star (dhruva) ele-
vated (unnataṃ) above the northern horizon . He should regard the celestial equa-

tor (viṣuvavṛa) going downwards from the zenith (nabhastala) directed towards the

southern part with equal relative displacement .

Nityānanda now describes that the elevation of the pole star (dhruva) in the sky 

in a direct relation to one’s terrestrial movement north of the equator. He equates the

latitudinal gain in aman’s northwardsmovement from the equatorwith the elevation

of the pole star above the northern horizon. Immediately drawing a correspondence,

he claims this same amount to be equal to the depression of the celestial equator

below one’s local zenith

e word nirakṣa, lit. without latitude (akṣa) is a technical word in Sanskrit sig-

nifying the equator and is used quite extensively through Sanskrit astronomy. Ni-

tyānanda’s words unnata and namrameaning ‘elevated’ and ‘depressed’ respectively

occur quite commonly in this text. He refers to the zenith as nabhatala (instead of

his regular expression kha-svastika) in the verse, contrasting its semantic translation,

‘the base of the sky’ with its contextual meaning, the zenith or the highest point in

the sky directly overhead. It is also nominally related to the tenth astrological house

(bhāvas) identified as the ‘sky house’, cf. S. 3.6.12e word vaiṣava is again used

to refer to the ‘celestial equator’, vide  32 on p. 140.

F. 3.16 shows a diagram to understand the effect Nityānanda mentions. An

increase in the latitude of an observer from the equatorial position of point E to the

north polar position of point P via the tropical position of point N sees an increase

in the elevation angle of the north celestial pole (or pole star) φ from zero degrees

(at point E) to ninety degrees (at point P). Correspondingly, the position of celestial

equator (Cel. Eq.) is lowered from its zenith position (Z) at the terrestrial equator

(point E) to being the horizontal at the poles (point P). At any intermediate place,

its terrestrial latitude φ determines the inclination of the poles (pole star) above the

horizon and depression of the celestial equator below the zenith as can be seen.
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Figure 3.16: e schematic representation of the elevation and depression of the
north celestial pole (pole star) and celestial equator with respect to an increase in
northern and southern latitudes. An increase in northern latitude results in the el-
evation of the pole star (north celestial pole) above the northern horizon and the
southwards depression of the celestial equator from its zenith position at the terres-
trial equator. Similarly, the southern latitudinal increase causes the depression of
the pole star (north celestial pole) below the northern horizon and the northwards
movement of the celestial equator from its zenith position at the terrestrial equator.

A lile later in the text in S. 3.7.5, Nityānanda restates the same idea; however,

he does this in the context of the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) where the pole star

is now identified with the north celestial pole. Immediately aerwards he states the

depressions of the celestial equator from one’s local zenith as a measure of the one’s

terrestrial latitude, vide S. 3.7.6.
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3.2.19 S           


yathā yathā gacati dakṣiṇāṃ pumāṃs
tathā tathā paśyati sa dhruvaṃ natam ||

ato dhruvo yatra śiraḥsthito bhaven
nirakṣato bhūcaraṇāntare tu saḥ || 30 || vaṃśastha

To whatever extent a man goes southwards, the greater he regards the pole star  30

(dhruva) being depressed. Hence, wherever the celestial pole (dhruva) is situated

directly above one’s head i.e., at the zenith , that place is then at a distance of a

fourth-part of the Earth (bhū-caraṇa) 90° from the equator (nirakṣa).

Nityānanda now describes the depression of the pole star below the horizon with 

an equal increase in southern latitude. is is also seen in F. 3.16 where, from the

southern hemisphere of the Earth, the south celestial pole appears elevated in the

sky whereas the north celestial pole is depressed below the northern horizon. e

horizon (bhūja) is thought to be both the ‘terrestrial horizon’ (as seen in V [21])

that envelopes the hemisphere of the Earth and is orthogonal to the observer’s nor-

mal direction, and also the ‘geographic horizon’ that extends along the unimpeded

line-of-sight of the observer and is restrictive. In both cases, the apparent effect of

an increasing southern latitude finds the north celestial pole (identified with the pole

star) dip below the northern horizon and the south celestial pole (without any refer-

ence star) rise above the southern horizon. Interestingly enough, both these effects

are only to be regarded as such on the basis of one’s understanding of the geometry

of spheres. e verb paśyati (    form of √paś, cl.
) generally implies ‘seeing’ or ‘looking’. However, as the south celestial pole is not

visible (as it does not have a reference star) nor is the north celestial pole (identified

with the pole star) visible below the horizon, the ‘seeing’ in this case is more an act

of ‘understanding’ or ‘regarding’.

Nityānanda finishes this verse by defining the pole as the placewhere the celestial

pole (north or south) appears to be directly overhead or effectively, at the zenith.

ese places are at a distance of a ‘fourth part of the Earth’, i.e., a fourth-part of

the circumference of the Earth (when considering the arc-of-distance measured in

yojanas) or a fourth part of sphere of the Earth, i.e., 90° (when considering the arc-

of-distancemeasured in degrees). Once again we find Nityānanda repeating a similar

concept to when he placed the polar cities of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala ‘a quarter of

the Earth’ from the equatorial cities, cf. S. 3.2.9. e ambiguity (śleṣa) created
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in understanding dhruva, lit. ‘fixed’ or ‘stationary’ as the pole star (Polaris) or the

celestial poles (north or south) serves both figuratively and contextually to create a

confusion (ākulatā) in the mind of an aentive reader; its purpose seems intentional,

particularly so when we consider Nityānanda’s dexterous choice of the verb paś to

go along with it. e alliterative effect (anuprāsa) created by the beginning words of

the first two pādas, «yathā yathā gacchati…tathā tathā paśyati…» adds to the poetic

charm of Nityānanda’s effort.

3.2.20 E      E

3.2.20.1 A   

yatra yatra vasati kṣamopari
prāṇabhṛddharaṇigarbhakarṣitaḥ ||

tatra tatra kila manyate svayaṃ
bhūpariṣṭhaṃ iva cetasā svakam || 31 ||rathoddhatā

Wherever one lives on the surface of the Earth (kṣamā), drawn towards the womb 31

of this life-supporting Earth i.e., towards the interior of the Earth , indeed there

he considers himself as standing on the top-surface (upari) of the Earth (bhū) in his

mind (cetas).

3.2.20.2 O    

bhūcaturthalavakāntare yathā
tiryag eva khalu manyate sthalam ||

bhūdalāntaram adhaḥ sthitaṃ svato
'nyatra tadvad api kalpanānyathā || 32 ||rathoddhatā

Just as he considers the land (sthala) at a distance of a quarter of the Earth (bhū- 32

caturtha) in degrees (lavaka) 90° i.e., from his position being exactly sideways

(tiryag), he also certainly considers the land situated at a distance of half the

Earth (bhūdala) with respect to himself as being under (adhas). In another place, it

is also like this just imagined differently.

In V [31], Nityānanda describes two ideas: (i) Irrespective of wherever they

are on the planet, all men consider themselves oriented superior to its surface, in

other words, they think of themselves being on top of the surface of the Earth (bhū-
pariṣṭha); and (ii) e [tacit] ’araction’ towards the centre (or womb) of the Earth

(dharaṇi-garbha-akarṣita) is the reasoning behind this thinking and it allows them

to stay on this spherical Earth (bhūgola) without falling off.
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In V [7], Nityānanda had described the Earth as a fixed, motionless sphere

that is unsupported in space. Having said that, one could question howhuman beings

thrive on its surface without falling off into space. In fact, this question has been

thought of by previous siddhāntic authors, like Lalla in his Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra
.7–8) where he compares the free forward movement of people in the southern

hemisphere to the ’house-lizard, resting underneath the cross beams of the ceiling

of a dwelling’, vide [C 1981, p.250]. Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
(golādhyāya), .6 described how the power of araction inherent to Earth makes it

capable of supporting heavy objects, «ākṛṣṭiśaktiś ca mahī tayā yat svasthaṃ guru
svābhimukhaṃ sva’saktyā | ākṛṣyate tatpatatīva bhāti…». He bases this statement on

the fact that all things appear to be drawn towards it, or perhaps towards its centre,

cf. [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.113].

Nityānanda uses an interesting epithet to describe the Earth, prāṇabhṛd, mean-

ing ‘the one who supports and nourishes life’. is appellation used to describe the

Earth is a classic personification of the planet as a feminine nurturing and life-giving

entity embodied in a maternal persona. e choice of Sanskrit words we find for

the Earth, like daritrī, medinī, viśvagarbha, vasudhā all denote a feminine persona

who supports, provides, enriches and sustains. Nityānanda’s choice of the adverbial

relative-correlative pair yatra yatra …tatra tatra enhances the emphatic quality of

his statement by the alliteration of words (pādanuprāsa).

In the following V [32], Nityānanda now explains the relative geometry of

the Earth with respect to any terrestrial observer. From this local observer’s perspec-

tive, as seen in F. 3.17, the places located at a ‘quarter of the Earth’, i.e., 90° or ef-

fectively 1500 yojanas (taking Nityānanda’s measure for the circumference of Earth,

6000 yojanas) form the enclosure of his terrestrial horizon, the great circle along the

sphere of the Earth coplanar with the Earth’s centre. e people and places along this

circle would appear orthogonal (or sideways) to our local observer. Going further to

a distance of ‘half the Earth’, i.e., 180° or 3000 yojanas, all things appear antipodal to
this local observer. Nityānanda described this geometry of the sphere through this

local observer; quite cleverly he used the verb manyate (  

 form of √man, cl. ) ‘considers’ or ‘thinks’ to suggest a mental exercise

as opposed to ‘seeing’ this terrestrial horizon. At the end of the verse he says that

a similar arrangement is found everywhere on Earth, that is to say, from any place

on Earth we find orthogonal and antipodal places at their respective distances. is

generalisation helps make his claim a universal one without a preference for any par-

ticular orientation; however Nityānanda uses the words kalpanā anyathā ‘imagined

differently’ to suggest that the orthogonal and antipodal locations from two separate

observers should be thought of differently as they may not be the same.
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Figure 3.17: e schematic representation of a planar Earth bound by the terres-
trial horizon at a radial distance of a quarter of the circumference of the Earth. Two
antipodal observers stationed at point O and point O consider the spherical Earth
as the planar discs N→E→S→W→N and N→W→S→E→N respectively, going in the
clockwise direction. To both these observers the perimeter of the flat Earth is equidis-
tant at 1500 yojanas, equivalent to the distance encompassed by a quadrant angle of
90° on the sphere.

In passing we can notice the use of the words lavaka and bhūdala, as a part of

compounds, in V [32]. e word lavaka is a technical word meaning ‘degrees’

that Nityānanda uses synonymously with words like aṃśa, bhāga, etc. the taddhita
(secondary) affix -ka affix is oen appended to the end of these words without chang-

ing their meaning for metrical consistency. e word bhūdala ‘hemisphere of the

Earth’, where the word dala implies ‘hal’, is quite commonly used by Nityānanda to

suggest equal parts or halves of objects, cf. ilādala in V [44].

3.2.21 D      E

3.2.21.1 B      12h 45m   

nirakṣataḥ saumyavibhāgasaṃsthe
yatra pradeśe paramadyumānam ||

vyaṣṭhāṃśadantonmitanāḍikābhis 31 | 52 | 30
tatrādyakhaṇḍasya bhavet praveśaḥ || 33 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – kīrti

In the region situated in a part north of the equator (nirakṣa) where the measure 33

of the longest day (dyumāna) is 32 nāḍikās minus an eighth part of a nāḍikā i.e., 31

| 52 | 30 in units of nāḍikā | vighaṭi | liptā , there lies the beginning of the first clime

(khaṇḍa).
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3.2.21.2 B         30m 



sapādanāḍī 1 | 15 sahite ca tasmin
dvitīyakhaṇḍasya tathā praveśaḥ ||

evaṃ tṛtīyādikakhaṇḍakānāṃ
jñeyāḥ praveśāḥ kila sapta yāvat || 34 || ardhasamavṛa

upajāti – mālā

And with that measure of day-length 31 | 52 | 30 increased by a nāḍī with a  34

quarter, 1 | 15 nāḍikā , in a similar manner is the beginning of the second clime

(dvitīya-khaṇḍa). In this way, the beginnings of the third and other climes (tṛtīyādika
khaṇḍaka) are to be known with successive increments in day-lengths by 1 nāḍikā
| 15 vighaṭi up to seven.

Nityānanda now begins his description of the seven climes on the surface of the 

Earth. e division of the surface of the Earth (the inhabited world) into zones based

on the variation in daylight hours finds mention in Ptolemy’s works from the second

century .⁴¹ From this point forward, the climes division across the various terrains

is used in several medieval European and Arab geographical texts (more on this be-

low). Nityānanda, in bringing these foreign ideas into the siddhāntic fold, declares

the beginning of the first clime to be the countries with 31 nāḍikā, 52 vighaṭi and 30

liptā of daylight.

A nāḍikā (synonymous to the word ghaṭikās seen before, vide  39 on

p. 150 as a period of 24 minutes) is the sixtieth part of a nychthemeron (24 hours)

and is itself considered to be made up of 60 vighaṭis where a vighaṭi is further divided
into 60 liptās. us effectively, 1 nāḍikā = 60 vighaṭis = 3600 liptās.

⁴¹ Ptolemy’s works, the Almagest Μαθηματικὴ Σύνταξις and Geography Γεωγραφικὴ ‘Yφήγησις (both sec-
ond century ) mention, albeit differently, the division of the surface of the Earth into different parallels
of latitude indicated by an isochronous distribution of daylight hours across each parallel circle. e pro-
gressive increase of daylight hours from the equator to the polar regions was known to be asymmetrical
with respect to a uniform increase in latitude. Due to this fact, Ptolemy chose a quarter-hour increment
for drawing the parallels of latitude from the equator (12 hours of daylight) up until the latitudinal circle
with 15 ½ hours, followed by a half-hour increment up until the parallel with 20 hours of daylight, and fi-
nally an hourly increase until the northernmost parallel with 24 hours of daylight (Almagest .6 [T
1984, pp.82–89]). Historically though, beginning from the days of Eratosthenes (c. second century )
all the way up until Ptolemy’s predecessor Marinus of Tyre (c. 70–130  ), the angle of ‘inclination of
the axis of the celestial sphere and the plane of the horizon’ [κλíμα], or effectively the elevation of the
pole star above the northern horizon, was considered as the measure of latitude expressed in terms of the
length of the longest solstitial day. is helped provide a traditional division of the Earth’s surface into
latitudinal strips or klimatas where the solstitial day-length was more or less uniform within each klima.
e different classical authors from differing schools of thought wrote varied lists of klimatas covering
various different ranges of latitudes. By the time of Ptolemy though, seven klimatas had been accepted
as convention. Ptolemy himself chose his seven climes ranging from around 17°  (13 hours of daylight)
to 48°  (16 hours of daylight) [B  J 2000, p.10]. In both his works mentioned above,
he endeavoured to provide two different perspectives for the study of this zonal division of Earth: in the
Almagest he provides the astronomical framework to understand an observer-centric perspective of the
heavens; whereas, in Geography the geographical division into the seven climes was to provide a detailed
geographic description of the Earth [P 2010, p.109].
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Nityānanda uses the compound vyaṣṭhāṃśadantonmitanāḍikābhis to denote the

duration of daylight at the beginning of the first clime (beginning from the north-

ernmost latitudes). is compound translates as: ‘[a length in nāḍikās] measuring

32 nāḍikās minus an eighth part of 1 nāḍikās’, i.e.,

duration of daylight hours = 32 nāḍikās −
1

8
of 1 nāḍikā

(or day-length) = 32 nāḍikās − 0 nāḍikā | 7 vighaṭis | 30 liptās

= 31 nāḍikās | 52 vighaṭis | 30 liptās

≈ 12h45m

Nityānanda’s division of the climes falls in line with the Græco Islamic tradition

of using the maximum (parama) measurement of the day-length (dyumāna) in each

climes as the unit of calibration. is is in effect the duration of daylight hours during

the longest day of the year, i.e., the summer solstice in the northern hemisphere. e

duration of 31; 52, 30 nāḍikās or 12ʰ 45ᵐ of daylight marks the entry into the first

clime (going from the equator where there is an equinoctial standard of 12ʰ days and

12ʰ nights).

Following this, he now describes successive increment of 1 nāḍikā | 15 vighaṭis,
or effectively, 30 minutes, to be added to the day-length at the beginning of the first

clime, i.e., 31; 52,30 nāḍikās or 12ʰ 45ᵐ to mark the entrance (praveśa) into the dif-

ferent climes. is increment is cumulatively added to indicate the beginning of the

different climes, starting with the second and finishing with the northernmost sev-

enth climes (sapta-khaṇḍa).

To relate these summer solstitial daylight hours to corresponding northern ter-

restrial latitudes, we can aempt to use a modern trigonometric equation relating the

Sun’s hour-angle (ω), the observer’s terrestrial latitude (φ) and the solar declination

(δ)⁴² –

cos ω = − tan φ × tan δ

⁴²Although the expression of this equation employs modern trigonometric functions, this equation was
prevalent in Indian astronomy in a different form. e calculation of the ascensional difference (cara-
phala) of a celestial object, as a part of the ’ree estions’ (tripraśna) of direction, place and time
found in siddhāntic texts, involved the use of lengths, corresponding to equinoctial midday shadow length
(viṣuvadbhā) and solar declination (krānti), called ’earth-Sine’ or ’horizon-Sine’ (kṣitimaurvikā) and the
radius of the diurnal circle of the Sun (dyujyā). From early siddhāntic authors like Brahmagupta (Brāh-
masphuṭasiddhānta .55–59), Lalla (Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .17–19), Śrīpati (Siddhāntaśekhara .63–
67) and Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .47–49 , 53) to later authors like Nīlakaṇṭha
Somayājī (Tantrasaṅgraha .23–27), Jñānarāja (Siddhāntasundara (golādhyāya), 34–35) and Jagannātha
Paṇḍita (Siddhāntakaustubha .4.11–15) an expression for calculating the ascensional difference (closely
related to the hour-angle) is stated as a function of the observer’s latitude and solar declination. Ex-
pressed in modern notations, the ascensional difference (cara) effectively has an equation of the form

R sin(Δα) = R sin δ.
R sin φ

R cos φ
.

R
R cos δ

where Δα, φ and δ are the ascensional difference, terrestrial latitude,

and solar declination respectively. A fuller discussion and a derivation of the ascensional difference equa-
tion can be found in S. 3.7.12.
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e hour-angle (ω) measures the lapse in sidereal time of the object past its local

meridional transit and its angular separation from the meridian measured in units of

hours (1ʰ is equivalent to 15°). For the Sun, ω measures the deviation of local solar

time from solar noon and is considered negative at sunrise and positive at sunset. At

the beginning of the first climes with 12ʰ 45ᵐ of daylight hours, we have the hour

angle ω = 6ʰ 22ᵐ 30ˢ ≡ 6.375ʰ at local sunset or equivalently, 6.375 × 15 = 95.625° .

Using a value of the solar declination (corresponding to the summer solstitial position

of the Sun on the ecliptic) δ = 23° 30′, the maximum inclination of the zodiacal circle

(ecliptic) used byNityānanda vide V [76], we can estimate the terrestrial latitude

φ corresponding to 12ʰ 45ʰ of daylight as

cos(95.625°) = − tan φ × tan(23.5°) ⇒ φ ∼ 12.7035° or equivalently, 12° 42′ 13′′

In a similar manner, we can now calculate the increasing terrestrial latitudes for suc-

cessive climes going north of the equator (with an increasing daylight measure of

30ᵐ) corresponding to the different values of the maximal solar declination (δmax,

or effectively, the obliquity of the ecliptic ε) employed in the different traditions

around the world namely, 24° (standard value used by Indian siddhāntic authors),

23° 51′ 20′′ (Ptolemy), 23° 33′ (Islamic astronomers, 9th century  around Baghdād

during the reign of the Abbasid caliph al-Maʾmūn), 23° 35′ (Islamic astronomers from

the 9th century onwards like Bānū Mūsā, al-Baānī, Abu ‘l-Waāʾ, al-Bīrūnī, and oth-

ers), 23° 30′ 17′′ (Ulugh Beg, c. 1425 , and following himMūllā Farīd in his Zīj-i Shāh
Jahānī in 1629 , and Nityānanda in his Siddhāntasindhu from early 1630 ), and

23° 30′ (Nityānanda in his Sarvasiddhāntarāja, 1639  ).⁴³ e latitude values are

shown in T 3.2.

Nityānanda’s arrangement of these seven climes north of the equator agrees with

the way he considered the inhabitable northern part of the Earth, cf. V [25].

Incidentally, the word pradeśa used in V [33] indicates ’country’ in its ethno-

graphic meaning as opposed to simply being a geographic region. e word khaṇḍa
translated in its literal sense implies ’region/part/country/continent’ of the world;

however, in these verse it refers to the climes or klimatas on Earth.

e use of half-hour increments to define the boundaries of seven successive

climes starts with Ptolemy (in his Almagest) and then continues in the practices of

Islamicmathematical geographers like al-Bīrūnī, who in his al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī (e
Masʿūdic canon) tabulated the sizes of the different climes measured in Arabic miles

and farsakhs, and represented the boundaries of the different climes based on suc-

cessive half-hour increments starting at 12¾ hours (corresponding to 12° 39′) and

extending all the way up to 47° 11′ [M 1992, p.175]. Interestingly, the geo-

graphic positions of places found in Ulugh Begh’s Zīj-i Sūlṭānī (c. 1440 ) are not

⁴³ese values of ecliptic obliquity are sourced from [H 1993, p.504].
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arranged by climes, but rather by regions. Mūllā Farīd’s Zīj-i Shāh Jāhanī (c. 1629 )

being based on Ulugh Beg’s work, replicates this arrangement as does Nityānanda’s

translation of the Zīj-i Shāh Jāhanī, the Siddhāntasindhu (c. 1630 ).

3.3 C   P̣̅

3.3.1 I     ̣̅ 

atha purāṇamatena dvīpasamudraparvatakhaṇḍādīnāṃ saṃsthocyate ||

Now, in the opinion of the Purāṇas, the established order of islands (dvīpa), oceans
(samudra), mountains (parvata), continents (khaṇḍa), etc. is declared.

Nityānanda now begins the section on Purāṇic cosmography where he intends 

to tell us of the saṃsthā ‘established order’ or ‘standard’ of various geographical

features on this Earth, according to Purāṇic accounts. e various Purāṇas have

described the islands (dvīpa), oceans (samudra), mountains (parvata), continents

(khaṇḍa), etc. on this Earth in different ways, and Nityānanda endeavours to help

us see the socio-cultural and religious notions about the Earth and its physical ge-

ography. e use of saṃsthā, instead of his regular word racanā ‘composition’, to

announce the inception of this section agrees with his aribution of this information

to the Purāṇas as opposed to his own composition.

3.3.2 A  E

paridhes tu śatāṃśako yataḥ
samavad bhāti tataḥ samantataḥ ||

pṛthivīṃ ca purāṇapaṇḍitāḥ
sakalām eva samāṃ samūcire || 35 || viyoginī

Since the one-hundredth part (śata-aṃśaka) of the circumference (paridhi) of the  35

Earth appears flat (samavat), therefore the scholars of the Purāṇa (purāṇa-paṇḍīta)
have declared the entire Earth (pṛthivī ) to be completely level everywhere.

Nityānanda starts this section by aempting to justify the local flatness of the 

Earth. According to the Purāṇas, the Earth was a flat disk-shaped structure whereas

the siddhāntic scholars believed it to be spherical in shape. In order not to com-

pletely dismiss this idea but change its applicability into something more palatable,

Nityānanda offers this verse as a reconciliation aempt, cf. [P 2009, p.269]

and [M 2004b, p.24]. According to him, the scholars of the Purāṇas have

essentially declared the Earth to be a planar and level surface all around due to the

appearance of flatness in any localised region. Any area encompassing ‘a hundredth
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part of the circumference of the Earth’, i.e., 60 yojanas appears to be locally flat like

a plain field despite the spherical shape of the Earth. is absence of curvature in

a localised region on the Earth suggests the exceedingly small size of man when

compared to the enormous size of the Earth. In fact, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiro-
maṇi (golādhyāya .13) affirms this with the condition «pṛthvī ca pṛthvī nitarāṃ
tanīyān naraś ca» ‘the Earth is extremely extensive, and a man exceedingly small (in

comparison)’, cf. [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.114]. In the Sūryasiddhānta (Bhū-
golādhyāya .54), we again find the idea that the «alpakāyatayā lokāḥ» ‘lileness of

the bodies of men’ [B  G 1935, p.289] gives them the impression

of «vṛām apy etām cakrākārāṃ vasundharām» a circular wheel-like Earth, despite

its spherical nature.

Most siddhāntic authors have also similarly denied the Purāṇic ideas of a pla-

nar Earth; however, their denial is a passive rejection of the generality of the

Purāṇic statement. In the local vicinity of an observer all authors agree about state-

ments of flatness; e.g., Jñānarāja in his Siddhāntasundara (golādhyāya), 28 explic-

itly states, «mukuratalanibhatvaṃ yat purāṇapradiṣṭaṃ tad avaniśatabhāgasyaiva
no bhūmigole» ‘e likeness to the surface of a mirror mentioned in the Purāṇas

[applies only] to a one-hundredth part of the Earth, not the [entire] sphere of the

Earth’ [K 2008, p.79]. In fact, Nityānanda’s statement on the Purāṇic view is

even more subtle in its denial: he appears to uses the same argument—‘local flatness

is valid but not an entirely planar Earth’—to establish the facts correctly; however,

he does not call the scholars of the Purāṇas (or their opinions) wrong. Nityānanda’s

statementmerely identifies local flatness along the Earth’s surface as the reason these

Purāṇa paṇḍitas have declared a completely planar Earth; whether he says this as a

‘proof of their ignorance’ or to justify their opinion as ‘merely figurative’ (rather

than literal) is something only he could have answered for us. is ambiguity in

his intent is very cleverly wrapped in this simple verse to avoid overt opposition

of Purāṇic views (śāstravirodha) and being considered an adversary (prativādin) to
traditional beliefs.

3.3.3 I       L̅ 

bhūpṛṣṭhaspṛgdṛṣṭisūtraṃ vilagnaṃ
vyomnā tiryag yatra tad dṛṣṭibhūjam ||

cakrākāraṃ sarvato dṛśyate yal-
lokālokaṃ parvataṃ taṃ vadanti || 36 ||śālinī
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e place where one’s line-of-sight (dṛṣṭisūtra) tangent to the surface of the  36

Earth (bhūpṛṣṭha) meets the sky (vyoman) obliquely (tiryag), there the visible horizon
(dṛṣṭi-bhūja) is seen in the shape of a circle from all sides. e scholars of the Purāṇa]

declare that circular boundary as the lokāloka mountain.

Nityānanda now describes the visible geographic horizon (dṛṣṭibhūja) that is seen 

by an observer as the place where their line-of-sight along the surface of the Earth—

unimpeded by any terrestrial obstacles—appears to meet the sky at an oblique an-

gle. e observer sees this visible horizon as a circular perimeter in all directions as

F. 3.18 illustrates. We can note that the definition of a visible geographic horizon is

different than the terrestrial horizon (bhūja) seen in F. 3.13 of V [21].

Figure 3.18: e schematic representation of the visible horizon (dṛṣṭibhūja) as the
visible geographic horizon.

In an aempt to accommodate Purāṇic cosmography in his own astronomy, Ni-

tyānanda now tells his readers that this circular visible geographic horizon is identified

with the Lokāloka mountain of the Purāṇas, cf. S. 1.3.3 for a detailed description

of Purāṇic cosmography. e Śrīmad Bhāgavata .20.34, 36 describes the lokāloka
mountain as « lokāloka-nāmācalo lokālokayor antarāle parita upakṣiptaḥ» ‘a moun-

tain named Lokāloka, which divides the countries that are full of sunlight from those

not lit by the sun’ and « lokāloka iti samākhyā yad anenācalena lokālokasyāntarvarti-
nāvasthāpyate» ‘Between the lands inhabited by living entities and those that are

uninhabited stands the great mountain which separates the two and which is there-

fore celebrated as Lokāloka.’ [P̅ 1975b, pp.305-306]. Interestingly, Lalla

in his Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra .30 identifies the Lokāloka mountain as the ‘orbit of

the sky’ that is the ’periphery of the cavity of the egg of Brahmā’ (brahmāṇḍakuṇḍa)
[C 1981,  on p.263]; and again, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiro-
maṇi .67 states that some Paurāṇikas (scholars of the Purāṇa) believe the periphery
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of the universe (brahmāṇḍa) to be the Lokāloka mountain, [W  Ś̅̅

1861, p.126]. With such statements alreadymade, Nityānanda’s own identification of

the visible horizonwith thismythicalmountain seemswell in linewith the siddhāntic

approach of interpreting Purāṇic information at the metaphorical or the metaphysi-

cal level.

3.3.4 N̅’    L̅ 

dṛśyādṛśyagiriṃ kecin
nabhaḥkakṣāṃ jagur budhāḥ ||

tena kiṃ khacarā nityam
udayāstau prakurvate || 37 ||anuṣṭubh (śloka)

Some wise men have declared the periphery of the sky (nabha-kakṣa) as the 37

Lokāloka mountain.⁴⁴ With that said, how do the planets (khacara) regularly ac-

complish heliacal rising and seing (udaya-asta)?

Nityānanda now raises his objections to the identification of Purāṇic cosmogra-

phy with siddhāntic astronomy. In the previous verse, he told us that Purāṇic schol-

ars identify the Lokāloka mountain as the ‘visible horizon’ (dṛṣṭibhūja) and to that

extent he simply makes the statement but does not necessarily object. In this verse

however, he raises objections to a different identification of the Lokāloka mountain

by some Purāṇic scholars.

According to Nityānanda, some wise men (budha)—presumably the paṇḍitas
of the Purāṇas—call the Lokāloka mountain (synonymously called the Dṛśyādṛśya

mountain) as the periphery of the visible universe, reaching as far as the light of the

Sun would extend. e Śrīmad Bhāgavata (..37) refers to this mountain as ‘…the

outer borders of the three worlds —bhūloka, bhuvarloka and svarloka—[that] con-

trols the rays of the Sun throughout the Universe…’⁴⁵ [P̅ 1975b, p.307].

With this interpretation the Lokāloka mountain is now identified with some circular

perimeter that divides the seen (dṛśya) and the unseen (adṛśya) part of the Universe.

In siddhāntic astronomy, the astronomical horizon extends from the centre of the

Earth up to the edge of the celestial sphere that includes it all the stars and planets, cf.
the discussion on khagola in S. 3.2.1. e interpretation of the Lokālokamountain

as the ‘periphery of the sky’ (nabhaḥkakṣa) makes some scholars identify it with the

astronomical horizon. Nityānanda raises his objection by rhetorically asking the

⁴⁴e word dṛśyādṛśyagiri is a synonym for the Lokāloka mountain, with a literal meaning ‘the mountain
separating the visible (dṛśya) and invisible (adṛśya) [parts of the Universe]’.

⁴⁵ «sa loka-trayānte parita īśvareṇa vihito yasmāt sūryādīnāṃ́ dhruvāpavargāṇāṃ jyotir-gaṇānāṃ
gabhastayo 'rvācīnāṃs trīn lokān āvitanvānā na kadācit parācīnā bhavitum utsahante tāvad un-
nahanāyāmaḥ ||» Śrīmad Bhāgavata (..37)
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readers to explain the heliacal rising and seing of planets if the Lokāloka mountain

was the astronomical horizon.

e synodic or heliacal rising (seing) of a planet (khecara udayāsta) is its first

(last) visibility on the eastern (western) horizon moments before sunrise aer pro-

longed periods of invisibility (due to its proximity/conjunction with the Sun). is

concept was familiar to siddhāntic authors; e.g., Sūryasiddhānta .1 stated similar

definitions of the heliacal rising and seing of celestial bodies. is phenomenon

required the presence of the horizon around which the visibility (or the invisibility)

of the planets is gauged, and hence the identification of the Lokālokamountain as the

astronomical horizon at the edge of the celestial sphere lacks in its definition. When

the entire universe is contained within the celestial sphere, the Lokāloka mountain

(or essentially, the astronomical horizon) can no longer divide the seeing and not-

seeing of any planet and hence it is a false identification. In fact, Parameśvara in his

Goladīpikā .5–6 tries a beer identification of the mountain. He says, in the ‘view

of the śāstras’, planets become visible when they rise above the terrestrial horizon

around the Earth’s centre and are invisible below it on account of being hidden by

the Earth’s body [S 1957, p.73]. However, he adds that only those planets that

rise above the surface of the Earth, i.e., the visible geographic horizon (kṣitipṛṣṭhāt
ūrdhvagā gṛhā) are seen by an observer, whereas those planets below the surface of

the Earth or the visible geographic horizon (kupṛṣṭhato'dhogatā gṛhā) are not visible.

On a grammatical note, the verb jaguḥ (    form of

√gai, cl. ) can be translated literally as ‘sang’; however, in the context of this text,

the meaning ‘declared’ (or ‘proclaimed’) suits the narrative; the quality of singing in-

dicates a boldness and certainty that accompanies the author’s voice as he declares

the aphorisms. rough this text several instances are found where Nityānanda

uses jaguḥ to convey the opinion of scholars in an astute manner e.g., V [86]

or V [109].

3.3.5 N̅’    U̅ 

kṣitijam eva bhaved udayācalaś-
calati yena kujo'pi na nityaśaḥ ||

svaviṣaye'lpataraṃ hi yad antaraṃ
patati tac calane'pi khagodaye || 38 || drutavilambita

e eastern mountain (udayācala) is said to be just the horizon (kṣitija) because  38

it never moves anywhere i.e., it is always considered stationary . Yet whatever

longitudinal difference (antara) exists in one’s own country (viṣaya), even a small

amount, that difference affects movement of the rising of the planet (khagodaya)
sc. causes a change in rising times of the planet .
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In continuing his line of objection, Nityānanda now expresses his scepticism

about an eastern mountain (udayācala or udayagiri) identified with the terrestrial

horizon, presumably by the same wise men. According to Purāṇas, the Udaya moun-

tain was a fixed (acala) eastern mountain behind which the Sun would rise, effec-

tively the eastern horizon. However, the identification of this mountain with the

fixed terrestrial horizon (kṣitija) as opposed to one’s local geographic horizon im-

plied that the rising of the Sun would be identical at all places on the planar Earth.

Siddhāntic astronomy properly accounted for even small differences in the [heliacal]

rising times of the planets at different places on Earth as an effect brought about by

change in longitude (deśāntara). is apparent discrepancy between mathematical

astronomy and Purāṇic narrative is what I imagine drives Nityānanda to rhetori-

cally point out the incongruity (viṣama) of these two claims. e language of his

verse quite dexterously plays on the word cala ‘to move’ in its different morpholog-

ical forms of calana, acala, or calati to create an alliterative effect (lāṭānuprāsa) that
fits really well with the drutavilambita meter.

3.3.6 N̅’    S   M M

suvarṇaśailaṃ vipulonnataṃ ravis
tadīya kaṭyāṃ paritaḥ sadā bhraman ||

kathaṃ na kuryād dyuniśor vyavasthitiṃ
tadekapārśve vasatāṃ suparvaṇām || 39 ||vaṃśasthim

e Sun (ravi) is considered always wandering about Mt Meru (suvarṇaśaila), 39

the mountain with a large elevation (vipula-unnata), at its hip on all sides. How

could that not make the distinction (vyavasthiti) of day and night (dyuniśa) a daily

event for the gods (suparvan) living on one of its sides i.e., living on one of the faces

of Mt Meru ?⁴⁶

Nityānanda points out another contradiction (virodha) in two Purāṇic statements:

(i)e Purāṇas acknowledge the day and night (dyuniśa) period for the gods who live

on the celestial Mt Meru as six months of daylight and six months of darkness, and

(ii) the Sun revolves around the middle (hip) of Mt Meru, a mountain endowed with

enormous proportions that extends from the subterranean regions all the way to the

seventh world Brahmaloka [or Satyaloka] the abode of Lord Brahmā.⁴⁷

e first of these two Purāṇic assertions is considered true even by siddhāntic

standards when we associate the northern gods with the north pole, cf. S. 3.6.16.3.

⁴⁶e Purāṇas declare the arrangement of day and night for the gods living on Mt Meru is a biannual one
with their days lasting six months of the year and their nights being the other six months.

⁴⁷According to Viṣṇu Purāṇa .2.8–9, the height of Mt Meru is 100,000 yojanas with a subterranean depth
of 16,000 yojanas and an elevation of 84,000 yojanas above the surface of the Earth. A discussion of its
geometry (according to Purāṇic sources) can be found at S. 1.3.3.
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However, the second of the two statements above contracts the first one. According

to the Purāṇas, the day and nights are brought about by the daily movement of the

Sun aroundMtMeru, i.e., the nights are brought about by the Sunmaking its way be-

hind this enormousmountain.⁴⁸ If this were to be true, the gods [and demi-gods] who

live on the northern face of Mt Meru would experience daylight and night periods

within every nychthemeron (24 hours), as opposed to the alternating six-monthly

periods of perpetual light and perpetual darkness claimed elsewhere in the Purāṇas.

Nityānanda realises this contraction, and much like his fellow siddhāntic authors,

questions this disparity between Purāṇic statements in his rhetoric.

3.3.7 J̅̅      (̣̅̅)

kṣārāmbudhiḥ kṣitikaṭīsthitamekhaleva
vyāso 'sya yojanaśataṃ munibhiḥ pradiṣṭaḥ ||

tasmād udīci kudale sakale 'sti jambū-
dvīpaṃ paratra kudale tu parāṇi ṣaṭ syuḥ || 40 || vasantatilakā

e saline ocean (kṣārāmbudhi) is like the girdle situated at the hip of the Earth  40

(kṣiti-kaṭī ). Its width (vyāsa) is decreed by the sages as one hundred yojanas. ere-

fore, the island-continent of Jambūdvīpa is in the entire northern half of the Earth,

whereas the other six island-continents are in the other half of the Earth i.e., in

the southern hemisphere .

Following the series of objections to Purāṇic views, Nityānanda now begins de- 

scribing the physical geography of Earth (Bhūloka or Bhūmaṇḍala) mentioned in

the Purāṇas; however his telling of this tale is a story of accommodation. e Bhū-

maṇḍala of the Purāṇas was a flat disk-like region of enormous extent with increasing
sizes of concentric rings of oceans and annular island-continents extending radially

outwards from the central island-continent of Jambūdvīpa, cf. S. 1.3.3. Nityā-

nanda’s description of these oceans and island-continents finds him a lile lacking

in exaggeration as he follows a siddhāntic tradition and fits them onto a ‘spherical

Earth’.

According to him, the first saline ocean (kṣāra-ambudhi) is located around the

terrestrial equator, encircling it like a ’girdle adorning the hip of the Earth’, and

having the width of 100 yojanas. e size of Nityānanda’s saline ocean is signif-

icantly smaller than what is said in the Purāṇas: for example, the Śrīmad Bhāga-
vata .1.32–33 says of the seven island-continents extending from the central Jambū-

⁴⁸is is one of the mithyājñāna ‘false views’ that Lalla counters in his Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra .10–15 by
affirming the shadow of the Earth causes nights as opposed to the Purāṇic notion of the Sun being occulted
by Mt Meru every day. Also, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .12 aacks this Purāṇic
view in his own laconic manner.
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dvīpa ‘each island is twice as large as the one preceding it’, «teṣāṃ parimāṇaṃ pūr-
vasmāt pūrvasmād uara uaro yathā-saṅkhyaṃ dvi-guṇa-mānena bahiḥ samanta-
ta upakḷptāḥ» (.1.32) [P̅ 1975a, pp.59–60] and ‘all the islands are com-

pletely surrounded by these oceans, and each ocean is equal in breadth to the is-

land it surrounds’, «…jaladhayaḥ sapta dvīpa-parikhā ivābhyantara-dvīpa-samānā
ekaikaśyena yathānupūrvaṁ saptasv api bahir dvīpeṣu pṛthak parita upakalpitās teṣu
jambv-ādiṣu…» (.1.33) [P̅ 1975a, p.61], effectively equating the size of

the saline ocean to the inner continent of Jambūdvīpa it encircles. e measure of

the innermost island continent of Jambūdvīpa is stated as 100,000 yojanas; e.g., in
Viṣṇu Purāṇa .3.28, effectively meaning the first saline ocean is of the same mea-

sure of 100,000 yojanas. Nityānanda on the other hand assigns a mere 100 yojanas to
this saline sea; however, he increases the credibility of his measure by shiing the

agency of this decree to the sages (muni).

Following this, he describes the position of the innermost island-continent of

Jambūdvīpa as covering the entirety of the northern part of the Earth, and the other

six island-continents located elsewhere in the southern part of the Earth. His state-

ment here falls into place with what other siddhāntic authors have said, for example,

Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .21 or Jñānarāja in his Siddhānta-
sundara (golādhyāya), 41. In fact, Jñānarāja’s choice of words for describing the

ocean of salt-water as «mekhalāvasthitasya» ‘a girdle’ around the Earth resounds in

Nityānanda’s choice of words to create the simile (upamā), cf. [K 2008, p.83].

As a side note, the word vyāsa is a technical word meaning ‘diameter’ [of a cir-

cle]; however, in the current context ‘width’ or ‘breadth’ seems beer suited in the

translation as Nityānanda does not imply a geometric constraint.

3.3.8 T    E (̅)

3.3.8.1 T     

kṣārābdhiḥ payasāṃ sindhus
tato dadhighṛtāmbudhī ||

ikṣumadyārṇavau svādu-
sindhuḥ saptābdhayo'tra vai || 41 ||anuṣṭubh (śloka)

e ocean of salt-water (kṣāra-abdhi), the ocean of milk (payas-sindhu), aer 41

that the oceans (ambudhi) of yoghurt (dadhi) and clarified buer (ghṛta), the oceans

(arṇava) of sugar-cane juice (ikṣu) and wine (madya), and finally the ocean of sweet

water (svādu-sindhu) are then the seven oceans (sapta abdhi) indeed.
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Nityānanda now lists the arrangement of the seven concentric oceans that sep- 

arate the seven continents in an annular manner, as drawn in F. 3.19. In a se-

rial order starting from the innermost ocean of salt-water (kṣāra), he mentions the

oceans of milk (payas), yoghurt (dadhi), clarified buer (ghṛta), sugar-cane juice

(ikṣu), wine (madya), and the final ocean of sweet water (svādu). e description

of the seven concentric oceans that encircle the central island-continent of Jambūd-

vīpa and extend radially outwards mutually separating the other six continents is

found in several siddhāntic texts, for example, Lalla’s Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra .1–3;

Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .32; Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .22–
23; and even Jñānarāja’s Siddhāntasundara (golādhyāya), 39. ese seven oceans ex-

tend from the equatorial regions (with the saline ocean) all the way to the southern-

most city of Vaḍavānala (encircled by the ocean of sweet water). In fact, authors like

Bhāskara use these oceans to weave the Purāṇic description of divine abodes (and

its associated mythology) into a conventional siddhāntic discourse, vide Bhāskara’s

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .22 where he calls the ocean of milk (payas-abdhi)
the ‘birth place of the Moon and Lakṣmī’, and also one of ‘Lord Vāsudeva’s favourite

residence’, [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.116]. While Nityānanda’s listing of these

oceans is lot more prosaic, his lexicon of the words adbhi, ambudhi, arṇava and

sindhu as synonyms for ocean is certainly notable.

Figure 3.19: e schematic representation of the seven concentric oceans (sapta-
abdhi) and the seven annular island-continents (dvīpa) as described by Nityānanda.
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3.3.8.2 R     

teṣāṃ madhye kṣārasindhuḥ mahīyān
vyakṣo deśaḥ procyate so'yam eva ||

tasmād alpālpapramāṇāḥ pare syuḥ
svalpo 'tyantaṃ saptamaḥ svādusindhuḥ || 42 ||śālinī

Among them, the saline ocean (kṣāra-sindhu) is the greatest. e equatorial re- 42

gion (vyakṣa-deśa) is said to be this very saline ocean . Beyond that, their extents

are progressively smaller: the seventh ocean of sweet water (svādu-sindhu) is the

smallest of them all.

Following from the previous verse, Nityānanda now describes the sizes of these

oceans, starting from the largest saline ocean (kṣāra-sindhu) that forms the equatorial

ocean. e sizes of the next six successive oceans are smaller and smaller up to the

seventh outermost ocean of sweet water (svādu-sindhu), which is the smallest of

them all in extent. e use of the word mahīyān to refer to the kṣāra-sindhu (saline

ocean) is consistent with what is seen in the Sūryasiddhānta (bhūgolādhyāya, v.36),
where the term mahārṇavaḥ is used to refer to the ocean of salt-water that forms the

equatorial ocean; however, when compared to the Purāṇic description of the sizes of

these seven concentric annular oceans, we find a complete reversal. As we saw in

V [40], according to Purāṇic sources, the sizes of the concentric annular oceans

are meant to be commensurate to the size of the island-continents they encircle. To

see this in numbers, T 3.4 shows their measures in yojanas as described in Viṣṇu
Purāṇa : ,  .

ese massive numbers can help us see the difficulty siddhāntic authors must

have faced when accommodating Purāṇic cosmography into their own works. Any

aempt at reconciliation of Purāṇic ideas of terrestrial geography and cosmography

with siddhānticmathematical astronomywould have required a significant reduction

in the sizes and distance of objects and Nityānanda, in keeping with other siddhāntic

authors, makes similar aempts as we will see throughout this section.
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O (samudra) E
IC
(dvīpa)

W (vyāsa)
 O 
IC

Salt-Water (kṣāra–abdhi) Jambūdvīpa 100,000 yojanas

Sugar-cane juice (ikṣu–samudra) Plakṣadvīpa 200,000 yojanas

Wine (surā–samudra) Śālamalidvīpa 400,000 yojanas

Clarified buer (sarpis-samudra) Kuśadvīpa 800,000 yojanas

Curd (dadhimaṇḍoda–samudra) Krauñcadvīpa 1,600,000 yojanas

Milk (dughdha–samudra) Śākadvīpa 3,200,000 yojanas

Sweet-Water (svādūdaka–samudra) Puṣkaradvīpa 6,400,000 yojanas

Table 3.4: Table representing the sizes of the seven concentric, annular oceans ac-
cording to the Purāṇas.

3.3.9 L  Ṿ̅    (̅̅)

svādūdakāntar vaḍavānalo'sti
vasanti daityā iha merumūle ||

pātālalokā dharaṇīpuṭasthāḥ
prakāśitāḥ sarpamaṇiprakāśaiḥ || 43 || ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

ākhyānakī (bhadrā)

Vaḍavānala is in themiddle of the ocean of sweet water (svādūdaka-sindhu) and  43

the daityas live in this place at the root of Mt Meru. e netherworlds (pātāla-lokas)
situated in the concavity of the Earth (dharaṇī-puṭa) are illuminated with the bright-

ness of the jewels (maṇi) worn by the sarpas.⁴⁹

In this verse, Nityānanda describes the position of the southern cardi- 

nal city of Vaḍavānala and the netherworlds (pātāla lokas). In the tradi-

tion of siddhāntic authors like Lalla (Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra .3) «svādūdaḥ
syād dakṣiṇe vāḍavo'smin» or Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .23)

«svādūdakāntarvaḍavānalo'sau», Nityānanda also places the city of Vaḍavānala in

the outermost ocean of sweet water (svādūdaka-sindhu).⁵⁰ Interestingly, some of

these siddhāntic authors placed the city of Vaḍavānala at the root of Mt Meru (con-

sidered as the south pole), with the demons (daityas)⁵¹ inhabiting these southern

⁴⁹e sarpas, also known as nāgas, are the zoomorphic deities (human head on a serpent’s body) that inhabit
the subterranean capital city of bhogavatī in nāgaloka, a region of the netherworld (pātāla).

⁵⁰Vaḍavānala (also referred to as Vaḍabānala or Vaḍabāgni) is considered to be the southernmost place on
Earth, typically associated with the mythological submarine fires of the lower southern region (under the
oceans) that are fabled to emerge from the cavity of the mare’s mouth [the word vaḍaba implies a male
horse resembling a mare].

⁵¹e daityas (also sometimes referred to as asura or dānavas) were the race of divine beings considered as
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regions, cf. Lalla (Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .3); Śrīpati (Siddhāntaśekhara .30);

or Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .17).

e Pātāla-lokā or netherworld was last amongst the seven subterranean regions

(hells) under the surface of the Earth, the other six being : Atala, Vitala, Nitala, Ga-
bhastimat,Mahātala and Sutala, cf. Viṣṇu Purāṇa .5.2; however, sometimes the word

pātāla-loka was synonymously employed for the entire lower subterranean regions

(or hells). According to the Śrīmad Bhāgavata .24.12 «yatra hi mahāhi-pravara-
śiro-maṇayaḥ sarvaṃ tamaḥ prabādhante ||» ‘Many great serpents reside there with

gems on their hoods, and the effulgence of these gems dissipates the darkness in all

directions’ [P̅ 1975b, p.383]. is view is repeated by Nityānanda when

he declares pātāla-loka as the abode of the serpent-race (Nāgas) and hence referred

to as Nāgaloka. Previous authors like Bhāskara have also repeated the Purāṇic senti-

ments in praising these subterranean paradises, cf. Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya),
.23–24.

Nityānanda says that the netherworlds (pātālalokas) lies in the concavity of

the Earth (dharaṇī-puṭa) and are illuminated by serpentine jewels. is vivid de-

scription chimes with the words of Jñānarāja, who write in his Siddhāntasundara
(golādhyāya, 61) «bhūsampuṭe sapta puṭāni garbhe tānīha pātālasamāhvayāni || eteṣu
nāgendraphaṇāmaṇīnaprakāśataḥ paśyati nāgalokaḥ ||» ‘In the hemisphere of the

Earth, in the interior, are seven hollow spaces; they are called the pātālas. In these,

the world of serpents is seen due to the sun[-bright] light of the gems on the hoods

of the great serpents.’ [K 2008, p.87].

3.3.10 T    E (̅)

3.3.10.1 R       

dvayor dvayor antaragaṃ samudrayor
udāhṛtaṃ dvīpaṃ udārabuddhibhiḥ ||

mahad yad ādyaṃ param alpam alpakaṃ
tato'sti ṣaḍdvīpam ilādalaṃ param || 44 ||vaṃśastha

Between each pair of oceans, an island-continent (dvīpa) is declared by those 44

with great wisdom. What is the greatest island-continent , that is the first i.e.,

Jambūdvīpa , beyond that, the island-continents are progressively smaller. Con-

sequently, the other half of the Earth (ilā-dala) i.e., the southern hemisphere

possesses six island-continents (ṣaḍ-dvīpa).

the children of Diti and Kaśyapa. eywere generally thought to bemalevolent and in constant opposition
to the benevolent gods (devas).
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Nityānanda now describes the seven annular island-continents between the 

seven annular oceans. Each of these seven island-continents, starting from the in-

nermost island of Jambūdvīpa and extending radially outwards, lies between a pair of

concentric oceans surrounding it on its inner and outer rings as seen in F. 3.19. e

widths of these annular island-continents gets smaller extending outwards from the

largest central continent of Jambūdvīpa. According to the Purāṇas, the sum of the

measures of the island-continents and the oceans of the bhūmaṇḍala is around 500

million yojanas, vide Viṣṇu Purāṇa .4.96 «pañcāśaṭkoṭivistārā seyamurvī mahā-
mune». ese reality of these measures has been challenged as a ‘wrong view’

(mithyājñāna) by authors like Lalla in his Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .30; Śrīpati in

his Siddhāntaśekhara .24; and even Bhāskara, who in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .14–
16 cleverly uses proportionality arguments to deny the paurāṇikas their immense

dimensions of the Earth.

Interestingly enough, the first real justification for the differences in the Purāṇic

and the siddhāntic texts comes in Jñānarāja’s Siddhāntasundara (golādhyāya), 76
where he states «paurāṇikaiḥ samuditāḥ pṛthivīgraharkṣasaṃsthānamānagatayaḥ
paramārthatastāḥ || kalpāntare tu kila samprati kālabodhaśāstroditāḥ samutibhiḥ
pariveditavyāḥ || 76 ||» ‘e shapes, measures, and motions of the Earth, planets, and

stars given by the followers of the Purāṇas, which are ultimately true, are indeed for

another kalpa. Now, [in this present kalpa,] the [shapes, and so on of the Earth, and

so on] given in the treatises that give knowledge of time [i.e., jyotiḥśāstra] are to be

thoroughly studied by the wise’, [K 2008, p.92]. Jñānarāja uses the notion of

kalpa-bheda (or kalpāntara), in this instance considered as the exegetic differences in

terrestrial geography and celestial astronomy during different cyclical time periods

or kalpas, as the reason for the difference in the dimensions. In another verse from

the same text (ibid. v.19), he again invokes a different interpretation of the concept of

kalpa-bheda by saying «…ubhayavibhayoḥ syādaikyamīḍyairvicāraiḥ kvacidapi yadi
bhedaḥ kalpabhedena vedyaḥ ||» ‘ere is oneness of both creation [accounts when

examined] with laudable reflections. If [however] there is a difference in some place,

it is to be understood through kalpabheda.’ K [2008]. In this case, the kalpa-
bheda accounts for the difference in the two ‘creation accounts’, viz., the siddhāntic

text presented by Jñānarāja in his Siddhāntasundara and the Vedic prose he quotes

from the sixth khaṇḍa of the Śatapathabrāhmaṇa.

Following his predecessors, Nityānanda conservatively estimates the sizes of the

continents in such a manner that they all fit on the sphere of the Earth. e size

of the first continent i.e., the central Jambūdvīpa that forms the northern hemi-

sphere, cf. V [40], is very large; however beyond that, all the six continents

(ṣaṭ-dvīpa) aremade to fit in the distant southern hemisphere. Without giving any di-

rect measure, Nityānanda manages to inform us of the relatively small sizes of these
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six island-continents. e grammatical construction in the first pāda of his verse

shares remarkable similarity with Bhāskara’s equivalent statement in his Siddhānta-
śiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .25) «dvayor dvayor antaram ekam ekaṃ samudrayor dvī-
pam udāharanti ||» It seems like the need to conform to tradition and a sense of

canonical completion are driving his own siddhāntic encore of Purāṇic geography.

3.3.10.2 T     

śākaṃ ca śalmalaṃ kauśam
krauñcaṃ gomedapuṣkare ||

saptamaṃ jāmbavaṃ dvīpaṃ
bhūgolārdhe vyavasthitam || 45 ||anuṣṭubh (śloka)

e six island-continents are: Śāka, Śalmala, Kauśa, Krauñca, Gomeda, [and] 45

Puṣkara. e seventh island-continent is the Jambūdvīpa situated entirely in one-

half of the sphere of the Earth (bhūgolā) [i.e., in the northern hemisphere].

e seven island-continents, beginning from the central Jambūdvīpa and ex-

tending radially outwards are Śākadvīpa, Śalmaladvīpa, Kauśadvīpa, Krauñcadvīpa,

Gomedadvīpa and Puṣkaradvīpa as seen in F. 3.19. Nityānanda places these

island-continents (in relation to the oceans between them) in the same order as

Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .25) and Jñānarāja (Siddhāntasundara,
golādhyāya, 42). Lalla in his Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .1–3 and Śrīpati in his

Siddhāntaśekhara .33 have the same order of the annular oceans as Nityānanda;

however, they enumerate these island-continents (going radially outwards from the

central innermost Jambūdvīpa) as Śākadvīpa, Kauśadvīpa, Krauñcadvīpa, Śalmalad-

vīpa, Gomedadvīpa and Puṣkaradvīpa.

According to the Purāṇas, the names of the continents are derived from the pre-

dominant kinds of particular trees, grass, mountains or birds that proliferated in

these continents. A tentative list of their Purāṇic nomenclature is shown below –

1. Jambūdvīpa – Named aer the rose apple tree or black plum tree (Jambū).

2. Śākadvīpa – Named aer the teak tree (Śāka) or the Pine tree.

3. Śalmaladvīpa – Named aer the silk coon tree or Bombax tree (Śālmala).

4. Kauśadvīpa – Named aer the kuśa grass.

5. Krauñcadvīpa – Named aer the curlew (bird species) (Krauñca) or the moun-

tain called Krauñca.

6. Gomedadvīpa – Named aer the Ficus religiosa tree (Plakṣa) . Also known as

Plakṣadvīpa.
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7. Puṣkaradvīpa – Named aer the blue lotuses (puṣkara) or the Maple tree.

3.3.11 T     J̅̅

laṅkāpurīto'pi kuberadikstho
himācalo nāma nagādhirājaḥ ||

praakpaścimāmbhonidhisīmadairghyas
tato'py udīcyām iha hemakūṭaḥ || 46 || ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

ākhyānakī (bhadrā)

eking of mountains (naga-adhirāja) called Himācala is situated in the northern  46

direction (kuberadik) from the city of Laṅkā and extends between the eastern and

western boundaries of the ocean (ambhonidhi). e Hemakūṭa mountain is further

beyond that i.e., beyond the Himācala mountain in the north.

tadvat paraṃ niṣadhaśaila udīcibhāge
siddhāt purād girir udak prabhavet purāvat ||

śṛṅgī ca śukla iti nīlagiriḥ krameṇa
teṣāṃ dvayor vivaradeśagataṃ ca varṣāḥ || 47 || vasantatilakā

In a similar manner, the Niṣadha mountain (śaila) is further beyond that i.e.,  47

beyond the Hemakūṭa mountain] in the northern part. Likewise, from the city of

Siddhapura, mountains are also seen to the north in the order of the Śṛṅgī, the Śukla

and the Nīlagiri mountains . e varṣas (physiographic regions) are situated in the

intermediate space between the pair of them.

In the two verses above, Nityānanda states the arrangement of the mountain 

ranges that occupy the central island continent of Jambūdvīpa. As we saw in

V [40], the central island continent of Jambūdvīpa was meant to encompass the

entire northern regions of the Earth—beginning from the equatorial regions and ex-

tending up to the north pole. It was encircled by the saline ocean (kṣārāmbudhi) on
all sides. Before beginning the description of the physical geography of this central

continent, it is helpful to appreciate the Purāṇic context in which this description

is set: the island-continent of Jambūdvīpa is considered as a flat disk as opposed

to being a convex hemisphere on the globe of the Earth. In S. 3.2.6, Nityānanda

refers to the four equatorial cities of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi, Siddhapurī and Romaka, along

with the two polar locations of Mt Meru and Vaḍavānala, as the six cardinal cities

that remainmutually orthogonal on the spherical Earth (bhūgola). To understand the

picture of a planar disk-like island-continent of Jambūdvīpa, entirely encircled by the

saline ocean kṣārābdhi and occupying the northern part of the Earth, we may think

of a stereographic projection of the spherical Earth, viewed from a polar aspect as

seen in F. 3.20. is picture then helps us understand Nityānanda’s identification
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of the Purāṇic geographic features with cardinal locations of the bhūgola, in particu-

lar the central location of the polar Mt Meru and the circumferential location of the

four cardinal equatorial cities of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi, Siddhapurī and Romaka.⁵²

Figure 3.20: e stereographic projection of the north pole and equatorial cardinal
cities of bhūgola from a polar aspect.

Nityānanda starts V [46] by describing the northern mountain-ranges that

extend north of Laṅkā towards the central polar location of Mt Meru in Jambūdvīpa.

e first along this northern journey is the mountain range of Himācala (also known

as the Himālayamountains, quite literally, the snow-coveredmountains) and the sec-

ond is the mountain called Hemakūṭa. e Himācala mountain, we are told, extends

from the eastern to the western shores of the saline ocean surrounding the continent

of Jambūdvīpa and is considered the ‘king of all mountains’ (naga-adhirāja).

In V [47], Nityānanda continues describing the northern mountains (going

from the city of Laṅkā towards the polar Mt Meru) and identifies the furthest north-

ernmost mountain (beyond Hemakūṭa) as Niṣadha. In a similar manner, if one ap-

proaches the polar Mt Meru beginning from the equatorial city of Siddhapura (an-

tipodal to Laṅkā), they would encounter, in succession, the mountains called Śṛṅgī,

⁵²While this projective picture is meant to assist us as modern reader to appreciate Nityānanda’s writ-
ing, it in no way suggests that this is what Nityānanda himself thought. In S. 3.2.7, S. 3.2.9, and
S. 3.2.10, we saw Nityānanda using the idea of a spherical Earth and establishing the cardinal cities
in their fixed mutually orthogonal positions on the sphere. In S. 3.2.10.1, he placed the north pole of
Mt Meru in the ‘middle of the surface of the Earth’ and declared the arrangement of the other equatorial
cities along the cardinal directions—all separated by a ‘quarter of the Earth’ from Mt Meru. is exercise
of rotating his central aspect on the sphere and distributing the six orthogonal locations accordingly does
suggest Nityānanda had knowledge of spherical orientation; however, in describing the planar disk-like
Earth of the Purāṇas, there is no evidence that he used any form of formal projective geometry. e ex-
tension of the spherical surface to a planar one appears to be a simple maer of transferring names and
locations without any strict geometric conformality.
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Śukla (or Śveta) and Nīla. ese mountain ranges effectively segregate the continen-

tal mass of Jambūdvīpa into different ‘geographic regions or countries’ called varṣas.
Other siddhāntic authors like Lalla (Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .8–11) or Bhāskara

(Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .26–27) also describe an identical Purāṇic geogra-

phy of the different mountain ranges and their interior regions.

As a part of his lexicon, Nityānanda uses the word giri to imply amountain range,

despite declining it in the singular sense. Along with its synonymous word parvata,
it indicates a mountain as a composite of many parts, e.g., kulagiri ‘a chief mountain

range’. Also, the word varṣa refers to the geographic areas or regions within each of

these continents that are naturally separated from each other by mountain ranges.

is word along with other words like khaṇḍa ‘clime/region’, pradeśa ‘country’, kṣe-
tra (in its geographic context) ‘region’, nagara ‘town/city’, grāma ‘village’, loka ‘set-

tlement/realms/world’, śakala ‘region/area’ etc. is indicative of the ethnographic and

geographic divisions of the world as understood by scholars of that time. While

a modern English equivalent is suggested alongside the Sanskrit word, the seman-

tic synonymy is only approximate due to inherent differences in understanding the

physical and socio-cultural geography in two varied societies as well as the natural

polysemy of Sanskrit words.

On a rather interesting note, Nityānanda’s second pāda of V [46] that says

«himācalo nāma nagādhirājaḥ» to exemplify the Himācala mountain as the king of

mountains is identical to the opening line «himālayo nāma nagādhirājaḥ» (v.1) of

Kumārasambhava (c. fih century  ), a Sanskrit śravya mahākāvya (epic poem

worthy of recitation) composed by the greatest classical Sanskrit poet and dramatist

Kālidāsa.⁵³ Nityānanda’s obeisance to the Master is his verbatim repetition of the

Master’s voice—an observation that shows the extent of his literary education and

may have even earned him respect in the eyes of his readers of the time.

3.3.12 T ̣       J̅̅

bhārataṃ kinnaraṃ tasmād
dharivarṣaṃ yathottaram ||

laṅkāto'tha purāt siddhāt
kuruvarṣaṃ tathottaram || 48 || anuṣṭubh (śloka)

In the same way that the varṣas of Bhārata, Kinnara, and then Hari varṣa are  48

north of the city of Laṅkā, north of the city of Siddhapura are Kuru varṣa…

⁵³ I am grateful to Prof. Christopher Minkowski who pointed this out to me within moments of reading this
verse.
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hiraṇmayaṃ ramyakanāmakhaṇḍakaṃ
sumālyavatgandhagirī kramād atha ||

yamādikoṭyantapurāc ca romakād
udakkakupsthau ca purāṇasanmatau || 49 ||vaṃśastha

…Hiraṇmaya, and the region (khaṇḍa) named Ramyaka. e Sumālyavat and 49

Gandha mountain ranges (giri) are situated in the regions north of the cities of Ya-

makoṭi and Romaka respectively in the noble opinion of the Purāṇas.

With these two verses, Nityānanda describes the six different interior regions

(varṣas) that lie between the six northern mountain ranges describes in V [45]

and V [46]. Beginning from the equatorial city of Laṅkā and heading north-

wards towards Mt Meru the different regions are (i) Bhārata varṣa, extending from

the equatorial region up to the Himācala mountains; (ii) Kinnara varṣa (also referred

to as Kiṃpuruṣa varṣa) between the Himācala and Hemakūṭa mountains; and (iii)

Hari varṣa, the region beyond Kinnara varṣa between the Hemakūṭa and Niṣadha

mountains.

In a similar manner again, beginning from the antipodal equatorial city of Sid-

dhapurī and heading northwards towards Mt Meru, the different regions are (i) Kuru

varṣa (also called Uarakuru varṣa) extending from the equatorial region up to the

Śṛṅgī mountains; (ii) Hiraṇmaya varṣa between the Śṛṅgī and Śukla mountains; and

(iii) Ramyaka varṣa beyond Hiraṇmaya varṣa between the mountains of Śukla and

Nīla.

Additionally, Nityānanda refers to the ‘well disposed’ opinions of the Purāṇas as

he describes the two mountain ranges called Sumālyavat and Gandha that lie north-

wards (towards the polar Mt Meru) from the equatorial cities of Yamakoṭi [east of

city of Laṅkā] and the city of Romaka [west of city of Laṅkā] respectively. ese

two mountain ranges, on the eastern and western sides of a central Mt Meru have

an extent stretching between the mountain ranges of Niṣadha and Nīla. ey di-

vide the central northern region between Niṣadha and Nīla that includes the polar

mountain Mt Meru into three different regions (varṣas). A schematic representation

of the different mountain ranges and interior regions of Jambūdvīpa can be seen in

F. 3.21. As mentioned before, Nityānanda’s description of the physical geography

of Jambūdvīpa finds similar mention in earlier siddhāntic texts, for example, Lalla

(Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .12), or Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .28).
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3.3.13 T  ̣  J̅̅

niṣadhaparvatanīlanagāvadhī
bhavata uttaradakṣiṇagāminau ||

jaladhimālyavadantaravartti yat
tad iha bhadraturaṅgam akhaṇḍakam || 50 || drutavilambita

e Niṣadha mountain (parvata) and the Nīla mountain (naga) boundaries are  50

towards the north and south. What varṣa is situated between the ocean (jaladhi)
and the Mālyavat mountain, that is the entire Bhadraturaṅga varṣa .

gandhamādanapayodhimadhyagaṃ
yaj jagus tad iti ketumālakam ||

nīlagandhaniṣadhādrimālyavan-
madhyasaṃsthitam ilāvṛtaṃ budhāḥ || 51 || rathoddhatā

Wise men have declared the varṣa that lies between the ocean (payodhi) and  51

the Gandhamādana mountain as Ketumālaka and the central varṣa that is situated

between the Nīla, Gandha mādana , Niṣadha and Mālyavat mountains as Ilāvṛta.

With these two verses, Nityānanda describes the arrangement of the central 

mountain ranges and regions of Jambūdvīpa. e celestial Mt Meru considered as

the central polar mountain, the northern mountain range of Niṣadha and the south-

ern mountain range of Nīla form the boundary of the central regions of Jambūd-

vīpa. As seen in F. 3.21, the eastern and western mountain ranges of Sumālyavat

(also referred to as Mālyavat) and Gandha (also referred to as Gandhamādana) re-

spectively, divide this central land mass into three different regions (varṣas): (i) the
Bhadraturaṅga (also known as Bhadrāśva) between the eastern coast of the saline

ocean (kṣarāmbudhi) and the eastern Sumālyavat mountains; (ii) the Ketumālaka be-

tween thewestern coast of the saline ocean (kṣara-ambudhi) and thewestern Gandha

mountains, and (iii) the Ilāvṛta as the central regions bound by the Gandha, Niṣadha,

Mālyavat, and Nīla mountain ranges (going clockwise starting in the east). ese de-

scriptions are identical to what Lalla (Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .13) and Bhāskara

(Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .29) continue to mention in their own works.
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3.3.14 T  Ị̅ ̣  M M

ilāvṛtāvatra vasanti nirjarāḥ
sucārucāmīkarabhūtalānvite ||

ihaiva meruḥ kila madhyasaṃsthitaḥ
surālayaḥ kāñcanaratnavān giriḥ || 52 ||vaṃśastha

e immortals (nirjara) live here in Ilāvṛta, the varṣa endowed with beautiful 52

golden earth. Mt Meru is situated right in the middle; the mountain abounds in

gold (kāñcana) and precious stones (ratna) and is the abode of the gods (surālaya).

Nityānanda now describes the central region (varṣa) of Jambūdvīpa, the Ilāvṛta

varṣa as the land having beautiful golden earth and a place where the immortal gods

(nirjarā) live. e central polar Mt Meru, situated right in the middle of Ilāvṛta varṣa,
is made of gold and precious stones and is considered as the ‘abode of the gods’.

An identical description of the central Ilāvṛta varṣa of Jambūdvīpa is found in

several other siddhāntic texts like Lalla’s Śiśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .14, Śrīpati’s

Siddhāntaśekhara .45, and Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .30–31.
However, the Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa, .4.12 describes Jambūdvīpa as «dakṣinoarato
nimnāmadhye tuṅgāyatā kṣitiḥ ||» ‘[having] the earth […] sloping towards the south

and north and highly elevated in the middle’, effectively placing the central Ilāvṛta

varṣa in this ‘highly elevated’ land, while at the same time, describing Ilāvṛta varṣa
as «…śarāvākārasaṃstāromerumadhye ilāvṛte ||» (ibid.~.10.10) ‘…’the saucer-like ex-
tension in the body of Mt Meru’.

To get a beer picture of the geography of Jambūdvīpa as Nityānanda describes

it in V [46] through V [52], we can look at the drawing in F. 3.21. is

arrangement is fairly typical of the Purāṇic description of Jambūdvīpa with minor

variations in the names and order of these mountains and regions in the different

Purāṇas (and also the Mahābhārata, .7–9).

3.3.15 M M      

śrīmadviriñcijananāya vasuṃdharābje
paurāṇikā jagur amuṃ kila karṇiketi ||

yasmād dharā bhavati nābhisaroruhaṃ hi
puṃso virāja itaratra ṣaḍaṅgasaṃsthā || 53 ||vasantatilakā

ose well versed in the Purāṇas have declared that very mountain as the peri- 53

carp (karṇika) in the earth-lotus (vasuṃdharā abja) for the birth of Lord Brahmā (śrī-
mad viriñci) because the Earth (dharā) is the lotus emerging from the navel (nābhi-
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Figure 3.21: e schematic representation of the different mountains and varṣas of
the island-continent of Jambūdvīpa.

saroruha) of the supreme spirit (virāṭ-puṃān) i.e., Lord Mahā Viṣṇu ;⁵⁴ everything

else i.e., all the other worlds (lokās) in the cosmos (bhrahmāṇḍa) is arranged in the

six-limbs (ṣaḍ-aṅga-saṃsthā) of Lord Mahā Viṣṇu in his cosmic form (viśvarūpa) .

Purāṇic iconography represents Lord Brahmā (called Svayambhū) as the first be- 

ing born on the elevated pericarp (karṇika) of the lotus that sprouts from the navel of

Lord Mahā Viṣṇu (called Garbhodakaśāyī Viṣṇu).⁵⁵ is navel-lotus forms the Earth

(kṣiti ormahi) with Lord Brahmā resident on the raised centre of the flower (pericarp)

considered as the axis mundi or Mt Meru that rises towards the sky. Nityānanda pro-

vides an identical description of Mt Meru in V [53], equating it to the pericarp of

the navel-lotus (nābhi saroruha) emerging from Lord Mahā Viṣṇu and whose petals

signify the Earth (Bhūloka). is Earth-lotus (vasuṃdharā abja) is the birth place

of the creator Lord Brahmā and can be thought to constitute the Bhūloka ‘world of

⁵⁴e ‘navel-lotus’ is a Purāṇic reference to the lotus that bloomed out of the navel of Lord Mahā Viṣṇu
(Garbhodakaśāyī Viṣṇu) and contained the seed-case or pericarp (karṇika) upon which Lord Brahmā
(Svayaṃbhū) is thought to have been born.

⁵⁵ In Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava tradition, one plenary expansion of the Supreme Personality of Godhead Lord Kṛṣṇa
is Garbhodakaśāyī Viṣṇu that impregnates and permeates all universe(s) and gives rise to distinction in the
process of material creation. Brahmā is understood as the first living entity generated by Garbhodakaśāyī
Viṣṇu in the lotus that blossomed from his navel, earning him the epithet of Padmanābha (one with a
‘lotus-navel’).
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men’. Nityānanda, in concluding this verse, identifies all the other things (itaratra),
i.e., the ’collection of six’ other worlds (lokas) apart from the Bhūloka, the Bhuvar-

loka, the Svarloka, the Mahaloka, the Janaloka, the Taparloka, and the Satyloka (or

Brahmaloka) as being a part of the ‘six limbs’ (ṣaḍ-aṅga) of Lord Mahā Viṣṇu in his

cosmic form (viśvarūpa).

3.3.16 T        

viṣkaṃbhāgā mandaro gandhaśailo
vistīrṇādriḥ pārśvabhūbhṛt krameṇa ||

teṣu procuḥ ketuvṛkṣān munīndrā
nīpaṃ jambūṃ sadvaṭaṃ pippalaṃ ca || 54 ||śālinī

e buress mountains to Mt Meru are the Mandara mountain , the Gandha 54

mountain (śaila), Vistīrṇa mountain (adri), and the Pārśva mountain (bhūbhṛt) in or-

der. e chiefs of the sages (muna-indra) have declared the flag-like trees on these

mountains as the Kadamba (Nīpa), the Black plum (Jambū), the Indian fig or Banyan

(Vaṭa), and the Sacred fig (Pippala) respectively .

Nityānanda now states the four mountain ranges that act as the buress moun-

tains around the central Mt Meru. Beginning from the eastern side and going clock-

wise, Mt Meru is flanked with the mountains of Mandara (east side), Gandha (also

called Sugandha) to its south side,⁵⁶ the Vistīrṇa (also called Vipula) to its west side

and the Pārśva (also called Supārṣva) to its north side as seen in F. 3.22. Each of

these four mountain ranges, we are told, has a particular type of tree (as an emblem-

atic structure) that flags its identity as being distinct: the Mandara mountain has the

Kadamba tree [Neolamarckia cadamba], the Gandha mountain has the Black plum

(Jaṃbū) tree [Syzygium cumini] , the Vistīrṇa mountain has the Indian fig (Vaṭa) tree

[Ficus benghalensis], and Pārśva mountain has the Sacred Fig (Pippala or Aśvatha)

tree [Ficus religiosa].

A similar description of the supporting mountains (viṣkambhāgā) to Mt Meru is

found in earlier siddhāntic texts like Lalla’s Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra . 15,18, Śrī-

pati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .40, and Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya) .32.
Incidentally, the Purāṇic descriptions of the ordering (and names) of these moun-

tains are different: for example, the Viṣṇu Purāṇa arranges these buress mountains

around Mt Meru in the same order as Nityānanda’s description above; however, the

⁵⁶e Gandha mountain (with its homonyms Gandhamādana, Sugandha) that acts as the southern buress
mountain to Mt Meru (located in the central Ilāvṛta varṣa) is also the name of the western boundary
mountain (to the central Ilāvṛta varṣa). ese two mountain ranges, despite being identified by the same
name, are different in their positions on the Ilāvṛta varṣa.
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Figure 3.22: e schematic representation of the mountains, lakes, and forests of
Ilāvṛta varṣa.

Bhāgavata and Padma Purāṇas refer to these supporting mountains in the order (go-

ing clockwise from the east) Mandara, Merumandara, Supārśva, and Kumuda, [W

 1840,  6 on p.168]

Nityānanda quite oen used the word krameṇa to suggest a ‘regular’ or ‘serial

order’. In most case when directionality becomes important to consider, krameṇa
indicates starting from the east and moving clockwise. e auspiciousness of the

eastern direction (and the clockwise rotation around an object) appears to be a socio-

cultural practice in Hinduism and it continues in its practice to the current day, seen

in the act of pradakṣiṇa ‘circumambulation’ around sacred idols and temples.
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3.3.17 T J̅    J̅̅

yajjambūphalato'galad rasamayī jambūnadī prasrutā
yā yā tadrasamiśritā mṛd abhavat tat tat suvarṇaṃ sphuṭam ||

tasmād uttarataḥ samāgatanadīvāheṣu jāmbūnadaṃ
kiñcit kiñcid avāpyate'pi sikatāmadhye narair uttamam || 55 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

e flowing, juice-bearing Jambū river oozed from the fruit of that Black plum 55

tree (jambū-phala) and wherever the earth (mṛd) got mixed with that juice upon

contact , pure gold (sphuṭa-suvarṇa) came to be. Because of this, the best Jambūnada
gold is in flows of the confluent rivers from the north. Just the smallest amount of

that gold is obtained by men in the gravel or sand of that river .

In this verse, Nityānanda speaks of the most exquisite type of gold called Jambū-

nada found in sandy soil along the embankment of the Jambū river that flows from

the top of the Gandha mountain. As described previously, the southern buress

mountain to Mt Meru, the Gandha mountain, has the Black plum (Jambū) tree at

its crown. e Purāṇas give an enormous dimension for this tree: for example, the

Brahma Purāṇa  .23-24 says this emblematic tree has a height of 111

yojanas. e juice of the fruits of this tree oozes and forms the source of the Jambū

river⁵⁷ and wherever this nectarine stream is mixed with loam and earth, it trans-

forms the soil into gold of the higher standard called Jambūnada, befiing the orna-

ments of the divine Siddhas according to the Viṣṇu Purāṇa. Nityānanda calls this

gold that flows in the confluent rivers from the north (around Mt Meru) as being

of the best kind. He adds that men, for their share, acquire meagre amounts of it

amongst the gravel and the sand much further downstream.

e description of this divine gold is also found in Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
(golādhyāya .33) where, in addition to the description of Jambūnada, he praises

the flavoured waters of the Jambū river with the word «…tad ataḥ surasiddhasaṅghā
śaśvat pibanty amṛtapānaparāṅgamukhās tam ||» ‘[…this juice is of so exquisite a

flavour that] the multitude of the immortal Gods and Siddhas, turning with distaste

from nectar, delight to quaff this delicious beverage.’ [W  Ś̅̅ 1861,

p.118].

⁵⁷e Viṣṇu Purāṇa describes the fruit of the Jambū tree to be ‘as large as elephants’ and the Jambū river
as originating from the juice of these fruits which, upon ripening, fall on the ground and give rise to the
stream of nectar. is ‘nectar-like water’ is enjoyed by the inhabitants of the land, and as a consequence
of drinking that juice, they remain in the best of health and free of all malodorousness.
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3.3.18 T       

viṣkambhaśaileṣu vanāni caitra-
rathaṃ tathā nandananāmadheyam ||

dhṛtyākhyavaibhrājakasaṃjñite ca
sarāṃsy athaiteṣu yathā krameṇa || 56 || ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

ākhyānakī (bhadrā)

e four forests (vana) in the four buress mountains (viṣkambha śaila) of  56

Mt Meru are called Caitraratha, Nandana, Dhṛti and Vaibhrājaka. e four lakes

(saras) in these forests are respectively:

aruṇamānasake ca mahāhradaṃ
sitajalaṃ punar eṣu vilāsibhiḥ ||

suratakelisamākulamānasāḥ
svapatibhiś ca ramanty amarāṅganāḥ || 57 || drutavilambita

Aruṇa, Mānasa, Mahāhrada and Sitajala. e celestial nymphs (amarāṅganā),  57

their minds filled with dalliance, repeatedly sport with their frolicsome lords in the

waters of these lakes.

In these two verses, Nityānanda describes the forests and the lakes that are found 

in the buress mountains (viṣkambha śaila) to Mt Meru (seen in F. 3.22). Starting

from the eastern mountain of Mandara and going clockwise, the different forests and

lakes are (i) the Caitraratha forest and lake Aruṇa to the east, (ii) the Nandana forest

and lake Mānasa to the south, (iii) the Dhṛti forest and lake Mahāhrada (also called

Mahābhadrā) to the west, and (iv) the Vaibhrājaka forest and lake Sitajala (also called

Sitoda or Śvetajala) to the north. Nityānanda adds that the waters of these lakes are

where the celestial nymphs (amarāṅganā) coqueishly play with their lords in a

seing that fills their minds with dalliance.

Typically, siddhāntic sources declare these lakes as beautifully adorned with lo-

tuses, birds and gold, cf. Lalla’s Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra . 16, 18. e forests

(or gardens) that are found on these hills have peculiar characteristics, for exam-

ple, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .34–35) states Caitraratha to

be of ‘varied brilliance’, Nandana to be the delight of apsarās (celestial nymphs),

Dhṛti as the giver of ‘refreshments to the gods’, and Vaibhrājaka as ‘resplendent’

[W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.118]. In fact, Bhāskara adds that the lakes (or reser-

voirs) found in these forests (gardens) have waters where ‘the celestial spirits, when

fatigued with their dalliance with their fair goddesses, love to disport themselves.’

«saraḥsu rāmāramaṇaśramālasāḥ surā ramante jalakelilālasāḥ ||» ibid. 34. is de-

scription of the amorous sporting of celestial beings in the waters of these lakes is

even found in Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .42.
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In Nityānanda’s verse, the use of the word mānasa in the third pāda of

V [57] appears as a pun (śleṣa) that plays on the name of Lake Mānasa and

also refers to the ‘minds of the celestial nymphs’. In fact, Nityānanda’s choices

of poetic figures (ālaṅkāra) to compose these verse are quite rich in themselves.

While the alliterations on the word yathā (pādānuprāsa) or the consonant na in

the word nandananāmadheyam (varṇānuprāsa) seen in V [56] are pleasant,

the terminal rhyme (antyānuprāsa) created by last two pādas of the V [57]—

«…samākulamānasāḥ…ramanty amarāṅganāḥ» — with the drutavilambita meter is

certainly very aractive and appealing.

3.3.19 T    M M

śṛṅgatrayaṃ kanakaratnamayaṃ sumerau
tasmin virañcihariśambhupurāṇi santi ||

indrāgnikālanirṛtāmbupavāyusome-
śānāṃ purāṇi tadadho'pi bhavanti cāṣṭau || 58 ||vasantatilakā

e three mountain summits on Mt Sumeru are made of gold and precious 58

stones. In them are located the cities of Lord Brahmā (virañci), Lord Viṣṇu (hari)
and Lord Śiva (śambhu). Beneath these three cities are the cites of the eight regents

of the directions (lokapālas): Indra, Agni, Kāla, Nairṛta, Ambupa, Vāyu, Soma and

Īśāna.

In keeping with traditional siddhāntic discourse, Nityānanda now describes the

abodes of different deities on the ornate peaks of Mt Meru (also referred to as Mt

Sumeru). Mt Meru is adorned with three golden and bejewelled summits, each of

them being the dwelling of one of the holy trinity (trimūrti) of the Hindu pantheon:

Lord Brahmā (virañci) the creator who lives in Brahmaloka (also called Satyaloka),

Lord Viṣṇu (hari) the preserver who lives in Viṣṇuloka (also called Vaikuṇṭha), and

Lord Śiva (śaṃbhu) the destroyer who lives in Śivaloka (also called Kailāsa). Below

these three mountain peaks are the cities of the eight regents of the directions –

• Indra (also called Śakra or Vāsava) the leader of the gods (devas) and the

guardian of the East who lives in Indraloka or Svarga,

• Agni the god of fire and guardian of the south-east who lives in Agniloka,

• Kāla (also called Yama) the god of time (also, god of death and justice) and

guardian of the south who lives in Yamaloka, sometimes identified with the

purgatorium for sinners (naraka),

• Nairṛta (also called Alakṣmi or Nirṛti) the goddess of darkness, poverty and

corruption, and the guardian of the south-west who lives in Nairṛtyaloka,
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• Aṃbupa (also called Varuṇa) the god of water and guardian of the west who

lives in Varuṇaloka,

• Vāyu (also called Pavana or Prāṇa) the god of wind and the guardian of the

north-west who lives in Vāyuloka,

• Soma (also called Kubera), sometimes identified with the Moon (candra), the
lord of wealth and guardian of the north who lives in Somaloka or Alakapura,

and

• Īśāna (sometimes identified with Śiva Rudra, the lord of prosperity and knowl-

edge) and guardian of the north-east who lives in Īśānaloka.

e deification of the eight directions as the eight regents or guardian entities

called lokapālas or aṣṭa-dikpāla was a standard practise in the Indian śastric tradi-

tion. In architectural science (vāstuśāstra), the propitious power of divine and natu-

ral forces was believed to be harnessed by constructing designs conformal to certain

symmetrical geometries. e elaborate paerns employed were oen symbolic of

the macrocosm (with its metaphysical and empirical constituents) and were ritualis-

tically depicted in the intricate drawings of the maṇḍalas and yantras. ese sacred

and esoteric yantras represented the eight directions as gates enclosing the bhūpura
(earth-city) that was essentially meant to contain and confine the internal structures.

e directions, being of astrological and astronomical significance, came to be associ-

ated with celestial regents or guardians that ensured the maintenance of the univer-

sal order (ṛta) of all things.⁵⁸ In the vaidika and tāntrika traditions, elaborate rituals

and practices were developed to propitiate the reigning deities of the different direc-

tions, and even within the study of Indian astral science (jyotiḥśāstra), this deified

identification of eight (cardinal and inter-cardinal) directions by the names of their

reigning lords became common practice. Nityānanda, in keeping with his predeces-

sors like Lalla (Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra . 19–20) and Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
(golādhyāya), .36), continued to make such references; e.g., the use of the word

kuberadik in V [22] to indicate the ‘direction of Kubera’ or ‘north’; śaśidik in

V [67] to ‘the direction of the Moon (Śaśi)’ or ‘north’; or the word yāmyadig in

V [115] to refer to the ‘direction of Yama’, or ‘south’.

⁵⁸e identifications of the cardinal directions with æolian deities can also be found in the Greek concept of
Anemoi (Ἄνεμοι) where these directional winds were associated with the weather paerns and seasonal
conditions.
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3.3.20 P   Ġ̅    

svarṇādrau patitā hi viṣṇupadato jātā caturdhā tato
viṣkambhācalamastakoparisarā prāptā catasro diśaḥ ||

gacantī girigahvarādiṣu raṭatkallolalolāmbubhṛt
sītākhyālakanandikā surasaric cakṣuḥ subhadrā kramāt || 59 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

eone born from the foot of Lord Viṣṇu, descended upon the goldenmountain 59

i.e., Mt Meru and from that place separating herself into four streams reached

the lakes (saras) beyond the summits of the four buress mountains (viṣkaṃbha-
acala) of Mt Meru , going through the mountains, caves etc. in the four direc-

tions and carrying roaring waves of rolling water. ese five rivers are Sītā,

Alakanandikā, Surasarit i.e., Gaṅgā , Cakṣu and Subhadrā respectively.

śambhor mastakabhūṣaṇāya vimalā muktāvalīvat sthitā
yā sopānaparampareva viditā svargonmukhānāṃ nṛṇām ||

yā viṣṇoś caraṇāmbujasya visaval lokatraye vistṛtā
sā gaṅgā hṛdayasthitā bhavatu me pāpaughavidhvaṃsinī || 60 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

e stainless one (vimalā), remaining similar to a pearl necklace (muktāvalī ) 60

of the head-ornament of Lord Śiva (śambhu), she who is known as the stair-

case (sopāna parampara) for men who desire heaven, she who is spread through

the three worlds (lokatraya) like filaments of the lotus-like feet (caraṇāmbuja) of

Lord Viṣṇu—may that river Gaṅgā, the destroyer of the flood of evil (pāpaugha-
vidhvaṃsinī ) abide in my heart.

With these two verses, Nityānanda extols the river Gaṅgā and describes the four

rivers that distribute from the Ganges and flow in the four cardinal directions re-

spectively. e river Gaṅgā (also called Surasarit or ‘the river of the gods’) emanates

from the lotus feet of Lord Viṣṇu⁵⁹ and descends upon the golden mountain MtMeru,

whereupon she divides herself into four streams and flows in the four cardinal direc-

tions, namely, the river Sītā (east), Alakanandikā [also called Alakanandā] (south),

⁵⁹ Purāṇic mythology describes the origin of the river Gaṅgā from the cosmic waters of the causal ocean
(kāraṇodaka). e Śrīmad Bhāgavata, ( 5,  ) [P̅ 1975b, pp.119–153] tells
the tale of Vāmana, the fih avatāra of Lord Viṣṇu as a dwarf Brahmin, who tricks King Mahābali into
promising three steps of land as alms. Upon securing this promise, the dwarf Brahmin enlarges himself
to gigantic proportions and strides over the three worlds, the Earth, the heavens and the netherworlds,
all with his feet in three steps (hence earning the epithet trivikrama ‘he who strides over the three worlds
in three steps’). While stepping across the entire heavens, the story speaks of a tear in the covering or
the universe caused by the le big toenail of Lord Viṣṇu (Vāmana) and as a result, the celestial waters of
the causal ocean entered the universe and become the river Gaṅgā. As the river Ganges descends into
the world, she first washed the feet of Lord Viṣṇu and hence she came to be known as Bhagavatpadī or
Viṣṇupadī.
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Cakṣu (west) and Subhadrā (north). In this journey along the four directions, the wa-

ters of the river Gaṅgā flow onto the peaks of the buressmountains (viṣkaṃbhācala)
to Mt Meru, cf. V [54], and beyond that, into the four lakes (saras), cf. V [57].

is flow of the river Gaṅgā as she journeys through mountains and caves creates

waves of rolling water (rapids) and give her descent the sound of a tumultuous and

turbulent roar.

In continuing his eulogy and prayer to the river Gaṅgā, Nityānanda uses several

traditional mythological epithets to describe her. Gaṅgā, as a deified embodiment of

the river, is considered (i) stainless (vimalā) like a pearl necklace (muktāvalī ) meant

to adorn the crown of Lord Śiva (śambhu),⁶⁰ (ii) the pathway or staircase for those

who desire heaven (sopāna parampara), (iii) the one who spreads herself through all

the three worlds (lokatraya) [the Earth, the heavens, and the netherworlds] like the

lotus-fibres (visa) of Lord Viṣṇu’s two lotus-feet (caraṇāmbuja), and (iv) the destroyer

of the flood of evil (pāpaugha-vidhvaṃsinī ).

Nityānanda’s description of Gaṅgā resounds remarkably with the Gaṅgāṣṭakam,

an eight-stanza hymn to Gaṅgā composed by the Advaita Vedāntic expounder

Adi Śaṅkarācārya in the eight century  . In the Gaṅgāṣṭakam, Śaṅkarācārya

refers to the river Gaṅgā as «svargasopānagaṅge» (v.1) ‘the stairway to heaven’,

«bhavalīlāmaulimāle tavāṃbhaḥ» (v.2) ‘[she who is] the garland on the head

of Lord Śiva [and remains there] for his happiness’, «kanakagiriguhāgaṇḍaśailāt
skhalantī » (v.3) ‘[she who] stumbles through the mountains, caves, and large

rocks [on her way] from Mt Meru’, «bhavataḥ pādodakaṃ pāvanam» (v.5)

‘[she who is] the purest holy waters washing the feet of Lord Viṣṇu’, and

«śambhujaṭāvibhūṣaṇamaṇīḥ» (v.5) ‘[she who is] the ornamental jewel adorning

the head of Lord Śiva’. In the Kalki Purāṇa  20 [B 1890,

p.127] we find river Gaṅgā extolled with the words «sumeruśikharābhidā nipatitā
trilokāvṛtā» (v6) ‘[she who] descended upon the peak of Mt Sumeru and then

spread throughout the three worlds’. Amongst other siddhāntic authors, Bhāskara

(Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .39 speaks similarly of the benevolent powers

of river Gaṅgā in his writings. In creating his laudation to this sacred river, Ni-

tyānanda’s composition is in itself rich with poetic figures and imagery; e.g., the

onomatopœia (śabdānukāraṇaṃ) in the word raṭatkallolalolāmbubhṛt in V [59]

conveys the ferocity of her movement as she advances ‘with rolling waves of roaring

water’, or the divine epithets (upākhyā) used to eulogise (stutivāda) her in V [60].

⁶⁰e reference to Gaṅgā being the jewelled ornament adorning the head of Lord Śiva comes from the
Purāṇic mythological story of her descent to Earth and being held in the maed locks of Lord Śiva (who
broke her fall from heaven and thereby saved the Earth from the full impact of her force). In fact, Lord
Śiva acquired the name Gaṅgādhara ‘[he who] holds the river Gaṅgā’ as a consequence of this.
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3.3.21 T   (̣̣)  Ḅ̅

aindraṃ khaṇḍam atho kaśeruśakalaṃ syāt tāmraparṇaṃ tato
vijñeyaṃ ca gabhastimādanam ataḥ khaṇḍaṃ kumārīti ca ||

nāgaṃ saumyam athāpi vāruṇam ataḥ prātyāṃ ca gandharvakaṃ
varṣe'sminn api bhārate nava sadā khaṇḍāni santi dhruvam || 61 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

e Aindra region (khaṇḍa), then the Kaśeru region (śakala), and beyond that, 61

the Tāmraparṇa region should be known; similarly the Gabhastimādana region

and the region of Kumārī; furthermore the regions of Nāga and Saumya; and

westwards from the next region of Vāruṇamat is Gandharvaka. Indeed in this

Bhārata varṣa, there are certainly always these nine regions (nava khaṇḍa).

Nityānanda now repeats the Purāṇic description of the nine divisions of Bhārata

varṣa (the southernmost region of Jambūdvīpa between the equatorial southern city

of Laṅkā and the northern Himācala mountain-range, vide F. 3.21). ese nine

portions (khaṇḍas ‘regions’ or perhaps ‘continents’) are listed as: Aindra, Kaśeru,

Tāmraparṇa, Gabhastimādana, Kumārī, Nāga, Saumya, Vāruṇamat, and Gandharva-

ka.

ese nine divisions of Bhārata varṣa are also mentioned by previous siddhān-

tic authors like Lalla in his Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra . 24; Śrīpati in his Siddhān-
taśekhara .46; and Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .41.

3.3.22 T  (̣)    Ḳ̣̅̅  Ḅ̅

viprakṣatriyavaiśyādi vyavasthā yā pṛthak pṛthak ||
kumārīkhaṇḍamadhyasthā dṛśyate netaratra sā || 62 ||upagīti

e arrangement of Brāhmaṇa (vipra), Kṣatriya, Vaiśya, etc. viz., the fourth 62

varṇa of Śudra , each separately, that is situated in the region of Kumārī of Bhārata

varṣa : that class-arrangement (varṇa-vyavasthā) is not seen anywhere else.

With this verse, Nityānanda speaks of the social class-division of men living in

the region (khaṇḍa) of Kumārī of Bhārata varṣa. In this region, all men are born

into one of the four principle classes (called varṇas): the Brāhmin (vipra) priests

(purohita) and teachers (ācārya or paṇḍita) who receive training in Vedas (vedajña);
the Kṣatriya kings (rājan) and warriors (satvan), Vaiśya merchants (vaṇigjana) and
artisans (śilpin); and the Śudra labourers (antyaja) andmenwho serve the other three

varṇas (haḍika). is division of men is only found in the Kumārī region of Bhārata

varṣa; elsewhere in the other eight divisions one can find the other foreign tribes

(mlecchas or kirātas) that are not bound to the caturvarṇāśrama, the order of the

four classes of men.
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Lalla in his Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .25; Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara
.47; and Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .42) have referred

to this class-based division of men who live in the regions of Kumārikā, calling all

other races of men (living elsewhere on the other eight divisions) as antyajājana,
men born into lower castes or outcasts of non-Aryan (anārya) descent.

3.3.23 T     Ḅ̅

saptaiva santi kulabhūmidharāḥ mahendraḥ
śuktis tathā malaya ṛkṣakapāriyātrau ||

sahyaḥ savindhya iha bhāratavarṣamadhye
proktāḥ purāṇavibudhair jagati prasiddhāḥ || 63 || vasantatilakā

ere are seven principle mountain-ranges (kulabhūmidharā): Mahendra, Śukti,  63

then Malaya, Ṛkṣaka and Pāriyātra, and Sahya along with Vindhya situated here

in Bhārata varṣa. ey are proclaimed to be well-known through the entire world

by the learned men of the Purāṇas.

In continuing with his Purāṇic geography, Nityānanda mentions the seven prin- 

ciple mountain ranges that lie within Bhārata varṣa: Mahendra, Śukti, Malaya,

Ṛkṣaka, Pāriyātra, Sahya, and Vindhya. He uses the word kulabhūmidharā, syn-
onymous with kulagiri (or kulācala), to refer to these seven chief mountain-ranges

that exists in each of the nine regions (varṣas) of Jambūdvīpa.

ese mountain ranges are also described by previous siddhāntic authors like

Lalla in his Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .25; Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara .47;

and Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .42.

3.3.24 T   ()    (Ḅ̣̅)

yad dvīpaṣaṭkaṃ khalu dakṣiṇasthaṃ
vyakṣāt sa bhūrloka iha prasiddhaḥ ||

saumyo bhuvarloka itaś ca meruḥ
svarloka uktaś ca purāṇavidbhiḥ || 64 || indravajrā

What indeed consists of six island-continents (ṣaṭ-dvīpa) and is situated south  64

of the equator (vyakṣa), that is the Bhūrloka is well-known here. Moreover, the

Bhuvarloka is situated north from here i.e., north of Bhūrloka and Mt Meru is

called Svarloka by the ones who know the Purāṇas.
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tataḥ paraṃ vyomni maho jano'tas
tapaś ca satyaṃ kila sapta lokāḥ ||

kecij jagur lokacaturdaśatvaṃ
adhaḥ sthitāḥ sapta tathordhvasaṃsthāḥ || 65 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – premā

In the heavens beyond that are seven worlds (sapta loka): Mahar, Jana, Tapas, and 65

Satya. Some people have proclaimed the existence of fourteen worlds (caturdaśa-
loka): seven situated below (adhas) and seven situated above (ūrdhva).

Nityānanda finishes his account of Purāṇic cosmography by describing the seven

worlds (sapta loka) going progressively higher above the Earth. According to Viṣṇu
Purāṇa  , each of these celestial regions is considered to be inhabited by

divine beings as follows:

1. Bhūrloka the terrestrial region or Earth;

2. Bhuvarloka the atmospheric region extending between the Earth and the Sun

and inhabited by munīs, siddhas, etc. ;

3. Svarloka the heavenly region above the Sun, extending up to the Pole star

(dhruva);

4. Maharloka the heavenly regions above the Pole star inhabited by Bhṛgu and

other saints;

5. Janaloka the heavenly region inhabited by Sanatkumāra, Sanaka, Sanātana,

and Sanandana [the four manasaputra] of Lord Brahmā;

6. Taparloka the heavenly region of penance inhabited by deified vairāgins (men-

dicants); and

7. Brahmaloka (or Satyaloka) the heavenly region of truth that forms the abode

of Lord Brahmā.

In his description of the first three worlds in V [64], Nityānanda describes the

Bhūrloka as the southern hemisphere of the Earth (ilādala) below the equator that

consists of the six island-continents (dvīpa), cf. V [44] where Nityānanda de-

scribed the six island-continents south of the equator and the exclusively northern

central island-continent of Jambūdvīpa. e Bhuvarloka is situated above the Bhūr-

loka, and the Svarloka is identified with Mt Meru. In first two pādas of V [65],

he names the remaining four lokas that make up the seven worlds. However, in

the last part of the verse, he mentions the existence of fourteen worlds (caturdaśa
loka) as held by some Purāṇic scholars: the seven terrestrial and heavenly worlds

(as seen above) and seven subterranean regions (worlds) below the Earth. ese
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seven netherworlds are mentioned in the Purāṇas as (i) Atala with its white soil, (ii)

Vitala with its black soil, (iii) Nitala with its purple soil, (iv) Gabhastimat with its

yellow soil, (v) Mahātala with its sandy soil, (vi) Sutala with its stony soil, and (vii)

Pātāla with its golden soil, vide Viṣṇu Purāṇa  . e different dānavas,
daityas, yakṣas, and nāgas inhabit these subterranean regions. A schematic represen-

tation of these different worlds (lokas) can be seen in F. 1.2 in S. 1.3.3. Similar

references to different cosmic lokas are found in earlier siddhāntic texts, like Lalla’s

Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .28–29; or Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara .48; or Bhāskara’s

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .43.

3.4 B̅: S   E – P II

3.4.1 T         L̇̅

laṅkāpure ravir udeti yadā tadānīṃ
madhyāhnasaṃjñasamayo yamakoṭipuryāṃ ||

siddhābhidhe'stasamayo 'tha sadā pratīcyāṃ
syād romake sphuṭataraṃ rajanīdalaṃ hi || 66 || vasantatilakā

When the Sun (ravi) rises i.e., sunrise udaya) in the city of Laṅkā, at that very  66

moment, the time is considered as midday (madhyāhna) in the city of Yamakoṭi and

sunset (asta) in the city called Siddhā (Siddhapurī). At that time, in the city of

Romaka to the west of Laṅkā the time is precisely midnight (rajanīdala).

With this verse, Nityānanda considers the description of Purāṇic geography com- 

pleted and returns back to his siddhāntic narrative in the section on the sphere of

Earth (bhūgola). In V [66], he declares the relative position of the Sun (and hence

effectively, the time of day) in the different equatorial cities. e spherical nature

of the Earth (bhūgola) implies the moment of sunrise in the city of Laṅkā (along its

eastern horizon) corresponds to midday in the eastern city of Yamakoṭi (90° east of

Laṅkā), sunset in the city of Siddhapurī (antipodal to Laṅkā) along its western hori-

zon, and midnight in the city of Romaka (90° west of Laṅkā) as seen in F. 3.23. An

identical description of the time of day in the different equatorial cities corresponding

to sunrise at Laṅkā is also mentioned in Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya)
.44.
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Figure 3.23: e relative time of the day for the equatorial cities of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi,
Siddhapurī, and Romaka corresponding to sunrise at Laṅkā.

3.4.2 D         

yatrodayo bhavati bhānumataś ca tatra
pūrvā diśāstam upayāti punaḥ sa yatra ||

pratyak tayos timikṛtā khalu dakṣinodak
tasmāt samastaviṣaye śaśidik sumeruḥ || 67 ||vasantatilakā

And where Sun (bhānu) rises (udaya), there is the eastern direction. Where, on 67

the other hand, it sets (asta) that is the western direction on the horizon . e

north-south direction is made as the figure of the fish (timi) of those two places .

erefore, in the entire world (viṣaya), Mt Sumeru is always to the north (śaśidik)
of one’s location .

Nityānanda now explains the method of determining the true north-southmerid-

ional direction at any place on the sphere of the Earth. Essentially, this relies on

drawing the arcs that determine the perpendicular bisector of the east-west line as

seen in F. 3.24. At any terrestrial location, the line joining the points on the horizon

where the Sun rises and where it sets determines the east-west line. e perpendic-

ular bisector to this line, formed by connecting the intersection of the two circular

arcs resembling the shape of a ‘fish’ (timi), helps determine the meridional direction

on the sphere of the Earth along its true north-south orientation. is bisector would

always haveMt Sumeru along its northern direction and hence, Mt Sumeru is always
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seen towards the north from any terrestrial [non-polar] place on the surface of the

Earth.

Figure 3.24: e schematic representation of the ‘fish-like’ intersecting circular arcs
determining the perpendicular bisector of the east-west line.

e Indian method of constructing a perpendicular bisector to a line segment us-

ing intersecting circular arcs drawn from the end points of the line segment—hence

tracing the outline of a fish (matsya or timi)—can be found in early mathematical

Vedāṅga texts like Śulba sūtras (Rules of the cord), a part of the Śrautasūtra or texts

dealing with the performance of various religious ceremonies and sacrifices, that dis-

cussed geometrical methods for the construction of fire altars. e Kātyāyana śulba
sūtra gives details regarding the method of determining the east-west line using the

forenoon and aernoon shadows of a gnomon along a locally flat surface [P

2009, p.19 and references therein], and further describes the method of intersecting

circular arcs creating the illusion of a fish-shaped figure (matysacitraṇam) in finding

the perpendicular bisector along the north-south direction.⁶¹

Nityānanda’s description in this verse is identical to the method prescribed by

Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (bhuvanakośa of golādhyāya .45), where he in-

structs the reader on the construction of the matsya [fish-shaped perpendicular bi-

sector of a line-segment] to determine the north-south meridional direction at any

place, and also declares Mt Meru as north from any point on the sphere of the Earth.

⁶¹e Kātyāyana śulba sūtra (1.3) mentions the additional method of rajjvabhyasanam [folding of the cord]
as another method to determine the perpendicular bisector of a given line segment. Effectively, in this al-
ternativemethod, aer having determined the east-west line (using amethod of shadows of the gnomon), a
cordmeasuring twice the length of the east-west line is fixed between the eastern andwestern points. is
slack-cord is then alternatively stretched along the northern and southern directions up to its midpoint
and marked by two pins. e line joining these two northern and southern pins forms the perpendicular
bisector of the east-west line segment.
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Interestingly, both authors do not specify the actual method of obtaining the east-

west line, presumably because the methods of using gnomon shadows would have

been common practice in all such geometric constructions.

3.4.3 T        
      

laṅkānagaryā athavojjayinyāḥ
śrīgargarāṭāt kurujāṅgalād vā ||

sumeruto vā kucaturthabhāge
prācīpratīcyor yamaromake staḥ || 68 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – śālā

e two cities of Yama (Yamakoṭi) and Romaka are located eastwards and 68

westwards respectively at a distance of a fourth part of the Earth i.e., 90° from

the city of Laṅkā or from the cities of Ujjayinī, Śrī Gargarāṭ, Kurujāṅgala, or Mt

Sumeru.

Nityānanda now states the names of the cities that lie on the Indian prime merid-

ian. In V [28], he already mentioned the prime meridian (madhya-rekhā) to be

the 0° longitudinal line on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola) that passes through Mt

Sumeru and includes the cities of Rohita, Laṅkā, Kāñcī, Śvetaśaila, and Ujjayinī. In

keeping with that description, he begins this verse by describing the cardinal equa-

torial cities of Yamakoṭi and Romaka as being eastwards and westwards respectively

from the cities of Laṅkā, Ujjayinī, Śrī Gargarāṭ, Kurujāṅgala, and Mt Sumeru—all lo-

cated at a distance of a ‘quarter of the Earth’ i.e., an arc distance of 90° or a surface

distance of a quarter of the circumference of the Earth, 1500 yojanas. is descrip-

tion appears to be an amalgamation of what has already been said in V [28],

V [13] and V [17]. e cities mentioned in this verse correspond to the

prime-meridional cities of V [28], with Kurujāṅgala identified with Rohita and

the addition of the city of Śrī Gargarāṭ.

e locations and names of the prime meridional cities can also be found in ear-

lier siddhāntic works (and the commentaries on them) with differences in extent of

enumeration as seen in T 3.6

In addition to what is stated in the  in S. 3.2.17, the approximate
modern day equivalents to these additional cities on the prime meridian can be un-

derstood as follows:

1. Kumārī, identified with the modern day Indian city of Kanyākumārī (8° 4′ ,

77° 32′ ).
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2. Pāṇāṭa or Parṇāta refers to the ancient kingdom of Pannata (Puṇanāḍu) in

Karnataka in India [S 1937]. Also, Ptolemy refers to a place called

Pounnata [S 1999, p.443] and perhaps, the modern day Kiur (15° 36′ ,

74° 54′ ) on the Kabbani river (a tributary of the Kāverī river in Belgaum dis-

trict of Karnataka, India) is approximately where the capital of this kingdom

may have been located.

3. Śrī Vatsagulma, identified with the city of Washim (Vāṣima in Marāṭhī)

(20° 6′ , 77° 9′ ) in the Washim district of Maharashtra in India.

4. Māhiṣmatī resembles the modern-day, Maheshvara (22° 7′ , 75° 21′ ) on the

banks of the Narmadā river in Nimar district of Madhya Pradesh in India.

5. Āśrama-nagara or Āśrama-paana or Āśraya (surrounding an area called

Aṅkapāṭa) appears similar to Saṁdīpanī Āśrama (23° 13′ , 75° 47′ ) near the

city of Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh in India.

6. Paṭṭaśiva, identified with the town of Shivpuri (25° 26′ , 77° 39′ ) in Madhya

Pradesh, India.

7. Śrīgargarāṭ remains unidentified to me at the time of writing.

8. Sthāṇvīśvara, appears to be the city of aneswar (29° 58′ , 76° 50′ ) located

on the banks of the Sarasvati Ghagghara Hakarā river in the Kurukshetra dis-

trict of Haryana in India.

9. Sitagiri or Himavat, is possibly an extension of the Himalayas (mountain

ranges) that was assumed to lie along the prime meridian through Laṅkā.

3.4.4 T        E

tābhyāṃ na paścād athavā purastāl-
laṅkāṃ vinā yat kakubho vicitrāḥ ||

golākṛtiṃ tena vadanti dhātrīṃ
jyotirvido darpaṇasaṃnibhāṃ na || 69 || indravajrā

However, those prime-meridional cities are not due westwards or eastwards  69

from those two equatorial cities i.e., westwards and eastwards from Yamakoṭi and

Romaka respectively —with the exception of Laṅkā—as the directions are diverse

(vicitra) in their arrangement . For that reason, the astronomers (jyotirvid) have
declared the Earth (dhātrī ) to be spherical in form (golākṛti) and not resembling a

flat mirror (darpaṇa).
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S̅    L    

Mahābhāskarīya of Bhāskara I, .1–2 [Going north from Laṅkā]: Kha-
ranagara, Sitorugeha, Pāṇāṭa, Misita-
purī, Taparanī, Sitavara, Vātsyagulma,
Vananagarī, Avantī, Sthāneśa, and
Meru [S 1960, p.47 of English
translation]

Laghubhāskarīya of Bhāskara I, .23
[commented by Śaṅkaranārāyaṇa]

Laṅkā, Nisitapurīparvata, Vātsyagul-
managara, Ujjayinī, Sthāneśvara, and
Meru [C 1981, p.28 of En-
glish translation]

Khaṇḍakhādyapaddhati of Lalla, com-
mentary on the Khaṇḍakhādyaka of
Brahmagupta

Laṅkā, Kumārī, Kāñcī, Pārṇāṭa, Kṛṣṇa,
Śvetaśaila, Vātsyagulma, Ujjayinī,
Gargarāṭa, Āśraya, Mālavanagara,
Āyuśiva, Rohītaka, Kurukṣetra, Hi-
mavat, and Meru [C 1981,
p.28 of English translation (reference
therein)]

Khaṇḍakhyaka of Brahmagupta,
Bhaṭṭopala and Āmarāja’s com-
mentary on pūrvakhaṇḍakhyake
tithinakṣatrādhyāya .15

[According to Puliśācārya:] Ujjayinī,
Rohītaka, Kuru, Yamunā, Himālaya,
and Mt Meru [C 1981, p.28
of English translation]

Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra of Lalla, .42 Laṅkā, Ujjayinī and Himālaya [C
 1981, p.28 of English transla-
tion]

Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra of Lalla, Mallikār-
juna’s commentary on verse, .42

Laṅkā, Kāñcī, Kumārī, Vātsyagulma,
Māhiṣmatī, Ujjayinī, Gargarāṭa, Ku-
rukṣetra, Himavat, etc. [C
1981, p.29 of English translation]

Śiśyādhīvṛddhitantra of Lalla,
Bhāskara’s commentary on verse,
.42

Laṅkā, Kumārī, Vātsyagulma, Māhiṣ-
matī, Ujjayinī, Gargarāṭa, Kurukṣetra,
and Himācala [C 1981, p.29
of English translation]

Siddhāntaśekhara of Śrīpati, .95–97 Laṅkā, Kumārī, Kāñcīnagarī, Pāṇāṭa,
Ṣaḍāsya, Sitādri, Śrī Vatsyagulma,
Māhiṣmatī, Ujjayinī, Āśrama-nagara,
Paṭṭaśiva, Śrī Gargarāṭa, Rohita,
Sthāneśvara, Śītagiri, and Sumeru
[M 1947a, p.125]

Table 3.6: e list of prime meridional cities stated by different siddhāntic authors
and commentators.
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Nityānanda now describes the directionality of the prime-meridional cities de- 

scribed in the previous verse when compared to the equatorial cities of Yamakoṭi

and Romaka in the east and west respectively. As we saw in S. 3.2.6, the equato-

rial cities of Yamakoṭi, Laṅkā, Romaka, and Siddhapurī are mutually separated by ‘a

quarter of the Earth’, i.e., 90°. Further in S. 3.2.7, Nityānanda explains the relative

locations of each of these cities as he cyclically centres his aspect on each of these

cities in turn and tells us of the locations of the other cities. is helps us see how

the city of Laṅkā can be considered westwards of Yamakoṭi or eastwards of Romaka.

However, for the other cities along the prime meridian that are non-equatorial, i.e.,

cities having a non-zero latitude, the east and west locations would lie along their

own parallel of latitude (and not on the equator).

To understand this, we can look at F. 3.25 that shows two hypothetical non-

equatorial cities T1 (10° , 0° ) and T2 (20° , 0° ) along the prime meridian along

with Laṅkā L (0° , 0° ). For the city of Laṅkā, Yamakoṭi Y and Romaka R are along

the equator in the eastern and western directions respectively at a distance of 90° .

For the non-equatorial cities with zero longitude, T1 and T2, however, the cities TE1

and TE2 are east and cities TW1 and TW2 arewest along their own parallel of latitude.

e distance of the cities TE1 and TE2, as well as TW1 and TW2, from T1 and T2

remain the same 90° as on the equator. Nityānanda makes this statement explicit by

saying that no prime meridian cities, with the exception of Laṅkā, are eastwards and

westwards from the cities of Romaka and Yamakoṭi respectively.

Figure 3.25: e eastern and western directions for the hypothetical prime merid-
ional cities T1 and T2 with non-zero latitude compared to the location of the equa-
torial cities of Laṅkā L, Yamakoṭi Y and Romaka R.

is understanding of eastern and western locations being different for cities

along the same longitude, for example along the prime meridian, is what inspired Ni-

tyānanda to conclude that the directions (kakubh) are diverse or variegated in their

arrangement on the sphere of the Earth. is change in locality is due to parallels of
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latitude being small circles on the sphere that differ from the equator, a great circle

on the sphere. Nityānanda uses this reasoning to state that astronomers (jyotirvid),
having recognised this property of circles on a sphere, declared the Earth to be spher-

ical (golākṛti) and not ‘flat like a mirror’ (darpaṇa). A comparison of flatness of an

object to a mirror (darpaṇa) was a old siddhāntic analogy: e.g., Lalla in his Siśyadhī-
vṛddhidatantra (mithyājñānādhikāraḥ), .34) while rejecting the false premise of

flatness of the Earth, starts off saying «yadi darpaṇavat samāmahī …» ‘If the earth is

plane like a mirror …’ [C 1981, p.275]. Nityānanda’s simile (upamā) in this

choice appears deliberate in its intention to keep to the standard siddhāntic rhetoric.

Incidentally, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .46–47 describes

a different idea of ‘true east’ or effectively, ‘ true west’ for any terrestrial location

when he says «yat syāt prācyāṃ tat astan na bhavet pratīcyām || nirakṣadeśāditara-
tra…|| (47)» ‘no place can lie west of that which is to its east except on the equa-

tor’ [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.121]. Essentially he describes all locations in

terms of the angular separation measured along the prime vertical passing through

a place and not the parallel of latitude. e prime vertical passing through a place

always points to the ‘true east-west direction’, and hence essentially to the eastern

and western fixed equatorial cities of Yamakoṭi and Romaka respectively. Bhāskara’s

idea appears different to what Nityānanda has just said; however, they both draw

the same conclusion about the strangeness or the variegated nature of the direc-

tions, viz., Bhāskara finishes the verse with the statement «tasmāt prācīpratīcyau ca
vicitrasaṃsthe || (47)» ‘east and west are strangely related’ [W  Ś̅̅

1861, p.121].

3.4.5 T           E

bhūgolakhaṇḍasya śarapramāṇaṃ
nighnaṃ dharāyāḥ pariṇāhamityām ||

tad bhūmikhaṇḍoparigaṃ phalākhyaṃ
kṣetrodbhavaṃ yojanakaiḥ sphuṭaṃ hi || 70 ||indravajrā

e measure of the height (śara pramāṇa) of any clime (khaṇḍa) on the sphere 70

of the Earth (bhūgola) is multiplied by the measure of the circumference (pariṇāha-
miti) of the Earth (dharā). at is the true area (sphuṭa-phala) of the geometric figure

(kṣetra) produced on the surface of that clime of the Earth (bhūmi-khaṇḍa) and

measured in yojanas.

Nityānanda now states the method to determine the area of a ‘spherical seg-

ment’ (also known as a ‘spherical zone’) on the surface of the Earth. As we saw in

S. 3.2.21, Nityānanda divided the surface of the Earth into climes, effectively par-

titioning the spherical Earth into parallel spherical segments. He now tells us that
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these geometrical structures have a surface area equal to the product of the equato-

rial circumference of the Earth (pariṇāha) [i.e., 6000 yojanas] and its vertical height

(śara).

On a technical note, theword śara [lit. an arrow or sha] carries themathematical

meaning the ‘height of an arc or segment of a circle’ [S A 1979, p.265]:

in this case, it refers to the height of the ‘spherical segment’ or ‘spherical zone’ iden-

tified with the climes (khaṇḍa)⁶² on the surface of the Earth. Also, the word nighna
is a standard technical word indicating the arithmetic operation of multiplication.

emathematics of determining the spherical surface area of a segment [or zone]

along the sphere can be traced back to Archimedes’ Hatbox eorem found in his

work On the Sphere and Cylinder (Περὶ σφαίρας καὶ κυλίνδρου, c. 225 ), .5.

When enclosing a spherewithin a cylinder, as seen in F. 3.26, and slicing it with two

parallel planes perpendicular to the axis of the exterior cylinder, the Hatboxeorem

asserts the equality between the lateral surface areas of the spherical segment on the

sphere and the strip of the cylinder of equivalent height, i.e., surfaces Scylinder and

Ssphere are equal in area and measure 2πR × h.

Figure 3.26: Archimedes’ Hatbox eorem describing the equivalence of the lateral
surface areas of a spherical segment and cylindrical strip of equal height.

⁶² In the current context, the word khaṇḍa is used to imply ‘climes’ or the seven climatic zones on the surface
of the Earth cf. V [33] and V [24].
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Passing through the legacy of Islamic mathematicians likeābit binrra (826–

901), Isḥāq ibn Ḥunayn (c. 830–910 ), Ibn al-Haytham (also known as al-Basri),

965–c. 1041  , Abū Sahl al-Qūhī (fl. 970), al-Bīrūnī, 972–1048  and Nasīr al-Dīn

Tūsī, 1201–1274 , we find several expositions on establishing the completeness of

Archimedes’ propositions, for example, the works of Ibn al-Haytham [H

2013]. I suspect Nityānanda learnt of this information in the same place he learnt

about the climes but at the time of writing this, no direct (or indirect) source could

be positively identified. While an explicit formula in the context of ‘surface area

of climes’ is not found in any siddhāntic texts, we do however find a prescription

for calculating the surface area of a sphere using the Sine-chords (corresponding to

the circumference of the spherical zone) and chord-of-arc-lengths (representing the

height of the spherical zone) in Jyeṣṭhadeva’s Gaṇita Yuktibhāṣā (c. 1530  ), vide
[S A 1979, pp.213–215].

3.4.6 L       E  


sumerum abhito nijaṃ puram avāpya vṛttaṃ ca yat
sphuṭaḥ kuparidhiḥ smṛtaḥ sa tu bhacakra 360 bhāgāṅkitaḥ ||

tathā kharasa 60 nāḍikāṅkita ihāthavā yojanaiḥ
sphuṭākhyapariṇāhajair bhavati kheṭadeśāntaram || 71 ||pṛthvī

e circle extending around Mt Sumeru up to one’s own city, i.e., a parallel- 71

of-latitude circle is declared as the corrected (sphuṭa) circumference of the Earth

(kuparidhi) marked with 360 degrees (bhāgā), or in this case, likewise marked with

60 nāḍikās. e planet’s longitudinal correction (kheṭa-deśantara) at any particular

time and place on Earth is computed with this corrected circumference (sphuṭa-
pariṇāha) measured in yojanas.

Nityānanda starts this verse by describing the rectified or corrected circumfer-

ence of the Earth (sphuṭa-kuparidhi) at a terrestrial location with non-zero latitude.

To understand this rectification, we can look at F. 3.27 where P represents the polar

city of Mt Sumeru (effectively, the north pole) and D the terrestrial location of non-

zero latitude on the sphere of the Earth. e corrected or rectified circumference of

the Earth is represented by the latitudinal circle drawn with centre along the axis

PP and passing through D. e measure of the circumference of this ‘small’ circle

on the sphere of the Earth can be seen to be 2πR cos(φ) where R is the radius of the

Earth and φ is the latitude of place D. Nityānanda describes this latitudinal circle as

being calibrated with 360° [effectively being a small circle on the sphere] and also

marked with 60 nāḍikās [also called ghaṭikās, equivalent to one sixtieth part of a ny-

chthemeron of 24 hrs]. He uses the word bhacakra in reference to 360°, whereas the
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word kharasa is a bhūtasaṃkhyā numeral for 60, kha being zero and rasa being six.

e grading of this latitudinal circle to time units enabled the periodic daily rotation

of the celestial sphere—with the heavenly bodies positioned in it—to be understood

from a stationary geocentric perspective.

Figure 3.27: e corrected circumference of the Earth for non-zero latitudinal loca-
tions and corresponding difference in planetary mean motions (kheṭa-deśantara)

In the later part of the verse, Nityānanda simply states that the longitudinal cor-

rection to the mean longitude of planets (kheṭa-deśantara) requires this corrected

circumference of the Earth corresponding to a specific latitude. Once again, looking

at F. 3.27, we can try to understand the importance of the corrected circumfer-

ence of the Earth in the correctional calculation to the mean longitude of planets

(kheṭa-deśantara) as follows:

1. Consider the location D to be along the prime meridian PDCP , and the lo-

cation M lying along the same small circle of latitude φ separated from D,

having the local meridian as PMNP . e circle WCNE is the terrestrial equa-

tor of radius R and ADMB is the latitudinal circle. As seen from the first part

of this verse, the circumference of this latitudinal circle (sphuṭa-kuparidhi) is
2πR cos(φ) yojanas; a value smaller than the equatorial circumference of 2πR

by a factor of cos(φ) ∈ [0, 1].
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2. e rotation of the celestial sphere through 360° in one nychthemeron or 60

nāḍikās corresponds to one full rotation of the latitudinal circle ADMB. us

the distance on this latitudinal circle corresponding to 1 nāḍikā is 2πR cos(φ)
60 . In

other words, as a time of 1 nāḍikā elapses, the arc-distance along ADMB from

D is 2πR cos(φ)
60 yojanas. In the same time the distance along the equator WCNE

progresses from C by an amount equalling 2πR
60 yojanas.

3. For an observer at a different location than the standard prime meridian, but

along the same latitudinal circle as D; e.g., the location M, the arc-difference

measuring their longitudinal distance d(D̃M) is smaller than a corresponding

distance along the equator d(ĈN), i.e., d(ĈN) > d(D̃M).

4. e difference in times δt between an event e.g., sunrise at locations M and D

is understood as

δt = d(D̃M)
2πR cos(φ) × 60 nāḍikās

is time difference is called deśāntarakalā and is applied to adjust for event-

occurrence times east and west of the prime meridian: to the east it added,
whereas to the west it is subtracted from the prime-meridional time of occur-

rence of that event.

5. To determine the longitude of a planet, with a mean daily longitude increment

of Δθ covered in 60 nāḍikās, we find the correction

δθ =
δt × Δθ

60

and apply it to the mean daily longitude of the planet—a method referred to

as deśāntara-saṃskāra in Indian astronomical texts, [R 

S 2011, pp.41–42]. e correction δθ is added to themean daily longitude

Δθ for western observers, and subtracted for eastern observers, both directions

considered with regard to the prime-meridional observer.

Incidentally, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, golādhyāya .25 also describes

the parallel of latitude circle drawn from Mt Meru, or the north pole of the Earth, at

a distance equalling the distance (measured in yojanas) of one’s place from the north

pole. He adds that this ‘small’ circle produced on the sphere of the Earth represents

the rectified circumference of the Earth (sphuṭa-bhūparidhi) for one’s own latitude.

e circumference of this rectified smaller circle is the equatorial circumference of

the Earth multiplied by the Sine of the co-latitude of one’s place and divided by the

radius of the Earth [W 1840, p.134].
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3.4.7 C         E (bhu̅gola)

iti bhūgolaracanā ||

us ends the section on the composition of the sphere of Earth (bhūgola).

With this prosaic (gadya) sentence, Nityānanda announces the end of the section 

on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola). He again uses racanā as his choice to indicate

the ‘composition’ or ‘arrangement’ of both the verses and the content therein.

3.5 B: S  A

3.5.1 I        

atha bhagolaracanā ||

Now, the composition of the sphere of asterisms (bhagola).

In line with his four-fold sectioning of the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) cf. 

S. 3.2.1, Nityānanda begins this section on the description of the sphere of aster-

isms (bhagola) with the standard inceptive particle atha to indicate a prosaic sentence

(gadya). e use of theword racanāmeaning ‘composition’ or ‘arrangement’ is a play

on the word in this context: Nityānanda’s arrangement of the verses (padya) in this

section chapter shows his own compositional flair while also revealing the arrange-

ment of all objects that are in the sphere of asterisms. e Arabic word ʿilm al-hayʾa
that came to refer to astronomy—differentiated from the ʿilm al-nujūm (science of the

stars) and ʿilm al-falak (science of celestial orbs) that referred to astrology—made spe-

cial reference to the configuration of the heavens, a character shared by the Sanskrit

word racanā.

With regards to the perspective, the sphere of asterisms can be considered as

a ‘parallel celestial sphere’ where the geocentric observer has the north and south

celestial poles directly along their line of their zenith and nadir respectively, and the

astronomical horizon is coincident with the celestial equator as seen in F. 3.1.
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3.5.2 E,        

bhūmer vāyor upari parito vyomakakṣāvadhisthaḥ
piṇḍībhūtaḥ pravahapavano golakākāramūrtiḥ ||

antaḥ svacaḥ sphaṭikaghaṭavan nīravat sāvakāśaḥ
śaśvad bhrāmyann aparakakubhaṃ dakṣiṇodagdhruvābhyām || 72 ||mandākrāntā

Standing all around above the Earth’s atmosphere up to the periphery of heavens 72

(vyoma-kakṣā) is the lumped object (piṇḍībhūta) swept by the pravaha wind and

embodied in the shape of a sphere (golakākāra). Its interior is transparent (svaccha)
like a crystalline pitcher (sphaṭika-ghaṭa) with water-like space (nīravat ākāśa),
perpetually revolving in the westwards direction about the north and south celestial

poles (udag-dhruva and dakṣiṇa-dhruva).

Nityānanda begins his exposition of the sphere of asterisms (bhagola) by describ-

ing its physical form. He considered this sphere (gola) a solid object in the shape of a

lumped spherical mass (piṇḍībhūta golakāramūrti)⁶³ and concentric with the centre

of the Earth. It extends from the upper regions of the Earth’s atmosphere all the

way to the periphery of the heavens (vyomakakṣā) and is transparent in its interior

like a crystalline sphere. It is encompassed and pervaded by space (ākāśa) that has
water-like (nīravat) characteristics, a property that helps the other celestial bodies

that exists within this sphere to move through it. is sphere is eternally moving

westwards about its two poles—the northern and the southern poles—impelled by

the celestial pravaha wind.⁶⁴ F. 3.28 shows a schematic representation of the celes-

tial sphere in line with Nityānanda’s description.

It is interesting to see that although the idea of a rotating, wind-driven celestial

sphere including stars and planets is found in earlier siddhāntic works, Nityānanda’s

description of this sphere as a crystalline water-pitcher full of ether-like fluid, trans-

parent space and at the same time not devoid ofmaer but solid like a piṇḍa is the first

of its kind in siddhāntic astronomy. e underlying Aristotelian cosmology in this

description is remarkable and it points to the Græco-Islamic sources that inspired Ni-

tyānanda’s work. In fact, MSS B.II, B.I, N.I, and R.I have an alternative reading to

the first pāda of the verse «bhūmer vāyor upari parito yāvad dṛkṣākhyakakṣā» ‘All

⁶³e word piṇḍa is a round lump of food, conventionally a ball of rice, offered as an oblation to one’s
forefathers (pitṛgaṇa) during a religious ceremony commemorating the dead (śrāddha). Its significance in
the context of the sphere of asterisms is to show the solidity of a globular object as opposed to it being a
hollow sphere.

⁶⁴According to Purāṇas, there were seven celestial winds that formed the wheels of the chariot of Agni, the
Vedic elemental deity of fire. ese seven winds: āvaha, pravaha, udvaha, samvaha, suvaha, parivaha,
and parāvaha were responsible for motion of all terrestrial and celestial objects. Śrīpati in his Siddhānta-
śekhara (.51–52) [M 1947b, p.162] and Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (madhyagativāsanā .1–3
[W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.127] both mentions the names of these celestial winds and declare the
pravaha wind to be responsible for the perpetual westwards motion of the celestial sphere with all things
within it.
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Figure 3.28: e sphere of asterisms (bhagola) with its constituent celestial bodies.

around above the Earth’s atmosphere as far as the [outermost] sphere of the stars

(ṛkṣākhya-kakṣa)…’ is extent of the sphere of asterisms all the way out to the out-

ermost sphere of constellations is based on the Græco-Islamic idea of concentric

crystalline spheres facilitating the movement of all heavenly bodies in the universe.

In his chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya) in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja (.180–

200), Nityānanda himself dedicates twenty-one verses to describing the formation

of the cosmos (brahmāṇḍa-nirmāṇa-darśana) as concentric spherical shells, starting

from the spheres of the four elements and extending out to the ninth sphere or the

Prime-Mover sphere. It is the self-initiated motion of this outermost primal sphere

that causes the motion of all the internal spheres through the flow of the pravaha
wind as seen in verses .189–190 that state:

atrāṣṭāv eva golāḥ syur navamaḥ svayam eva hi ||
etān aṣṭau dyusad golāṃścālayen nijavegataḥ || 189 ||
pratyakpravahavāyusthaḥ sadā gatyaikayaiva hi ||
svodarasthāṃs tathā saptagolāṃś candrādi khe sadā || 190 ||
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189 Here, there are just eight spheres. e ninth, just on its own, based in the

heavens, causes the eight spheres to move, by its own motion.

190 e ninth sphere, positioned in the westwards blowing pravaha wind,

always [moving] with uniform motion (causes the) seven spheres contained

within it to move through space.

Although the inclusion of Aristotelian cosmology, through the agency of its

Islamic and Ptolemaic legacy, into his siddhāntic canon did appear to win Nityā-

nanda many followers; nevertheless, the enterprise of accepting Islamic astronomy

into the Indian fold most certainly created a vigorous and heated atmosphere of de-

bate. Nityānanda’s contemporaries in Kāśī, Kamalākara and Munīśvara, engaged in

a scholastic feud with differing preference to this foreign Islamic doctrine, vide [P

 1981b, pp.30–31]. e impact of this academic rivalry, fuelled and furthered by

retaliatory writings of the extended family on both sides, saw many new ideas heav-

ily contested and refuted during the late seventeenth century. Indeed, the validity

of the crystalline spheres was also challenged on the grounds of their physical abil-

ity to support and impel celestial objects. An alternative idea of employing metallic

spheres (lohagola) led to further contention with scholars from both families en-

gaging in either ‘smashing’ (khaṇḍana) or ‘establishing’ (samarthana) this notion of

metallic spheres through the works like Lohagolakhaṇḍana (wrien by Raṅganātha,

Kamalākara’s brother) and Lohagolasamarthana (wrien by Gadādhara, Munīśvara’s

cousin). Nityānanda’s contribution to the story of transmission of Islamic science

is his engaging with elements of Islamic astronomy in an aempt to include them

within a siddhāntic text (more on this in C. 4 on the Conclusion and Discussions).

3.5.3 D      

V    MSS. B.I, N.I,  P.I

kurvan madhye viṣuvavalayaṃ pārśvajātadyuvṛttaṃ
tasyāntaḥsthaṃ ślatham iva samaṃ tuṅgapātādiyuktam ||

prācīṃ gacan mṛdugatiyathā jñeyam etad bhacakraṃ
tasyāntaḥsthāḥ sakalakhacarāḥ prāci yānti svabhuktyā || 73 ||mandākrāntā

Making the celestial equator (viśuvavalaya) in the middle, the diurnal circle (dyu- 73

vṛa) then produced on either side of it is situated within it i.e., within the solid

crystalline sphere and is movable by some measure yet aached to the celes-

tial equator with equal elevation (tuṅga) and depression (pāta). e circle going

eastwards, with a slow speed, is understood as this circle of asterisms (bhacakra).
Situated in its interior i.e., within the circle of asterisms , all the planets (khacara)
move eastwards with their own daily motion (sva-bhukti).
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Within the sphere of asterisms (bhagola) is the diurnal circles (dyuvṛa) that 

traces the daily rotation of the Sun as it is carried westwards by the celestial pravaha
wind. In addition to this wind-driven day-circle turning westwards, the Sun also

journeys eastwards on account of its own motion. Its annual eastwards migration

set against the sidereal background of the zodiacal constellations traces a path in the

bhagola referred to as ‘the ecliptic’ or more naturally as ‘the circle of asterisms’. e

cumulative effect of these two motions produces spirals in the orbit of the Sun as

seen in F. 3.29. is spiral makes the diurnal circle appear to be loosely bound to

the central celestial equatorial plane (viśuvavalaya) with equal elevations (tuṅga) and
depressions (pāta) to the north and south respectively. Within this starry sphere, all

planets (khecara) [lit. ‘sky-wanderers’] move towards the east by their own motion,

opposing their daily rising and seing brought about by the rotation of the celestial

sphere.

Figure 3.29: e diurnal circle (dyuvṛa) of the Sun representing its daily westwards
motion in addition to its annual eastwards migration along the path of the ecliptic
(bhacakra).

Nityānanda’s use of language to convey this content appears pedagogical in a

way. His use of opposing words ślatha ‘loose, flaccid or unfastened’ and yukta ‘at-

tached, yoked, or fastened’ to describe the diurnal circle is play on its nature. e

diurnal circle is as an imaginary circle that traces the daily westwards rotation of the

Sun, but slow eastwards ecliptical motion of the Sun implies that the diurnal circles of

each day are in fact spirals of motion upwards [northwards] and downwards [south-
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wards] of the celestial equator. In this sense, the apparent movement of the diurnal

circle makes it ‘movable’; however, the obliquity of the ecliptic at 23° 30′ implies that

this sliding diurnal circle is maximally bound [both north and south of the celestial

equator] with an elevation and depression of equal measure above and below the

celestial equator. is makes this diurnal circle ‘fixed’ in some sense to the celestial

equator.

V    MSS B.II, B.I,  R.I

kurvan madhye viṣuvavalayaṃ pārśvajātaddyuvṛttaṃ
yasminn antar jala iva uṣāstārakāḥ prāk taranti ||

uḍḍīyante yugapad uḍavaḥ khe yathā khecarendrās
tac cakraṃ vā bhavalayam iti procyate vā bhagolaḥ || 73 ||mandākrāntā

Making the celestial equator (viśuva-valaya) in themiddle and the diurnal circle 73

(dyuvṛa) then produced on either sides of the celestial equator , within which, like

within water, the dawn stars (uṣā-tārakā) swim early in the morning. Just as the

stars (uḍu) are flown up in the sky side-by-side of each other, in the same way, the

planets (khecarendra) are flown up as well in a circle : that circle is indeed said to

be the circle of zodiacal signs (bhavalaya) or the circle of asterisms (bhagola).

In this alternative reading of the same verse found in three of the manuscripts,

the description of the diurnal circle (dyuvṛa) extends more casually to all stars of

the morning, including the Sun. Nityānanda, or maybe a secondary author⁶⁵, quite

vividly picture the diurnal circle on either side of the celestial equator as a stream in

which dawn stars (uṣā-tārakā) swim. is analogy supports the notion of the diurnal

circle not being a fixed object in the sky but rather a stream of stars that flows about

the central equator yet remaining rigidly unaached.

e metaphorical use of language further describes the circle of zodiacal signs

(bhavalaya) or the circle of asterisms (bhagola) as the circle within which stars and

planets (khecarendra) [lit. ’the chief wanderers of the sky’] are flown up, side by side

of each other, as they make their ways through the heavens. Interestingly, the words

gola, valaya,maṇḍala, vṛa, cakra and kakṣa in the Nityānanda’s lexicon remain mu-

tually transferable in their use for ‘a circle’, ‘a zone’, ‘an orbit’, or ‘a sphere’ without

any exclusive allegiances.

⁶⁵e reason of suspecting this particular reading of the verse as a scribal or secondary emendation has to
do with the manuscripts in which they are found. Based on the critical edition of the golādhyāya, it ap-
pears that MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I share many identical palælographic similarities along with consistent
orthographic errors. In addition they all appear to exclude or edit verses (or stanzas of verses) that offer
some astronomical idea away from the conventional; e.g., all three manuscripts omit v.116 (in the dṛggola
section) that refers to the Islamic ‘second declination’. As an editorial preference, I have chosen the other
MSS B.I, N.I, and P.I as being closer to the original text and hence I suspect the reading above to be of
a secondary nature.
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3.5.4 D       

tasyaivāntar vrajati purato yena mārgeṇa bhānuḥ
sambhedya dvir viṣuvavalayaṃ saumyayāmyapravṛttaḥ ||

krānter vṛttaṃ bhavanavalayaṃ rāśivṛttaṃ ca tatsyād
etasyārdhe śaśiyamadiśor meṣajūkādike staḥ || 74 || mandākrāntā

Indeed, within it i.e., within the sphere of asterisms , the path by which the  74

Sun travels eastwards, being brought into contact with the celestial equator (viśu-
vavalaya) twice revolving north and south, that path should be called the circle

of declination (krantivṛa), the circle of lunar mansions (bhavanavalaya), or the zo-

diacal circle (rāśivṛa). e two halves of this i.e., the two halves of the zodiacal

circle in the north (śaśi) and south (yama) directions are the six zodiacal signs

beginning with Aries (meṣa) and Libra (jūka) respectively .

In this verse, Nityānanda offers a formal definition of the ecliptic as the path by 

which the Sunmoves eastwards in this celestial sphere. Its journeymakes it cross the

central celestial equator (viṣuvavalaya) twice during its northwards and southwards

migration as seen in F. 3.30. is path of the Sun, traced against the background of

stars and constellations, is given different names depending on the choice of refer-

ence. In the most literal sense, it is called the ‘circle of declination’ (krantivṛa) as it
measures the elevation of the Sun from the celestial equator; when seen against the

backdrop of the lunar mansions (the sidereal fixed stations or houses that mark the

daily transit of the Moon in its orbit around the Earth) it is called the circle of lunar

mansions (bhavanavalaya); or when viewed against the zodiacal constellations it is

called the zodiacal circle (rāśivṛa). e zodiacal circle interpretation of the eclip-

tic is favourable as it helped establish the position of the twelve signs of the zodiac.

As F. 3.30 shows, the twelve zodiacal signs are arranged along the ecliptic in two

halves, northern (beginning with the Aries and extending to the end of Virgo) and

southern (beginning with the Libra and extending to the end of Pisces) beginning

from the Sun’s northern transit across the celestial equator (0° ♈).
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Figure 3.30: e position of the zodiacal circle (rāśivṛa) and celestial equator (viśu-
vavalaya) in the sphere of asterisms (bhagola).

3.5.5 T         

krānter vṛttād ubhayata iha sto dhruvau yau kadambau
tau tad yogaṃ dadhati sakalā rāśayo dvādaśaite ||

tulyārkāṃśair bhavanavalaye 'jācca ṣaḍbāṇasūtrair
bhakte bhrāmyed dhruvam abhita iha pratyahaṃ svaḥkadambaḥ || 75 ||viṣamavṛa upajāti –

mandākrāntā [1–3 pāda]
and citralekhā [4 pāda]

e two fixed poles that are on both sides of the circle of declination i.e., the 75

ecliptic (krāntivṛa) are the two ecliptic poles (kadamba). All these twelve zodia-

cal signs (rāśi) then hold their contact (yoga) on the circle of lunar mansions i.e.,

the ecliptic (bhavanavalaya) divided into twelve equal parts (aṃśa) marked with

six bāṇasutras and starting from the zodiacal sign Aries (aja). e ecliptic pole

(kadamba) of the Sun (svar) revolves around the pole star (dhruva) every day in this

place i.e., in the sphere of asterisms (bhagola) .

e ecliptic, like any great circle in the celestial sphere, has two poles (kadamba)

along the north and south directions. e twelve zodiacal signs (rāśis) are aached to

this ecliptic, fixed in their place along the twelve segments of the circle. e idea of

these constellations being fixed in place stems from theminutemotion of the zodiacal

constellations (and stars therein) when compared to the motion of the Sun. e daily

rotation of the celestial sphere makes the ecliptic pole revolve around the celestial
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pole, in particular, the pole star (dhruva), completing one revolution every day. is

is depicted in F. 3.30 along with the placement of the zodiacal signs on the ecliptic.

Nityānanda describes these zodiacal signs to be placed or set with six bāṇasutras
starting from 0° Aries. Although not certain beyond doubt, a bāṇasūtra could mean

a technical term to denote a short score-mark (or graduation mark) for the interval

between degrees on the armillary sphere.⁶⁶ In this case, the compound ṣaḍbāṇasūtra
would indicate: (i) six score-marks within the twelh part of the ecliptic circle, i.e.,

score-marks separated by 5° intervals within the 30° of each zodiacal sign; or (ii)

score-marks at interval length of 6° within the twelh part of the ecliptic-circle, i.e.,

5 score-marks at 6°, 12°, 18°, 24°, and 30° in each zodiacal sign, S. R. Sarma (personal

communication, 24 November 2015)

Alternatively, the word bāṇasutra could simply indicate the chord of an arc (of

a circle); in which case, the six bāṇasutras could imply the six diametric chords that

would divide the circumference (i.e., the ecliptic) into twelve segments as seen in

F. 3.31. is interpretation provides a colourful expression for these diameters,; the

word bāṇa refers to an arrow and sūtra is a string—effectively, the word bāṇasutra
would imply a ‘bow-string’ with the bow being half the ecliptic circle.

Figure 3.31: e six bāṇasutras representing the six chords of diameters that divide
the ecliptic (bhavanavalaya) into twelve zodiacal segments.

e number twelve, signifying the number of zodiacal constellations (or signs), is

expressed in the bhūtasaṃkhyā system with the word arka [lit. the Sun], a pertinent

and playful use of the word by Nityānanda.

⁶⁶An armillary sphere was a mechanistic model of the celestial sphere that was constructed to understand
the movement of all the objects contained within it. It consisted of multiple calibrated circular rings ar-
rangedwithin a spherical framework tomimic themovement of the great circles in the heavenswherefrom
the geometrical motions of the planets could be represented and studied.
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3.5.6 I        

sārdhatrayoviṃśati 23 | 30 cāpabhāgaiḥ
saumye'tha yāmye khalu rāśicakram ||

yasmin sudūre'tha kadambayugma-
dhruvadvayopetam ihāyanākhyam || 76 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – bālā

With an inclination of 23° 30′ of arc-length (cāpa) to the north of the celestial 76

equator and then to the south, is the zodiacal circle (rāśicakra) in which, at its fur-

thest distance, having an amount equal to the distance between the pair of ecliptic

poles (kadamba-yugma) and the pair of celestial poles (dhruva-dvaya) is the solstitial

point (ayana).

Nityānanda declares the obliquity of the ecliptic (identified as the zodiacal circle

or rāśicakra) as 23° 30′. In stating this value, he employs the compound word sārdha-
trayoviṃśati to mean an arithmetic sequence of computations: (i) sa meaning ‘along

with’ or ‘addition to’; (ii) ardha implying ‘half (of a degree)’; and (iii) trayoviṃśati
read as ‘twenty-three’, effectively adding up to the required measure of 23° 30′. In-

terestingly though, this number is associated with the degrees of arc (cāpa-bhāga)
between the celestial equator and the ecliptic at their maximum northern and south-

ern separation. In other words, this value states the Sun’s maximum northern decli-

nation (or maximum southern declination) to the celestial equator, and accordingly

so determines the inclination of the ecliptic plane. F. 3.30 indicates this value and

also shows its equivalence with the angular separation of the pair of ecliptic poles

(kadamba-yugma) from the pair of celestial pole (dhruva-dvaya).

e Sun’s position on the ecliptic at this place of maximal declination, both north

and south of the celestial equator, is referred to as the solstitial position (ayana) of
the zodiac. Conventionally, these two solstitial positions of the Sun at 23° 30′ N and

23° 30′ S are identified with the zodiacal signs beginning with Cancer and Capricorn

respectively.

e obliquity of the ecliptic was canonically taken as 24° in all siddhāntic texts,

and it only in Islamic texts that we see the obliquity of the ecliptic generally regarded

close to 23° 30 , vide  in V [34] for a comparison of the different values

of ecliptic obliquity used by different scholars in computing the extent of geographic

climes on Earth. e use of this value aests to Nityānanda’s source(s) being Is-

lamic in origin. However, it does not explain his choice in keeping to this value in

preference to the standard value.
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3.5.7 T     

śaṅkhāvartavad indupūrvakakhagaḥ prācyāṃ ca yenādhvanā
cakre bhrāmyati rāśimaṇḍalam atho bhittvā dvivāraṃ muhuḥ ||

saumyāvāg gatavāṃs tathā pravahato nityaṃ pratīcyāṃ calan
kiñcit kiñcid upetya yogam aparaṃ tad bāṇavṛttaṃ jaguḥ || 77 || śārdūlavikrīḍita

Similar to the convolution of a conch-shell isthe orbit by which a planet (khaga)  77

such as the Moon (indu) revolves in a circle eastwards, then having momentarily

passed through the zodiacal circle (rāśimaṇḍala) twice going north and south is also

perpetually moving westwards impelled by the pravaha wind and approaching

the next conjunction lile by lile; wise men have declared that as the latitude

circle i.e., the planet’s orbit (bāṇavṛa).

In this verse, Nityānanda explains the orbital path of the planets (khaga), be- 

ginning with the Moon⁶⁷ as being inclined to the ecliptic plane and intercepting it

at the orbital nodes (ascending and descending nodes) towards the north and the

south. is path follows the eastwards journey of the planets and while doing so, it

is also subjected to the daily westwards rotation due to the circulation of the celes-

tial sphere by the pravaha wind. e cumulative effect of these two motions, much

like the diurnal-circle (dyujyāvṛa) of the Sun, is a convoluted spiral that traces the

movement of these planets. is effective orbital-path—inclined to the ecliptic at its

nodes—imparts an ecliptic latitude (vikṣepa) to the planet as seen in F. 3.32.

ese progressively higher orbits of the planets beginning from the Moon, when

considered as orbs (or spheres), present an idea that is similar to the Græco-Islamic

planetary spheres that Nityānanda mentions in the chapter on computations (gaṇitā-
dhyāya) with verses .185–186 that read –

atha tasyopariṣṭāc ca budhakakṣākhyagolakaḥ ||
candravat parato’nyeṣāṃ śukrārkāṅgārapūrvataḥ || 185 ||
grahāṇāṃ kakṣikā golā vijñeyāḥ śilpavittamaiḥ ||
rāśīnām aṣṭamo golo bhānām api nibadhyate || 186 ||

185 And then, situated above it [i.e., above the sphere of the orbit of the Moon]

is the sphere known as the orbit of Mercury (budhakakṣā) similar to [the sphere

of the orbit of the] Moon. Above it are the other [orbital spheres], beginning

with Venus (śukra), the Sun (arka), and Mars (aṅgāra).

⁶⁷e order of the planets starting from the closest planet, the Moon (indu) and extending towards the
outermost regions of the fixed stars was known to siddhāntic authors from the early fih century : for
example, Varāhamihira in his Pañcasiddhāntikā (v.3.39) states the order of the planets (going progressively
higher from a central Earth towards the furthest regions of the stars) as: the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the
Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
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Figure 3.32: e orbital-path (bāṇa-vṛa) creating planetary latitude in the sphere
of asterisms (bhagola).

186 e orbits (kakṣikā-gola) of the planets (graha) are to be known by learned

scholars of art (śilpa viama) as their spheres. Moreover, the eighth sphere of

zodiacal signs (rāśi) is composed of the stars (bha).

In explaining the spiral orbit of the planet’s motion under the influence of the

westwards-driving pravaha wind and an eastwards self-motion, Nityānanda quite

elegantly draws on the analogy of the convolutions of conch-shells to envision the

planet’s orbit. is parallel hints at the auspicious association of themovement of the

planets with the sacred geometry of the conch, in particular the right-spiral conch

shell (dakṣiṇavarta-śaṅkha) that represents the goddess of fortune, wealth and pros-

perity Lakṣmi.

3.5.8 A      ’ 

pravahapavanavegavyāhatādhordhvagolo
haridiśam api gacann uccatām eti kheṭaḥ ||

tadanu tadavaroho yāti yāvat samatvaṃ
tad uditaviparītaṃ nīcagatve khagasya || 78 ||mālinī
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With the upwards and downwards circle i.e., orbit of the planet impeded by the  78

circulation of the pravaha wind and also going in the direction of the Sun (hari-
diśa) i.e., eastwards , the planet (kheṭa) goes towards the apex of its orbit (uccatā).
ereaer, its descent advances until it reaches equality with the amount of rising

in the reversed direction at the lowest point of the orbit (nīca) of the planet.

In their eastwardsmotion along their orbital path, the planets travel in opposition 

to their daily westwards rotation. Along this journey north and south of the ecliptic

plane, the planets arrive at their apogeal and perigeal positions with respect to a cen-

tral Earth. Nityānanda pictures the apogee as the apex of the planet’s orbit (uccatā)
while treating the perigee as the lowest position in its orbital path (nīca) compared

to some central equatorial plane as seen in F. 3.33. Although conventionally, the

words ucca and nīca refer to the apogee and perigee points of the planet’s orbit, in a

technical sense, these words are used in conjunction with the epicyclic (ucca-nicca-
vṛa) model of planetary motion to refer to the higher apsis (ucca) and lower apsis

(nīca); however, in the eccentric model, the ucca and nīca simply refer to the farthest

and nearest points along the eccentric (pratimaṇḍala) respectively, viewed from the

centre of the deferent circle (kakṣāmaṇḍala).

Figure 3.33: e schematic drawing showing the apogeal (ucca) and perigeal (nīca)
positions of a planet along its orbital path drawn from () a superior northern per-
spective facing southwards and () a lateral perspective.
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3.5.9 T        

khagakadambayugopari yad gataṃ
tad iha kheṭaśilīmukhasūtrakam ||

atha khagadhruvayugmagataṃ ca yad
valayam etad apakramasūtrakam || 79 ||drutavilambita

e great circle which intercepts the planet (khaga) and the pair of ecliptic 79

poles (kadamba-yuga), that, in this case, is the circle on which one measures the

planet’s celestial latitude (śilīmukhasūtraka); and moreover, the great circle which

is connected with the planet (khaga) and the pair of celestial poles (dhruva-yugma),
that is the circle on which one measures the declination (apakramasūtraka).

With this verse, Nityānanda defines the great circles (or arcs thereo) alongwhich

one measures the celestial latitude (śilīmukha) and the declination (apakrama) of a
planet. As seen in F. 3.34, the celestial latitude of the planet is measured along the

great circle orthogonal to the plane of the ecliptic whereas its declination is measured

on the great circle perpendicular to the plane of the celestial equator.⁶⁸

Nityānanda’s use of the word sūtraka meaning a ‘thread’ or ‘string’ is notable as

it signifies an ‘arc along a circle’ that could have been physical visualised as a string

along the armillary sphere. ite oen, he uses sūtra in an instance when referring

to a circular arc or a great arc between points on a circle or a sphere respectively. In

fact, his lexicon for the synonyms of bows (cāpa or dhanu), arrows (śara, śilī, or bāṇa),
and strings (sūtra) is freely brought into use when he describes geometric ideas of

spherical astronomy, cf. [ B 2009, pp.94–98].

3.5.10 E      

asmin bhacakre gajavedasaṃkhyā
bhamūrtayo yā yavanaiḥ pradiṣṭāḥ ||

bhānāṃ sahasraṃ nayanākṣiyuktaṃ 1022
yathāgame tāsu budhaiḥ pradeyam || 80 ||ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

ākhyānakī (bhadrā)

ere are 48 constellations (bhamūrti) in this sphere of asterisms (bhacakra) 80

which are pointed out by the foreigners (yavana).⁶⁹e 1022 stars in them all are to

be taught in accordance with tradition by wise men.

⁶⁸is distinction between the celestial latitude and the (true) declination of a planet becomes important
when discussing the difference between declinations and their methods of estimation (vide S. 3.7.4)

⁶⁹e word yavana referred to the Ionians or Greeks, but in the later periods of history it came to be asso-
ciated the Muslims (Arabs and Persians) or more generally any foreigner, [V 2013,  6 on
p.92]
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Figure 3.34: e circles related to the celestial latitude (śilīmukhasūtraka) and the
declination (apakramasūtraka) of a planet in the sphere of asterisms (bhagola).

As a declarative statement, Nityānanda aests to 48 constellations (calling them 

bhamūrti, lit. ‘the figures of stars’ or ‘composed of stars’) being present in the sphere

of asterisms with a total constituent 1022 stars. is information, he mentions, has

been pointed out by the yavanas, a word normally associated with the Ionians, but

casually connected to any foreigner including Islamic scholars from the Arabia and

Persia.

In the history of transmission of stellar catalogues, Ptolemy’s account in his Al-
magest (c. 150  ) of 48 constellations with 1025 constituent stars stands central

in its use by Islamic scholars. Gerd Graßhoff in his book e History of Ptolemy’s
Star Catalogue presents a fascinating journey in the development of Ptolemy’s star

catalogue—viewed as the ‘history of interpretations by its readers’ [G 2013,

p.5]—where the analysis of the astronomy of fixed stars fuelled a long succession

of revisions and emendations by Arabic and European scholars. Along the Islamic

route, Ptolemy’s inventory of stars passed through the authorship of the following

notable astronomers:
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i. al-Baānī, (d. 929  ) Kitāb al-Zīj al-Ṣ̣ābiʾ ‘Book of Astronomical Tables’ with

533 stars [G 2013, p.19];

ii. al-̣Ṣūī, (903–986 ) Kitāb Ṣuwar al-Kawākib al-amāniyah wa-al-ʿĀrbaʿīn or

‘e 48 constellations’ alias ‘e Book of Fixed Stars’ with 48 constellations and

1014 stars: 359 stars in the 21 northern constellations; 349 stars in the zodiacal

12 constellations; and 306 stars in the 15 southern constellations [H 2010];

iii. al-Bīrūnī, (973–1048 ) al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī ‘e Masʾūdic Canon’ with 1029

stars [Y 2014];

iv. Ibn aṣ-Ṣalāḥ, (d. 1154 ) compared five versions of the Almagest—the Syriac

version, the ‘old’Māʾmūnian translation in Arabic (c. 800 ), al-Ḥajjaāj’s version

(827–828 ), Isḥāq ibn Ḥunayn’s orginal version (c. 870–880 ), and the revised

edition by ābit ibn rra (836–901 )—to improve upon the star catalogue

[K 2008];

v. Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī, (1201–1274 ) Zīj-i Īlkhānī ‘Ilkhanic Tables’ with 23 prin-

ciple stars [K 1877, p.22]; and

vi. Ulugh Beg (1394–1449 ) Zīj-i Sultānī ‘e Sultānī Tables’ with 1018 stars [K

 1917]

Nityānanda’s Siddhāntasindhu, a translation of Mūllā Farīd’s Zīj i-Shāh Jahānī,
contained a list of 1018 stars, so it is likely that Nityānanda’s current choice in declar-

ing 1022 fixed stars is derived from a source different from the Siddhāntasindhu, per-
haps a copy of Ulugh Beg’s tables with 1022 stars.

e canonical texts in Indian astronomy (Siddhānta) lists 29 ‘junction-stars’ (yo-
gatārās) that divide the ecliptic based on the daily transit of the Moon in a synodic

month. ese stars, also referred to as constellations (nakṣatra) themselves, were

mentioned in the Paitāmahasiddhānta summarised by Varāhamihira in his Pañcasid-
dhāntikā in the early fih century.⁷⁰

As before, the bhūtasaṃkhyā word-numeral system is used to indicate 48 with

the word gaja-veda (gaja or ‘elephant’ being 8⁷¹ and veda being the ’sacred texts’

signifying 4). Also, the words sahasraṃ nayanākṣiyuktaṃ is understood as saha-
sraṃ 1000 and nayanākṣiyuktaṃ increased by’ nayana (2) and ākṣi (2), both words

meaning ‘eyes’: effectively, 1000 increased by 22, i.e., 1022.

⁷⁰A detailed list of the junction-stars of the constellations (as found in the Paitāmahasiddhānta, 3.30) with
their polar coordinates, equivalent ecliptic coordinates and an approximate identification with stars from
Ptolemy’s catalogue can be found in [P 1978a, pp.564–565].

⁷¹e association of the number eight with an elephant in the bhūtasaṃkhyā word-numerals comes from
the eight world-elephants that were meant to support the Earth according to Hindu mythology. e word
nāga (typically meaning serpent) is also associated with the number eight owing to a similar creation
myth, in part facilitated by the synonymous use of the word nāga to also mean elephant(s).
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3.5.11 P          

tāsāṃ bhacakrataḥ saumyā
mūrtayaś caikaviṃśatiḥ ||

yāmyāḥ pañcadaśaḥ proktā
madhye dvādaśarāśayaḥ || 81 || anuṣṭubh

or śloka

And amongst them i.e., amongst the 48 constellations , 21 figures i.e., 21 con-  81

stellations (bhamūrti) are north of the circle of asterisms (bhacakra), 15 are said to

be south, and 12 constellations of the zodiac i.e., 12 zodiacal signs (rāśi) are in the

middle.

Nityānanda states that from the 48 constellations mentioned by the foreigners, 

21 ‘star-figures’ (bhamūrti) are constellations seen north of the zodiac, 12 constel-

lations are the central zodiacal signs (rāśi), and the remaining 15 are the southern

constellations. Once again, the use of the word bhamūrti as an ‘embodiment’ or

‘configuration’ of stars (bha) is notable in figurative description of constellations that

remain fixed in the starry sphere, akin to the Arabic word for fixed stars al-kawākib
al-thābita. Nityānanda’s choice of this word, previous seen as golakākāramūrtiḥ ‘em-

bodiment of the shape of the sphere’ in V [72], shows his imagination of these

celestial objects in the sky as assemblies of individual stars with an emergent form.

is particular enumeration of the placement of the constellations is identical to

what is found in Ptolemy’sAlmagest [P  K 1915,  1 on p.16] and

it can be assumed that Nityānanda learnt of this through the same Islamic source that

helped him claim a stellar population of 1022 in V [80]. e transmission of this

information through its Islamic revisions, in particular the version from the scholars

of Ulugh Beg’s Observatory in Samarqand, viz., Ulugh Beg, Jamshīd al-Kāshī, and Ali

shji, seems to be the most probable source of Nityānanda’s information; however,

it is not beyond questionwhether an older source like al-Bīrūnī’s al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī
could have been available to Nityānanda.

3.5.12 D         

kadambam abhito yena
kheṭo gacati cādhvanā ||

śarāgramaṇḍalaṃ tat syād
yat syād dyujyākhyamaṇḍalam || 82 || anuṣṭubh

or śloka

e orbit by which the planet (kheṭa) goes around the ecliptic pole (kadamba),  82

that is the small circle of celestial latitude (śarāgramaṇḍala) called the diurnal circle

(dyujyāmaṇḍala) of the planet.
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e circle of celestial latitude, called śarāgramaṇḍala⁷² is the parallel small circle

to the ecliptic (rāśimaṇḍala) that stands above (or below) the ecliptic plane with an

amount equalling the ecliptic latitude (śilimukha or śara) of the planet at the time. In

fact, the word śarāgramaṇḍala suggest the sense of a circle traced by the tip of the

arrow (śara-agra) where śara quite literally refers to ‘an arrow’. ese small circles of

latitude resemble the diurnal small circle (dyuvṛa) of the Sun parallel to the celestial

equator (viśuvavalaya), however, they are parallel circles to the ecliptic instead of the

celestial equator as seen in F. 3.35.

Figure 3.35: e small circle of celestial latitude (śarāgramaṇḍala) of a planet parallel
to the ecliptic plane in the sphere of asterisms (bhagola).

Nityānanda refers to these circles as the diurnal circles (dyujyāmaṇḍala) of the
planet as they can be imagined to be created by the bāṇavṛa (circles creating plan-

etary latitude, or the planetary orbit) seen in V [77]: the slow eastwards motion

of the planet along this bāṇavṛa creates a different elevation (or depression) of the

planet to the ecliptic plane daily. e parallels of ecliptic latitudes drawn at these

elevations (or depressions) are then the different ‘daily’ circles of celestial latitude

(śarāgramaṇḍala) seen in F. 3.35.

⁷²e siddhāntic texts treated vikṣepa as the word for ‘ecliptic latitude’, and hence vikṣepavṛa was used
to describe the ‘circle of ecliptic latitude’. In Nityānanda’s context, the vikṣepavṛa refers to the ‘circle
creating the ecliptic longitude’ or ‘the orbital path of the planet’, i.e., the bāṇavṛa seen in S. 3.5.7
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3.5.13 I    

yāvanti vṛttāni bhavanti gole
tāvanti sarvāṇi ca kalpitāni ||

yathāndhakāre kṛtakautukānāṃ
ālātacakrabhramayaḥ śiśūnāṃ || 83 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – śālā

Asmany circles are produced on the sphere, all of those circles are indeed imag-  83

ined like whirlwind circles of firebrand (ālāta-cakra) of playful children made in the

darkness.

Nityānanda uses this verse to explicitly state the ‘imaginary nature’ of the great 

circles on the sphere (gola).⁷³ e circles representing celestial motion in the spher-

ical geometry of the universe appear merely as cognitive tools in that geometric

perspective; they are and remain purely imaginary and are illusionary devices to aid

in understanding the inherent astronomy.

Nityānanda compares the circles made on the sphere (by mathematicians and

astronomers) to the ‘circles of fire’ created by playful children as they swily whirl

a firebrand (or a piece of ember) in the air. e optical impression of this circle is

simply the prolonged enduring of perception and has no reality, unlike the stars and

planets in the heavens. at said, Nityānanda’s words still create an extended anal-

ogy between the firebrand dispelling darkness by creating light and the spheres (gola)
(with knowledge of the circles therein) illuminating the science behind the compu-

tations (gaṇita) of the heavens. His use of ‘playful’ to describe the mood of children

is an allusion to the curious minds of the readers as they aempt to understand the

chapter of spheres to enlighten themselves.

e analogy of firebrand circles (ālātacakra) as a fictitious impression of per-

sistent objects created solely by the fallacy of perception was a figurative device

employed commonly in Buddhist and Advaita Vedāntic literature, cf. [K 1995,

pp.177-179]. Nityānanda’s identical use of this simile suggest his familiarity with

other prevalent literary works, in particular his familiarity with Advaita Vedānta.

⁷³e use of the word gola to mean ‘a sphere’ is made in a more general sense rather then being restrictive
to a particular kind of sphere, for example the sphere of asterisms (bhagola), or the oblique celestial sphere
(khagola), etc. is interpretation extends the meaning of this verse to beyond this section on the sphere
of asterisms (bhagola) to this entire chapter.
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3.5.14 A        

atraiva kakṣā dyusadāṃ nibandhyā
uparyupary eva vidhoḥ krameṇa ||

vikṣepavṛtteṣu nijeṣu tadvan
meṣādayo rāśaya eva vedyāḥ || 84 ||vāṇī

e orbits (kakṣā) of the planets (dyusad) should be fixed right here in the 84

bhagola , successively higher and higher above the Moon (vidhu) in their own circles

of celestial latitude (vikṣepa-vṛa). As fixed in the same sphere, the zodiacal signs

(rāśis) beginning with Aries (meṣādi) are indeed to be understood like that.

Nityānanda finishes this section on the sphere of asterisms by stating the orbits

(kakṣā) of the different planets, understood as spherical concentric shells centred on

the Earth, extending from the Moon towards the outermost sphere of the zodiacal

circle (including the twelve zodiacal signs beginning with Aries) and progressively

geing larger. is is a similar idea to what has been said in S. 3.5.7.

In this verse, Nityānanda uses the word dyusad (dyuṣad from the literal ‘siing

in the heavens’) to refer to planets; in fact, this is the first and only time in the entire

chapter that he does so. A different interpretation of this word could mean ‘gods’ or

‘heavenly dwellers’, and if understood in this light, Nityānanda may be intentionally

using this word to mean both the ordering of the planets themselves and also the

divine ordering of the guardians or regents of the planets.

An interesting point made by Varāhamihira in Pañcasiddhāntikā (v.13.40) as seen

in [S  S 1985, p.31, s.4.15.2]) is of linear extension of the rāśis:
i.e., the time taken for one complete zodiacal rotation (when seen from the Earth) is

the largest when compared to the rotational period of the Moon (around the Earth)

on account of the proximity of the orbit (akin to the ‘spoke of an oil-press wheel

being closer towards the central navel and more wide-spread towards the rim of

the wheel’, Varāhamihira in Pañcasiddhāntikā v.40). Nityānanda states each of these

planetary orbs to have their own orbital path (vikṣepavṛa) that remains concentric

to the central fixed Earth yet individually inclined to the ecliptic plane at different

angles. e orbits of these planets (kakṣā) get progressively larger as one approaches

the outermost sphere.

In the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya) of MS Rr.I of the Nityānada’s

Sarvasiddhāntarāja f.35v, we find a drawing depicting these celestial spheres stacked

one above the other with the circumferences of their orbits (in yojanas) writ-

ten within, vide F. 3.36. In the text surrounding the image, we find vv.12–

16 (candragrahaṇa) enumerating the different values of the circumferences of the
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Figure 3.36: An original drawing of the planetary orbits (khaga-kakṣā) with increas-
ing circumferences (in yojanas) centred on the Earth (bhūkendra) and extending out
to the sphere of constellations (nakṣatra-kakṣā).
: MS Rr.I: Sarvasiddhāntarāja of Nityānada (gaṇitādhyāya) f.35v, Alwar (RORI) 2619.

planetary orbs seen in the image. ese measures are said to be declared by ya-
vanas «yavanair niruktā» and are listed using bhūtasaṅkhyā word-numerals: the

Earth (bhūkakṣā) 6000 yojanas; the Moon (candrakakṣā) 352,500 yojanas; Mer-

cury (budhakakṣā) 666,109 yojanas; Venus (śukrakakṣā) 3,567,000 yojanas; the Sun

(sūryakakṣā) 8,284,252 yojanas; Mars (bhaumakakṣā) 36,570,000 yojanas; Jupiter (gu-
rukakṣā) 85,280,700 yojanas; Saturn (śanikakṣā) 128,035,500 yojanas; and the farthest

orb of constellations (nakṣatrakakṣā) 150,086,000 yojanas.
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3.6 K: O C S

3.6.1 I        

atha khagolaracanā ||

Now, the composition of the oblique celestial sphere (khagola).

With this inceptive statement, Nityānanda begins the section on the description

of the oblique celestial sphere (khagola). Similar to what was seen in S. 3.5.1, the

section on the oblique celestial sphere follows his four-fold division of the chapter

on spheres, cf. S. 3.2.1. Once again, the word racanā indicates a play on the word

for ‘composition’, indicating his own aempt at arranging the verse to reflect the

arrangement of the heavens. e use of the oblique celestial sphere changes the

frame-of-reference of the hypothetical observer stationed at the Earth’s centre, but

having the celestial poles at an angle to his local zenith as can be seen in F. 3.1.

is perspective make the inclinations of the circle of the celestial sphere differ from

those in ‘right celestial sphere’ or ‘sphere of asterisms’ (bhagola).

3.6.2 T       

bhūgarbhakṣitipṛṣṭhasūtrasadṛśo yo'nā kugarbhe sthitas
taṃ yatkhaṃ khalu sarvato vijayate'nanto khagolo'sti saḥ ||

vṛttaṃ tatra bhaved yathā parikaro yasya dhruvau sarvadā
khādhaḥsvastikasajñakau budhajanās tad bhūjasaṃjñaṃ viduḥ || 85 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

Along the direction of the line joining the Earth’s centre (bhū-garbha) to the 85

Earth’s surface (kṣiti-pṛṣṭha), what is fixed in the interior of the Earth (ku-garbha)
and extends over the sky (kha) in every direction, that object is the eternal oblique

celestial sphere (khagola). In that place, there is a great circle, like a girdle, whose

two poles are always called the zenith (kha-svastika) and nadir (adhaḥ-svastika).
Wise men have known that great circle by the name celestial horizon (bhūja).

Nityānanda begins this section by defining the extent of the oblique celestial

sphere (khagola) and defining the astronomical horizon (bhūja) in this perspective.

According to him, the oblique celestial sphere is geocentric and extends isotropically

along the radial direction towards the edge of the visible heavens. It is an ‘eternal’

(ananta) structure in that it never ceases to exist.⁷⁴ Along the central region of this

⁷⁴While translating the word ananta, I have chosen the temporal interpretation of being endless in lieu of
its spatial meaning. In S. 3.5.14, we found Nityānanda had described a measure for the circumference
of the outermost orb of the constellations (nakṣatra-kakṣā) as 150,086,000 yojanas in the candragrahaṇa
section of the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya). is puts a bound on the physical dimension of
the celestial sphere, but nevertheless allows it to be an eternally existent structure.
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sphere is a girdle-like great circle called the celestial horizon (bhūja) whole two poles

are the zenith (kha-svastika) and the nadir (adaḥ-svastika) as seen in F. 3.37. Ni-

tyānanda specifies the definition of the celestial horizon as the astronomical horizon

only for this section; in case of another section (within the four-fold division of the

spheres, viz., bhūgola, bhagola, khagola, and dṛggola) a different definition based on

a different perspective would be applicable.

Figure 3.37: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the zenith (kha-svastika), the
nadir (adaḥ-svastika) and the astronomical horizon (bhūja).

Nityānanda’s language in this verse imparts to the celestial sphere an active per-

sonification, for example, verbs like vijayate (    form

of √viji, cl. ) express the notion of it being ‘vanquished’ or ‘conquered’ by the ‘sky’

or ‘empty space’ (kha) in every direction as a valiant and victorious sentiment. While

this may be considered a pathetic fallacy according to the scientific temper of our

times, it still gives us an opportunity to appreciate the poetic flair of scholars of that

time. In a culture of oral science, a scholar’s ability in using figurative language to

conjure mental imagery seems as important in value as the very science he professes.

Nityānanda pictures this celestial sphere as an eternal and extensive sphere that is

pervaded by the sky in every direction along the ‘thread’ or ‘line’ (sūtra) that joins the
Earth’s centre to its surface. It stands decorated by a girdle (parikara) at its equator,
a belt known by the name ‘horizon’.
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e word viduḥ (    form of √vid, cl. ) meaning

‘knew’ or ‘were conscious o’ is quite commonly used in this text. Nityānanda makes

his narratorial voice prominent when he declares or defines a concept, yet at the

same time relegates the original authorship of this information to ‘wise men’ (budha-
jana). is practice is ubiquitous in his writing, and accords the epistemic validity

(pramāṇa) of śabda or testimony to his information, vide [P 1977, pp.176–

177] for detailed discussion on ‘verbal authority’ as a means acquiring true knowl-

edge (pramā) in Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika epistemology, while [D 1972] reviews the six

methods of knowledge acquisition, including testimony (śabda) according to Advaita

Vedānta epistemology.

3.6.3 T     

prākkhasvastikapaścimopari gataṃ yan maṇḍalaṃ yaddhruvau
yāmyodakkakubhau vadanti gaṇakā vṛttaṃ samākhyaṃ ca tat ||

yāmyodaṅnaramastakopari gataṃ yasya dhruvau sarvadā
prākpaścād idam eva sarvamunayo madhyāhnavṛttaṃ jaguḥ || 86 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

e great circlegoing through the east, the zenith (kha-svastika) and the west, 86

the two poles of which are the north and south directions, astronomers (gaṇaka) de-
clare that great circle as the prime vertical (samavṛa). Going through the north,

the zenith (nara-mastaka) and the south, the great circle whose two poles are al-

ways east andwest, all the sages have indeed declared this great circle as themerid-

ian (madhyāhnavṛa).

With this verse, Nityānanda begins his description of the different great circles

recognised in the oblique celestial sphere. Using the zenith (kha-svastika) and the

cardinal directions (on the horizon) as references, one can imagine two great circles

in the sphere of the sky: (i) the ‘prime vertical’ called samavṛa extends through the

eastern and western points of the horizon via the zenith, whereas (ii) the ‘meridian’

called madhyāhnavṛa extends along the northern and southern points on the hori-

zon via the zenith. ese two great circles are mutually orthogonal to each other and

also to the horizon as seen in F. 3.38.

Nityānanda uses different names like kha-svastika [lit. ‘the auspicious mark in

the sky’] or nara-mastaka [lit. ‘directly overhead’] to indicate the zenith; the Arabic

word for zenith samt-ar-raʾs also meaning ‘in the direction of the head’. Similarly,

the words for nadir found through this text are adaḥ-svastika [lit. ‘the auspicious

mark below’ or aṅghritala [lit. ‘in the direction of the sole of one’s feet’], identical

to the Arabic word naẓīr meaning ‘opposite’.
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Figure 3.38: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the prime vertical
(samavṛa) and the meridian (madhyāhnavṛa).

A common and notable feature in Nityānanda’s construction of compounded

words to indicate great circles is to use antipodal points [i.e., separated by 180°] along

a circle; e.g., points ‘A’ and ‘B’, and a central reference point at a circular distance

of a quarter-circumference [i.e., 90°] from the two points; e.g., point ‘C’. He then

compounds these points in a sequence reading ‘A-C-B’ with some inflected terminal

suffix like upari (adverbially implying ‘over’ or ‘above’) or ga (in the locative sense

of ‘being in’ or ‘related to’) to indicate the circle being described. is arrangement

appears as a prosodic equivalent to the geometric nomenclature one would employ

in drawing and naming great arcs along a sphere; e.g., ĀCB.

e word jaguḥ (    form of √gai, cl. ) meaning

‘sang’ or ‘declared’ is extensively used through this entire chapter. As before, Ni-

tyānanda again provides an agency to the verb by referring to the ‘sages’ (muni)
whose authority in this maer is considered infallible. is method of transferred

agency helps Nityānanda provide a narratorial context in his effort to include for-

eign knowledge into the siddhāntic fold. It takes the onus of proof away from his

individual authorship and transfers it to the larger epistemological question of ‘valid

sources of knowledge’ (anubhava), vide the essay on    in the

Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika philosophy in [P 1977, pp.147–178] for a fuller and a more

detailed discussion on anubhava as a means of obtaining ‘knowledge’ (jñāna).
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3.6.4 T        

atheṣṭadiktadviparītakāṣṭhā-
khasvastikākhyopari niḥsṛtaṃ yat ||

tad eva dṛṅmaṇḍalanāmadheyaṃ
koṇeṣu koṇābhidham āmananti || 87 ||ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

viparītākhyānakī (haṃsī)

e great circle that has gone forth towards the direction of the desired 87

object , its reversed direction, and the zenith (kha-svastika), wise men indeed call

that by the name the vertical circle of altitude (dṛṅmaṇḍala). Being in the inter-

cardinal corners, it is called by the name inter-cardinal circle (koṇa maṇḍala ).

Following from the previous verse, Nityānanda now describes the following

two great circles in the oblique celestial sphere: (i) the ‘vertical circle of altitude’

of a planet called dṛṅmaṇḍala formed by inscribing a circle on the sphere passing

throught the zenith, the celestial object in the sky, and its reverse direction, and (ii)

the two ‘inter-cardinal corner circles’ called koṇamaṇḍala formed by extending cir-

cles along the north-west–zenith–south-east direction and the south-west–zenith–

north-east direction. Both these circles with respect to an arbitrary planet P in the

sky are shown in F. 3.39.

Figure 3.39: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the vertical circle of altitude
(dṛṅmaṇḍala) and the inter-cardinal circles (koṇamaṇḍala).

In describing the vertical circle of altitude, Nityānanda uses the word iṣṭa-diś [i.e.,
‘the desired direction’ and tadviparītakāṣṭhā [lit. ‘the opposite region from that’ .

e use of ‘desired direction’ is a hypallage meant to transfer the ‘desire’ of the di-

rection towards the direction of the ‘desired object’; e.g., a planet. More generally,

Nityānanda uses many synonymous words to indicate a direction, a region, or a
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quarter, throughout this text; e.g., diś, dṛś, āśā, kāṣṭhā, pada, aṅghri etc. ese words

are exchangeable in their use and quite oen, the meaning of the word has to be

contextually disambiguated.

Incidentally, in the Tantrasaṅgraha of Nīlakaṇṭha Somayājī (1501 ), the ‘vertical

circles of altitude’ called digvṛas are considered of two kinds (i) the iṣṭa-digvṛa or

vertical circle passing through the zenith and the chosen planet in the sky, and (ii)

the viparīta-digvṛa or secondary orthogonal circle to the previous vertical circle

passing through the zenith that passes through its pole [R 

S 2011, p. 469]. e iṣṭa-digvṛa is identical to Nityānanda’s dṛṅmaṇḍala with

the only difference being that Nityānanda does not explicitly define the secondary

to this circle.

Again in this verse, Nityānanda’s voice in merely narratorial; the real agents that

‘uer’ or ‘declare’ (āmananti, the     form of ā + √man,
related to √mnā, cl. ) this information are to be tacitly understood as ‘wise men’

(budha) or ‘sages’ (muni).

3.6.5 T         
 ( ’  )

kadambakhasvastikagām iyac ca
tad eva dṛkkṣepakamaṇḍalaṃ hi ||

pūrvāparāśādhruvayugmam āptaṃ
unmaṇḍalaṃ nāma budhair niruktam || 88 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – mālā

And the vertical circle going through the zenith (kha-svastika) and ecliptic pole  88

(kadamba), that is indeed the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic (dṛkkṣepaka-
maṇḍala). e eastern and western regions meeting the pair of celestial poles

(dhruva-yugma) is declared by wise men as the equinoctial colure or six o’clock

hour circle (unmaṇḍala) by name.

With this verse, Nityānanda states the ‘secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic’ 

(dṛkkṣepakamaṇḍala) as the great circle passing through the zenith and the ecliptic

pole, and the ‘equinoctial colure or six o’clock hour circle’ (unmaṇḍala) as the one

including the eastern and western points on the horizon along with the ecliptic pole.

ese great circles have been shown in F. 3.40.

As the figure shows, the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic is a great circle

that intersects the ecliptic at the ‘nonagesimal point’ or the ‘central ecliptic point’

(V) called the vitribhalagna. e nonagesimal point is a point on the visible half of

the ecliptic that is at 90° from the orient ecliptic point cf. [R 
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Figure 3.40: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the secondary vertical circle
to the ecliptic (dṛkkṣepaka-maṇḍala) and the equinoctial colure, also called the six
o’clock circle (unmaṇḍala).

S 2011, pp.306-308]. e daily rotation of the ecliptic pole (K) around the ce-

lestial pole implies that the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic (along with the

ecliptic itsel) is not a fixed circle but changes orientation through the day. When the

ecliptic pole is on the meridian (Km) at that instant, the nonagesimal point (Vm) cor-

responds to the meridian ecliptic point. e secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic

and the nonagesimal point are concepts that come into use when understanding the

parallax in longitude (lambana) and latitude (nati) of a planet based on its position

with respect to the ecliptic.

e equinoctial colure or six o’clock circle is important in the computation of the

ascensional difference (cara) in the rising of celestial objects with a change in latitude.

It indicates a time-difference of exactly 12h (or 180°) between its eastern and western

side. When considering the equinoctial colure symmetrical about the central axis

(that points towards the celestial pole), the eastern and western sides of this circle

are the two eastern and western arcs that form it, and the pole of this great circle is

the meridian ecliptic point. e intersection of the diurnal circle of a celestial body

with this six o’clock circle determines its visibility in the sky (or day-length), with

the eastern and western points of intercept on the six o’clock circle corresponding

to the object’s six o’clock morning rising and six o’clock evening seing, while the

meridian transit of the body, marks its midday position.

At the terrestrial equator, the elevation of the pole star above the horizon being

zero, the six o’clock circle is coincident with the horizon and hence it is also called the

‘equatorial horizon’. At the terrestrial poles, the pole star being directly overhead, the
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six o’clock circle passes through the true eastern and western points on the horizon

and the zenith—hence the name ‘equinoctial colure’.

3.6.6 T           


dyujyāmaṇḍalasadṛśaṃ dyujyāvṛttaṃ sthirākhyam atrāpi ||
dakṣiṇasaumyakhagopariyātaṃ samasūtrasaṃjñitaṃ vṛttam || 89 || gīti

Moreover here i.e., in the khagola , resembling the diurnal circle (dyujyāmaṇḍala)  89

in the bhagola , is the circle of day-radius (dyujyāvṛa) called stationary or fixed

(sthira). e great circle situated over the south, the north, and the celestial body

(khaga) is the secondary position circle to the prime vertical (samasūtravṛa).

Nityānanda now proceeds to describe the following two circles of the oblique 

celestial sphere (khagola): (i) the small ‘circle of day-radius’ (dyujyāvṛa) of a planet,

and (ii) the ‘secondary position circle to the prime vertical’ (samasūtravṛa) as seen
in F. 3.41.

Figure 3.41: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the circle of day-radius (dyu-
jyāvṛa) and the secondary positional circle to the prime vertical (samasūtravṛa).

e circle of day-radius of a planet (dyujyāvṛa) is the small circle of diurnal

motion of a planet parallel to the celestial equator with an elevation (with rest to the

celestial equator) corresponding to the declination (δ) of the planet on that day. is

circle resembles the diurnal circle (dyujyāmaṇḍala) seen in the sphere of asterisms

(bhagola), cf. S. 3.5.12; however, unlike the dyujyāmaṇḍala that is parallel to the

ecliptic plane, the dyujyāvṛa is parallel to the celestial equator. As seen in F. 3.41,
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for an equatorial radius of R, a planet with declination δ has a day-radius circle of

radius R cos(δ). is circle of day-radius is considered stationary or fixed (sthira) as
opposed to the loosely-aached (ślatha) diurnal circles (of the Sun) seen in the sphere

of asterisms, cf. S. 3.5.3.

e secondary positional circle to the prime vertical (samasūtravṛa) is a great

circle that meets the northern and the southern points on the horizon via the body

of the planet. As is explained a lile later in this section, these circles help divide the

different reference circles like the ecliptic or the prime vertical along their east-west

orientation into twelve arcs called astrological houses or stations. ⁷⁵

is verse is the first instance of a jāti (moric meter) employed by Nityānanda in

the golādhyāya: each half-verse has 30 mātrās ( syllabic instants) with an arrange-

ment of 12–18–12–18 mātrās across the four metrical metrical feet (pādas) of the

stanza.

3.6.7 T           


evaṃ pūrvāparakhagam āptaṃ madhyābhidhaṃ sūtram ||incomplete udgīti

pūrvāṃ vāparakāṣṭhāṃ kendraṃ kṛtvā yadā bhato vṛttam ||
dyujyāmaṇḍalasadṛśaṃ jñeyaṃ pūrvābhidhaṃ tac ca || 90 ||āryā

In this way, the arc of the great circle that has reached the east, the west, and the 90

celestial body (khaga) is called the central meridian (madhyasūtra) of the celestial

body .

Having made the centre of a circle (kendra) as the eastern or the western direction,

whenever a small circle is made with respect to a celestial body (bha) similar to

the diurnal circle (dyujyāmaṇḍala) in the bhagola , that small circle is to be known

as the foremost (pūrva) parallel of meridian .

Nityānanda starts the first part of this verse by defining the ‘central meridian of a

celestial body (planet)’ called madhyasūtra. e central meridian of a celestial body

(planet) is the great arc joining the eastern and western points on the horizon with

the body of the planet; conceptually similar to the samasūtra that joined the northern

⁷⁵ It is interesting to see the name sūtra-vṛa ‘circle of thread’ or ‘circle of string’ being associated with
these divisional circles. e earliest texts of geometry in Vedāṅga literature were the Śulba-sūtras ‘Rules
of cords’ that stated methods of manipulating measuring cords aached to stakes based on geometric
understanding. ese calculations were put to use in the ritualistic construction of geometrical fire-altars
with different shaped bricks. Incidentally, these secondary positional circles were also called samaprota,
‘equally fixed or strung on’, cf. Bina Chaerjee’s glossary in Lalla’s Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra [C
1981, p.337].
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and southern points on the horizon with the planet, cf. V [89]. Notably in this

case, he does not refer to themadhyasūtra as a great circle directly; however, one can

easily imagine it to be so as seen by extending the great arc to complete the circle.

e language of the verse suggests a sense of continuation from the previous

verse with the inceptive indeclinable evaṃ ‘in this manner’ or ‘thus’. is implies the

present elliptical sentence shares a characteristic similaritywith a previous statement

and hence madhyābhidhaṃ sūtram would refer to the ‘the great arc [quite literally,

‘the string’ sūtra] of the great circle called madhya i.e., the meridian (madhyāvṛa)
seen in V [86]. F. 3.42 shows the central meridian of the planet in the oblique

celestial sphere. In a way, the central meridian could also be seen as the secondary

circle to the meridian, in line with the previous verse where we saw the secondary

to the prime vertical.

e meaning in the second half of this verse is not very clear as the circle de-

scribed does not seem to a standard object in positional astronomy. If we were to

regard the translation above, Nityānanda seems to state a construction for ‘paral-

lel small circles of meridian’. ese small circles are drawn by choosing either the

eastern or the western point on the horizon as one’s centre and then drawing a cir-

cle about that centre through the body of the planet, in effect drawing a circle on a

spherical surface. ese vertical small circles are parallel to the local meridian and

called by the name ‘the foremost circles’ (pūrva).⁷⁶

Nityānanda says that these circles resemble the diurnal small circles dyujyā-
maṇḍala of the planet parallel to the ecliptic plane, cf. S. 3.5.3; and one can look at

F. 3.42 to get a sense of the similarity between the two. Along with the day-radius

circles (dyujyāvṛa) parallel to the celestial equator seen in V [90], these three

circles form a triad of small circles to be imagined in the celestial sphere.

e arrangement of the metrical feet (pādas) of this verse, as seen in my translit-

eration above, make it a hypermetric verse of six pādas. e first two pādas (90) of
the verse appear to be an hypometric moric meter called udgīti with 12 and 15 syl-

labic instants respectively; whereas, the third–sixth pādas combine regularly to give

another moric meter, āryā consisting of 12–18–12–15 syllabic instants across the four

pādas. I have chosen the arrangement based on the content of the verse in line with

what is seen in MSS B.I and N.I. e other manuscripts aest to a different stanza-

structure with the fih pāda (v.90) beginning with «dyujyāmaṇḍala…» assigned to

the next verse.

⁷⁶e polysemy of the word pūrva suggest different meanings like ‘eastern’, ‘aforementioned’, ‘former’,
‘first’, and even ‘ancient’ and ‘traditional’. is creates different ways to interpret this verse, however,
without knowing the astronomical reasoning for these small circles, I can only conjecture at this time
what pūrva-circles may imply. For the current purpose, I have translated them as ‘foremost’ indicating
some rank in a list of small circles in the celestial sphere.
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3.6.8 T    (  )

atha khasvastikam eva spaṣṭaṃ kendraṃ prakalpya yad vṛttam ||
kuryād ābhāt tat syād dṛgjyāvṛttaṃ sadordhvam adharaṃ vā || 91 || gīti

Moreover, making the true centre of a circle (spaṣṭa-kendra) as the very zenith  91

(kha-svastika), what small circle one makes with respect to the celestial body

(ābhā) that is the parallel of altitude or the circle of zenith-distance (dṛgjyāvṛa),
always upwards or downwards with respect to the horizon (bhūja) .

Nityānanda defines the ‘parallel of altitude’ or the ‘zenith distance circle’ 

(dṛgjyāvṛa) as the small circle inscribed on the celestial sphere that is centred on

the zenith and passes through the body of the planet, as seen in F. 3.42. is circle

helps measure the altitude (or equivalently, its complementary measure of the zenith

distance) of the celestial object in the Horizontal coordinate system. e position of

this circle above and below the horizon charts the vertical ascension (or descension)

of these celestial bodies. e Arabic word for this altitude circle is dāʾirat al-irtiāʿ
or al-muqanṭarah from which these parallel circles to the horizon are also referred

to as almucantar in positional astronomy.

e arrangement of this verse, as seen above, is again following MSS B.I and

N.I. e other manuscripts combine the fih and sixth pādas of v.90 with the first

two pādas of this verse i.e., v.91. ey assign the last two pādas of this verse i.e.,

v.91 to the next verse. MS P.I is incomplete and terminates at the start of the third

pāda of this verse with the words atha khasvastika.

3.6.9 T   

dvādaśabhiḥ samasūtrair dvādaśabhāvākhyabhūjāni ||
kṣitijād atho dhanādyā bhāvā jñeyā yathā lagnam || 92 || upagīti

e twelve arcs of the ecliptic known as the astrological houses (bhāvas) are  92

made with twelve secondary position circles to the prime vertical (samasūtravṛa).
erefore from the horizon, the house of wealth (dhana) and the other astrological

houses (bhāva) are to be known, just like the Ascendant house (lagna).

e division of the zodiacal circle or ecliptic into twelve astrological houses (bhā- 

vas) of 30° each, beginning with the Ascendant house lagna is a system of ecliptic

division originating from Śrīpati in eleventh century , cf. Jātakakarmapaddhati
alias Śrīpatipaddhati. Nityānanda mentions a similar division of the ecliptic into

twelve arcs by means of the twelve ‘secondary position circles to the prime vertical’

(samasūtravṛa) cf. S. 3.6.6. e intersections of the twelve samasūtravṛas with
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the ecliptic mark the beginnings of these houses, starting from the first Ascendant

house (lagna). In keeping with the practice of genethlialogy or natal astrology these

houses signified an aspect of human life and its concerns. Based on one’s natal chart,

the identification of a particular zodiacal sign with a particular house conditioned

and affected a certain aspect of human existence.

e praśnādhyāya in the Yavanajātaka of Sphujidhvaja (c. 269/270  ) refers

to the astrological houses (bhāvas) categorised as the cardinal or angular houses

(kendra bhāva, from the Greek ϰέντρα)–1st, 4th, 7th,and 10th⁷⁷; the succedent houses

(pāṇapharas from the Greek ἐπαναφοραι)–2nd, 5th, 8th, and 11th; and the cadent

houses (āpoklimas from the Greek ἀποϰλίματα)–3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th, [P

1981b, p.82].

Varāhamihira’s Bṛhajjātaka (.15–18) also provides a similar description of the

bhāvacakra, [A 1905, pp.11–14]. He states the significance of the twelve astro-

logical houses (bhāva) saying:

horādayas tanukuṭumbasahotthabandhuputrāripatnimaraṇāni
śubhāspadāyāḥ || .15 ||
riḥphākhyam ity… || .15.||

e significance of the twelve houses from the rising sign (Ascendant) are re-

spectively (a native’s) body, family, brothers, relations, sons, enemies, wife,

death, deeds of virtue, avocation, gain and loss. [A 1905, p.12]

However, according to the Bṛhad Parāśara Horaśāstra, we find a slightly different

arrangement of the twelve houses:

tanurdhanaṃ ca sahajo bandhurputrārayastathā ||
yuvatīrandhradharmāravyakarmalābhavyayāḥ kramāt || .37 ||

e body, wealth, brothers, relatives, enemy, young maiden, imperfection,

virtue, livelihood, gain and loss are respectively the names of the houses (bhāva).

Nityānanda for his part does not explicitlymentions all the names of these houses

with the exception of the four cardinal houses (kendra bhāva) cf. S. 3.6.11. His

reason for not providing a detailed account of all the bhāva-names could be that

they were common knowledge not worthy of repetition, and also perhaps, not the

right kind of material to be wrien in the golādhyāya. However, his inclusion of this

verse does indicate his acknowledgement of and familiarity with the practise of natal

astrology that most court astronomers would have been required to know.

⁷⁷e four cardinal centre-houses (Arabic al-autād, . al-watad) are considered as: (i) the first house of
the Ascendant (Arabic al-tāḷiʿ), (ii) the fourth house of Imum Coeli or lower culmination (Arabic ar-rābiʿ),
(iii) the seventh house of the Descendant (Arabic al-ghārīb or as-sābiʿ), and (iv) the tenth house of the
Mid-Heaven or upper culmination (Arabic al-ʿāshir or wasaṭ as-samāʿ).
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As before, this verse arrangement is unique to MSS B.I and N.I, while MSS B.I

and B. II combine the third and fourth pādas of the previous verse i.e., v.90 with

the first two pādas of this verse (v.92) to make a complete verse. e last two pādas
of this verse (v.92) are combined into the next complete verse in these manuscripts

making it a hypermetric verse. MS R.I however has the third and fourth pādas of

the previous verse i.e., v.91 combined with the entire verse above (v.92–) to form

a hypermetric verse of six pādas.

3.6.10 T A,  D     

atho kujaṃ gacati yo'tra bhāṃśas
tad eva lagnaṃ kriyapūrvakaṃ syāt ||

pratyakkuje cāstatanus tathaiva
madhyāhnavṛttopari madhyalagnam || 93 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – mālā

erefore that degree of the ecliptic (bha-aṃśa) that is at the eastern horizon  93

here at this time, that is indeed the orient ecliptic point or the Ascendant (udaya-
lagna) beginning with 0° of the zodiacal sign Aries (kriya), and similarly, the set-

ting point (asta-tanu) alias the occidental ecliptic point or Descendant is at the

western horizon. Upon the meridian (madhyāhnavṛa) is the meridian ecliptic point

(madhya-lagna).

Nityānanda defines the three important positions of the ecliptic with this bhāva 

system in place: (i) the ‘orient ecliptic point or Ascendant’ (udaya-lagna) denoting
the degree of the ecliptic (bha-aṃśa) on the eastern horizon, (ii) the occidental ecliptic

point or Descendant (asta-tanu) denoting the degree of the ecliptic (bha-aṃśa) on
the western horizon, and (iii) the meridian ecliptic point (madhya-lagna) marking

the meridian and ecliptic point of intersection, or the meridian transit of the ecliptic.

e value of the orient ecliptic point is counted from 0° Aries (meśādi), the side-

real start of the ecliptic circle (nirāyaṇa meśādi).⁷⁸ is association makes the natal

houses or bhāvas identical to the zodiacal signs, i.e., equal house for equal sign, both

being 30° in spread along the ecliptic.

⁷⁸ In the Indian system of zodiacal referencing, the zodiacal signs (rāśis) are considered to be either sāyaṇa
[lit. with movement] or nirāyaṇa [lit. without motion] depending on the point of reference marking their
beginning. In the sāyaṇa system, the ‘tropical’ ecliptic starts with the vernal equinox, whereas in the
nirāyaṇa system the ‘sidereal’ beginning is marked by the star 180° opposed to Spica (citrā) viz., aśvinī or
meśādi ‘0° Aries’. e precession of the equinox (∼ 50′′ a year, completing an revolution around the zodiac
in 26,000 years) implies that the vernal equinoctial point moves westwards every year, and hence the
tropical and sidereal longitudes are different. According to siddhāntic astronomy, these two longitudes
coincided at a time in the past (420 ∼ 527 ) and since then, the difference between their values at
any given time is called the ayanāṃśa ‘the amount of precession’. e value of this ayanāṃśa, starting
from zero and accumulating over time, helps in the conversion between sāyaṇa and nirāyaṇa zodiacal
positions. Nityānanda’s choice for the astrological descriptions in this section, and also the choice of
most siddhāntic authors, is the sidereal (nirāyaṇa) zodiac with zero ayanāṃśa which makes the 0° of
Aries (meśādi) coincident with the vernal equinoctial position (mahāviṣuva).
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Figure 3.43: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) with the twelve astrological
houses (bhāvas), the Ascendant A, (udaya-lagna), the meridian ecliptic point 
(madhya-lagna), the Descendant D (asta-lagna), and the Imum Coeli  (turya-
lagna).

e use of the word asta-tanu to refer to the seing point [occidental ecliptic

point or Descendant] is comparable to saying asta-lagna with tanu being synony-

mous for lagna based on the similar name(s) for the first house (bhāva). is pref-

erence of word might simply be a metrical constraint, however it does show Nityā-

nanda’s aptitude as he uses familiar references to show the reader his adeptness in

Astrology. A similar reference to these ecliptic positions is found in most siddhāntic

works; e.g., Lalla’s Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .16,20; Vaṭeśvara’s Vaṭeśvarasiddhānta
(golādhyāya) .16; or Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya) .26.

3.6.11 T Imum Coeli      

adhaḥ sthitaṃ tatra tu turyasaṃjñaṃ
dvayadvayaṃ cāntaragaṃ hi teṣām ||

khalagnayor lagnacaturthayoś ca
sukhastriyoḥ strīviyatoś ca madhye || 94 ||upendravajrā
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en, the degree of the ecliptic situated below i.e., at the nadir is known as  94

the fourth (turya-lagna) alias Imum Coeli or pātāla lagna . And between them i.e.,

between the four angular houses (kendra-bhāva) are the intermediate astrologi-

cal houses in pairs of two situated in the between the house-of-sky (kha) and

the house-of-Ascendant (lagna); the house-of-Ascendant (lagna) and the house-of-

fourth (caturtha); the house-of-happiness (sukha) and the house-of-women (strī ), and
between the house-of-women (strī ) and the house-of-sky (viyat).

In keeping from the previous verse, Nityānanda now defines the last cardinal 

position of the ecliptic at the nadir as the fourth (turya-lagna) [Imum Coeli or pātāla
lagna]. e other eight houses are located on the ecliptic between these four cardinal

houses. ese houses are arranged in four pairs, with each pair (including their

house-cusps) being placed between successive pairs of cardinal houses in the order:

two houses between the Ascendant and Mid-Heaven; two houses between the Mid-

Heaven and the Descendant; two houses between the Descendant and the Imum
Coeli; and finally two houses between the Imum Coeli and the Ascendant.

Nityānanda calls the ecliptic positions that form the cardinal house-cusps by dif-

ferent names: (i) the first house or orient ecliptic point is simply called lagna , (ii) the

fourth house or Imum Coeli is called sukha (happiness) or caturtha (fourth), (iii) the

seventh house or occidental ecliptic point is called strī (women), and (iv) the tenth

house or meridian ecliptic point is called kha or viyat (both synonyms for sky).

3.6.12 T   

3.6.12.1 D    ,  ,    

  

madhyāhnabhūjavalayāntarasaṃsthitānāṃ
nāḍyākhyacakrasamavṛttabhamaṇḍalānām ||

trīṃstrīll̐avān nijanijāṅghrigatān samānān
bhaktāt tato nijanijadhruvasammukhāni || 95 || vasantatilakā

e arcs of the celestial equator (nāḍicakra), prime vertical (samavṛa) and  95

ecliptic (bhamaṇḍala) situated between the meridian (madhyāhna-vṛa) and the

horizon-circle (bhūja-valaya) from being divided, each in its own respective quad-

rant (aṅghri), into equal thirds, are consequently situated with respect to their own

fixed poles.

e division of the sphere of the heavens into twelve astrological houses is called 

‘domification’. is division was typically done with respect to one of the great

circles (and its associated pole) in the celestial sphere. Al-Bīrūnī (fl. 11th century )
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discussed threefold methods of domification in his Kitab al-Tafhim li Awaiʾil Sinaʾat
al-Tanjim ‘Book of Instruction in the Elements of the Art of Astrology’, 1029  ,

v.461–473 [W 1934, pp.68–71] and Nityānanda also speaks of three such great

circles to help divide the celestial sphere into twelve parts: () the celestial equator

(nāḍicakra), () the prime vertical (samavṛa), and () the ecliptic (bhamaṇḍala). As

F. 3.44 shows, these divisions are symmetrical about the respective poles of these

great circles; however, when viewed from the khagola perspective, i.e., with respect

to one’s astronomical horizon dividing the ‘superior’ (including the zenith) and the

‘inferior’ (including the nadir) parts of the celestial sphere, the divisions along these

three great circles are not identical.

Nityānanda’s grammar in this verse gives an insight into theway he imagines this

division. Keeping his perspective to the superior hemisphere of the oblique sphere,

he instructs the reader to look at the arcs of the three great circles that lie in the

round enclosure (valaya) interior (antara) to the space between the meridian and the

horizon. ese great-circle arcs can then be thought of as having an Ascendant point

(at the eastern horizon), the meridional transit point, and a Descendant point (at the

western horizon); effectively these semicircular great arcs are two quarter (aṅghri)
parts of their own (nija) great circles. Upon trisecting these quarter great-circle arcs

equally with respect to their arc-lengths, they would remain facing (sammukha) their
own fixed pole (nija dhruva), i.e., they would be symmetrically divided about the

entire celestial sphere into twelve parts about their own poles. When viewed from

the geocentric observer’s perspective, these divisions however differ in their extent

as F. 3.44 indicates.
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3.6.12.2 D      

ṣaṭṣaṭ vilikhya valayāni ca susthirāṇi
bhāvābhidhāni kujato dharasaṃsthitāni ||

dravyāditaḥ kramatayoparigāni riṣphād
vyastāni tāni sakalāni gṛhāṇi vindyāt || 96 ||vasantatilakā

And having marked the fixed six-and-six zones (valaya) i.e., the 12 portions 96

of the celestial equator (nāḍicakra), the prime vertical (samavṛa) or the ecliptic

(bhamaṇḍala) from the horizon (kuja) as the so-called astrological houses (bhāva)
situated in the world (dhara) beginning with the one immediately preceding the

second house-of-wealth (dravya) sc. the first house or udaya lagna and mov-

ing above in a serial order up to the twelh astrological house (riṣpha), one should

understand all the astrological houses (graha) as distinct.

e trisection of each quarter of the hemisphere between the horizon and the

meridian produces six zones (valaya) in the superior part of the oblique sphere and a

further six zones in its inferior part. ese twelve zones are fixed in their position in

the heavens and they form the twelve astrological houses (bhāva) widely known. e

numbering of these houses followed a clockwise (savya) order, beginning with the

first house (Ascendant) at the eastern horizon and then heading towards the nadir

(Imum Coeli or the fourth house), followed by the western horizon (Descendant) and

then further to the meridian (Mid-Heaven) before approaching the twelh house

sharing the final house-cusp with the first house.

Nityānanda plays on the word ādi in telling the reader about these astrological

houses. e words «dravyāditaḥ kramatayoparigāni» in the translation above take

dravyādi to obliquely refer to the first Ascendant house (lagna), calling it ‘the house

that precedes (ādi) the (second) house-of-wealth (dhana)’. Alternatively, the words

could also imply ‘the houses beginning from the (second) house-of-wealth or mate-

rial possessions (dhana or dravya) are soaring above (upariga) in a serial order’—with

the first house (lagna) always remaining fixed at the horizon. is multiplicity in

meaning allows Nityānanda to display his skills in vakrokti (figurative writing) and

at the same time keeps his reader’s alert by not being overtly obvious (sugama).

Furthermore, Nityānanda shows his command of the canonical works by calling

the twelh astrological house riṣpha (from the Greek ῥίπτω), a word that finds men-

tion in Varāhamihira’s Bṛhajjātaka; e.g., .15. seen in the  of S. 3.6.9

cites it as riḥpha.
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A historical look at the different systems of astrological house divisions (bhāva)
shows variations in their methods and sizes based on the choice of their reference

great circle:

1.       

According to Parāśara, vide Parāśara’s Bṛhatpārāśarahorā (around 600 to 750

)   on grahaguṇasvarūpa,⁷⁹ all the twelve houses were considered

equal in extent, with the cusp of the first house (lagna or tanu-bhāva) begin-
ning with the degree of the ascending zodiacal sign and extending 30° along

the ecliptic. is distribution of houses of equal-extent effectively meant that,

in the Parāśara system, two zodiacal signs could occupy the same house. e

other Vedic authors employed the ‘equal-extent’ along with the ‘whole-sign’

in distributing the twelve houses from the Ascendant point, i.e., the first house

(lagna) was considered exactly and entirely identified with the zodiacal sign

rising at the eastern horizon; the beginning of the sign was considered the

cusp of the first house rather than the degree of Ascendant point, vide Jaimini

bhāva system). is meant that in these whole-sign system only one zodiacal

sign could occupy one house, effectively making the signs and houses identi-

cal to each other. e actual Ascendant point was treated as a special point of
the first house called bhāva-ārūḍha. In both these systems, the Mid-Heaven

(meridian ecliptic point) did not necessarily act as the cusp of the tenth house;

in fact, its position depended on the latitude of the observer.

2.       

In themethod of Campanus of Novara (c. 1220–1296 ), the prime vertical was

divided into twelve equal arcs by the six secondary circles to the prime vertical

passing through the north and south horizontal poles. e projection of these

divisions onto the ecliptic formed the twelve astrological houses of unequal

extents, vide [H 2006, p.144] and G [1996]. e circle of the

horizon and the meridian (being two of the six secondary circles to the prime

vertical) divided the prime vertical into four quadrants and correspondingly

the cusps of the first and seventh houses, and again the fourth and tenth houses

were marked by the points of intersection of the horizon and prime vertical,

and the meridian and the prime vertical respectively. e intermediate house-

cusps were determined trigonometrically by the projections of the trisected

arcs of 30° of prime vertical in each quadrant. is made the houses unequal

in extent based on the latitude of the observer and the obliquity of the ecliptic

at that place.

⁷⁹ I direct the reader to [P 1981b,  27 on p.86] for a list of translations and commentaries
on this text
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3.      

In Śrīpati’s method of house-divisions (resembling Porphyry’s house system),

the ecliptic was thought to be divided into quarters by the horizon and the

meridian, and similar to the Campanus’ system of houses, each quadrant is

individually trisected to produce three equal arcs within it, vide the chapter

on bhāvas (bhāvādhyāya) in Śriīpati’s Śrīpatipaddhati, [S 1937, pp.1–14].
e notable exception in this case is that it is the ecliptic, not the prime vertical,

that was used to ascertain the houses. e arcs of the ecliptic, although equal

in triads within the individual quadrants, would not necessarily be all equal.

Another notable feature in this house-system was that the cusps of the house

were treated as the middle of the house, with the boundaries of the house

lying between two adjacent cusps. is made the first house begin below the

Ascendant point (lagna) with an amount equal to the midpoint between the

Ascendant and the twelh cusp .

4.       

In the house-system of Placidus, the celestial equator was considered divided

into quadrants based on the intersections of the meridian and the horizon

with it, vide [H 2006, p.144]. e resultant points-of-intersection were

treated as house-cusps for the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth houses similar

to the system of Campanus. To determine the intermediate-houses, Placidiean

system trisected the sidereal time taken by the degree of the zodiac to ascend

from the Ascendant point (udaya-lagna) to the Mid-Heaven point (madhya-
lagna) [measured along the the semi-circular arc of celestial equator between

the first house cusp and the tenth house cusp]. is sidereal time-based di-

vision of the celestial equator, corresponding to the oblique ascension of the

zodiacal signs of the ecliptic, created the intermediate house-cusps of equal ex-

tent in opposite quadrants, i.e., the division between the first and tenth house-

cusps forming the eleventh and twelh house-cusps were equal to the fih and

sixth house cusps in extent. e other house-cusps were determined by trisect-

ing the sidereal time taken for the same degree of the zodiac to descend from

the Mid-Heaven point (madhya-lagna) to the Descendant point (asta-lagna).
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3.6.13 T       

yasmin yasmin valaye rāśilavo lagati tatra tatraiva ||
sa sabhāvaḥ sphuṭasaṃjñas trividham idaṃ bhāvacakraṃ syāt || 97 || āryā

In whatever zone (valaya) the degree of a particular zodiacal sign (rāśi) lies, ex-  97

actly there it is known with its true astrological house (bhāva). In this way, this

circle of astrological houses (bhāvacakra) is three-fold.

In this verse, Nityānanda explains the identification of the degrees of zodia- 

cal signs with the astrological houses. According to Nityānanda’s explanation, the

twelve divisions of the heavens are identified by (i) the name of the bhāva or astro-

logical house that marks its position in the sphere and also (ii) the degree of the zo-

diacal sign that occupy the house (bhāva) and effectively, get identified as the bhāva
it occupies: for example, at a particular time and place, if 23° Aquarius is seen to be

at the eastern horizon, then the first house lagna (Ascendant) is 23° Aquarius, the

fourth house tūrya (Imum Coeli) is 23° Scorpio, the seventh house asta (Descendant)

is 23° Leo, and the tenth house viyat (Mid-Heaven) is 23° Taurus.

e trividham ‘three-fold’ nature of the circle of astrological houses (bhāvacakra)
refers to the three kinds of divisions of the heavens based on diving the celestial

equator, the prime vertical, and the ecliptic as seen in S. 3.6.12. ese bhāva
divisions, with their corresponding degrees of the zodiac, mark ominous occasions

in the course of one’s life and reveal the characteristics of an individual through

divination. e Indian jyotiṣa tradition of calculating natal charts (jātaka) and cast-

ing horoscopes (janmapatrikā) in the practice of genethlialogy relied extensively on

these fixed house divisions, and the prognostication of events, actions, benefits and

losses in one’s life was revealed by the conjunctions (yoga) of the heavenly bodies in

these houses.

3.6.14 T        A C 
   

3.6.14.1 S     

udak parakrāntir inasya yeṣu
lambena tulyā viṣayeṣu teṣu ||

karkasthito bhānur udety udīcyām
avāci nakraḥ samupaiti cāstam || 98 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – ārdrā
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In all places where the maximum northern declination (para-krānti) of the Sun 98

is equal to the co-latitude (lamba), in those places the Sun, being situated in the zo-

diacal sign Cancer (karka), rises to the north and the zodiacal sign Capricorn (nakra)
aains seing to the south.

Nityānanda spends the next verses explaining the ecliptic ascension and tropical

variation in the Sun’s zodiacal position at the Arctic Circle (. 66° 30′). On the

day of summer solstice, the Sun is situated in the zodiacal sign Cancer (karka). On

the morning of this day, sunrise at the Arctic Circle finds the Sun rising due north

on the horizon, while at the same time, the zodiacal sign Capricorn sets due south

on the horizon. is is schematically sketched in F. 3.45

Figure 3.45: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) at the Arctic Circle with the tropi-
cal positions of the Sun at the two equinoctial and two solstitial points of the ecliptic.

Nityānanda’s reference to the terrestrial latitude of the Arctic Circle is not di-

rect, he refers to this place as ‘the place where its co-latitude equals the Sun’s max-

imum northern declination’. In V [76], he mentioned the maximum declination

(parakrānti) of the Sun to be 23° 30′ when it was on the ecliptic at the solstitial ex-

tremes. In the present verse, he calls this information to the reader aention, along

with their knowledge of co-latitude as a complement of latitude. With this the reader

can work out the latitude as 90° - 23° 30′ , or equivalently 66° 30′. ese exercises in
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mental computation are an interesting and engaging feature of his text that shows

his intention in writing this text as a pedagogical tool for students of astronomy.

3.6.14.2 M   

kṣaṇaṃ bhacakraṃ kujavat sthitaṃ hi
samudgataṃ syād yugapan mṛgādim ||

tathaiva karkādikam astam eti
tataḥparaṃ karkamukhaṃ bhaṣaṭkam || 99 || upendravajrā

e ecliptic (bhacakra), indeed remaining like the horizon for an instant, is risen  99

up simultaneously with the six zodiacal signs beginning with Capricorn (mṛga)
and in a similar manner, the six zodiacal signs beginning with Cancer (karka)
set. Furthermore, the collection of six zodiacal signs (bha) starting from the zodiacal

sign Cancer (karka)…

3.6.14.3 O       

krameṇa laṅkodayanāḍikābhir
dvisaṃguṇābhiḥ samudeti bhūjāt ||

nakrādikaṃ cāstam upaiti tadvat
tato ghaṭīṣaṣṭimitaṃ dinaṃ syāt || 100 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – premā

…in regular order, rise from the horizon with nāḍikās of right ascension (laṅko-  100

daya) multiplied by two, and the six zodiacal signs beginning with Capricorn

(nakra) set in a similar manner. For that reason, the solstitial day (dina) at the

Arctic Circle is equal to sixty ghaṭīkās.

At the Arctic Circle, the ecliptic is momentarily coincident with the horizon every 

sidereal day when its vernal equinoctial point⁸⁰ is rising due east on the horizon,

or equivalently, its autumnal equinoctial point is seing due west on the horizon.

At this instance of the ecliptic being identified with the horizon, the summer and

winter solstitial points of the ecliptic are coincident with the meridian along the due

north and due south directions respectively as seen in F. 3.46. Again, it is worth

noting that the description of the zodiac in this case is the sidereal zodiac (nirāyaṇa
rāśi) with the amount of precession (ayanāṃśa) being zero. is makes the vernal

point coincident with 0° Aries (meśādi), the autumnal point as 0° Libra, the summer

⁸⁰e vernal equinoctial point (♈) of the ecliptic is the point of intersection of the celestial equator and the
ecliptic along the northwards-ascending ecliptic path of the Sun marking the beginning of the tropical
zodiac (sāyana rāśi). On the other side of the ecliptic, corresponding to the southwards ecliptic descent of
the Sun, the point of intersection of the celestial equator and the ecliptic is called the autumnal equinoctial
position (♎). e points of the ecliptic marking the Sun’s maximum northern and southern declinations
are called its summer solstitial (♋) and winter solstitial (♑) positions respectively.
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solstitial point 0° Cancer, and the winter solstitial point is 0° Capricorn along the

ecliptic.

Aer being horizontal for an instant, the ecliptic is risen up with the six zodia-

cal signs beginning with Capricorn rising almost linearly along the eastern horizon,

whereas the six zodiacal signs beginning with Cancer set in a similar manner upon

the western horizon. is has been simulated in F. 3.47 below.

NC
P

Figure 3.46: e horizontal configuration of the ecliptic (bhacakra) at the Arctic
Circle.

Although the ecliptic ascension of the zodiacal signs at the Arctic Circle is in

fact a regular diurnal effect, Nityānanda in particular refers to the summer solstitial

position of the Sun. He extends this thought further in stating the oblique ascension

times for the ascending (six signs beginningwith Capricorn) and descending (six signs

beginning with Cancer) groups of zodiacal signs at the Arctic Circle.
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At that place of latitude (66° 30′) on the day of summer solstice, the descend-

ing signs (the Sun being in Cancer) rise from the horizon with an oblique ascen-

sion equal to double their corresponding right ascension (laṅkodaya), lit. ‘the time

of rising at Laṅkā’, or effectively the equatorial time of rising or ‘right ascension’

at the equator (. 0°). Lalla in his Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .13–16, along with

most canonical authors like Śrīpati (Siddhāntaśekhara .50–53, 58) and Bhāskara

(Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), golādhyāya .16–23), state that the differences in

the ascension times of the ecliptic signs at terrestrial locations depend on the angle

of the ecliptic with the horizon. At the equator, the ascending signs (six signs be-

ginning with Capricorn) are more oblique to the horizon and hence rise in shorter

periods of time, whereas the descending signs (six signs beginning with Cancer) take

longer on account of being more upright to to the horizon. Additionally, Bhāskara

states (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi , .19) that each quarter of the ecliptic rises in exactly 15

ghaṭikās (or 6h), and hence we can see the equal-quarter division in the ascension

times of the signs (in accordance to Bhāskara’s statements) in T 3.8.

In going north to the Arctic Circle, descending signs beginning with Cancer get

more upright as they rise to the northern direction on the horizon. is effectively

makes their rising time at the Arctic Circle much greater than at the equator. Nityā-

nanda declares this increase to be double on the day of summer solstice, and looking

at the sidereal times of the descending signs in T 3.8, we can see that the summer

solstitial day (the Sun in Cancer) at the Arctic Circle had a day length of 21600 asus
or 12h × 2. With this reasoning, Nityānanda states the measure of day (dina) at the
Arctic Circle on summer solstice to be 60 ghaṭikās (also called nāḍikās, a measure of

time equivalent to a sixtieth part of the day or 24 minutes).

As a quick note on grammar, the end of V [99] and the beginning of

V [100] form an enjambment or ‘run-on’ effect in the syntax that helps under-

standing the two verses in cohesion. As stated above, V [99] applies more gen-

erally for any tropical position of the Sun on the ecliptic; however, the day-length of

24h at the Arctic Circle applies only to the summer solstitial day at that latitude.
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Aries 1670 asus or 1h~51m~20s ree ascending signs with decreasing
rising times north of the equator

Taurus 1793 asus or 1h~59m~32s

Gemini 1937 asus or 2h~9m~8s

Cancer 1937 asus or 2h~9m~8s Six descending signs with increasing
rising times north of the equator

Leo 1793 asus or 1h~59m~32s

Virgo 1670 asus or 1h~51m~20s

Libra 1670 asus or 1h~51m~20s

Scorpio 1793 asus or 1h~59m~32s

Sagiarius 1937 asus or 2h~9m~8s

Capricorn 1937 asus or 2h~9m~8s ree ascending signs with decreasing
rising times north of the equator

Aquarius 1793 asus or 1h~59m~32s

Pisces 1670 asus or 1h~51m~20s

Table 3.8: e ascension times of the different zodiacal signs at the equator, cf.
Bhāskara’s (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), golādhyāya .16–23). A period mea-
sure of an asu equalling 4 sidereal seconds or a one minute of arc, was the conven-
tional unit used for indicating ascension times.

3.6.14.4 I         S 

    

rātripramāṇaṃ kṣaṇam eva nāsti
dyuḥ kṣīyate'to'pi niśaiṣate ca ||

tulāṅgate'rke dyuniśe same stas
tato'pacīyeta dinapramāṇam || 101 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – rāmā

Indeed, there is no length of night (rātri) even for an instant on the solstitial  101

day . ereaer, the length of day (dyu) diminishes and the night (niśā) advances.
When the Sun (arka) is in the zodiacal sign Libra (tulā), the day and night are equal.

From there, the length of day (dina) decreases, …
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3.6.14.5 C       

 

vardheta rātrir dhanurantam āpte
bhānau ghaṭīśunyamitaṃ dinaṃ syāt ||

rātriḥ parā ṣaṣṭighaṭīpramāṇā
syāt āntato rātridine vilome || 102 ||indravajrā

… and the length of night increases. When the Sun (bhānu) has reached the 102

end of the zodiacal sign Sagiarius (dhanu), the length of day measures zero ghaṭīs
and the length of night is the maximum 60 ghaṭīs. Finally, the lengths of day and

night are reversed.

Continuingwith his discussion on the length of day and night at the Arctic Circle,

Nityānanda begins V [101] by declaring that there is no period of night at the

Arctic Circle on the day of summer solstice. e complete nychthemeron at the

Arctic Circle on summer solstice is the period of day as stated at the end of the

previous verse.

Following this, as the Sun advances along the descending half of the ecliptic from

Cancer to Scorpio, the length of day at the Arctic Circle diminishes with a commen-

surate increase in the hours of night. In its journey to Capricorn, the Sun transits

through 0° Libra on the day of the autumn equinox and on that day the hours of

daylight and night are again equal, similar to its vernal equinoctial crossing on the

ascending half of the ecliptic from Capricorn to Gemini. With the Sun travelling fur-

ther in its journey southwards and entering the third quarter of ecliptic from Libra

to Scorpio, the day-lengths at the Arctic Circle continue to decrease and the hours

of night increase proportionately.

When the Sun reaches the winter solstitial position at the end of the zodiacal sign

Sagiarius i.e., 0° Capricorn, the night is of its maximal length of 60 ghaṭīs (twenty-

four hours) and accordingly, the day-length is zero. us the distribution of day and

night hours of the nychthemeron on winter solstice at the Arctic Circle is completely

reversed from its summer solstitial arrangement as shown previously in F. 3.45.

In keeping with the context, Nityānanda arranges the grammar of these verses to

show continuity of thought. e enjambment of V [101] and V [102] help

the reader see the entire sequence of day and night at the Arctic Circle as the Sun

performs its annual revolution along the ecliptic.
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3.6.15 V      

yāvadbhir aṃśair nijalambato'dhikā
kheṭasphuṭakrāntir udaksthitā bhavet ||

tāvat sadā dṛśyatanuḥ sa khecaraḥ
sadāstago dakṣiṇadiksphuṭāpame || 103 || vāsantikā

By as many degrees as the true declination (sphuṭa-krānti) of the planet (kheṭa)  103

situated northwards is greater than one’s own co-latitude (lamba), to such an extent

the planet (khecara) always has a visible form i.e., it is always visible ; it always

remains set when the true declination (sphuṭa-apama) is in the southern direction

exceeding one’s own co-latitude .

Nityānanda now explains the visibility of a planet at any terrestrial latitude. 

As F. 3.48 shows, when the true northern declination (sphuṭa-udak-krānti) of the
planet, measured along the arc-of-declination between the planet’s position in the

sky and the ecliptic, exceeds the co-latitude (lamba) of a terrestrial observer, the

planet remains visible in the sky. Conversely, when its true southern declination

(sphuṭa-dakṣina-krānti) exceeds one’s co-latitude, the planet remains invisible to the

observer.

Figure 3.48: e oblique celestial sphere (khagola) showing the visibility of a planet
(khecara) above the horizon.

Nityānanda refers to the visibility of the planet by investing it with a ‘visible

body’ or ‘visible orb’ (dṛśya-tanu) in effect, he’s uses a hypallage to transfer an ob-

server; seeing (or not being able to see) a planet to a quality the planets themselves
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posses. In Indian astrology, amongst the nine planets (nava-graha)⁸¹ only seven plan-

ets, i.e., the Sun (arka), the Moon (candra), Mars (maṅgala), Mercury (budha), Jupiter
(bṛhaspati), Venus (śukra) and Saturn (śani) were visible (dṛśya), whereas the other

two planets of Ascending lunar node (rāhu) and Descending lunar node (ketu) were

considered invisible (adṛśya). While Nityānanda’s use of the word dṛśya-tanu could

be a direct reference to the visible orb of the planet (above the horizon), its polysemic

reference does evoke the reader’s aention to its astrological connotations.

3.6.16 L      
   S   A

3.6.16.1 S      69° 48′ 

ato'kṣabhāgair viśarāṃśakhāgair 69 | 48
yugmendubhasthe dyumaṇau dinaṃ syāt ||

dhanurmṛgasthe ca niśā samastā
pareṣu bheṣu dyuniśorvyavasthā || 104 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – ṛddhi

Hence, there is only day at places with 69° 48′ of terrestrial latitude (akṣa- 104

bhāga) when the Sun (dyuman) is in the lunar mansion (nakṣatra) indubha of the

zodiacal sign Gemini (yugma), and entirely night when it is between the zodiacal

signs Sagiarius (dhanu) and Capricorn (mṛga). When the Sun is in other zodiacal

signs, there is an arrangement of both day and night (dyuniśa).

With the next few verses, Nityānanda continues describing the variation in day

light hours with increasing terrestrial latitude as one enters the Arctic. According to

him, as the latitude of an observer increases geing closer to the pole from the Arctic

Circle, there are more number of days with 60 ghaṭikās or 24h of day light (and no

periods of night) corresponding to lower northern declination of the Sun in the first

quarter, i.e., smaller declinations of the Sun between the end of Gemini where its is

at its maximum of 23° 30′  and the beginning of Aries where it is zero). us, at

a terrestrial latitude (akṣa-bhāga) of 69° 48′ there are already days with twenty-four

hours of day light when the Sun is in the zodiacal sign Gemini as opposed to just one

summer solstitial day at the Arctic Circle (66° 30′) when Sun is at the beginning of

Cancer, cf. V [100].

Also at these high-latitude places, there are more of number of days of com-

plete darkness (periods with twenty-four hours of night and no day light hours) with

smaller southern declination of the Sun (increasing from the beginning 0° Libra to its

⁸¹e word graha [lit. ‘seizing’ or ‘grasping’] was associated with the planets as these ‘sky-wanderers’
(khecara) were believed to posses a divine influence on human destiny and hence were considered worthy
of astrolatry in their deified forms, vide [S 1990, p.62] for a discussion on the socio-
religious and iconographic aspects of the ‘nine planets (nabagraha).
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maximum at the end of Sagiarius 23° 30′ ). Hence, at 69° 48′ there are already com-

plete twenty-four hours of night when the Sun is between Sagiarius and Capricorn,

as opposed to just one winter solstitial day at the Arctic Circle with the Sun being at

the end of Sagiarius, cf. V [102]. On all other days of the year (corresponding

to a different tropical position of the Sun on the ecliptic) at this Arctic latitude, there

are both hours of day light and a period of night distributed accordingly (dyuniśa) in
any nychthemeron.

Interestingly, Nityānanda expresses the Sun’s position inGemini by specifying its

sidereal position with respect to the lunar mansion (nakṣatra) indubha or mṛgaśira.
In the list of the 27 lunar mansion of the Paitāmahasiddhānta, the indubha nakṣa-
tra was considered the fih with an ecliptic longitude extending between 53° 20′ to

66° 40′ [P 1978a, p.537]. is measure was based on its fih position in the

equal twenty-seven part division of 360° of the ecliptic. Essentially, from a zodia-

cal reference, the indubha nakṣatra occupied a position on the ecliptic between the

zodiacal signs Taurus (vṛṣabha) (staring at 23° 20′ of Taurus) and Gemini (yugma or

mithuna) (ending at 6° 40′ of Gemini). e end of its 13° 20′of longitudinal extent

would be Gemini and hence the compound yugmendubhasthe, to imply ‘in being

situated in the indubha nakṣatra of the zodiacal sign Gemini (yugma)’.

In this verse, Nityānanda uses the bhutasaṃkhyā word-numerals for the latitude

69° 48′: (i) viśarāṃśakhāga as vi + śara + āṃśa implying ‘less by a fih part [of a

degree]’, i.e., 12′ and (ii) kha (0) + aga (7), i.e., 70°, effectively giving 70° - 12′ = 69° 48′.

His choice of this terrestrial latitude φ of 69° 48′ is rather specific: it corresponds to

a co-latitude φ̄ of 20° 12′.

In V [103], Nityānanda explains the condition for the visibility of a ce-

lestial object (here, the Sun) above the horizon by comparing its true declination

with the co-latitude of the observer. When the Sun is in the constellation Gemini

(more specifically, at the end of the lunar mansions indubha), its ecliptic longitude

λ is 66° 40′. Correspondingly, its declination can be computed using the formula

sin δ = sin ϵ × sin λ, where δ and λ are the declination and ecliptic longitude of the

celestial object and ϵ is the obliquity of the ecliptic (taken as 23° 30′). us, in this

case, the declination of the Sun situated at 66° 40′ of ecliptic longitude is

δ = sin−1 sin 23° 30′ × sin 66° 44′ ≈ +20° 20′ 31′′

When compared to the co-latitude φ̄ of 20° 12′, it can clearly be seen that δ > φ̄,

implying that the celestial object (i.e., the Sun) is always visible above the horizon, or
in other words, there is perpetual day light. Similarly, when the Sun is in between the

zodiacal signs Sagiarius and Capricorn, its ecliptic longitude is 240° < λ < 300° and

its declination δ ranges between -23° 30′< δ < -20° 12′ 6′′. us, when compared to

the co-latitude φ̄ of +20° 12′ in the Arctic, we find δ < φ̄. is makes the Sun never
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visible above the horizon at such a place causing perpetual night. At a terrestrial

latitude of 69° 40′ , when the Sun is in any other zodiacal sign, there is always a

proportional distribution of daylight and darkness (i.e., day and night) through the

tropical year.

3.6.16.2 S      78° 30′   N 

sārdhāṣṭaśailaiḥ 78 | 30 palabhāgakaiś ca
dinaṃ vṛṣādye bhacatuṣṭaye'rke ||

niśā punar vṛścikataś catuṣke
khāṅkā 90 kṣabhāgair dyusamārdhakena || 105 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – jāyā

And, at places with 78° 30′ of terrestrial latitude (pala-bhāgaka), there is day 105

when the Sun is in the four zodiacal signs beginning with Taurus (vṛśābha); it is night
again when the Sun is in the four zodiacal signs starting from Scorpio (vṛścika).
At the place with 90° of terrestrial latitude (akṣa-bhāga), with equal half of the

zodiacal circle as the day (dyu)—

3.6.16.3 T      M M (N )

rātriḥ tathaivāsti sumeruvāsināṃ
meṣādiṣaṭke'rkavilokanaṃ sadā ||

tulādige'rke rajanī mṛgādige
niśārdham eṣāṃ dyudalaṃ ca karkage || 106 ||śaṅkhacūḍā

—is the night (rātri). In this manner, for the gods residing on Mt Sumeru, there 106

is always a view of the Sun (arka) when it is in the six zodiacal signs beginning

with Aries (meṣa); it is night when the Sun is in the six zodiacal signs beginning

with Libra (tula); mid-night (niśārdha) when it is in beginning of Capricorn; and it is

their midday (dyudala) when the Sun is in at the beginning of Cancer (karka).

Going further north, at a terrestrial latitude (pala-bhāgaka) of 78° 30′, the num-

ber of days of perpetual daylight (twenty-four hours of daylight) in a tropical year

increases and it extends for the entire duration the Sun transits the four zodiacal

signs beginning with Taurus (λ☉= 30°) and ending in Leo (λ☉ =150°). In a similar

manner at such high-latitude, when the Sun passes through the four signs beginning

with Scorpio (λ☉= 210°) and ending in Aquarius (λ☉= 330°), there are only perpetual

nights for an equal number of days.

At the north pole (90° ), the day light and night hours are distributed for the

extended periods of six months leading to polar day and night. As the Sun jour-

neys from its vernal equinoctial point (0° Aries) to the autumnal equinoctial point
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(0° Libra)—thus crossing three signs along the ascending arms (the first quarter from

Aries to Gemini) followed by three signs along the descending arm (second quar-

ter from Cancer to Virgo) of the ecliptic—there is a prolonged half-yearly period of

perpetual day light, i.e., a polar day. On the continual leg of its journey along the

ecliptic from the autumnal equinoctial point (0° Libra) back to its vernal equinoc-

tial point (0° Aries)—this time crossing the three descending signs (the third quarter

from Libra to Scorpio) followed by the three ascending signs (the fourth quarter from

Capricorn to Pisces)—there is a polar night lasting half a year completely reversed to

the arrangement before and shown in F. 3.49

Figure 3.49: e annual tropical movement of the Sun around the ecliptic constitut-
ing the nychthemeron for the gods at the north pole.

We can find an explanation for Nityānanda’s claim by again looking at the decli-

nation of the Sun at latitude φ of 78° 30′ (co-latitude of 11° 30′) and 90° (co-latitude of

0°). According to his statement, at 78° 30′ of latitude, the day i.e., the length of time

the Sun stays above the horizon, begins when the Sun enters Taurus (λ of 30°), at

which point, the declination δ of the Sun is

δ = sin−1 sin 23° 30′ × sin 30° ≈ +11° 30′ 1′′

is corresponds to δ ≳ φ̄, implying perpetual day. e northward declination of the

Sun continues to be greater than 11° 30′ till it is at the end of Leo entering Virgo, i.e.,
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four zodiacal signs from Taurus and to such an ecliptic extent the Sun is always visi-

ble. Conversely, while being at 78° 30′ of terrestrial latitude (or 11° 30′ of co-latitude),

the night (i.e., the length of time the Sun stays below the horizon) begins when the

Sun enters Scorpio (ecliptic longitude λ of 210°), at which point, the declination δ of

the Sun is

δ = sin−1 sin 23° 30′ × sin 210° ≈ -11° 30′ 1′′

is makes δ ≲ φ̄ leading to perpetual night. Again, the southwards declination of

the Sun continues to less than 11° 30′ till it is at the end of Aquarius entering Pisces,

i.e., four zodiacal signs from Scorpio, implying the invisibility of the Sun through

those months.

At the north pole (φ =90° , or equivalently φ̄ = 0°), it can simply be seen that any

solar declination δ > 0 would indicate constant visibility; whereas any declination

δ < 0 would mean constant invisibility of the Sun.

Interestingly, Nityānanda expresses the position of the Sun along the ecliptic to

mark the moments of the polar day and polar night through the eyes of the gods who

live at the north pole. e gods living onMt Sumeru (identified as the north pole) see

the Sun rise when it enters the zodiacal sign Aries, i.e., (λ☉= 0°), midday when the

Sun transits Cancer (λ☉= 90°), and sunset with the Sun crossing into Libra (λ☉= 180°);

and finally their midnight is the Sun being in Capricorn (λ☉= 270°). e agency of the

divine in perceiving this strange phenomenon of prolonged days and nights, which

for equatorial and subtropical dwellers would be hard to conceive, adds authority to

his claim. He keeps with the siddhāntic tradition when he refers to the north pole as

Mt Sumeru, the abode of divine beings, and yet provides a different explanation for

the Purāṇic belief that the day and night for the gods last six months. His explanation

offers an astronomical reason for this phenomenon as opposed to the Purāṇic model

of the heavens that he rhetorically dismisses in S. 3.3.6.

To keep to contextual continuity, Nityānanda enjambs V [105] and

V [106] together: the compounded word dyusamārdhakena ratriḥ carries be-

tween the two verses and shows the equality between the polar day and polar night

for the gods as equal halves in the ecliptic movements of the Sun. Also notable are his

bhutasaṃkhyā word-numerals to indicate the latitude 78° 30′ : sārdhāṣṭaśaila mean-

ing sārdha ‘with half [of a degree]’, aṣṭa (8), and śaila (7), equalling 78° 30′; and again

the latitude 90° : khāṅka giving kha (0) + āṅka (9) equalling 90°.

In passing, it is worth seeingwhat previous canonical authors have thought about

the idea of increasing terrestrial latitudes and ecliptic visibility. Lalla in his Siśyadhī-
vṛddhidatantra (madhyāgativāsanādhikāraḥ carādīnāṃvāsanā .20) speaks of the

invisibility of Scorpio, Sagiarius, Capricorn and Aquarius at a terrestrial latitude of
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75°, whereas Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara (.57) states that Sagiarius and Capri-

corn are invisible at latitudes of 66° 30′while the four signs beginning with Scorpio

become invisible at latitudes of 75°. Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya)
(tripraśnavāsanā of golādhyāya .28–30) speaks of a similar arrangement of the

day and night period with regards to the zodiacal position of the Sun as one moves

northwards from a latitude of 69° 20′, 78° 15′, and 90° –values identical to what is

found in Varāhamihira’s Pañcasiddhāntikā (.25), [T  D̅ 1968,

p.72 (English translation)]. Parameśvara in his Goladīpikā (.50-52) makes a similar

statement to Nityānanda (cf. V [104]); however, rather than speak in terms of

day-length corresponding to the tropical position of the Sun on the zodiac, Parameś-

vara addresses the question of visibility of zodiacal sign(s) with respect to terrestrial

locations. Interestingly, he specifies these localities with equations relating terres-

trial latitude with declination of the signs.

3.6.17 V          


yathā yathā krāntir udag vivardhane
tathā tathārkasya samunnatāṃśakāḥ ||

ato yadā karkaṭago divākaraḥ
paronnatatvaṃ samupaity ahardale || 107 || vaṃśastha

emore declination (krānti) of the Sun is on the rise northwards, the more the  107

degrees of elevation (unnata-aṃśa) of the Sun (arka) increase. Hence, when the Sun

(divākara) is at the start of the zodiacal sign Cancer (karkaṭa), it achieves maximum

elevation (para-unnata) in the sky at midday (ahardala).

Nityānanda now explains the variation in solar elevation (from one’s astronomi- 

cal horizon) with a corresponding change in solar declination. As F. 3.50 shows, the

increase in the northern declination of the Sun as it moves along the ecliptic corre-

sponds to a proportional increase in its elevation or altitude. e word unnata-aṃśa
refers to the degrees of ‘elevation’ or ‘altitude’ of the Sun, i.e., the complement of its

zenith distance in the horizontal coordinate system. In other words, the elevation

of the Sun can be understood as its upper culmination at local noon, i.e., the altitude

of the Sun in the sky as it crosses the observer’s meridian. When the Sun reaches a

maximum northern declination of 23° 30′, i.e., when the Sun enters the zodiacal sign

Cancer, its elevation in the sky at its local meridional transit (culmination point at

local noon) is the greatest (para-unnata).
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Figure 3.50: e increase in solar elevation (unnata-aṃśa) with an increase in solar
declination (krānti).

3.6.18 T          

viparyayo vāḍavavahnivāsināṃ
suradviṣāṃ rātridinavyavasthayoḥ ||

ataḥ surāṇām amaradviṣāṃ tathā
divāniśaṃ bhāskaravarṣasammitam || 108 ||vaṃśastha

ere is reversal in the arrangement of the night and day (rātridina) for the 108

enemies of the gods (sura-dviṣā) who live in the regions of submarine fires

(vāḍavavahni-vāsin) i.e., for the inhabitants of the south pole. Hence, for the gods

(sura) and also for the enemies of the gods (amara-dviṣa), the day and night period

(divāniśa) i.e., the nychthemeron is equal to a solar year (bhāskara-varṣa).

With this verse, Nityānanda makes his reader aware that the distribution of day

light hours and night is reversed for the inhabitants of the south pole when com-

pared to the arrangement at the north pole. In previous verses, V [105] and

V [106], he explained the duration of the polar day and the polar night for the

gods at Mt Sumeru (the north pole) based on the ecliptic position of the Sun. At

the south pole, this arrangement is reversed with the polar day (or polar night) at

the south pole corresponding to the polar night (or polar day respectively) at the
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north pole. A schematic drawing to illustrate this reversed effect for antipodal polar

observers is shown in F. 3.51.

Nityānanda again chooses the language of Purāṇic lore in describing the inhabi-

tants of the south pole (identified with the regions of submarine fire vāḍavavahni) as
the demon race of beings that are the ‘enemies of the gods’ (sura-dviṣā) that live at

the north pole. e use of these Purāṇic references could be Nityānanda’s aempt at

placating the socio-religious opinion in these maers, and in doing so, perhaps use

the grounds of cultural familiarity to help him include foreign ideas into his text in

a less intrusive manner.

e dependence of the polar nychthemeron—the polar day and a polar night

lasting half a year each—on the Sun’s position on the ecliptic was quite commonly

found in the siddhāntic literature. As early as the Paitāmahasiddhānta of Viṣṇu-
dharmoarapurāṇa (.1) we find mention of the length of the day and night pe-

riod of the gods as one complete sidereal revolution of the Sun, [P 1967-1968,

p.477]. e later siddhāntic authors like Āryabhaṭa (Āryabhat̄īya .17), Varāhami-

hira (Pañcasiddhāntikā .27; and .13,14), Brahmagupta (Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta
.8), Lalla (Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .14), Śrīpati (Siddhāntaśekhara .58-

59), and Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .7,8,10) have all spoken about

a similar arrangement of polar and night periods for the gods and demons. Even

among the Kerala school of astronomers, Parameśvara in his Goladīpikā (.43-45)

[S 1957, pp.89-90] states a similar fact by considering the six months beginning

with Aries to be the day for the gods, and similarly, the other six months beginning

with Libra to be the night for the gods. He then goes on to say that the polar nychthe-

meron for the gods and the demons is completely reversed. Authors like Nīlakaṇṭha

Somayājī in his Tantrasaṅgraha, (.14) extend this notion to state the equivalence of

a human solar year to one complete day (nychthemeron) of the gods.

3.6.19 T      

phalāya saṃhitāvido
niśārdhato dinaṃ jaguḥ ||

dinārdhataś ca yāminīṃ
tato'yanādy aharniśam || 109 || pramāṇikā

For the sake of its fruit i.e., for its computational advantage , men learned  109

in the doctrine of astrology (saṃhitā-vid) have proclaimed the polar day (dina)
beginning from the middle of the polar night (niśārdha) and the polar night

(yāminī ) beginning from middle of the polar day (dinārdha). For that reason, the
day and night (aharniśa) i.e., nychthemeron at the poles begins from the solstitial

points (ayana) of the zodiac .
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In this verse Nityānanda states that learned men of astronomy who follow the 

saṃhitās (doctrinal treatises) proclaim the polar day for the gods starting from the

middle of the polar-night, i.e., when the Sun is in the zodiacal sign Capricorn. us

at the north pole, a polar day would last the entire duration of the Sun’s northward

movement (uarāyana) on the ecliptic from its winter solstitial position in Capricorn

(δ☉ of 23° 30′ ) to its summer solstitial position in Cancer (δ☉ of 23° 30′ ). Identically

then, the polar night at the north pole would start from the middle of the polar day

period, i.e., when the Sun is in Cancer. is makes the polar night last the entire

time the Sun moves southwards through the descending signs of the ecliptic, i.e.,

from Cancer back to Capricorn.

e ‘learned men’ Nityānanda mentions here are the followers of the Ārdha-
rātrikāpakṣa of Āryabhaṭa. In the Āryabhaṭasiddhānta, Āryabhaṭa spoke of the divi-

sion of the day from the night beginning with midnight (as opposed to sunrise in the

other systems). Although the original text is not extant, subsequent siddhāntic au-

thors have mentioned it in their own works. In fact, Varāhamihira’s Pañcasiddhān-
tikā (xv.18-20) states the following difference in opinions between different writ-

ers: Lāṭācārya (composer of the old Sūryasiddhānta according to al-Bīrūnī’s account,

vide [P 1975, p.70]) reckons the ahargaṇa (number of mean civil days since an

epoch beginning) are computed from sunset at Yavanapura (Alexandria); Siṃhācārya

measures the same from sunrise at Laṅkā; Yavanācārya (author of Yavanajātaka) ini-

tiates the day from the end of the tenth muhūrta⁸² of night; whereas Āryabhaṭa pro-

poses two different methods of day-reckoning. Varāhamihira states that Āryabhaṭa

maintains the beginning of the day from ‘midnight’ at Laṅka in one instance, while

stating it to be sunrise at Laṅka at another time (in another text). is midnight day-

reckoning system (ārdharātrikā) finds mention in Bhāskara I’s workMahābhāskarīya
(cf. [P 1981b, p.20]) and quite extensively over nine chapters (adhikāras) in the

Brahmagupta’s Khaṇḍakhādyaka (cf. [P 1981b, p.33]). A good discussion on

Āryabhaṭa’s Ārdharātrikāpakṣa and its position in siddhāntic astronomy can be read

in S [1967, 1977] .

Nityānanda appears to use the words day (dina) and night (niśā or yāminī ) in
this verse in reference to the polar day and polar night; however, in the first two

pādas of this verse the meanings of those words are more general. e midnight day

reckoning system is applicable to measuring day-lengths at any terrestrial latitude

including the equator: all it effectively does is to use midnight instead of sunrise as

the start of the day.

⁸²A muhūrta is a period equivalent to two ghaṭikas, or effectively the thirtieth part of a nychthemeron or
48 minutes.
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e utility of this system and its computational advantage is a fact most sid-

dhāntic authors have acknowledged; e.g., Bhāskara says in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
(golādhyāya) (tripraśnavāsanā .11) –

dinaṃ surāṇāmayanaṃ yaduttaraṃ
niśetarat saṃhitikaiḥ prakīrtitam ||
dinonmukhe'rke dinam eva tanmatam
niśā tathā tatphalakīrttanāya tat || 11 ||

“As for the doctrine of astrologers, that it was day with the gods at Meru whilst

the Sun was in the uarāyana (or moving from winter to the summer solstice)

and night whilst the Sun was in the dakṣiṇāyana (or moving from the summer

to the winter solstice), it can only be said in defence of such an assertion, that

it is day when the Sun is turned towards the day, and it is night when turned

towards the night. eir doctrine has reference merely to judicial astrology and

the fruits it foretells.” [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.163]

Nityānanda’s choice of words does not seem to differ a lot from Bhāskara’s writing.

He also merits this system with being conducive or as he puts it, ‘for the sake of [its]

fruit (phala)’—an advantage or result in computational procedures, perhaps astro-

logical results (phalas) that used of the midnight system following Brahmagupta’s

Khaṇḍakhādyaka, [P 1981b, p.33].

3.6.20 T         

indor golopariṣṭhād vasati pitṛgaṇo'māntakāle'rkato'dhas
tiṣṭhann ūrdhopariṣṭhāt kalayati taraṇiṃ tena teṣāṃ dinārdham ||

darśo'tho pūrṇamāsī rajanidalam ataḥ kṛṣṇaśuklāṣṭamīto
'hno rātreś ca praveśo'sitasitadalayor ghasrarātraṃ prasiddham || 110 ||sragdharā

On account of dwelling on the upper part of the sphere of the Moon (indu-gola), 110

and hence at the time of the new Moon (amāntakāla) being situated below the

Sun (arka), the forefathers (pitṛgaṇa) observe the Sun (taraṇi) at the highest summit

in the sky [i.e., at their zenith]. erefore, the day of the new moon (darśa) is their
midday. Likewise, the full moon (pūrṇamāsī ) is their midnight (rajanidala). Hence,

the start of the day (ahan) and of the night (rātri) is from the eighth lunar day (aṣṭami
tithi ) of the waning phase of the Moon (kṛṣṇapakṣa) and the waxing phase of the

Moon (śuklapakṣa) respectively . e nychthemeron (ghasra-rātra) for the lunar

manes is thus brought about in the dark (asita) and light (sita) halves of one

synodic month .

Nityānanda finishes this section by describing the arrangement of day and night

for the lunar manes or forefathers (pitṛgaṇa) who were thought to live on the farside
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of the Moon (indu). According to him, the nychthemeron (ghasra-rātra) for the lunar
ancestors lasts one synodic month: the day-length for them equals a lunar fortnight

and their nights are of a similar length. To understand the duration of daylight and

the period of night from a lunar perspective, consider F. 3.52. In the figure, the

movement of the Moon around the Earth is drawn with the four cardinal phases of

the Moon marked as the full Moon (F), the middle of the waning fortnight called

‘the first quarter’ (I🌓), the new Moon (N🌑), and the middle of the waxing fortnight

called ‘the third or the last quarter’ (III🌗).

During the day of the new Moon amāvāsyā (N🌑), the forefathers being situated

on the far-side of the Moon experience the Sun (arka or taraṇi) directly overhead.

is makes the day of the new moon (with respect to an terrestrial observer), the

midday for the lunar manes. Similarly, when the Moon is full pūrṇimā (F), the

Sun being antipodal for these lunar beings, it is considered their midnight. Between

these two ‘middle’ positions of the day and night periods, we can identify the sunrise

to be the middle of the waning fortnight or ‘the first quarter’ (I🌓), while the sunset

corresponds to the middle of the waxing fortnight or ‘the third or last quarter’ (III🌗).

Nityānanda refers to these fortnight-middle days as the eighth day (aṣṭami) of the
fortnight, sc. kṛṣṇapakṣa aṣṭami for the eighth day of the waning phase of the Moon

marking sunrise, whereas śuklapakṣa aṣṭami for the eighth day of the waxing phase

of the Moon marking sunset. In this way, Nityānanda concludes that the nychthe-

meron period for the lunar manes is a synodic month with their day-length and night

being equal halves of fieen days each.

LUNAR PHASES

N       NEW MOON

III     THIRD QUARTER

F       FULL MOON

I        FIRST QUARTER

N 

III

F

I

NYCHTHEMERON OF A SYNODIC MONTH FOR LUNAR MANES

SUNRISE

MIDDAY

Figure 3.52: e nychthemeron for the lunar manes constituting a synodic month
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e equivalence of this nychthemeron period of a month for the lunar manes

with the ‘light’ (sita) and ‘dark’ (asita) halves of the synodic month (as seen by a

terrestrial observer) can be understood in the following two ways:

1. e day-length on theMoon, when considered from the sunrise to sunset, finds

the Moon (viewed from the Earth) beginning with its third quarter (III🌗), mov-

ing on to the new Moon (N🌑), and finally at its first quarter phase (I🌓). In a

similar manner, the period of night of these lunar beings is again considered

sunset to sunrise, but this time via the other arm of the lunar orbit passing

through the full moon (F). It is these two fortnightly lunar motions that are

considered as being one-half visible and one-half invisible—forming the ny-

chthemeron of one’s deceased ancestors.

2. Alternatively, if we understand Nityānanda saying that the day does not start

at sunrise, but instead at midnight following the ārdharātrikā system, then

the day-length for the lunar forefathers would simply be the waning phase of

the Moon. eir hours of night would be its waxing phase accordingly. is

then makes the lunar synodic month—with its visible and invisible halves—

equivalent to the day and night period for them.

e synodic length of the lunar nychthemeron has been mentioned by most

siddhāntic authors like Āryabhaṭa (Āryabhaṭīya .17), Varāhamihira (Pañca-
siddhāntikā .27 and .4, 14), Brahmagupta (Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .8),

Lalla (Siśyadhīvṛddhidatantra .14, 18), Śrīpati (Siddhāntaśekhara .61), and

Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .10, 13-14) in one form or another.

ey all aest to deceased ancestors dwelling on the Moon enjoying alternating fort-

nightly periods of extended day light and periods of complete night created by the

visibility and invisibility of the Sun to them. Nityānanda himself speaks in the same

thread without any break from tradition. In a way, his words affirmatively act to re-

assure any reader familiar with the canonical texts that his own work is not entirely

heretic and that it conforms with the traditional siddhāntic view.
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3.7 Ḍ: V C S

3.7.1 D     

3.7.1.1 C        

evam samastaracanāyukto jñeyaḥ khagolākhyaḥ ||
atha bhūpṛṣṭhagatasya prāyaś caivaṃ bhavet khagolo yaḥ || 111 || udgīti

In this way, the oblique celestial sphere (khagola) endowed with the entire composi-  111

tion of the heavens is to be understood. Now, what is the oblique celestial sphere

(khagola) for one on the surface of the Earth (bhūpṛṣṭha)—

3.7.1.2 I        

jñeyaḥ sa golavijñair dṛggolaḥ kendrabhinnatvāt ||
atha nijamaṇḍalacāpaṃ yal lakṣaṇanāmakaṃ vadāmyetat || 112 || udgīti

—that is to be understood as the visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with a differ-  112

ent centre by men wise in the study of spheres (golavijña). Now, what is the arc

(cāpa) of one’s own celestial circle (maṇḍala), I will state that with respect to its

characteristic name (lakṣaṇanāmaka).

Nityānanda finishes the section on the oblique celestial sphere (khagola) and be- 

gins his description of the ‘visible celestial sphere’ (dṛggola). In effect, the visible ce-

lestial sphere is identical to the oblique sphere with the exception of the observer’s

horizon. e visible celestial sphere has an horizon identified with the local ob-

server’s geographic horizon, the visible perimeter where the locally flat Earth ap-

pears to meet the sky. is perspective is more immediate to an observer as it con-

siders the observer’s location on the Earth (as opposed to a geocentric position) as

the centre of the hemispherical dome of the sky and truncates the visible radius to

its geographic limit (ignoring any obstructions along one’s line-of-sight), cf. F. 3.1.
e observer’s local zenith remains directly overhead and as in the oblique sphere,

the nadir is considered to be the terrestrial position antipodal to his current loca-

tion. e visible sphere is the last section in his four-fold division of the chapter on

spheres, cf. S. 3.2.1.

In completing the section on the oblique sphere, Nityānanda asserts the entire

composition of the heavens to be contained in it. Once again, he plays on the word

samasta-racanā meaning ‘the entire composition’ or ‘the entire arrangement’ in ref-

erence to the heavens, while at the same time alluding to his ‘composition of verses’
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in its entirety being the story of the sphere of heaven. e enjambment effect be-

tween V [111] and V [112] creates a sense of continuous flow between these

sections and enables the reader to draw parallels betweenwhat was previously stated

and what is now to follow. In fact, Nityānanda chooses the moric meter udgīti to
compose these two verses which is a meter from the family of āryā meters is nor-

mally associated with lyrical poetry to be sung.

In beginning this section on the visible sphere, he states his intention of present-

ing the characteristic names (lakṣaṇa-nāmaka) with which one should know the arcs

(cāpas) of the different celestial circles (maṇḍalas) in this observer-centric local per-

spective of the celestial sphere. ese circles, being centred on the physical observer,

are mobile depending on the location of the observer on the surface of the Earth. His

subtle advice to the reader is to acquaint themselves with the visible sphere (and

its contents) as wisdom is accorded to only those men who study the spheres and

understand this visible celestial sphere to have a different centre to the others.

3.7.2 T       

viṣuvavṛttabhavṛttayutis tu yā
kriyatulādharayor mukham asti tat ||

ayanavṛttabhavṛttayutis ca yā-
yanamukhaṃ khalu dakṣiṇasaumyadik || 113 ||drutavilambita

What is the intersection (yuti) of the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the eclip- 113

tic (bhavṛa), that is the beginning point (mukha) of the two zodiacal signs, Aries

(kriya) and Libra (tulādhara), and what is the intersection (yuti) of the solstitial

colure (ayanavṛa) and the ecliptic (bhavṛa), that is indeed the beginning point

(mukha) of the movement of the Sun in the northern (uarāyana) and the southern

(dakṣiṇāyana) directions.

Nityānanda starts this section by explaining the equinoctial and solstitial points

of the ecliptic. e tropical reference points of the ecliptic (nirāyaṇa rāśi) are deter-

mined by the intersections of the ecliptic (bhavṛa) with the celestial equator (viṣu-
vavṛa) and again with the solstitial colure (ayanavṛa). According to him, the two

points of intersection of the ecliptic with the celestial equator mark the beginning of

the zodiacal signs Aries and Libra. As F. 3.53 shows, the point along the ascending

arm of the ecliptic, i.e., along the direction of increasing northern declination of the

Sun on the ecliptic, is the beginning of Aries (0° Aries meśādi); whereas the point on

the descending arm of the ecliptic with increasing southern declination of the Sun

is the beginning of Libra (0° Libra tulādhara-mukha). Conventionally, in siddhāntic

texts on spheres, these sidereal points are also identified to the tropical equivalents
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(vernal and autumnal equinoctial points of the ecliptic) as the difference due to pre-

cession (ayanāṃśa) is considered zero, cf.  78 on p. 241.

Figure 3.53: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the equinoctial and solstitial
points of the ecliptic (bhavṛa) along with the maximum northern declination (para-
apama) of the Sun at its summer solstitial position.

Nityānanda states the beginning of the northwards journey of the Sun along the

ecliptic (uarāyana) commences from the point of intersection of the ecliptic with

the solstitial colure along the winter solstice position of maximum southern declina-

tion of the Sun.⁸³ In the sidereal-tropical equivalence picture of the zodiac, this point

is identified with the beginning of Capricorn as seen in S. 3.6.14. e beginning

of the southwards journey of the Sun along the ecliptic (dakṣiṇāyana) commences

from the antipodal point of intersection of the ecliptic with the solstitial colure at its

summer solstitial position of maximum northern declination.

It is interesting to note that Nityānanda’s definition of these reference points as

intersecting great circles in a sphere is more geometric in its thought than observa-

tional. While the zodiacal position of the Sun could have basis in real observation, the

point of intersection of two ‘imaginary’ great circles is an activity of mathematical

(or geometric) conceptualisation. In recognition of this, he provides the definition of

these ecliptic positions in tropical reference to the zodiacal signs. is effort makes

⁸³e solstitial colure (ayanavṛa) is a great circle of the celestial sphere that passes through the celestial
poles and the solstitial positions of the Sun along the ecliptic. Along with the equinoctial colure (un-
maṇḍala), vide V [88], it forms the two primary meridians of the celestial sphere orthogonal to the
celestial equator.
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his reciprocal definitions interdependent where the existence of one idea is inferred

from another; e.g., the position of the [vernal] point of intersection of the celestial

equator and the ecliptic is inferred from 0° Aries, and at the same time, it serves to

define the other, i.e., the 0° of Aries is defined as the [vernal] point of intersection of

the celestial equator and the ecliptic.

3.7.3 T      

viṣuvavṛttabhamaṇḍalamadhyagaṃ
param ihāyanamaṇḍalajaṃ dhanuḥ ||

yad idam asti sa eva parāpamo
hy apamasūtragacāpam ihāpamaḥ || 114 ||drutavilambita

What is the greatest arc (param dhanu) produced on the solstitial colure (ayana- 114

maṇḍala) between the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the ecliptic (bhavṛa), that
is indeed the greatest declination (para-apama) of the Sun . In general, an arc

along any circle-of-declination (apama-sūtra) is the declination (apama) in that re-

gard.

Nityānanda identifies the arc of the solstitial colure between the ecliptic and the

celestial equator as the greatest declination (para-apama) of the Sun to the north, vide
F. 3.53. In V [107], he had previously described the same position of the Sun in

terms of its zodiacal transit into Cancer; in the visible celestial sphere, he now pro-

vides a geometric identification for the greatest solar declination. is picture helps

him extend the idea of a ‘line of declination’ (apama-sūtra) corresponding to any arc

(cāpa) perpendicular to the celestial equator and extending up to a desired point on

the sphere. ese ‘points’ could be the celestial object itself or the projection of its

position on another great circle e.g., the declination of the point marking the ecliptic

longitude of a planet. Once again, Nityānanda plays with the word sūtra to imply a

hemispherical arc (or part thereo) extending between the poles of a great circle and

passing through the desired point, effectively a line drawn on the surface of a sphere.

Interestingly, [Sā 1971,  , pp.v, vii] lists the words dhruvasūtra [lit.
‘fixed line’] or dhruvaprotavṛa [lit. ‘the fixed strung circle’] as ‘declination circle’,

indicating the great circle that passes through the celestial poles and the body.
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3.7.4 T     

3.7.4.1 T     

viṣuvamaṇḍalakhecarabimbayor
apamasūtragataṃ tu śarāsanam ||

sphuṭatarāpama eṣa khagasya vai
bhavati yāmyadig uttarato'thavā || 115 || drutavilambita

An arc (śarāsana) between the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the disk of a  115

planet (khecara-bimba) but along the circle-of-declination (apama-sūtra) indeed be-

comes the more accurate declination (sphuṭatara apama) of the planet (khaga) to-
wards the northern (uara) or the southern (yāmya) direction.

With these three verses, Nityānanda explains the different kinds of declinations 

that are used, in association with the ecliptic latitude and longitude of the planet,

in computing the true planetary declination. He begin his exposition by defining

the ‘true declination’ (sphuṭatara apama) of a planet in V [115] as the arc of the

circle-of-declination (apama-sūtra) (cf. dhruvasūtra or dhruvaprotavṛa mentioned

in the analysis of V [114]) between the planet P (khecara) and the celestial equa-

tor (viṣuvavṛa) seen as P̂G in F. 3.54. e arc P̂G intersects the celestial equator

at point G and forms a part of the great circle-of-declination passing through the

celestial pole D and the planet P. is true declination can extend in the northwards

or the southwards direction with respect to the celestial equator depending on the

position of the planet in the sky.

Nityānanda uses the word bimba to indicate the body (‘the disk’ or ‘the orb’ or

‘the sphere’) of the planet⁸⁴ as it helps specify the true position of the planet (sphuṭa-
graha) on its eccentric orbit (pratimaṇḍala) (or its epicyclic orbit (nīcocca-vṛa), or
a combination thereo) at any instant of time rather than its mean position (mad-
hyagraha) along its orbit of mean position (kakṣyāmaṇḍala). It is the challenge of

computing the precise way of this ‘true declination’ that gives rise to many mathe-

matical formulae based on geometric and trigonometric rationales. He also uses the

word śarāsana, quite literally ‘the resting place (āsana) of an arrow (śara)’, i.e., the
bow (cāpa), as the word for the arc of a circle. In this context, the circle-of-declination

mentioned above seems more of a ‘hemispherical arc’ extending between the celes-

tial poles and the planet rather than an entire great circle.

⁸⁴ Interestingly, the Arabic word to denote an ‘orb’ of a planet (falak, . aflāk) denoting any concentric or
eccentric ‘solid’ structure differed from the word for a ‘sphere’ of a planet (kurah, . kurāt or ukar) that
was considered a spherical structure. is division, although not rigid, came to help specify the spherical
bodies of the planets (. jism kurī ) embedded in the orbs of heaven, vide [J 2012, . 2, .
1.1, pp.115–119] for a wider discussion on the planetary spheres and orbs in context of Islamic astronomy
of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries .
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Figure 3.54: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the true declination
(sphuṭatara-apama), the first declination (prathama-apama), second (or ecliptic) dec-
lination of the planet’s longitude (para-apama), the latitude (śara) and longitude
(bhoga) of a planet (khaga).

Historically, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golabandhādhikāraḥ of golā-
dhyāya .16a-b) also claims «nāḍikāmaṇḍalāt tiryag atrāpamaḥ krāntivṛāvadhiḥ
… ||» and «…sphuṭo nāḍikāvṛākheṭāntarāle ’pamaḥ ||» ‘the declination is an arc of

a great meridian circle: cuing the equinoctial at right angles, and continued till it

touch the ecliptic’ and ‘e corrected declination [of any of the small planets and

Moon] is the distance of the planet from the equinoctial in a circle of declination’

[W  Ś̅̅ 1861, pp.156-157]. Nityānanda’s definition is identical to

Bhāskara in this respect; however following this, he defines the ‘other’ declinations

that is Islamic in its origin and the first such mention in any siddhāntic texts⁸⁵

3.7.4.2 T  ()       

viṣuvavṛttabhamaṇḍalamadhyagaṃ
viśikhasūtradhanur yad ihāsti tat ||

apama eva parābhidha ucyate
khagabhacakrakayor vivaraṃ śaraḥ || 116 ||drutavilambita

⁸⁵Although Nityānanda’s use of Islamic ‘second’ declination is the first such occurrence in a siddhāntic
text, Mahendra Sūri’s Yantrarāja ‘King of Instruments’ (1370  ) had made mention of it in an earlier
time, [P 2002]
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Whatever arc (dhanu) of the segment perpendicular (viśikha-sūtra) to the  116

ecliptic between the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the ecliptic (bhamaṇḍala)
passes through the planet’s longitudinal point on the ecliptic , that arc of decli-

nation (apama) is indeed called by the name ‘other’ (para) sc. the arc of second dec-
lination ; the perpendicular difference between the planet (khaga) and the ecliptic

(bhacakra) is the latitude (śara) of the planet .

With the definition of the true declination established, Nityānanda explains the 

‘second declination’ δ2(λ), i.e., the arc of the great circle passing through the eclip-

tic pole K and the planet P between the celestial equator and the ecliptic, i.e., B̂C in

F. 3.54. e point B marks the ecliptic longitude λ of the planet, i.e., the arc B̃♈ (or

equivalently, the spherical angle ∢BK♈ measuring the spread of the planes contain-

ing the planet and the vernal equinoctial point ♈ along the central polar axis of the

celestial sphere). e second declination B̂C is the arc (dhanu) of the perpendicular

segment (viśikha-sūtra)⁸⁶ to the ecliptic and not the celestial equator as it originates

from the ecliptic pole K rather than the celestial pole D.

In Arabic astronomy, the ‘partial second declination’ (al-mayl al-thānī al-juzʾī )
was the arc-segment of the great circle through the ecliptic poles and the planet,

between the ecliptic and the celestial equator; whereas the ‘partial first declination’

(al-mayl al-awwal al-juzʾī ) was the arc-segment of the great circle through the equa-

torial poles and the planet, between the ecliptic and the celestial equator, [B

2006, p.153]. ese can be identified as arcs B̂C and ÂG in F. 3.54. In Indian astron-

omy however, a different ‘first declination’ δ1(λ) or the declination of the point of

the ecliptic corresponding to the ecliptic longitude λ was considered of use, i.e.,ıBF in

F. 3.54.⁸⁷ As F. 3.54 shows, this arc of ‘first declination’ is different from the arc

of ‘second declination’. e arc-of-declination was always thought to be orthogonal

to the celestial equator and hence onlyıBF was thought to be the other declination of

a planet apart from its true declination P̂G.

In the laer part of the verse, Nityānanda defines śara, the ecliptic latitude of

a planet β, as the perpendicular difference between the ecliptic (bhacakra) and the

planet (khaga), i.e., the arc of the great circle including the ecliptic pole and the body

of the planet, orthogonal to the plane of the ecliptic. In F. 3.54 this is represented

by ıPB. When looking at the second declination B̂C, it can be seen that the second

⁸⁶e viśikha-sūtra, quite literally, ‘the line of the arrow’ appears to be a technical expression to indicate the
perpendicular chord of an arc, almost considering it equivalent to a short line-segment or yaṣṭi or daṇḍa
[lit. ‘stick’ or ‘sta’].

⁸⁷e ordinal numbering of declinations, including the declination of ecliptic longitude seen here, is not
an Indian system of designation but a foreign one following the Islamic tradition. However, Nityānanda,
in the chapter on computations (gaṇitādhyāya) of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja (.49–50), does refer to the
‘second declination’ quite distinctly as the dvitīya-krānti even if he calls it para ‘other’ in this verse. In
his tabular text, the Siddhāntasindhu, he specifically refers to the first declination as prathama-krānti on
several occasions in the table titles; e.g., the table tile «meṣatulayoḥ prathamakrāntikoṣṭhakāḥ» seen on
f.47v on MS 4962, Jaipur City Palace
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declination is in fact, an extension of the great circle through the ecliptic pole and

the planet, extending past the arc ıPB and reaching the celestial equator through B̂C.

Canonically, the ecliptic latitude of a planet was a concept familiar to most siddhān-

tic authors; for example, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golabandhādhikāraḥ of

golādhyāya .16a-b) states «…krāntivṛāccharaḥ || kṣepavṛāvadhistiryagevam…»,

‘celestial latitude is in like manner an arc of a great circle (which passes through

the ecliptic poles) intercepted between the ecliptic and the kṣepa-vṛa.’ [W

 Ś̅̅ 1861, pp.156-157], where kṣepa-vṛa meant the actual orbit of the plan-

ets containing the planets. However, the ‘second’ declination was an idea of Islamic

origin and not a part of any siddhāntic texts before Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja.

Interestingly, Nityānanda refers to the second declination as para, a word mean-

ing both ‘other’ as well as ‘foreign’. e pun in his choice of word may be overt,

however, his metrical choice remains subtle in its intent. is verse, along with all

the previous verses in this section, and the next verses are set to a twelve-syllable

jagatī meter called drutavilambita, lit. ‘fast and slow’, in reference to the faster tempo

of recitation of the light syllables (laghu) and the slower pace of reciting the heavy

syllables (guru). ese five verses in the golādhyāya are the longest sequence of ho-

mometric verses seen in this text; the second longest sequence is the first four verses

of the golādhyāya (in śārdūlavikrīḍita) that are meant to show his compositional

flair as he emphases the importance of studying spheres. e variation in the meters

through this text clearly shows his ability to compose quite liberally, and hence in

this light, one can suppose the homogeneity of meter seen here as being something

more than coincidence.

Nityānanda introduces the foreign idea of ‘second declination’ amidst a se-

ries of verses that share certain characteristics: the first pāda of the current

V [116] «viṣuvamaṇḍalakhecaramadhyagam» and the first pādas of the others

verses, namely

«viṣuvavṛabhavṛayutis tu yā» (V [113]),

«viṣuvavṛabhamaṇḍalamadhyagaṃ» (V [114]),

«viṣuvamaṇḍalakhecarabimbayor» (V [115]), and

«viṣuvamaṇḍalakhecaramadhyagam» (V [117]),

all begin with the same word viṣuva. In fact, V [114] and the current V [116]

are entirely identical in their first pādas. e repetitive use of a word across different

verses creates an anaphoric effect when the verses are considered as a collection,

as also the iambic cadence (tāla) of the jagatī meter through these verses provides

a rhythmic harmony in their recitation. ese figurative and prosodic devices help

Nityānanda weave the contents of his verses into the fabric of his poetry.
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Incidentally, this particular verse is only found in MSS B.I and N.I; all the other

manuscripts (MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I) do not contain this verse. is raises an

interesting question about the reception of this ‘foreign’ idea even at the level of

the scribes. While looking at the stemma of these manuscripts, vide S. 2.3, it

does appear that early branching in the manuscript phylogeny meant that original

manuscript α was passed down through the agency of two interim manuscripts viz.,
β and γ in F. 2.8. is could imply that the omission of this verse in MSS B.II,

B.I, and R.I (originating from MS γ) is not related to its presence in MSS B.I and

N.I (originating from MS β) in a concurrent sense. However, at some point in its

evolutionary history, some scribe(s) would have made an editorial choice to exclude

this verse from the text and given the ‘foreign’ content of the verse, we can assume

the omission was intentional rather than accidental.

3.7.4.3 A          

  

viṣuvamaṇḍalakhecaramadhyagam
viśikhasūtradhanur yad ihāsti saḥ ||

sphuṭatarāpamakāṅka udīrito
gaṇitagolavicāravicakṣaṇaiḥ || 117 || drutavilambita

Whatever arc (dhanu) of the segment perpendicular(viśikha-sūtra) to the  117

ecliptic is between the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the planet (khecara), that
arc is said to be similar to the curve (aṅka)⁸⁸ of true declination (sphuṭatara-
apama) by men who are wise in the examination of computations (gaṇita) and

spheres (gola).

Nityānanda now states that the arc of the perpendicular segment (viśikha-sūtra) 

between the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and a planet (khecara) is identified with

the arc (aṅka) of true declination of the planet (sphuṭatara-apama) by men wise in

the study of spheres and computations. e agency of the wise is yet again the subtle

aphorism Nityānanda brings to the verse while expressing his own opinion. Using

his narratorial voice, he manages to introduce another ‘new’ idea in computing the

true declination of a planet.

As F. 3.54 shows, the true declination of a planet P̂G is the sum of the arcıPA, the

polar latitude⁸⁹ β∗, and arc ÂG, the declination of the polar longitude⁹⁰ δ(λ∗). In other

⁸⁸e word aṅka is normally associated with the word ‘number’ or ‘measure’, however at this place, I find
its meaning as a ‘curved line’ or ‘an arc’ to be contextually relevant and semantically acceptable.

⁸⁹e polar latitude ÙPA or ∠POA (β∗) is the complement of the planet’s polar angle or co-latitude ∠DOP in
the polar coordinate system.

⁹⁰e polar longitude (λ∗) is the azimuth of the planet P measured along the celestial equator from any
specified direction in the polar coordinate system.
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words, δtrue = β∗±δ1(λ∗). In siddhāntic astronomy, the difference between polar and

ecliptic coordinates was not considered and hence effectively, the true declination of

a planet P̂G was considered as a sum of the arcs of its ecliptic latitudeıPB and its first

declinationıBF, i.e., δtrue ≈ β + δ1(λ).

e use of the first declination was a concept familiar to Indian astronomers be-

fore Nityānanda, In fact, Bhāskara’s ayanavalana rule that improved the estimation

of the true declination of a planet depended on this first declination. e Islamic ‘sec-

ond’ declination introduced into the Indian declination-rules first saw light in Nityā-

nanda’s method of estimation. Kim Ploer, in her essay on Spherical Trigonometry
and the Astronomy of the Medieval Kerala School provides a detailed discussion on

the history of these declination-rules in the Indian tradition, including the Islamic

influence to its method via the surrogacy of Nityānanda [P 2002, pp.83-93].

In the current verse, Nityānanda’s identification can be expressed by calling the

arc of true declination of the planet P̂G similar to the perpendicular arc between

the planet and the celestial equator ıPC. is interpretation requires the viśikha-
sūtra to stand for the perpendicular arc-segment to the ecliptic and not the celestial

equator; only then would the arc between the planet and the celestial equator beıPC.⁹¹ Assuming this interpretation as true, we can easily appreciate how the sum of

the two arcs—ıPB, the planet’s ecliptic latitude β and B̂C, its ‘second declination’ δ2(λ)
(cf. V [116])—that give ıPC is considered by Nityānanda as equivalent or similar
to the true declination P̂G. erefore, what Nityānanda says can be interpreted in

modern algebraic notations as P̂G ≈ ıPC = ıPB + B̂C, or effectively,

δtrue ≈ β ± δ2(λ) (3.5)

Interestingly, this verse has an alternative reading «viṣuvavṛabhamaṇḍalamadhya-
gaṃ» in the first pāda of MSS B.II B.I and R.I. With this reading, the meaning of

the verse changes quite significantly to say

What arc (dhanu) of the perpendicular segment (viśikha-sūtra) is between the

celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) and the ecliptic (bha-maṇḍala), that arc is said to be

similar to the curve (aṅka) of true declination (sphuṭatara-apama) by men who are

wise in the examination of computations (gaṇita) and spheres (gola).

⁹¹e reasons for considering the viśikha-sūtra as the ‘perpendicular segment’ to the ecliptic, as opposed to
the celestial equator, are (i) it is consistent with its use in V [116], and (ii) the alternative interpretation
of the viśikha-sūtra as the perpendicular segment to the celestial equator makes this verse a repetition
of what Nityānanda has previously mentioned in V [115]. e true declination of the planet was
defined to be the distance between the planet and the celestial equator along the arc-of-declination, vide
V [115]. To call the apama-sūtra ‘arc-of-declination’, the viśikha-sūtra-dhanu ‘arc of the perpendicular
segment’ and effectively repeat what has been already said appears a lile pleonastic in an otherwise
concise text.
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With this translation, we can see how the scribes of MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I—

the samemanuscripts that were lacking V [116] before—state Nityānanda’s view

as merely the identification of the arc between the ecliptic and the celestial equa-

tor along some perpendicular arc-segment as the arc of true declination P̂G. If the

viśikha-sūtra is orthogonal to the ecliptic, then the arc of true declination P̂G is iden-

tified with the arc of second declination B̂C; otherwise being perpendicular to the

celestial equator, the arc of true declination P̂G could simply be the first declinationıBF. As F. 3.54 shows, both these identifications seem geometrically lacking as they

completely ignore the ecliptic latitude ıPB in this identification, making the concept

of ‘true’ or ‘accurate’ sphuṭa declination a lile meaningless. It worth mentioning

that although the arc of declination of polar longitude ÂG could potentially seem be

a third [mistaken] alternative, it is highly unlikely polar coordinates were considered

in that time period.

Looking at the syntax of V [116] and V [117] (found in MSS B.II B.I

and R.I), the first two pādas are almost identical—only the last word in the two verses

differ between tat (V [116]) and saḥ (V [117])—and hence it is possible that a

scribe of an interim manuscript (δ) from which these three manuscripts were copied

may have amalgamated these two verses into a more palatable verse for siddhāntic

astronomers without explicitly mentioning any Islamic material like para (or dvitīya)
‘other’ or ‘second’ declination.

3.7.5 P          
 

yāvadbhir aṃśair dhruva unnataḥ syāt
tāvadbhir anyadhruvakaḥ kujādhaḥ ||

tāvadbhir evātmaśironabhasto
nataṃ narair vaiṣuvavṛttam ūhyam || 118 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – bālā

By asmany degrees as the north celestial pole (dhruva) is elevated (unnata) in the  118

sky , with that amount of degrees the other celestial pole is below the horizon (kuja).
With just that same amount, the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa) is depressed (nata)
from one’s own head in the sky (ātma-śiro-nabhas) i.e., from one’s local zenith

and is to be accordingly modified bymen depending on their terrestrial latitude .

Nityānanda now states the relation between the celestial poles and the celestial 

equator with respect to one’s local geographic horizon and the local zenith. Ac-

cording to him, the degrees of elevation (unnata-aṃśa) of the north celestial pole

(dhruva) (indicated by the fixed pole star dhruva-tārā) above the northern horizon

as seen by a northern observer are equivalent to the degrees with which he would

find the ’other celestial pole’ i.e., the south celestial pole depressed (nata) below the
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southern horizon. is amount is effectively the observer’s terrestrial latitude. Its

value is considered equivalent to the depression of the celestial equator (viṣuvavṛa)
from one’s local zenith as seen in F. 3.55.

For a southern observer, the south celestial pole appears above the southern hori-

zon while the celestial equator is depressed by a commensurate amount below his

local zenith; both these measures being equal to the southern terrestrial latitude of

the observer. us the variation in terrestrial latitude depending on the observer’s

location has a direct impact on the orientation of the visible celestial [hemi-]sphere

and the great circles that are associated with it.

Previous siddhāntic authors like Lalla in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra, (.6–
8), Śrīpati in Siddhāntaśekhara, (.54–57), and Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
(golādhyāya .48–51) have all spoken of this phenomenon of change in elevation

of the celestial pole from the horizon accompanying the change in terrestrial lati-

tude. Nityānanda continues in the same vein to help the reader understand these

important terrestrial changes in perspective.

In this verse, Nityānanda refers to the local zenith by its epithet, ātma-śiro-nabha
‘one’s own head-sky’; the idea of terrestrial locality being central to this verse, he

augments the regular expression of śiro-nabha with the self-referential noun ātma.
Also, as seen previously in this text, Nityānanda modifies the nominal stem viṣu to

vaiṣa for a metrical purpose, an minor observation but insightful nevertheless as it

shows his command over language and meter.

3.7.6 T          
  

tatronnatāṃśāḥ khalu lambabhāgā
natāṃśakāś cākṣalavāḥ prasiddhāḥ ||

madhyāhnavṛtte viyadākhyalagna-
khasvastikāntaḥ khalu madhyabhāgāḥ || 119 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – vāṇī

At that place, the degrees of elevation (unnata-aṃśa) of the celestial equator 119

from the horizon are the degrees of co-latitude (lamba-bhāga) and the degrees of

depression (nata-aṃśaka) of the celestial pole from the zenith are the established

degrees of latitude (akṣa-lava). On the meridian (madhyāhnavṛa), the distance

between the meridian ecliptic point (viyadākhya-lagna) and the zenith (khasvastika)
are indeed the degrees of depression of the meridian-ecliptic point (madhyabhāga).

In continuing with the previous verse, Nityānanda states the conventionally ac-

cepted and established belief that the degrees of elevation (unnata) of the celestial

equator above the horizon are the measure of the terrestrial co-latitude (lamba) at
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an observer’s location in degrees, and accordingly, its complement i.e., the degrees

of depression (nata) of the celestial equator below the zenith, is the measure of one’s

terrestrial latitude (akṣa) shown in F. 3.56. In the second part of this verse, he

defines the ‘zenith distance of the meridian ecliptic point’ (madhyabhāga) as the de-

grees of depression of themeridian ecliptic point (viyadākhya-lagna) from one’s local

zenith. emeridian ecliptic point was previously referred to as themadhya-lagna in

S. 3.6.10 and following that, when Nityānanda spoke of the astrological divisions

on the sky in S. 3.6.11, he calls this point Mid-Heaven. e word viyadākhya-
lagna is a synonymous reference to ‘the sky’ (viyat) ‘point-of-contact’ (lagna) of the
ecliptic as seen in F. 3.56

Figure 3.56: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the latitude (akṣa-lava) and the
co-latitude (lamba-bhāga) measured with respect to the depression (nata) and eleva-
tion (unnata) of the celestial equator respectively, along with the zenith-depression
(madhyabhāga) of the meridian-ecliptic point (viyadākhya-lagna) .

e term prasiddhā meaning ‘well-established’ and ‘celebrated’ is a semi-

technical term used quite commonly in Sanskrit astronomy to refer to a canonical

fact; e.g., at the end of the preliminary section on definitions of technical terms (pari-
bhāṣā prakaraṇaṃ) in Bhāskara’s Līlāvatī, he says, «śeṣā kālādiparobhāṣā lokataḥ
prasiddhā jñeyā» ‘e rest of definitions of time etc. are well established in the world

[hence should be] understood [accordingly]’. It lays emphasis on the concept it

is associated with and makes it the subject of common knowledge. In fact, previ-

ous siddhāntic authors have all given similar definitions; e.g., Lalla in his Śiṣyadhī-
vṛddhidatantra .24, Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara , 44, or Bhāskara in his Sid-
dhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), 33.

In passing, a notable feature of this verse is the scope of Nityānanda’s technical

lexicon: he chooses the words āṃśa, bhāga, and lava as synonyms for degrees quite
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comfortably to suit the meter. While these lexemes in themselves may not be re-

markable, Nityānanda’s ability to call upon them on command is certainly identifies

as a gaṇaka or a mathematician.

3.7.7 T        

evaṃ kṣamājagrahabimbamadhye
paronnatāṃśā vibudhair vicintyāḥ ||

bhūjābhidhe prākkhacarodayāntar-
agrāṃśakāḥ syuḥ khalu paścime'pi || 120 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – vāṇī

In this way, the degrees of maximum elevation (para-unnata-aṃśa) of a planet  120

considered by learned men are on the meridian (madhyāhnavṛa) between the

horizon (kṣamāja) and the disk of the planet (graha-bimba). e degrees of rising

amplitude (agra-aṃśa) of the planet should be considered between the east point

and the rising point of the planet (khacara-udaya) on the horizon (bhūja), indeed also

in a similar way in the west.

Nityānanda now describes the degrees of ‘maximum elevation’ or ‘maximum al- 

titude’ (para-unnata) of a planet on any given day, corresponding to the arc of the

meridian between the disk of the planet (graha-bimba) and the horizon on that day

as the planet reaches its upper culmination point in the sky.⁹² In S. 3.6.17, Nityā-

nanda spoke of the maximum elevation of Sun as its altitude upon meridional transit

on the day of summer solstice when the Sun would be located in the zodiacal signs

Cancer. e current verse generalizes that statement for any arbitrary planet, and

refers to the planet’s daily culmination point on the meridian as its maximum eleva-

tion above the horizon on that day as F. 3.57 shows.

In this verse, as previously seen in V [5], Nityānanda refers to the planet’s po-

sition in the sky with a reference to its bimba (‘body’, ‘orb’ or ‘image’). is specifica-

tion helps us understand that Nityānanda’s reference is to the actual visible planet in

the sky moving in its own orbit (bāṇavṛa) having celestial latitude, cf.  84

on p. 275. In fact, the word graha by itself sometimes implied the ‘ecliptic longitude

of the planet’ as seen in the texts accompanying tables (koṣṭhaka); e.g., Bhāskara (fl.
1681 ) in his Karaṇakesarī (v.6) uses the word graha in yāmyoare diśi grahasya
yutāyanāṃśāḥ to refer to the ecliptic longitude of the planet (as opposed to the disk

of the planet), [M  P 2014, p.27].

⁹² In Islamic astronomy, the maximum altitude of the Sun or a star (ghāyat irtiāʿal-shams aw al-kawkab)
was identically defined as the arc of the meridian between the horizon and the Sun or the star.
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Figure 3.57: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the maximum elevation (para-
unnaa) and ortive amplitude (agra) of a planet.

With second part of the verse, Nityānanda describes the rising (ortive) amplitude

of the planet.⁹³ e degrees of rising amplitude (agra-aṃśa) of the planet are angular

measure of its rising point on the horizon from the true east point on the horizon.

In a similar manner, given that the day-circle of the planet is parallel to the celestial

equator as F. 3.57 shows, the degrees of ortive amplitude measured along the east-

ern horizon are also equivalent to the degrees of angular distance between the true

west point and the point of seing of the planet.

As a subtle remark, we can see that Nityānanda uses the terminal word madhye
‘in the middle’ or ‘in between’ while forming the compound kṣamājagrahabimba-
madhye: he says that the degrees of maximum elevation (paronnatāṃśā) that are

conceived by learned men, those very degrees are to be found ‘between the horizon

and the disk of the planet’. He does not explicitly mention the meridian, however his

reference to the maximum elevation tacitly indicates that ‘in between’ refers to the

arc of themeridian between the horizon and the disk of the planet. ewordmadhye,
while suggesting the interior part between two objects, is also an oblique reference

to the technical word for the meridian madhyāhnavṛa. A latent definition of this

type helps as a pedagogical tool to engage the reader into active thinking and breaks

the monotony of passively absorbing information without critical examination.

Similar statements about the altitude and amplitude of rising bodies can be found

in most siddhāntic texts; e.g., Brahmagupta in his Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .61,

Lalla in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .18, Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara , 47, or

⁹³ Identically, Islamic astronomy also defined the ortive amplitude (siʿat al-mashriq) as the arc of the horizon
circle between the equinoctial rising point or the true east point of the Sun and the rising point of the Sun
on that particular day.
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Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), 39 all describe the rising amplitude

or equivalently, its sine value as the agra of the planet.

3.7.8 T       

pūrvasvadṛṅmaṇḍalamadhyabhāgā
digaṃśakāḥ paścimato'pi tadvat ||

dṛṅmaṇḍale bhūjakhagāntarāle
syur unnatāṃśā adharāṃśakā vā || 121 || upajāti –

ākhyānakī (bhadrā)

e degrees of azimuthal direction (diś-aṃśaka) of a planet are the degrees  121

between the eastern direction and the planet’s own vertical circle of altitude (dṛn-
maṇḍala), and likewise also with respect to the western direction . e degrees

of elevation (unnata-aṃśa) of a planet are on the vertical circle of altitude (dṛn-
maṇḍala) between the horizon (bhūja) and the planet (khaga), or the degrees below

(adhas-aṃśaka) the horizon .

Nityānanda now defines the degrees of azimuthal direction and degrees of al- 

titude of a planet in the sky. In the horizontal coordinate system, the ‘azimuth’

measures the angular deviation between (i) a plane passing through the centre (the

observer’s terrestrial location) and containing the celestial object (like a planet) and

(ii) another plane passing through the centre in any particular preferred direction.

In other words, the angular arc-distance between (i) a preferred point or direction on

the horizon and (ii) the perpendicular intercept of the great circle through the zenith

and the planet with the horizon, is called the azimuth. e ‘altitude’ of a planet is its

elevation (above the horizon) or depression (below the horizon) measured through

its vertical circle of altitude, i.e., the great circle passing through the planet and the

local zenith at any given time and remaining orthogonal to the horizon.

Nityānanda defines the ‘degrees of azimuthal direction’ (diś-aṃśaka) as the de-

grees between the vertical circle of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala), i.e., the great circle that

passes through one’s local zenith and the planet in the sky cf. V [87], and the

eastern direction. Looking at F. 3.58, we can understand his statement in the fol-

lowing two equivalent ways:

1. e degrees of azimuthal direction A ∼ ∢AZE are the angular deviation be-

tween the plane containing the vertical circle of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala) and the

plane containing the prime vertical (samasūtra-vṛa) meeting at the central

axis passing through the zenith Z and the observer O.

2. e degrees of azimuthal direction A ∼ ÂE are the arc of the horizon be-

tween (i) the point of interception of the vertical circle of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala)
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Figure 3.58: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the degrees of azimuthal di-
rection (diś-aṃśaka) and elevation (unnata-aṃśa) of a planet along its vertical circle
of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala).

with the horizon, and (ii) the point of interception of the prime vertical (sama-
sūtravṛa) with the horizon, i.e., the true east point.

e geometrical symmetry implies that degrees of azimuthal direction A men-

tioned above is also equal under a change of orientation. us, the angular separa-

tion ∢DZW or the horizontal arc-length D̃W from the western side of the horizon

also equals the same degrees of azimuthal direction A. We can note how the rising

or ortive amplitude of a planet, ıBE or C̃W in F. 3.58, remains fixed throughout the

day as it is measured with respect to the day-circle of the planet (dyujyāvṛa), while

its azimuth changes all through the day as it depends on the vertical circle of altitude

(dṛnmaṇḍala). Also interestingly, in Sanskrit astronomy, the azimuth is measured

with respect to the east (or the west) point of the horizon, whereas in western posi-

tional astronomy, it is referenced from zero degrees north.⁹⁴

In the laer part of the verse, Nityānanda defines the ‘degrees of altitude’ of a

planet as simply the degrees of ‘rising inclination’ (unnata-aṃśa) above the horizon

⁹⁴ If the preferenceial reference direction formeasuring the azimuth is due north on the horizon, then degrees
of azimuthal direction (diś-aṃśaka) defined above are simply the complementary of the modern definition
of azimuth. In such a case, diś-aṃśaka can be taken tomean the ‘amplitude’ (90° - azimuth) of a planet, with
the ‘ortive amplitude’ (agra) being simply its value at the time of the planet’s rising. In the Tantrasaṅgraha
of Nīlakaṇṭha Somayājī, this ‘amplitude’ is referred to as dikāgrā or āśāgra [R 
S 2011, pp.229, 468].
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or the degrees of lowered inclination (adhas-aṃśaka) below the horizon; both quan-

tities are measured with respect to the vertical circle of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala) as seen
in F. 3.58. Along with the azimuth, this quantity changes constantly within a day

due to the rotation of the celestial sphere. e altitude of the planet is effectively the

point of triple intersection of its vertical circle of altitude (dṛnmaṇḍala), its day-circle
(dyujyāvṛa), and its parallel of altitude (dṛgjyāvṛa); the daily westwards rotation

of the celestial sphere causes this point to rise above the horizon, aain maximum

elevation at its meridian-transit towards the zenith, lower back down towards the

horizon and cross it going below, descend to the maximum lowered inclination at

its meridian-transit towards the nadir, and finally ascend again marking the start of

another day.⁹⁵

e concept of altitude and azimuth also finds mention in canonical texts; e.g.,

Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya) .36 refers to the altitude of a

planet (or correspondingly its complement, the zenith distance) in terms of their sine

values as śaṅku (or dṛgjyā) respectively. In a separate part of his text, the tripraśnā-
dhikāraḥ of grahagaṇita section (v.45), he defines the azimuth (digāṃśa) of a planet

as the angular distance along the horizon between the prime vertical and its vertical

circle of altitude.

3.7.9 T         

tatraiva khasvastikakheṭamadhye
natāṃśakā evam adho bhavanti ||

svonmaṇḍalasvīyadharājamadhye
dyujyākhyavṛttasya dhanuś caraṃ syāt || 122 || viṣamavṛa

upajāti – vāṇī

At that very place, the degrees of zenith distance (nata-aṃśa) between the zenith  122

(kha-svastika) and the planet (kheṭa) are thus below the zenith . e arc (dhanu) of
the diurnal circle (dyujyāvṛa) of the planet between one’s own equinoctial colure

(unmaṇḍala) and horizon (dharāja) is the ascensional difference (cara).

Nityānanda continues his thought from the previous verse as he now defines the 

zenith distance and the ascensional difference of a planet in the sky at a particular

time of day. e distance measured in degrees along the vertical circle of altitude

(dṛnmaṇḍala) between the planet and one’s local zenith is called the ‘degrees of zenith

distance’ (nata-aṃśa) of the planet. As F. 3.59 shows this distance ıZP can be seen

to be the complement of the altitude of the planet (measured above the horizon), i.e.,ıZP ∼ 90° − ÂP.

⁹⁵e word nata ‘depression’ is typically used to indicate the lowered position of a celestial body with
respect to the zenith; in the current context, this would misrepresent the expression ‘below the horizon’
and hence Nityānanda appears to use of the word adhaḥ in opposition to unnata.
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Figure 3.59: e visible celestial sphere (dṛggola) with the degrees of zenith distance
(nata-aṃśa) and the arc of ascensional difference (cara) of a planet.

e arc of the diurnal circle or the day-circle of the planet (dyujyāvṛa) between

the equinoctial colure or six o’clock circle (unmaṇḍala) and its rising point on the

horizon is called the ‘ascensional difference’ (cara). is is shown in F. 3.59 with

the arc B̂C. e ascensional difference is the measure of the difference between the

rising times of a celestial object at a certain terrestrial latitude when compared to

its rising at the equator (zero degree latitude). is difference in ascension times is

essentially due to the obliquity of the celestial sphere (with a gain in terrestrial lati-

tude) when compared to the equatorial right sphere. At the equator, the six o’clock

circle is the equatorial horizon as seen in F. 3.60, and hence the difference between

the ascensional difference is zero. At a terrestrial location of non-zero latitude, the

ascensional difference B̂C or ÂD is due to the obliquity of the celestial equator to the

horizon, and effectively, an increase in the length of the diurnal circle of the planet

as seen in the figure. At the north pole, the perpetual visibility of the celestial object

implies an undefined or inapplicable ascensional difference. At the poles the day-

circle of this object is identical to its parallel of altitude meaning the these objects

are circumpolar.

It is interesting to note that the concepts of zenith distance of an object and its as-

censional difference are found in almost all siddhāntic works—sometimes presented

as the sines of their value—starting from the very early authors like Āryabhaṭa (Ārya-
bhaṭīya .26) and Brahmagupta (Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .61) to later canoni-

cal authors like Jñānarāja (Siddhāntasundara, grahagaṇitādhyāya .42) and Bhāskara

(Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .1).
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3.7.10 T         

kujopariṣṭhād dinarātravṛtte
yad dṛśyacāpaṃ dinacāpam etat ||

kujād adhastād dinarātravṛtte
yat syād adṛśyaṃ rajanīdhanus tat || 123 ||ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

viparītākhyānakī (haṃsī)

Whatever visible arc (dṛśyacāpa) on the diurnal circle (dinarātravṛa) is above the 123

horizon (kuja), that is the arc-of-day (dinacāpa). Whatever invisible arc (adṛśya-
cāpa) on the diurnal circle (dinarātravṛa) is below the horizon, that is the arc-of-

night (rajanīdhanu).

With the diurnal circle (dyujyāvṛa) (of a planet or a luminary; e.g., the Sun)

called the ‘day and night circle’ (dinarātravṛa), Nityānanda explains the two parts

of this circle divided by an observer’s local horizon. ite intuitively, the ‘visible

arc’ (dṛśya cāpa) of the diurnal circle corresponds to the arc-segment above the hori-

zon, whereas the ‘invisible arc’ (adṛśya cāpa) is the part of the diurnal circle below
the horizon. Incidentally, Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .5 also speaks of

a similar idea when he says «dyurātravṛe kṣitijād adhaḥsthe rātriryataḥ syād dina-
mānamūrdhve ||» ‘For, the length of the night is represented by that arc of the diurnal

circle below the horizon, and the length of the day by that arc above the horizon.’

[W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.162]. Although Nityānanda does not explicitly state

the visible (or invisible) arc-segments as the ‘arc-of-day’ (or ‘arc-of-night’) in this

verse, this equivalence is evident from his description ‘visible above the horizon’ (or

‘invisible below the horizon’). In the subsequent verses that follow, Nityānanda uses

this ‘arc-of-day’ and ‘arc-of-night’ to explain the variations in the lengths of day

and night with a change in terrestrial latitude. Interestingly, Lalla, in his Śiṣyadhī-
vṛddhidatantra .8–11 discusses the variation in sunlight hours between the north-

ern and southern hemispheres using the allied concept of ascensional difference dis-

cussed in S. 3.7.9 above. F. 3.61 shows the terrestrial variation in the proportions

of the day and night circle above and below the horizon corresponding to the visible

arc-of-day and invisible arc-of-night respectively.
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3.7.11 L        

dṛśyaṃ dhruvāsannamaho mahat syād
adṛśyapārśve laghu vāsaraṃ hi ||

dinād vilomaṃ rajanīpramāṇaṃ
mahat tathā svalpatathā ca nityam || 124 ||viṣamavṛa

upajāti – buddhiḥ

e visible arc (dṛśyacāpa) being greater near the north pole (dhruva), the day 124

is long (mahat); on the invisible side (adṛśya pārśva) i.e., when the invisible arc

(adṛśyacāpa) is greater near the north pole the day (vāsara) is indeed short (laghu).
e amount of night (rajanī-pramāṇa) is reversed from the amount of day. us in

this way, the day and night are forever long (mahat) and short (svalpa).

Inferring from the ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ portions of the arc of day and night

(dinarātravṛa), Nityānanda now begins to tell us of its impact on the hours of

daylight (and correspondingly of night) at different terrestrial latitudes. In non-

equatorial regions, for one half of the solar year, the visible arc (dṛśyacāpa) that forms

the arc-of-day (dinacāpa) is greater than the invisible arc (adṛśyacāpa) that forms the

arc-of-night (rajanīcāpa). is implies that days are longer closer to the north pole

for six months of the year. ese lengths get reversed for the other half of the year,

meaning, days correspond to the the shorter visible arc and hence they are shorter

in length. e nights, on the other hand, now have longer invisible arc leading to

longer periods of night. us, the shortening of day-length corresponding to a pro-

portional increase in night-length and vice-versa as seen in   of F. 3.61. With

this insight, Nityānanda declares the lengths of day and night to be always long and

short in alternating halves of the solar year at places closer to the north pole.

In passing, I would like to mention that the arrangement of the metrical feet

(pādas) in this verse as seen above is my editorial choice based on the grouping of

pādas seen in MSS B.I and N.I. MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I have a different stanza-

structure with just the first two pādas of this verse, i.e., v.124 forming an incomplete

half-verse. In these three manuscripts the third and fourth pādas of the verse above,

i.e., v.124 are combined with the first two pādas on the next verse, i.e., v.125 to

form the subsequent verse. e grouping of the pādas in manner seems metrically

and contextually misplaced and hence I corrected the ordering to what is seen above.

In MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I, the grouping of terminal and initial half-verses between

successive verses as a singular verse is continued all the way to V [126].
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3.7.12 M       

pūrvāparonmaṇḍalamadhyagāmi
dyujyākhyavṛttasya dhanur bhaved yat ||

sadaiva tac cakradalāṃśa 180 tulyaṃ
carāḍhyahīnaṃ svadinapramāṇam || 125 ||⁹⁶ viṣamavṛa

upajāti – rāmā

What arc (dhanu) of the diurnal circle (dyujyāvṛa) is between the east and west  125

points-of-intersection with the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala), that is always

equal to the degrees of a half-circle (cakradala-aṃśa), i.e., 180°. One’s own mea-

sure of day-length (sva-dinapramāṇa) is increased (āḍhya) or decreased (hīna) with

the ascensional difference (cara).

Nityānanda begins this verse by describing the equality of the two halves of the 

diurnal circle about the plane containing the equinoctial colure or six o’clock circle.

e arc of the diurnal circle (dyujyāvṛa-dhanu) going from its eastern (pūrva) point-
of-intersection with the six o’clock circle (unmaṇḍala or equinoctial colure) to its

western (apara) point-of-intersection with it, creates exactly a semicircle of 180°.

e measure of day-length (dinapramāṇa) i.e., the visible arc of the dirunal circle at

one’s own location is equal to 180° of a circle (cakradalāṃśa) augmented (āḍhya) or
decreased (hīna) by the ascensional difference (cara);⁹⁷ in fact twice the cara for the

eastern and western sides of the diurnal circle seen as ĈB and ÂD in F. 3.62 

().

e 180° arc of the diurnal circle between the eastern and western sides of the

equinoctial colure or six o’clock circle measures a period of twelve hours during

which any celestial object, like the Sun, remains visible in the sky, vide S. 3.6.5.

For a northwards ecliptic declination of the Sun, in the northern hemisphere (north-

ern terrestrial latitudes) the elevation of the north celestial pole is above the hori-

zon implying that the equinoctial colure is also above the horizon. is leads to

the longer arc of the diurnal circle remaining visible through the day, or in effect,

longer arcs-of-day (dinacāpa). Nityānanda ascribes this increase in day-length to the

oblique ascensional difference, the difference between the rising times of the Sun at

the equator (right ascension) and at the observer’s own latitude. In F. 3.62 

(), the arc-of-day or dinacāpa is seen as ÂD + D̄JC + ĈB. In a similar manner, the

southern observers find the north celestial pole being depressed below the horizon by

⁹⁶As explained previously in the  of V [124], the verse-structuring seen here is based on MSS
B.I and N.I. MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I combine the last two pādas of the previous verse, i.e., v.124 with
the first two pādas of the current verse v.125 to form a single verse. e last two pādas of this verse
v.125 are associated with the next verse V [126].

⁹⁷ese ascensional differences are generally considered in degrees rather than units of time, however, they
are mutually convertible with 360° ↔ 24h ⇒ 1° ∼ 4m.
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an amount that equals their southern latitude. is makes the equinoctial colure re-

main below the horizon and thus the visible arcs-of-days are shorter. At these places

the ascensional difference is below the horizon and hence, it needs to be subtracted

from the equatorial diurnal arc of 180° (or 12h) to give the hours of daylight.

To get a complete understanding of this verse, we can look at the mathematics

of calculating the ascensional difference or cara at a given latitude φ (co-latitude φ̄)

with northern solar declination δ. As F. 3.62  () shows, ÛIJ is the northern dec-

lination of the Sun forming the right triangle △OJK where its [celestial] equatorial

altitude JK is R sin δ and the radius of the diurnal circle OK ∼ HJ is R cos δ, R being

the trijyā, sinus totus or the radius of the reference visible sphere. e diurnal circle

being parallel to the celestial equator, we have JK ∼ OH where OH measures the

height of the centre of the diurnal circle from a local observer O.

Furthermore, when looking at the right triangles △GHO and △ZFO in F. 3.62

 (), we can identify the following congruent angles between them: (i) ∠GHO =
∠ZFO = 90°, (ii) ∠GOH = ∠ZOF = φ where φ is the latitude of the observer cor-

responding to the equal arcs N̂P (the elevation of the pole star above the north-

ern horizon) and ÙZI (the depression of the celestial equator below the zenith), vide
S. 3.7.5, and hence (iii) ∠OGH = ∠OZF = 90°−φ. ismakes △GHO and △ZFO

as similar triangles with proportional corresponding sides –

GH

OH
=

GF

OF
⇒ GH = OH ×

GF

OF
⇒ R sin δ ×

R sin φ

R cos φ
⇒ GH = sin δ × tan φ (3.6)

e segment GH, a projection of the ascensional difference ĈB or ÂD along the

radius of the diurnal circle, was technically called the bhūjyā (or kṣitijā) ‘Earth-sine’
or ‘horizon-sine’ in Sanskrit astronomy. Early authors like Āryabhaṭa (Āryabhaṭīya
.26), and Brahmagupta (Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .56–58) have also mentioned this

quantity in their calculations for the ascension difference.

e Earth-sine GH corresponds to the diurnal circle of radius JH = R cos δ, there-

fore the corresponding Earth-sine OL for the celestial equator of radius OI = R can

be worked out as

GH

HJ
=

OL

OI
⇒ OL = R ×

GH

R cos δ
=

sin δ

cos δ
×

sin φ

cos φ
⇒ OL = tan δ × tan φ (3.7)

According to S. 3.7.9, Nityānanda defined the ascensional difference as the

arcs ĈB or ÂD. ese arcs of the diurnal circle rise (and set) in the same amount

of time (or equivalently, subtend the same angle at the observer O) as arcs W̄M or

Q̂E respectively. e reason for this becomes clearer when we look at F. 3.62 

() that presents the same diagram as before, however for sake of illustration the

terrestrial latitude has been decreased. In the figure, the longitudinal line (from the
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north celestial pole P) intercepts the diurnal circle and the celestial equator along the

western side at points B and M and the eastern side at points A and Q respectively.

In the time it takes point Q on the celestial equator to rise due east, point A on the

diurnal circle (corresponding to an observer O at φ° N) has already risen to point

D. Simultaneously on the western side in the same amount of time, point C of the

diurnal circle makes its way to point B as the due west point of the celestial equator

sets below the horizon to point M. is makes the rising arcs ÂD (of the diurnal

circle) and Q̂E (of the celestial equator) equivalent in the angle they subtend at their

respective centres; and correspondingly the seing arcs ĈB (of the diurnal circle)

and W̄M (of the celestial equator) are also equivalent with respect to their centres.

Along the western direction, the right triangles △BCH and △MWO are shaded in

F. 3.62  () to illustrate their equivalence.

When looking at the figure, we can see how these planar triangles (in the plane

of the superscribed circles) have MW = R sin ∠MOW (in △MWO) and BC =
R cos δ × sin ∠BHC (in △BCH). We can also note how WM = OL and BC = GH

in these two triangles. us using . 3.6 and . 3.7 we have

OL = MW = R × sin ∠MOW = tan δ × tan φ

GH = BC = R cos δ × sin ∠BHC = sin δ × tan φ (3.8)

erefore, we can see that,

R sin(∠MOW) = R sin ∠BHC = tan δ × tan φ (3.9)

e ascensional difference B̂C (or the sine value of its central angle ∠BHC)—

equivalently also, its measure on the celestial equator M̄W (or the sine value of its

central angle ∠MOW)—can be given as,

B̂C or sin ∠BHC =
GH (‘Earth-sine’)

R cos δ (‘day-radius’)
= tan δ tan φ

R
from . 3.8

M̄W or sin ∠MOW = OL (‘Earth-sine’)
R (sinus totus)

= tan δ tan φ
R

from . 3.8 (3.10)

e ascensional difference B̂C is identical to ÂD on the other side, and hence each of

them by itself is called carārdha ‘half ascensional difference’. ese carārdhas help

augment or decrease the day light hours (solar declination δ° ) at a local place

(latitude φ° ), and hence we have –

1. e period between sunrise and midday as B̃CJ or 6h±B̂C
h
, with the maximum

duration of B̂C being 6h or 15 ghaṭikās.

2. e period between midday and sunset as J̄DA or 6h±ÂD
h
, with the maximum

duration of ÂD being 6h or 15 ghaṭikās.
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e appropriation of the ascensional difference to the increase or decrease

in the amount of day-length at a given latitude is a topic well discussed by al-

most all siddhāntic authors; e.g., Varāhamihira (Pañcasiddhāntikā .34), Āryabhaṭa

(Āryabhaṭīya .26), Brahmagupta (Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .56–58 .61), Vaṭeś-

vara (Vaṭeśvarasiddhānta .8–10), Lalla (Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .8–11), Śrīpati

(Siddhāntaśekhara .25–28), and Bhāskara (Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .1–
9). Nityānanda’s own discussion of this topic keeps to the established opinion and

repeats what is already known. In one sense, his aempt may seem repetitive given

the canonical status of this information; however, his conscientiousness in dutifully

repeating it reflects his familiarity with his scientific ancestry. In the traditional

world of Sanskrit erudition (pāṇḍitya), his readers would have found his canoni-

cal repetition (punarvacana) far more appealing than some of his ‘foreign doctrines’

(yavana-vāda).

3.7.13 R          

svonmaṇḍalaṃ vyakṣakujaṃ sadaiva
tato nirakṣe dyuniśoḥ samatvam || 126 || ardhasamavṛa

dvipada-upajāti

e equatorial horizon (vyakṣa-kuja) is indeed always one’s local equinoctial  126

colure (unmaṇḍala) and for that reason, there is equality of day and night (dyu-
niśa) at the place with zero latitude (nirakṣa) i.e., at the equator .

With this verse, Nityānanda explains the equality in lengths of day and night 

at the equator (nirakṣa), lit. without latitude. As we saw in the previous verse, a

cohort of other Sanskrit mathematicians (gaṇakas) have declared this idea in their

own works. Nityānanda, proving his rank as a ‘learned scholar’ (Siddhāntin) in his

academic traditions (śāstra-paramparā), continues his telling of the same tale.

At the equatorial region, the pole star stays directly incident on the horizon,

meaning the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala) is identified with the horizon circle. In

fact, the identification of the equinoctial colure with the horizon at the equator earns

it the name ‘equatorial horizon’ in some texts on positional astronomy. is makes

ascensional difference, as defined in V [122], zero or essentially, the rising time

of a celestial body at the equator is its right ascension. e arc-of-day (dinacāpa)
or the visible arc of the diurnal circle is equal to the arc-of-night (rajanīcāpa) or

invisible arc of the diurnal circle at these equatorial places as seen in F. 3.61 

(). Additionally, the mathematical expression derived in . 3.10 aests to a similar

fact with B̂C (or M̄W) becoming zero for φ = 0°  at the equator.

As an editorial note, the arrangement of the pāda arrangement in this verse (as

seen above) creates a hypometric meter—a viṣamavṛa triṣṭubh meter that has the
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first and second pādas as ta-ta-ja-ga-ga and ja-ta-ja-ga-ga respectively— however,

any other grouping with the previous or succeeding verses seemed contextually mis-

placed to me. MSS B.I and N.I combine the two pādas of this verse with the first

two pādas of the next verse but in doing that, they displace the metrical and contex-

tual coherence of the next verse, v.127. On the other hand, MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I

continue with their numbering scheme by grouping the last two pādas of the previ-

ous verse, i.e., v.125 with the two pādas of this verse v.126 to form a single verse.

Although completing the quatrain, the verse arrangement in these three manuscripts

seems more likely to be a perpetuated scribal error in enumeration, quite possibly

from a common parent manuscript that had a similar mistake.

Looking at the contextual continuity and shared content between the current

verse and the previous one, we can consider combining V [125] and V [126]

to form a hypermetric verse of six pādas. is verse could be a mixture of the six

pādas in the triṣṭubh family, or a separate type of gāthā meter, with eleven syllables

per pāda, viz., the first two pādas would have the gaṇas (syllabic feet) ta-ta-ja-ga-ga,
the third and the fourth pādas could be ja-ta-ja-ga-ga, while the last two pādas would

be a mixture of ta-ta-ja-ga-ga (fih pāda) and ja-ta-ja-ga-ga (sixth pāda). In this

edition, I have chosen to keep the verses separate and have preferred the regularity

of context in favour of any prosodic structure. e ascensional difference calculation

in V [125] have V [126] as a special case (zero latitude), and hence in terms

of context, it should precede this verse in a pedagogical sense.

3.7.14 D         

yathā yathāpakramamaṇḍalasya
syād daṇḍavac cāpam ṛjukṣamāje ||

tathā tathodgacati bhūyasaiva
kālena tiryak punar alpakena || 127 ||⁹⁸ardhasamavṛa upajāti –

viparītākhyānakī (haṃsī)

e more an arc (cāpa) of the ecliptic (apkramamaṇḍala), like a straight line 127

(daṇḍavat), is perpendicular (ṛju) at the horizon (kṣamāja), the longer the time it

takes to rise; however, obliquely (tiryak) it rises with shorter time .

Having spoken about the latitudinal variations to the visible (arc-of-day) and in-

visible (arc-of-night) parts of the Sun’s diurnal circle, Nityānanda now talks about

the rising times of the zodiacal signs, i.e., the ecliptic, on basis of its inclination to

one’s local horizon.

⁹⁸e grouping of the pāda seen follows MSS B.II B.I, and R.I. MSS B.I and N.I combine the first two
pādas of this verse (v.127) into the previous verse, while the last two pādas (v.127) are merged with the
first two pādas of the next verse to form a complete four-pāda stanza.
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In the previous verse, Nityānanda explained the equality of the arcs of day-length

and night-length at the equator. is equality was due to the lack of ascensional dif-

ference in the rising of the celestial object, like the Sun, at the equator—in effect,

the diurnal circle of the Sun is perpendicular to the horizon as we saw in F. 3.61

 () making equal parts of day and night throughout the year.⁹⁹ In the case of

the ecliptic however, its fixed obliquity (23° 30′) in association with its diurnal west-

wards motion brought about by the rotating celestial sphere, causes a difference in

the ascension times of the zodiacal signs. Nityānanda now states that the straighter

the arc of the ecliptic as it crosses the horizon, the longer the time the zodiacal signs

along that arc take to ascend. In a converse manner, the more oblique or inclined

the arc of the ecliptic is to the horizon, the quicker the zodiacal signs along that arc

rise above it. In speaking about the lengths of day and night at Arctic Circle (66° 30′)

on summer solstice vide S. 3.6.14.3, Nityānanda has already mentioned that the

oblique ascension of a zodiacal sign at that latitude is twice its equatorial right as-

cension; in this verse he presents the stronger idea that difference in ascension times

of the zodiacal signs exists even at the equator.

To get a clearer understanding of Nityānanda’s statement, we again turn tomath-

ematics governing the right ascensions (considered in units of time rather than de-

grees with an equivalence of 360° ∼ 24h, or 1° ∼ 4m) of the zodiacal signs at the

equator.

Figure 3.63: A schematic drawing showing the different right triangles formed by
a point B (declination δ, right ascension α) on the ecliptic (obliquity ε) with ecliptic
latitude λ, and the central observer O at a particular terrestrial location.

⁹⁹e ‘equation of time’ (bhūjāntara and udayāntara) corrections that affect this equality have been ignored
by Nityānanda for the present discussion.
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F. 3.63 shows a particular zodiacal sign (located at point B) risen from the east-

ern horizon, point E, along the ecliptic with a declination of δ and a right ascension

of α. e ecliptic longitude of the point B is λ, while ε represents the obliquity of

the ecliptic, i.e., 23° 30′. With respect to a local observer O, we find the following

right-angled triangles formed by the particular arrangement of the ecliptic and the

celestial equator:

1. In the right triangle △OTB, ∠BOT ∼ ∠BOD ∼ B̂D = δ. With the hypotenuse

OB equalling the sinus totus R, we have

BT = R sin δ and OT = R cos δ (3.11)

is triangle stands perpendicular to the plane of the celestial equator, along

the plane of the declination circle passing through the pole P.

2. e right triangle △OCD formed by ∠COD ∼ ∠EOD ∼ ÊD = α has hy-

potenuse OD = R and

DC = R sin α and OC = R cos α (3.12)

and is located horizontally along the plane of the celestial equator.

3. e right △OVB formed by ∠VOB ∼ ∠EOB ∼ ıEB = λ has hypotenuse OB =
R and

BV = R sin λ and OV = R cos λ (3.13)

and is along the plane of the ecliptic, inclined to the celestial equator by an

amount equalling the obliquity ε of the ecliptic.

In addition to this we find the right △BTV, where BT = R sin δ from . 3.11 and

BV = R sin λ from . 3.13. With this information, we can calculate ST as

VT = √BV2 − BT2 = R√sin2 λ − sin2 δ (3.14)

is result helps us get another value of DC (in addition to the one seen in . 3.12)

by comparing similar right triangles △OVT ∼ △OCD that share a common angle

∠VOT = ∠COD = α.

OT

OD
=

TV

DC

⇒ DC = TV ×
OD

OT

⇒ DC = R√sin2 λ − sin2 δ ×
R

R cos δ
from . 3.14 and . 3.11

⇒ DC =
R√sin2 λ − sin2 δ

cos δ
(3.15)
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Also, looking at the right spherical triangle △BDE along the surface of the celestial

spheres we can apply the law of sines for spherical triangles to get

sin ε

sin B̂D
= 90°

sinıBE
⇒ sin ε = sin B̂D × 1

sinıBE ∵ sin 90° = 1

⇒ sin ε =
sin δ

sin λ
∵ B̂D = δ and ıBE = λ

⇒ sin δ = sin ε × sin λ (3.16)

We can now compare the two different expressions for DC from . 3.12 and . 3.15

to find,

R sin α =
R√sin2 λ − sin2 δ

cos δ

⇒ sin α =
sin λ√1 − sin2 ε

cos δ
using . 3.16

⇒ sin α =
sin λ cos ε

cos δ
∵ √1 − sin2 ε = √cos2 ε

⇒ sin α =
sin λ cos ε

√1 − sin2 ε sin2 λ
using . 3.16 and sin2 δ + cos2 δ = 1

us, the expression for the right ascension α of any ecliptic point, like for example,

the end of the zodiacal signs, can be given as

sin α =
sin λ cos ε

cos δ
or

sin λ cos ε

√1 − sin2 ε sin2 λ
(3.17)

Looking at this equation, we see that right ascension scale sas the ecliptic longi-

tude λ, more specifically, they share a functional relation of the form

sin α ≈
0.917 sin λ

√1 − 0.159 sin2 λ
(3.18)

Using this equation, with the obliquity of the ecliptic ε taken as 23° 30′ , we can

estimate the right ascension of the different zodiacal signs corresponding to their

equispaced arrangement around the ecliptic within 30°. T 3.9 shows the right

ascensions (in angular and time units) for each of the rising of zodiacal signs sepa-

rately. is is achieved by subtracting successive right ascension values calculated

using . 3.18 to obtain the right ascensions of the individual signs, i.e., the right

ascension for the ith sign (i ∈ ℕ12) is effectively the value αi+1 - αi calculated using

the above prescription. Also, the degrees of ascension are converted into time unites

using the relation 1° = 4m.
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Aries 27° 53′ 58′′ 1h~51m~35s Increasing ascension times

Taurus 29° 54′ 25′′ 1h~59m~37s

Gemini 32° 11′ 35′′ 2h~8m~46s

Cancer 32° 11′ 35′′ 2h~8m~46s Decreasing ascension times

Leo 29° 54′ 25′′ 1h~59m~37s

Virgo 27° 53′ 58′′ 1h~51m~35s

Libra 27° 53′ 58′′ 1h~51m~35s Increasing ascension times

Scorpio 29° 54′ 25′′ 1h~59m~37s

Sagiarius 32° 11′ 35′′ 2h~8m~46s

Capricorn 32° 11′ 35′′ 2h~8m~46s Decreasing ascension times

Aquarius 29° 54′ 25′′ 1h~59m~37s

Pisces 27° 53′ 58′′ 1h~51m~35s

Table 3.9: e right ascension times of the different zodiacal signs at the equator,
numerically calculated for an obliquity of 23° 30′ .

At the equator, the [right] ascension times for the ecliptic signs vary as the table

shows. e first quarter (Aries to Gemini) and the third quarter (Libra to Sagiarius)

rise above the horizon in increasing durations of time; whereas the second quar-

ter (Cancer to Virgo) and the fourth quarter (Capricorn to Pisces) rise in decreasing

times. is inequality is further accentuated as one proceeds north to higher latitudes

as the ascensional difference (cara) comes into play. Nityānanda has previously spo-

ken of the oblique ascensions of the ascending and descending signs at the Arctic

Circle being double in duration compared to their right ascension, cf. T 3.8 in

S. 3.6.14.3.

While Nityānanda does not offer a mathematical method (or a prescriptive for-

mula) for determining the relation between the ecliptic longitude and right ascension

in the golādhyāya, the knowledge of their relationship was most certainly known to

him. Several siddhāntic authors have made mention of the difference in rising times

of the ecliptic signs, even at the equator; e.g., Lalla in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra ,

13–14; Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara .50-53; and even Bhāskara in his Siddhānta-
śiromaṇi .16 all aest to similar fact. Nityānanda’s emphasis of the ‘difference’ in

right ascension for ecliptic signs at the equator in this verse vis-à-vis the ‘equality’ in

the arcs of day and night—essentially, the equality in the ascension time of the Sun

every day— at the equator in the previous verse, appears as an intentional contrast

of two different ideas. e deliberate confounding of these ideas in one place helps

Nityānanda confuse his reader into action and one is forced to critically examine

these seemingly different ideas to understand them.
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3.7.15 D       

nirakṣadeśāt khalu saumyabhāge
nakrādayaḥ ṣaṭ kṣitijaṃ tirogāḥ ||

vrajanti karkādaya eva bhūjaṃ
ṛjutvam āptāḥ parato 'nyathā te || 128 ||¹⁰⁰ viṣamavṛa

upajāti – ṛddhi

Indeed in the region north of a place with zero latitude (nirukṣa-deśa) i.e., north  128

of the equator , the six zodiacal signs beginning with Capricorn (nakrā) cross the

horizon (kṣitija) obliquely and the six zodiacal signs beginning with Cancer

(karka) cross the horizon having obtained straightness. On the other side i.e.,

south of the equator they are the other way around i.e., they are reversed in their

angle of ascension .

Having mentioned the variation in the equatorial ascension times of the zodiacal 

signs as function of the ecliptic’s inclination to the local horizon, Nityānanda now

extends this thought to northern and southern terrestrial latitudes. At places in the

northern hemisphere, the six ascending signs beginning with Capricorn cross the

horizon at an oblique angle (and hence with shorter times of ascension); whereas

the six descending signs beginning with Cancer cross in a more perpendicular or

upright manner leading to longer rising times, as seen in F. 3.64.¹⁰¹

is effect is more pronounced at higher northern latitudes due to an increase

in the obliquity of the celestial sphere viewed from the northern hemisphere. As we

saw in F. 3.61 (cf. S. 3.7.10), the elevation of the celestial pole above the northern

horizon elongates the visible arc of the diurnal circle by (twice) the ascensional dif-

ference (cara) when compared to its equatorial length. is ascensional difference, in

addition to the equatorial differences in rising times of the ecliptic, effectively creates

the differences in the oblique ascension times of the zodiacal signs. In V [100],

Nityānanda stated the oblique ascension of the ascending and descending halves of

the ecliptic at the Arctic Circle to be twice their right ascensions. In this verse, he

restates a similar observation but from the observational perspective. e tilt of

the ecliptic to the horizon varies throughout the day and correspondingly the rising

times of the signs differ depending on this inclination.

¹⁰⁰As before, the grouping of these pādas follows MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I. MSS B.I and N.I continue to
combine the first two pādas of this verse (v.128) into the previous verse, while the last two pādas (v.128)
are merged with the first two pādas of the next verse to form a complete quatrain.

¹⁰¹e terms ‘ascending’ and ‘descending’ used in association with the six zodiacal signs beginning with
Capricorn and Cancer respectively are related to the change in solar declination—conventionally consid-
ered positive in northwards direction and negative southwards—as the Sun transits the tropical zodiac. In
going from Capricorn to the end of Gemini, the solar declination increases towards the northern direction
and hence these signs are considered ‘ascending’; while the Sun’s southern journey from Cancer to the
end of Sagiarius means a decreases in the solar declination and hence the signs are termed ‘descending’.
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Figure 3.64: e variation in the rising times of the zodiacal signs based on the angle
of ascension of the ecliptic with respect to the horizon.

Nityānanda finishes this verse by providing an equivalent southern hemispher-

ical picture where increasing southern latitudes find the six ascending signs begin-

ning with Capricorn rise perpendicularly in longer times, while the six descending

signs beginning with Cancer rise obliquely. is arrangement is reversed from its

northern hemispherical counterpart stated above. In providing the southern per-

spective, Nityānanda invokes the imaginative ability of his reader to visualise the

geometry of the sphere of Earth and the perspective of the heavens being reversed

when viewed from the southern hemisphere.

It is interesting to consider Bhāskara’s words when he makes the exact same

observation in his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .17–18 –

ya udgame yāmyanatā mṛgādyāḥ svasvāpamenāpi nirakṣadeśe ||
yamayākṣataste 'tinatatvamāptā udyanti kālena tato 'lpakena || 17 ||
karkādayaḥ saumyanatā hi ye 'ca te yānti yāmyākṣavaśādṛjutvam ||
kālena tasmādbahunodayante tadantare svaṃ carakhaṇḍam eva || 18 ||

“17. e (six) signs from Capricorn to Gemini or ascending signs which are

inclined towards the south with their respective declinations whilst they rise

even at the equator are still more inclined towards the south in the northern

latitudes (on account of the obliquity of the starry sphere towards the south);

hence they arise in still shorter times than they do at the equator.”

“18. At the equator, the [six] signs from Cancer or descending signs incline

whilst they rise to the northerly direction, but they will have upright direction

in consequence of the northern latitude, hence they rise in longer times [than

they do at the equator.] e difference between the period of the rising sign in a
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given latitude, and at the equator under the same meridian, is equivalent to the

̣̣ of that sign.” [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.164]

Nityānanda repeats this same fact; however, he does not make the connection be-

tween the angles and times of ascension overt. He leaves that exercise for the reader’s

intellect having given both the pieces of this truth in two separate verses, V [127]

and V [128]. is intendedmental activity is a good indication of his pedagogical

ambition in writing this text.

3.7.16 T        

3.7.16.1 E       

dṛkkṣepavṛtte tribhahīnalagna-
khasvastikāntardhanur āsti yac ca ||

dṛkkṣepacāpaṃ gaditaṃ tad eva
khananda 90 śuddhaṃ khalu dṛggatiḥ syāt || 129 ||¹⁰² viṣamavṛa

upajāti – bālā

And whatever arc (dhanu) is on the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic  129

(dṛkkṣepavṛa) between the nonagesimal point or central ecliptic point (tribhahī-
nalagna) and the zenith (kha-svastika), that is indeed called the arc of the zenith

distance of the nonagesimal point (dṛkkṣepacāpa). at subtracted (śuddha) from
ninety degrees produces the arc of the altitude of the nonagesimal point (dṛggati)
i.e., the complement of the zenith distance of the central ecliptic point .

Nityānanda now goes on to define two complementary quantities: the ‘arc of the 

zenith distance of the nonagesimal point (tribhahīnalagna)’ called dṛkkṣepacāpa and

the ‘arc of the altitude of the nonagesimal point’ called dṛggati.

e tribhahīnalagna is the technical name given to the nonagesimal point (also

called the central ecliptic point) that indicates a point on the visible half of the ecliptic

at 90° (tribha) from the orient ecliptic point (lagna). In siddhāntic literature, it is

also refereed to by the names vitribhalagna or dṛkkṣepalagna. e dṛkkṣepavṛa is

the vertical circle to the ecliptic containing the nonagesimal point, vide S. 3.6.5.

is secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic, although fixed to an observer’s local

zenith, is constantly moving in the sky due to the diurnal rotation of the ecliptic

pole around the celestial pole. In V [88] Nityānanda had already defined the

secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic as passing through one’s zenith, however, he

does not make an explicit mention of the nonagesimal point.

¹⁰²e pādas in this verse follow MSS B.II, B.I, and R.I. MSS B.I and N.I append the first two pādas of
this verse (v.129) into the previous verse, while the last two pādas (v.129) are merged with the first two
pādas of the next verse.
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Visible Celestial  Sphere (dṛggola)

Figure 3.65: e zenith distance (dṛkkṣepacāpa) and altitude (dṛggati) of the nona-
gesimal point (tribhahīnalagna).

Looking at F. 3.65, we see that the dṛkkṣepacāpa is the arc between the zenith Z

and the central ecliptic point (or nonagesimal point) V along the secondary vertical

circle to the ecliptic, the great circle along the arc K̄ZV. e dṛggati is the comple-

ment of this zenith-distance of the central ecliptic point i.e., the complement of the

dṛkkṣepacāpa—ninety degrees minus the zenith-central ecliptic point distance. e

arc corresponding to this measure effectively forms the altitude of the central ecliptic

point.

A few general observations about this verse: (i) Nityānanda refers to 90° as

khananda, kha being 0 and nanda being 9, effectively 90 in keeping with the bhūta-
saṃkhyāword-numeral system; (ii) he uses theword śuddha (analogous to viśuddha),
lit. cleansed or acquied, as a technical word for subtraction; and (iii) he uses the

word gadita, an adjective implying ‘enumerated or spoken about’, to refer to the

dṛkkṣepacāpa. is word suggests that the knowledge of the dṛkkṣepacāpa, and even

the dṛggati, was already known amongst siddhāntic authors; Nityānanda’s statement

simply agrees with previously established canonical definitions. Bhāskara in his

Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya), .18 defined the dṛkkṣepavṛa as the azimuth cir-

cles for the nonagesimal and called the sine of the zenith distance of the nonagesimal

(or the [ecliptic] latitude of the zenith) as dṛkkṣepa.
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3.7.16.2 E       

dṛkkṣepavṛtte svakadambabhūja-
madhye ca dṛkkṣepadhanur bhaved vā ||

kadambakhasvastikamadhyacāpaṃ
sā dṛggatir vā gaṇakair niruktāḥ || 130 ||¹⁰³ viṣamavṛa

upajāti – śālā

Moreover, the arc on the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic (dṛkkṣepavṛa)  130

between the ecliptic pole (kadamba) and one’s own horizon (bhūja) is also equiv-

alent to the zenith distance of the nonagesimal point (dṛkkṣepadhanu), and what

arc (cāpa) is between the ecliptic pole (kadamba) and the zenith (khasvastika), that is
declared by the astronomers (gaṇaka) as the altitude of the nonagesimal point (dṛg-
gati).

Nityānanda now states the equivalence of the two quantities defined in the previ- 

ous verse with the other arc-segments on the secondary vertical circle to the ecliptic

(dṛkṣepavṛa). He states the arc of the dṛkṣepavṛa between the ecliptic and one’s

local horizon—essentially the altitude of the ecliptic pole—as being equal in value to

the zenith distance of the nonagesimal point distance (dṛkṣepadhanu). is can be

seen in F. 3.65 to be equivalence between ẐV and K̂C. Similarly, he calls the arc of

the altitude of the nonagesimal point (dṛggati) as equal to the arc of the dṛkkṣepavṛa
between the zenith and the ecliptic pole, i.e., the zenith distance of the ecliptic pole.

is is seen in F. 3.65 as equivalent arcs V̂D and K̂Z.

In completing this equivalent picture, Nityānanda’s sense of geometric propor-

tion becomes evident. e inscription of mutually orthogonal points, point V and

point K on any hemispherical arc contained within another set of quadrant bound-

aries , C, Z, and D, i.e., C̄ZD forms the complementary associations, ẐV = K̂C and

V̂D = K̂Z. When looking at the celestial equator (and its pole) within the local hemi-

sphere of an observer (containing his zenith and horizon circles), we found Nityā-

nanda offering similar definitions of the latitude and co-latitude, vide S. 3.7.5 and

S. 3.7.6.

¹⁰³Following the previous verses, the pādas in this verse are arranged like those found in MSS B.II, B.I,
and R.I. MSS B.I and N.I differ in their verse structure: the last two pādas of the previous (v.129) are
merged into the four pādas of this verse (v.130) to form a hypermetric verse of six pādas.
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3.7.17 T     

koṇamaṇḍalagatonnatāṃśakāḥ
koṇaśaṅkulavakāḥ budhaiḥ smṛtāḥ ||

evam eva samamaṇḍalonnatā
bhāgakāḥ samanarotthitā matāḥ || 131 ||rathoddhatā

e degrees of elevation (unnata-aṃśaka) of a celestial object being on the ver- 131

tical circle passing through the inter-cardinal directions (koṇamaṇḍala) are declared

by the wise as the degrees (lavaka) of its inter-cardinal altitude (koṇaśaṅku). us

in this way, the degrees of elevation (unnata-aṃśaka) of the celestial object on

the prime vertical (samamaṇḍala) are regarded as the degrees (lavaka) of its prime

vertical altitude (samanara).

In this verse, Nityānanda describes the altitude of the a celestial object at the in-

stant it crosses the prime vertical and inter-cardinal vertical circles during its diurnal

motion through the sky. While the definitions of the different altitudes apply to any

celestial object, they are more typically used in reference to the Sun. Nityānanda

states the koṇaśaṅku is the śaṅku (altitude) considered at the instant a celestial ob-

ject (like the Sun) passes through the inter-cardinal circle (koṇa-maṇḍala), while the

samanara (or sama-śaṅku) is the śaṅku (altitude) is its altitude as its transits the the

prime vertical (sama-maṇḍala). In V [86] and V [87] Nityānanda has already

defined the prime vertical (samamaṇḍala) and the vertical circle passing through the

inter-cardinal directions (koṇamaṇḍala); in this verse he indicates the intersection of

these circles with the celestial object’s diurnal circle (dyujyāvṛa) to signify its prime

vertical altitude and its inter-cardinal circle altitude.

e word śaṅku or nara can be understood quite literally as ‘the gnomon’, how-

ever, within siddhāntic literature it can also be thought of as the ‘sine of the degrees

of altitude’ cf. Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi .36 where in the third pāda he says

«śaṅkur unnatalavajyakā bhaved» , ‘the ́̇ is the sine of the degrees of altitude’

[W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.171]. In fact, Bhāskara goes on to describe the dif-

ferent kinds of gnomon-heights of the Sun with the subsequent verse,

bhāskare 'tra samamaṇḍalopage yo naraḥ sa samaśaṅkur ucyate ||
koṇaśaṅkur atha koṇavṛttage madhyaśaṅkur iti dakṣiṇottare || 37 ||

“When the Sun in his ascent arrives at the prime vertical, the ́̇ found at

the moment is the ́̇: the ́̇ found at the moments of his passing

the ̣̣ and the meridian are respectively termed the ̣́̇ and

́̇.” [W  Ś̅̅ 1861, p.171]
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Figure 3.66: e inter-cardinal altitude (koṇaśaṅku) and the prime vertical altitude
(samanara) of the Sun.

Other authors like Brahmagupta in his Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .62–63, Lalla in

Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .22 and Śrīpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara .41 have all

made mention of the different solar altitudes depending on the Sun’s transit across

the various directional great circles.

Nityānanda shows his lexical prowess by using bhāgaka, lavaka and āṃśaka as

synonyms for ‘degrees [of a circle]’; the addition of the taddhita suffix -ka to im-

ply a similarity, or a diminutive form of address. is addition also weaves in well

with the metrical requirement of this verse. His use of the word smṛtaḥ to mean

‘described’ follows in line with V [71] where he intended a similar meaning. In

its literal sense, the word means ‘remembered’ or ‘recollected’; however, the melio-

rative strength of this word comes from its relation to smṛti, the traditional canonical
precepts that were commied to memory and helped in exposition of law and justice

dharma. e ‘wisdom’ in these verses acquires a sense of inviolability in its being

remembered by wise men and retold through the agency of Nityānanda.
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3.7.18 T          S  
  

unmaṇḍalaṃ yadi raviḥ samupaiti samyag
dṛṅmaṇḍalonnatalavonmitayas tadānīm ||

udvṛttaśaṅkulavakā gaṇakair vicintyā
dṛgjyā vṛtāv api bhujāṃśamitiḥ svadik syāt || 132 ||vasantatilakā

When the Sun (ravi) just reaches the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala), at that time, 132

the measure of its elevation (unmiti) in degrees (lava) on the vertical circle of al-

titude (dṛṅmaṇḍala) passing through the Sun is considered the equinoctial colure

altitude (udvṛa-śaṅku) by astronomers (gaṇaka). Also on the circle (vṛti) i.e., on

the vertical circle of altitude (dṛṅmaṇḍala) , the sine of the zenith distance (dṛgjyā)
of the Sun is an amount measuring the degrees of bhuja in one’s own direction

(svadik) i.e., the arc of the vertical circle of altitude from one’s local zenith to the

Sun, essentially, the zenith distance of the Sun .

Nityānanda now describes (i) ‘the [sine o] the degrees of equinoctial colure al-

titude’ (udvṛa-śaṅku) of the Sun measured along its vertical circle of altitude (dṛṅ-
maṇḍala) the moment it crosses the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala), and (ii) ‘the sine

of the zenith distance’ (dṛgjyā) of the Sun also measured on the vertical circle of al-

titude (dṛṅmaṇḍala) at the same instant. e definitions of the reference circles, i.e.,

the vertical circle of altitude (dṛṅmaṇḍala) and the equinoctial colure (unmaṇḍala)
were previously defined in V [87] and V [88] respectively. Nityānanda now

brings in these circle’s to use in talking about the two complementary measures (al-

titude and zenith distance) of the Sun at its equinoctial colure transit are shown in

F. 3.67.

e altitude of a celestial object, or more specifically, the sine of the degrees of

its altitude (śaṅku) on any reference vertical circle like the equinoctial colure (un-
maṇḍala) was considered an important quantity to compute by astronomers in their

efforts to understand the true position of the planets. Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiro-
maṇi (golādhyāya), tripraśnavāsanā .36–49 explains the different right-triangles

called krānti-kṣetra created by the Sun’s varying declinations and the right-triangles

called akṣa-kṣetra created by the latitudinal variations in the observer’s locations, in

the aempt to explain the ascensional differences (carakhaṇḍa). e udvṛa-śaṅku,
when understood as the sine of the degrees of the equinoctial colure altitude, repre-

sents the perpendicular (koṭi) of one such right-triangle △MLO with M̃D (or equiv-

alently ∠MOD ∼ ∠MOL with respect to an observer O) being the degrees of solar

altitude on the equinoctial colure, i.e., ML = R sin (∠MOL) with point M marking

the position of the Sun on the equinoctial colure. e hypotenuse (karṇa) OM of this
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Figure 3.67: e equinoctial colure altitude (udvṛa-śaṅku) of a celestial object (like
the Sun) and the sine of its zenith distance, both measured on the vertical circle
of altitude (dṛṅmaṇḍala) at the moment of its transit across the equinoctial colure
(unmaṇḍala)

right triangle is the radius R of the visible celestial sphere (considered as the sinus
totus value in siddhāntic literature); while the base (bhuja) OL of this right triangle

is effectively the cosine of the degree of altitude, R cos (∠MOL).

In the last pāda of this verse, Nityānanda refers to the sine of the degrees of

arc of the vertical circle of altitude between one’s local zenith and the Sun as the

dṛgjyā. e dṛgjyā is a technical word used to refer to the sine of the zenith distance

of a celestial body; e.g., Vaṭeśvara in his Vaṭeśvarasiddhānta (golādhyāya), .17
says, «sarvatraiva narāḥ samunnataguṇā dṛgjyā natajyāḥ kramāt ||», ‘In all positions

of the heavenly body, the R sine of the altitude is called nara (nṛ or śaṅku) and R

sine of the zenith distance is called dṛjyā.’ [S 1985, p.622]; and Bhāskara in

his Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (golādhyāya .36) says similarly «śaṅkur unnatalavajyakā
bhaved dṛgguṇaś ca natabhāgaśiñjinī ||», ‘the ́ is the sine of the degrees of

altitude: and the ̣̄ is the sine of the zenith distance.’ [W  Ś̅̅

1861, p.171]. Nityānanda refers to the dṛgjyā by calling it the ‘degrees of bhuja in

one’s own direction’. e word bhuja stands for ‘the arc of a circle corresponding to

the sine value of some given arc reduced to the quadrant’ as well as the ‘base of a

right triangle’; to understand the intent in its use we have to look at the context in

which it appears.
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When the word bhuja is understood as the arc of the vertical circle of altitude—

in one’s own direction—corresponding in measure to some sine value (dṛgjyā) of an
arc, we can see how Nityānanda’s meaning becomes evident with the association of

the bhuja arc M̂Z (or the angle subtended by the arc at O, ∠MOZ ∼ ∠MOQ) with

the length MQ = R sin ∠MOQ . is construction forms a right-triangle △MQO

where OQ = R cos ∠MOQ .

Looking at F. 3.67 to compare the right triangles △MLO and △MQO we find

ML = QO ⇒ R sin (∠MOL) = R cos ∠MOQ

OL = QM ⇒ R cos (∠MOL) = R sin ∠MOQ (3.19)

e last equation in this observation is interesting as it tells us that the cosine of the

altitude (∠MOD ∼ ∠MOL or M̃D) of the Sun is equivalent to the sine of its zenith

distance (∠MOZ ∼ ∠MOQ or M̂Z). When understanding the word bhuja as ‘the base

of a right triangle’ in Nityānanda’s definition of dṛgjyā, we can simply consider it to

mean the base OL in the right triangle MLO formed by the solar altitude with respect

to the observer; whereas using the previous definition of ‘an arc of a circle’, bhuja
was identified with a measure MQ. e laer equation above shows the equivalence

of the two interpretations and Nityānanda’s dexterity in leaving the reader to draw

connections between the meanings.

3.7.19 A ’    

evaṃ golavicakṣaṇo gaṇitavit ṣilpāgamajñaḥ sudhīḥ
svecākalpanayā mahānti bahuśaḥ svalpāni vṛttāni vā ||

golasthāni vicintya kārya samaye tattaddhanuḥsiñjinīr
jñātvā koṭibhujotthitāḥ sa viśikhāḥ trairāśikaṃ sādhayet || 133 ||śārdūlavikrīḍita

In this way, the one who is wise in the science of spheres (golavicakṣaṇa), the 133

knower of computations (gaṇitavid), the knower of the science of form (śilpāga-
majña), a learned man (sudhī ), aer having repeatedly thought of the great and

small circles situated in the sphere (gola) with the imagination of his own desire

(svecchākalpana), at the time of performing calculations having known all those

various chords (siñjinī ) of the arc (dhanu), he should compute the sagias (viśikhā)
i.e., the reversed sines produced by the koṭi and the bhuja by the rule of three

(trairāśika).¹⁰⁴

¹⁰⁴e words bhuja and koṭi are technical terms used in Sanskrit astronomy to refer to complementary arcs
of a circle in any quadrant. Bhāskara I, in his seventh century work Laghubhāskarīya .1–2 defines
the bhujā (or bāhu) in the odd quadrants as the ‘arc traversed’ and the koṭi as the ‘arc to be traversed’
respectively; while in the even quadrants their order if reversed. e knowledge of these arcs—along with
knowing that three signs, i.e., 90° make one quadrant and hence effectively, there are four quadrants—
was considered as ‘convention’ already established, [S  S 1985, pp.299–300].
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Having given an example in the previous verse, Nityānanda now generalizes the 

importance of knowing the different arcs (dhanu) (and their corresponding chord

lengths, siñjinī ) of these various celestial circles. According to him the knowledge of

these arcs, along with their chord-lengths, is essential to any astronomer when they

aempt to determine the calculations of certain trigonometric quantities, for exam-

ple, computing the sagias or versines (viśikhā) of the bhuja and koṭi using the rule of

three (trairāśika), cf. S. 3.2.4. ite cleverly, Nityānanda extols his readers’ emi-

nence by referring to those who understand this computation by various amplifying

epithets: they are men who are wise in the study of spheres (golavicakṣaṇa), they are

knowledgeable in computations (gaṇitavid), they comprehend the entire science or

doctrine of form (śilpāgamajña), and ultimately they are ’learned men’ (sudhī ). is

laudation then becomes an incentive for an untrained reader to learn these impor-

tant ideas, while at the same time establishes the mathematical standards required

by a person to merit such high praise.

Nityānanda’s question on computing these reversed sine quantities for the bhuja
and koṭi appears to be influenced by a stream of siddhāntic authors who have posed

similar questions in earlier works; e.g., Varāhamihira in his Pañcasiddhāntikā .5,

Brahmagupta in his Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta .23, or Bhāskara in his Siddhāntaśiro-
maṇi (golādhyāya), .5 (with proof in his own commentary vāsanābhāṣya). A de-

tailed discussion of the methods and techniques suggested by these authors can be

seen in [D  . 1983, pp.50–56].

In this verse, Nityānanda positively suggests ‘repeatedly conceiving the great and

small circles in the sphere’ as a mental activity. is ‘habit of practice’ reinforces the

knowledge of these geometrical structures in the practitioner’s mind. At the time

of actual calculations (kārya samaya) the understanding of the spheres (gola) would

enhance the mathematician’s ability to engage with the task of applying the algorith-

mic procedures and methods of gaṇita successfully. Interestingly, Nityānanda uses

the words mahānti vṛani for the great vertical circles one imagines in the khagola
(oblique celestial sphere) or dṛggola (visible celestial sphere); whereas the svalpāni
vṛani are the smaller day-circles that one imagines to be drawn on the hemisphere.

In both these descriptions the word kalpana ‘imagination’ as the tool of the practi-

tioner through which he conceives these circles in the sphere is notable; the lack of

physical reality of these imaginary circles is again a reminder to the reader against

thinking otherwise, cf. V [83].
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3.7.20 M      

ityādi golaracanā sumahāpravīṇair
golā mṛdā kimuta dhātubhir uttamākhyaiḥ ||

kāṣṭhena vā śaralavaṃśaśalākikābhiḥ
kāryā viṣāṇaphalakuñjaradantapūrvaiḥ || 134 ||vasantatilakā

And so forth is the composition of the sphere (gola-racanā). Armillary spheres 134

(gola) should be made with clay (mṛd), or with the best of metals (dhātu), or with

wood (kāṣṭha), or with straight pieces of bamboo (śarala-vaṃśaśalākikā) or with the

foremost pieces of animal horns (viṣāṇa) or ivory (kuñjara-danta) by those who are

greatly skilful.

With this verse, Nityānanda brings his exposition on the sphere to its comple-

tion. As before, he again refers to the arrangement or composition of all things by

the name racanā; however, he is referring to the entire contents of this chapter rather

than just this section on the visible sphere. In his closing address, he gives the reader

a taste of the actual instrument that can be built to demonstrate the celestial circles he

has spoken of in this chapter. e armillary sphere (golabandha or golayantra) was

an assembly of movable and immoveable rings pivoted on a central axis to represent

the different circles of the celestial sphere. ese rings were calibrated to indicate

various measurements (or at least, demonstrate the effect of the movement of the

celestial circles on measurements) and made of different materials. Nityānanda tells

us of the range of materials that can be used to construct the elements of armillary

sphere like the central Earth-ball or the circular rings that surround it. ese ma-

terials are clay (mṛd), metal (dhātu), wood (kāṣṭha), straightened pieces of bamboo

(śarala-vaṃśaśalākikā), animal horns (viṣāṇa), and even ivory (kuñjara-danta). e

efficient use of this material, we are told, is highly dependent on the skill of those

who construct such objects.

e importance of the armillary sphere as a cognitive tool to understand the

movement of the heavens was repeatedly stressed in siddhāntic works; e.g., Lalla

in his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhidatantra .4 says «saṅkhyāya śāstravid eva vadanti golaṃ
golāgame puṭadhiyo grahaceṣṭitajñāḥ ||» ‘e astronomer stresses that the armillary

sphere is solely (an object) of mathematical calculations; and that those who wish to

study the planets must be experts in the subject of the sphere’, [C 1981,

p.227]. Most authors havewrien dedicated sections on the construction and compo-

sition of these celestial spheres (golabandha), and in those verse, a range of materials

used in the construction of these sphere have been discussed.

As early as the fih century, we find very specific instructions on making these

devices in the Āryabhaṭīya .22 of Āryabhaṭa,
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kāṣṭhamayaṃ samavṛttaṃ samantataḥ samaguruṃ laghuṃ golam ||
pāradatailajalaistam bhramayet svadhiyā ca kālasamam || 22 ||

‘e Sphere (gola-yantra) which is made of wood, perfectly spherical, uniformly

dense all around but light (in weight) should be made to rotate keeping pace

with time with the help of mercury, oil and water by the application of one’s

own intellect’. [S  S 1976, p.129]

As a commentator to the Āryabhaṭīya, Sūryadeva Yajvan wrote kaṣṭhena
veṇuśalākādinā sarvatah…, suggesting the use of bamboo (veṇu) in some partic-

ular to make the marks on the sphere representing the different circles, [S

1976, p.143]. Bhāskara I in his commentary to this same verse suggested kāṣṭhair
nirmitaṃ kāṣṭhamayaṃ śrīparṇyādibhiḥ pūrvavat, indicating śrīparṇiwood [Gmelina
arborea], a type of native Indian gamhar beechwood, to be used in the construc-

tion of the armillary sphere (or parts thereo), [S 1976, p.268]. In fact, in an

earlier comment to the first verse of the golabandha section of the golapāda in the

Āryabhaṭīya, Bhāskara I stated tasmāc chṛīparnivañculakāṣṭhayor anyatamam ardha-
vṛacakrasvarūpaṃ krākacikair vṛamekaṃ niṣpādayet referring to the wood of the

vañcula tree¹⁰⁵ (in addition to the śrīparṇi wood) as an alternative, [S 1976,

p.240, line 9]. A lile later in his commentary to the same verse, he further sug-

gests kāṣṭhasambhave paripakvālpasuṣiraślakṣṇavaṃśaśalākāvṛair vā golaḥ kriyate
advocating the use of vaṃśaśalākā, a type of bamboo or reed that is internally hollow

(suṣiraślakṣṇa), [S 1976, p.243, line 9]. is plurality in the method and mate-

rial of constructing the celestial globe is prevalent through most siddhāntic works.

[Ô 1994, pp.259–273] and [S 2008, p.243] both provide a great discussion

on the history and context of armillary spheres in Sanskrit astronomy.

¹⁰⁵Although unconfirmed, I suspect the vañcula tree to be a synonym for the bakula tree [Mimusops elengi],
the bullet-wood tree that is known for its luxurious yet strong timber through the Indian subcontinent.
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3.8 C      (̅̅)

ity etasyām indrapuryāṃ vasan san
nityānando devadattasya putraḥ ||

sāroddhāre sarvasiddhāntarāje
golādhyāyaṃ prāpa yat tatra pūrtim || 135 ||śālinī

In this manner, Nityānanda, the son of Devadaa residing in this city of Indra- 135

purī, aained the chapter on spheres (golādhyāya) in the quintessential ‘king of all

treatises’ Sarvasiddhāntarāja, that chapter is complete.

At the end of this chapter, Nityānanda brings back his narratorial voice and

grants his writing an objective impartiality when he calls his exposition of the chap-

ter on the sphere (golādhyāya) an ‘aainment’ or ‘achievement” prāpaṇa. In fact, the

word prāpa ‘to arrive or reach one’s aim’ (    form of

pra + √āp, cl. ) in the perfect tense indicates an event in the distant past not wit-

nessed by the speaker himself. In this third person deixis, Nityānanda manages to

clearly identify himself by his name Nityānanda, his parental lineage ‘son of Deva-

daa’, and his city of residence Indrapurī; however, the illeism in his reference sug-

gests a humble and detached sense of ownership. He qualifies his Sarvasiddhāntarāja
(‘king of all treatises’) as being ‘quintessential’ (sāroddhāra), lit. ‘extracting (uddhāra)
the essence (sāra)’, and in it, the golādhyāya becomes an important achievement of

his grand endeavour. e language and structure of this verse are identical to the

conclusion verses of all chapters of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja; the difference is only

that the name of the chapters (i.e., gaṇitādhyāya, golādhyāya, and yantrādhyāya) are
replaced in every instance.



4
Conclusion and Discussions

4.1 E   N̅’ S̅̅

In classical Indian philosophy, the ‘means of knowledge’ (pramāṇa) to acquire ‘true

knowledge’ (pramā) was a subject of great discussion amongst the different philo-

sophical schools (darśanas). e main theistic (āstika) schools of Hindu philosophy

regarded śabdapramāṇa, the testimony of reliable experts, as one of the valid sources

of knowledge-acquisition; however, they differed in the means to establish this re-

liability (vide [B 1988] for a more elaborate discussion on the nature of

śabdapramāṇa in Indian epistemology).

In the Nyāyasūtra of Akṣapāda Gautama, we find the statement «āptopadeśaḥ
śabdaḥ || .1.7» that explains śabda ‘word’ as the upadeśa ‘testimony or instruction’

of an āpta ‘reliable person’. In his commentary to this verse, Vātsyāyana explains

āpta as someone who directly apprehends the truth and is driven by a natural desire

to communicate it to others without distortion. With this criterion, he extends the

agency of trustworthiness (āptabhāva) to all—the mlecchas (foreigners or heretics),

the āryas (noble born), and the ṛṣis (seers).¹ e idea of accepting information from

foreign sources—or even people considered of the lowest in the class-based division

(varṇa vyavasthā) of men—was acknowledged from early times. For example, in the

Mahābhārata we find the injunction that instructs a person to acquire knowledge

(vidyā) even from people considered to be inferior (hīna) by birth: «śraddadhānaḥ
śubhāṃ vidyāṃ hīnād api samācaret (12.159.29-30)» ‘a person having faith should

acquire righteous knowledge even if it from [someone who is] low-born’. In the

tradition of jyotiḥśāstra, we find early Indian astronomers like Varāhamihira (sixth

¹ In Vātsyāyana’s Nyāyabhāṣya .1.7, we find the verse –

āptaḥ khalu sākṣātkṛtadharmā yathādṛṣṭasyārthasya cikhyāpayiṣayā prayukta
upadeṣṭā | sākṣātkaraṇamarthasyāptistayā pravartata ityāptaḥ | ṛṣyārya-
mlecānāṃ samānaṃ lakṣaṇam | tathā ca sarveṣāṃ vyavahārāḥ pravartanta
iti | … (.1.7)

“at person is called ‘āpta’, ‘reliable’, who possess the direct and right knowledge of
things, who is moved by a desire to make known (to others) the things as he knows it, and
who is fully capable of speaking of it. e word ‘āpta’ is explained as denoting one who
acts or proceeds, through ‘āpti’, i.e., through the direct knowledge of things. is defini-
tion applies to sages, as well as to Āryas and Mlecchas; the activities of all these people are
carried on through such ‘Words’. …” [J̅ 1939, p.30]
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century ) who accepted the validity of foreign sources, e.g., in his Bṛhatsaṃhitā,
Varāhamihira accords the status of a seer (ṛṣis) to those foreigners (yavanas or

mlecchas) who are well versed in the study of the sciences.² is statement accords

‘the study of the sciences’ as the criterion to ascertain the credibility of the source

or the scholar. In fact, later siddhāntic authors like Bhāskara claimed demonstra-

tion or proof as the standard of acceptability for scientific texts, cf.  7 on

p. 6. In the context of practical or empirical knowledge (vyāvahārika), as opposed to

any spiritual truth (pāramārthika), Nityānanda’s contemporary, Balabhadra, wrote

(in his Hāyanaratna) in defence of accepting the words of yavanas in astral sciences.

As observed in [P 1997, pp.86-87], the Brahmanic opposition to the study of

the astrological discipline tājikaśāstra,³ text(s) authored by a yavana (Yavanācarya,

or a teacher of Greek origins) that included Persian (pārasī ) words, was derived from

the smārtika injunction explicitly prohibiting the use of the yavana language, viz.,
na vaded yāvanīm bhāṣāṃ praṇaiḥ kaṇṭhagatair api ‘One should not uer a Yavana

word even under one’s breath [lit. even with the breath that (accidentally) comes

from one’s throat]’. Balabhadra challenged this assertion by claiming that the origi-

nal list of the eighteen authors of the saṃhitās of jyotiḥśāstras—as declared by the Ṛṣi

Kāśyapa—included Yavanācārya and thus legitimising the acceptance and use of the

teachings of the yavanas, vide Hāyanaratna, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Library Mum-

bai 1920, f.2r–2v.⁴ In a sense, Balabhadra’s argument was against the application

of the smārtika statement to jyotiḥśāstra: the astral sciences were to be considered

as an exception to the śāstric statement. is selective exclusion suggests a separate

epistemic status of śāstric instructionsmeant for spiritual purposes (ādhyātmika) and
moral-law (dhārmika) vis-à-vis statements concerning worldly maers of experience

(laukika vyavahāra) like astronomy and astrology.

Nityānanda, following in the lines of Balabhadra, justifies the use of foreign sci-

ence in his text in a similar manner. As we saw in S. 1.2, Nityānanda aributes

the status of a seer to Romaka, the supposed author of the foreign Romakasiddhānta,

² In the Bṛhatsaṃhitā of Varāhamihira .15, we find the verse–

mlecā hi yavanāḥ teṣu samyak śāstramidaṃ sthitam ||
ṛṣivat te'pi pūjayante kiṃ punaḥ daivavid dvijaḥ || .15

‘Even the Mlechas and the Yavanas (Greeks) who have well studied the science are re-
spected as Rishis. Such being the case, if the Jyoutishaka should happen to be a Brahmin,
who will deny him respect. [sic]’ [I 1884, p.11].

³ e word tājika is derived from the Pahlavī Tāzīg, an Iranian term to describe Arabs (originally referring
to the Arab tribe Ṭayyiʾ) and since the early eight century, it referred to the Arabs and Persians located
along the western coast of India, [P 1981b, p.97]. In the context of Indian genethlialogical texts, the
tājika were texts containing Indian adaptations of Arabic or Persian astrology that were different in their
techniques and concepts from the contents of jātaka texts, vide [P 1997] for a detailed review of
the history and influence of tājika texts in Sanskrit jyotiḥśāstra.

⁴ A digital copy of the manuscript can be seen at–
http://www.dli.gov.in/cgi-bin/DBscripts/allmetainfo.cgi?barcode=99999990292965

http://www.dli.gov.in/cgi-bin/DBscripts/allmetainfo.cgi?barcode=99999990292965
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at the very beginning of his text. In the mimāṃsā section of the gaṇitādhyāya of

the Sarvasiddhāntarāja (.14), Nityānanda speaks of composing his siddhāntic text

aer studying the works of Romaka, Sūrya, and Brahmagupta. In fact, in the very

next verse, he gives a separate value to each of the three texts he references: the

Romakasiddhānta of Romaka is meant to agree with observation, the Sūryasiddhānta
is sacred like a Veda, and the Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta of Brahmagupta includes im-

portant computational methods.⁵ A lile later in the same section, Nityānanda ex-

plains his epistemic standard to consider divine and human authorship in jyotiṣa
astronomy. According to him, what is said by the gods and the seers (munis or ṛṣis)
are similar (sama) in themselves, and what humans have said following them truth-

fully (tavatas), is hence accordingly true (satya). In these cases, the computations

(gaṇita) are considered as suitable and based on (acceptable) arguments and reasons

(yuktimat). Moreover, if something is proven valid (pramāṇatā) by the reasoning

(yukti) and the true cognition (upalabdhi) of the words of the seers (munivāca), then
that can be considered as true knowledge. In all other instances, it should be dis-

regarded [as contradictory] by men of intelligence (budha), much like the affection

(upa-rāgatā) for the heat of Sun (sūrya) and the coolness of the Moon (śītakiraṇa) at
the same time.⁶ With these statements, Nityānanda’s position on the acceptance of

divine revelation in astronomy appears to be contingent on establishing reasoning

(yukti). Towards the end of the section on mimāṃsā, he claims that the words of the

ṛṣis and the gods are always propitious (saphala), whereas any additions by men, es-

pecially those men who are ignorant of the truth of the doctrines (āgama) and whose

words lack examination (ūha rahita), are to be considered false (asatya).⁷

In declaring this criterion of truth, Nityānanda personifies the Sun as the sage Ṛṣi

Romaka, and then uses the story of the Sun’s reincarnation amongst the foreigners

(yavanas) in a fortuitous play of the fates as the mythological background to present

⁵ In the Sarvasiddhāntarāja, gaṇitādhyāya (mimāṃsā) .1415 we find the verses –

dṛṣṭvā romakasiddhāntaṃ sauraṃ ca brahmaguptakam ||
pṛthak spaṣṭān grahān jñātvā siddhantaṃ nirmame sphuṭam || 14 ||

romakoditakhacarācāturī dṛk tulāṃ vrajati sarvathā sadā ||
sauratantram iha vedavavidur jiṣṇujoktam api yuktayuktiyuk || 15 ||

⁶ Sarvasiddhāntarāja, gaṇitādhyāya (mimāṃsā) .5556 –

devatair munibhir abhyudīritaṃ yat tadeva sakalaṃ samaṃ bhavet ||
mānavāvyabhicarantya tattvataḥ satyam atra gaṇitaṃ tu yuktimat || 55 ||

astu vā munivacaḥ pramāṇatā yuktibhiḥ saha tathopalabdhiḥ ||
anyathā na katham ādṛtā budhaiḥ sūryaśītakiraṇoparāgatā || 56 ||

⁷ Sarvasiddhāntarāja, gaṇitādhyāya .94 –

yad yad uktam ṛṣibhiḥ devais tad tad atra sakalaṃ saphalaṃ hi ||
pūruṣair aviditāgamatattvaiḥ kṣiptam ūharahitaṃ tad asatyam || 94 ||
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his astronomy, vide S. 1.2.⁸ A complete understanding of the value of mytho-

logical narratives within scientific traditions of antiquity is a task beyond the scope

of this thesis; however, Nityānanda’s aempt in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja does offer

some insights into his practice, and even his epistemic criteria for validating knowl-

edge. It does not, however, substantiate any general conclusions about the role of

mythology in siddhāntic astronomy of the period. What we can observe in Nityā-

nanda’s work is a multifaceted approach to include scientific rationales of different

schools of thought within the cultural and narrative context of Indian jyotiṣa astron-

omy. e following sections present some of the salient features that become evident

from the analysis of the ‘chapter on spheres’ (golādhyāya) of the Sarvasiddhāntarāja.
ese findings are presented to indicate the efforts of a seventeenth century Indian

astronomer as he reformulates and adapts the mathematical and astronomical ideas

of his times within a culture of scientific exchanges.

4.2 I    ̅ 

Nityānanda builds his siddhāntic treatise into a text that borrows astronomical pa-

rameters and mathematical methods from Islamic sources as it tries to include this

new information within a traditional jyotiṣa text. In his gaṇitādhyāya ‘chapter on

computations’, he aempts to weave the Islamic models for planetary motion, the

mean motion parameters of a theory, and the cosmology that govern all things into

the fabric of canonical pākṣika astronomy. In explaining the computations of the

mean longitudes of the planets, he shows the methods of Romaka along with those

of the Brāhmapakṣa and Saurapakṣa, in effect, acknowledging the differences be-

tween them while simultaneously establishing ‘the plurality of different methods’

as the reason not to be intimidated by foreign knowledge, vide [P 1978b,

p.325]. In places where no comparison can be offered, he simply states the foreign

information without any apology or justification for this novelty. A more technical

discussion on the foreign nature of Nityānanda’s astronomy in the first two sections

of the gaṇitādhyāya can be found in P [2003a].

In the golādhyāya, we continue to find instances where Nityānanda intersperses

this foreign Græco-Islamic astronomy within the contents of a siddhāntic golā-
dhyāya. Right at the very beginning, the four-fold division of his chapter on spheres

into the different spheres, viz., ‘the sphere of Earth’ (bhūgola), ‘the sphere of as-

terisms’ (bhagola), ‘the oblique celestial sphere’ (khagola), and ‘the visible celestial

sphere (dṛggola) breaks away from the traditional format of the gola, vide S. 1.3.1.

⁸ In fact, Balabhadra also refers to a similar mythological story found in the Romakajātaka where the Sun,
having been taught astronomy and astrology by Lord Brahmā, is cursed to be born amongst the yavanas
as Romaka and then subsequently teaches what he learnt from Lord Brahmā to the yavanas. is story of
transmission of knowledge through reincarnation and revelation adds authority to his argument on the
acceptability of the teachings of the yavanas, [P 1997, p.87].
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Aswe continue reading through the verses in these different sections, we observe the

occurrences of Græco-Islamic concepts as Nityānanda aempts to harmonise them

within the versified context of his writing.

1. Nityānanda places the geodetic methods for determining the distance and

height of a mountain in his section on the sphere of the Earth (bhūgola), vide
S. 3.2.3, S. 3.2.4, and S. 3.2.5. e mathematical formula Nityā-

nanda supplies—without any justification or derivation for it—closely resem-

bles al-Bīrūnī’s method of computing the radius of the Earth (having deter-

mined the height of a mountain) in his al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī   of

the fih maqāla [B 1954]. Also see [B 1951, pp.35–37] for an ex-

cellent review of the history of research on geodesy by Islamic scholars, includ-

ing a very detailed account of al-Bīrūnī’s method for determining the Earth’s

dimensions.

̅̅̅’        E.

Figure 4.1: Al-Bīrūnī’s method of height determination.

 

In order to determine the height h of the mountain as seen in F. 4.1, al-Bīrūnī

used threemeasurements: the level distance d between two points A and B and

the two angles θ1 and θ2 between the horizontal surface at those points and

the mountaintop F. With these measurements, we can see how in right angled

△BFD,

tan θ2 =
FD

BD
=

h
BD

⇒ BD =
h

tan θ2
Again, in right angled △AFD, we have

tan θ1 =
FD

AD
=

FD

AB + BD
=

h
d + BD

=
h

d +
h

tan θ2

= h tan θ2
d tan θ2 + h

With these equations we can derive

h =
d tan θ1 tan θ2
tan θ2 − tan θ1

(4.1)
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Figure 4.2: e right angled triangle formed between the centre of the Earth,

the mountaintop and the horizon.

 

Looking at F. 4.2, we can appreciate al-Bīrūnī’s realisation that the centre of

the Earth C, the top of the mountain F and the sea (or horizon) S were linked in

a large right angled triangle. In right angled △QFG, we have the law of sines
that gives a relation of the form,

QF

sinG
=

QG

sin F
=

FG

sinQ
⇒ QG

sin(90° − θ) =
h

sin θ

is gives

QG =
h sin(90° − θ)

sin θ
=

h cos θ

sin θ

QF = √QG2 + FG2 = h2 +
h2 cos2 θ

sin2 θ

QF =
h

sin θ

SF = SQ + QF ⇒ SF = QG + QF =
h

sin θ
(1 + cos θ)

as QG = SQ by symmetry arguments.

Now, in right angled △SFC, we have the law of sines that gives a relation of

the form
SF

sin C
=

FC

sin S
=

SC

sin F
⇒

SF

sin θ
=

FC

sin 90∘ (4.2)
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us, we have

h
sin θ

× (1 + cos θ)
sin θ

= R + h ∵ sin 90∘ = 1

⇒ R =
h(1 + cos θ)

sin2 θ
− h =

h(1 + cos θ)
1 − cos2 θ

− h

⇒ R =
h

1 − cos θ
− h

⇒ R =
h cos θ

1 − cos θ
(4.3)

In comparing . 4.3 with Nityānanda’s equation (seen in . 3.1) for deter-

mining the height h of the mountain given its distance d (30 yojanas in Nityā-

nanda’s example question), vide V [9] and V [10], we find Nityā-

nanda’s expression can be algebraically rearranged to give

h = [60 − R cos(1.8°)] × Re

R cos(1.8°)

⇒ Re =
R cos θ × h
60 − R cos θ

with θ ↔ 1.8°

⇒ Re =
h cos θ

1 − cos θ
with R ↔ 60 (4.4)

Looking at . 4.3 and . 4.4, we can see the algebraical equivalence of Nityā-

nanda’s formula to al-Bīrūnī’s method. e central angle θ in . 4.3 corre-

sponds to the arc-distance ıSG = d = 30 yojanas and the sinus totus to R = 60.

As we saw in S. 3.2.4, the value of the sinus totus R in Nityānanda’s text is

60, an Islamic import that is used for the first time in a siddhāntic work for the

computation of the full sine table. Indeed, in the gaṇitādhyāya of his Sarva-
siddhāntarāja, Nityānanda offers complete computational rules for building a

sine table for every degree of the arc, and in these tables we find the sine of

ninety degrees (tribhajyā) as 60 [P 1978b, p.325]. Incidentally, Nityā-

nanda’s value for the radius of the Earth is 6000 yojanas, a value that is not

siddhāntic (and to my knowledge, neither is it Islāmic), vide the  in

S. 3.2.4.

2. Nityānanda mentions the equatorial city of Khāladāta 22° west of Romaka,

and antipodal to it separated by 180°, the equatorial city of Gaṅgadujda, vide
V [23]. eir Sanskrit names are borrowed from the names of the Islamic

prime meridian city of Eternal Islands (al-Jazāʾ al-Khālidāt) to the west and

the eastern mythical fort city of Kangdež (or Gangdež), vide S. 3.2.13.

is is the first time Islamic geographical cities find mention in a siddhāntic
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text.⁹ e city of Romaka, although foreign in its name and place, was con-

sidered as the westernmost equatorial city at ninety degrees (along a spherical

Earth) to the central city of Laṅkā since very early times. In fact, Nityānanda

gives an Islamic extent of the oecumene (inhabited world) as a ‘quarter of the

Earth’, extending between the western city of Khāladāta and the eastern city

of Gaṅgadujda along the equator and northwards to the pole at Mt Meru, vide
V [25]. is quadrant-division of the Earth’s surface as the inhabited con-

tinent does not appear in any other siddhāntic texts to the best of my knowl-

edge.

3. In S. 3.2.21, we find the description of the ‘seven climes’ of the Earth that

are the latitudinal bands on the Earth (north of the equator) based on the hours

of summer solstitial day-light. Nityānanda speaks of the first clime starting

with regions having 12ʰ 45ᵐ (or in his measures, 31 nāḍīkās, 52 vighaṭis, 30
liptās) of day-light, and each successive clime gains an additional 30ᵐ of day-

light hours on the day of summer solstice in the northern hemisphere. e

concept of climes, originating from Ptolemy’s Almagest, finds mention in al-
Qānūn al-Masʿūdī (Masʿūdic Canon) of al-Bīrūnī and for the first time in the

Sanskrit world, in Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja.

4. In V [70], Nityānanda gives a formula to compute the area of a spherical

band or clime on the surface of a spherical Earth. His prescription requires

multiplying the circumference of the Earth (6000 yojanas) by the height of the

clime, i.e., 2πRe ×hwhere Re is the radius of the Earth. As we saw in the 

 in S. 3.4.5, this formula comes from the times of Archimedes (Hat-Box

eorem) and was considered by several Islamic mathematicians like a-Qūhī,

al-Bīrūnī, Nasīr al-Dīn Tūsī vide [B 2003,   on pp.70–98].

While I cannot claim with certainty that Nityānanda acquired this concept

from an Islamic source, it appears highly probable that this information ac-

companied the same source that told him about the climes on Earth. e other

siddhāntic texts do not contain any such formulae to calculate the area of a

spherical band; the only exception to this I could find was in the mathematical

text Gaṇita-yukti-bhāṣā (c. 1530 ) of of Jyeṣṭhadeva from the Kerala school

of mathematics and astronomy. e geopolitical structures of India in the sev-

enteenth century suggest Nityānanda’s contact with the Kerala astronomers

would have been minimal, if any, and it is far more likely he acquired his in-

formation from his interactions with other scholars in the Mughal courts.

⁹ An identical description of the equatorial city of Khāladāta being 22° west of Romaka is also seen in
Kamalākara’s Siddhāntatavaviveka (madhyamādhikāra) .172 completed in 1658 .
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5. Nityānanda’s description of the celestial sphere being a ‘crystalline solid trans-

parent sphere’ (piṇḍībhūta-svaccha-sphaṭika) in V [72] is a Græco-Islamic

idea derived from the Aristotelian cosmology that postulated solid spherical

crystalline shells that held the planets in their respective orbits, vide [S

2007,   on pp.73–130] for an excellent review on the Islamic en-

counter with Greek astronomy. e movement of the heavenly objects was

considered the turning of these spherical shells as they carried the orbs of the

planets embedded in them. In fact, in the gaṇitādhyāya of Nityānanda’s Sarva-
siddhāntarāja .180200 twenty-one verses are devoted entirely to describing

concepts of the formation of the cosmos (brahmāṇḍa-nirmāṇa-darśana) that
are entirely foreign to any siddhāntic thought and are of Islamic Ptolemaic

origin. e cosmology of these spherical shells is completely different to any

Purāṇic description and Nityānanda offers no justifications for introducing it

into his siddhāntic discourse.¹⁰

6. e obliquity of the ecliptic is 23° 30′ in Nityānanda’s writing, vide V [76].

is value is not traditionally Indian in its origin, as we saw discussed in

S. 3.2.21.2. Most Indian authors used a value of 24°, whereas 23° 30′ appears

closer to Islamic use: e.g., al-Bīrūnī uses 23° 35′ , while Ulugh Beg employs a

value of 23° 30′ 17′′ in his tables.

7. Nityānanda mentions a collection of 48 constellations containing 1022 stars,

arranged so that 21 constellations are north of the zodiac, 12 constellations are

zodiacal, and the remaining 15 are south of the ecliptic, vide V [80] and

V [81]. ese numbers are again foreign (Græco-Islamic) in their origin

and are not found in any siddhāntic texts, vide  in S. 3.5.10 and

S. 3.5.11.

8. In describing the increase in the periods of day light and periods of night in

the Arctic as one approaches the north pole, Nityānanda uses two specific

Arctic latitudes to grade the hours of day light, viz., 69° 48′ and 78° 30′, vide
V [104] and V [105]. While these values are not seen in any siddhān-

tic source, I couldn’t locate them in any Islamic source either. In saying this,

I still suspect that these value are ‘foreign’ in origin, from the source that in-

structed Nityānanda on the climes.

¹⁰ Incidentally, Nṛsiṃha Daivajña, in his commentary Vāsanāvārika (composed at Kāśī in 1621  ) on
Bhāskara’s Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, argued against the foreign (yavana) idea of an unmoved crystalline (kāca-
maṇi) sphere bearing the sphere of constellations (mūrtimat) and enabling its daily westwards rotation,
vide the commentary of the Vāsanāvārika on the Siddhāntaśiromaṇi, bhagaṇādhyāya .1–6. His main
argument, based on the principle of parsimony (gauravalāghavavivecana), was that the crystalline nature
of the outermost sphere would not be able to bear the weight of the sphere of constellations that in turn
supports the weight of the zodiacal sphere. Nṛsiṃha’s argument is one of the earliest known aempts by
the Kāśī astronomers to engage with Græco-Islamic astronomy. I’m grateful to Prof. K. Ramasubramanian
for pointing this information out to me.
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9. e concept of second declination used by Nityānanda in estimating the true

declination of a planet, vide V [117], is an Islamic concept brought into In-

dian use for the first time byNityānanda. Aswe saw ( in S. 3.7.4.3),

its geometric definition in the golādhyāya helps to understand its algorithmic

calculation that Nityānanda declares in the gaṇitādhyāya .4950.

In addition to the Islamic material, Nityānanda’s own exegesis of the traditional

siddhāntic material is extremely thorough. e repetition of Purāṇic material, along

with the concepts found in other siddhāntic texts, demonstrates his mastery in the

subject of his writing. In the golādhyāya, Nityānanda includes both the traditional

(Purāṇic) and Islamic ideas of geography along with the astronomical concepts and

mathematical methods of siddhāntic canon as well as Islamic science. e impact of

his work, although not immediately discernible, appears in the language with which

successive generations of authors continue to engage with Græco-Islamic astron-

omy.¹¹

4.3 I    ̅ 

Beginning in the twelh century, the spread of the Islamicate dynasties through-

out the Indian subcontinent enabled their power and culture to exert itself upon the

main cohort of Indian society. e reception of foreign ideas within the Sanskrit

philosophical traditions was typically unenthusiastic; however, amongst the prac-

titioners of astral sciences in India, the conflation of Græco-Babylonian, Hellenis-

tic and Islamic traditions of astronomy, astrology, divination and calendrics found

an open space for polemical debate, vide H  P [1999], T

[2012a]. e ideological engagements that ensued amongst the Indian savants neces-

sitated the need for a common vocabulary and technical glossary to understand the

rationale of these foreigners (mlecchas and yavanas): a need that found authorship

in texts like the Siddhāntasaṃhitāsārasamuccaya of Sūryadāsa (c. 1583 ) with its

doxography of Perso-Arabic astronomy and astrology M [2002, 2004a]; the

Pārasīprakāśa of Malājit Vedāṅgarāya (c. 1643 ) S [2009], T [2012a];

the anonymously authored text Hayatagrantha that was the Sanskrit translation of

a Persian text called Risālah dar Hayʾat [P 1978b]; the Pārasīprakāśavinoda of

Vrajabhūṣaṇa (c. 1659 ) [S 2009]; and a similarly titled text of unknown date

called Pārasīprakāśa of Jāniprayāga [T 2012a].

¹¹While commenting on the intellectual impact of Nityānanda’s work on siddhāntic astronomy would re-
quire a comprehensive study of jyotiṣa literature from seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in the ab-
sence of such an endeavour in this thesis or otherwise found elsewhere, I’ve presented some of the ob-
servations of its impact based on previous (limited) studies in the literature. ese observations remain
subject to changes and amendments with further studies in understanding the scientific exchanges be-
tween Islamic and Indian astronomy of the mid second millennium .
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In aempting to explain foreign concepts, Nityānanda introduced new lexical

terms in Sanskrit astronomy to translate Islamic Ptolemaic terminologies into the vo-

cabulary of Indian astronomy; however, he never provided exact definitions or pre-

cise translations. As P [2003a] observed, Nityānanda used words like pākṣa,
a half-synodic month, to serve as the affix for concepts relating to the lunar crank

mechanism, or the word abhicārabindu ‘point of magic’ for the equant. Although

his work showed no discernible effect on the Indian scholastic community of its

time, aer the passing of a few generations, some of these words became part of

the technical lexicon that subsequent siddhāntic scholars could adapt and adjust to

understand Islamic and European astronomy. e laer works of Jagannātha Sam-

rāṭ’s Samrāṭsiddhānta, a Sanskrit translation of Naṣīr al-Dīn’s recession of Ptolemy’s

Almagest (1730 ), Kevalarāma’s Dṛkpakṣasāriṇī, the Sanskrit poetic translation of

de La Hire’s Tabulae astronomicae (1731/1732 ), an untitled Sanskrit prose version

of de La Hire’s Tabulae astronomicae (1734 ), the Yavanacandracchedyakopayoginī
(all wrien under the patronage of the much celebrated astronomer-king, Mahārājā

Savāī Jayasiṃha of Jayapura (1686–1743  ), used some of the language of Nityā-

nanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarāja wrien almost a century earlier. eirs was to be the

last chapter in the story of transmission of Islamic and European astronomy to In-

dia before the complete colonial control of its land and the ensuing collapse of the

siddhāntic way, vide P [1978b, 1999, 2003a].

4.4 R    ̅ ̣ 

e value of poetics (kāvya) in the Sanskrit jyotiṣa tradition is not well understood

amongst the modern scholarly community. While recognising the prosodic and

grammatical element that helps shape the verses of these texts, the primary focus

remains on understanding the technical contents of the text using language as an

analytic (vaiśleṣika) and instructive (aupadeśika) tool. e scrupulous application of

this approach has produced many scholarly works on siddhāntic texts that are exact

in their content while remaining faithful to the original grammar. Most of our un-

derstanding of Sanskrit scholarship in the astral sciences of antiquity owes a debt of

gratitude to the conscientious efforts of modern scholars who are dedicated to this

practice.

e appreciation of the contents of a versified text only increases with a knowl-

edge of the context in which it was originally meant to be received. In a culture

like India where ancient oral traditions continues to be preserved and honoured, the

importance of recitation as the means for knowledge acquisition and transmission

was certainly recognised from early times, e.g., the different Vedic recitation styles

(pāṭhā) like saṃhita, pada, ghana, etc. seen in the Śrauta tradition aest to the im-
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portance of oral fidelity in the knowledge preservation [F 2005]. Within the

world of siddhāntic authors, the value of poetic composition in presenting their sci-

ence would have to conform to conventions of oral traditions. e metrical range

seen in their verses, in addition to its mnemonic purpose of breaking monotony, in-

dicates some intentionality in composing particular verses to certain meters on the

basis of their inherent metrical rhythms. e sonorous araction in the recitation of

these verses would add to the imagery of their contents in promoting the author’s

repute as a poet and a scholar.

Nityānanda’s golādhyāya of his Sarvasiddhāntarāja is a good example for observ-

ing the metrical variations these Siddhāntins used to compose their treatises, vide
S. 1.3.2. A pedagogical training in grammar (vyākaraṇa) and prosody (chandas)
would have certainly enabled even these technical scholars to demonstrate their abil-

ity as poets. In fact, the maṅgalācaraṇas ‘benedictory and auspicious verses’ that

announce the beginning of most śāstric texts, including the siddhāntic jyotiṣa texts,

give us a glimpse of the poetic calibre of their authors. [M 2008] provides

an insightful exegesis of the history and development of themaṅgalācaraṇas through
the course of Sanskrit śāstric tradition. In the course of my analysis of Nityānanda’s

golādhyāya, there were some instances where the poetry of his verses gave more

to my imagination than the factoid astronomy of its content. ese instances made

me question the role of the elements of poetics (kāvyaśāstra) like rasa ‘aesthetics’,

alaṃkāra ‘rhetoric’, riti ‘stylistics’, guṇa ‘qualities’, etc. in writing a siddhāntic jyotiṣa
text.

In the theory of Sanskrit poetics (kāvyaśāstra), one of the nine primary emo-

tions (sthāyī-nava-bhāva) created by poetry (kāvya) is wonder or amazement (vis-
maya) [K 1979, p.150]. e rasa ‘emotive feeling’ or ‘aesthetics’ associated

with the vismaya-bhāva is marvel (adbhuta). e extracting of the rasa from the

bhāva is the poetic challenge and mark of a poet’s calibre. Nityānanda, in his golā-
dhyāya, V [60] says «gacchantī girigahvarādiṣu raṭatkallolalolāmbubhṛt» to re-

fer to the mighty river Gaṅgā as she goes through the mountains, caves etc. carrying

the roaring waves of rolling water. In V [73.], he says «yasminn antar jala iva
uṣāstārakāḥ prāk taranti » to convey the water-like fluid space interior to the sphere

of asterisms (bhagola) in which the dawn-stars (uṣā-tārakā) swim early in the morn-

ing. In these instances, does the feeling of awe and astonishment, the adbhuta-rasa,
created by the figures (alaṃkāra) of his poetry, indicate his ‘active intentionality’ in

his choice, or is it merely an ‘accidental aribute’ that decorates the content? If it is

intentional, did Nityānanda consider the more formal poetic structures like vibhāva
‘objective conditions producing the emotion’, anubhāva ‘the ensuant consequences

evoked’ or sancāribhāva ‘concomitant emotions’ in composing these verses? Also,

more generally speaking, would these poetic embellishments be only applied to more
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‘liberal verses’ that extol or magnify some information for dramatic effect, or are they

seriously considered when composing ‘conservative verses’ explaining mathemati-

cal formulae and equations? What value do siddhāntic authors place on the other

poetic structures like alaṃkāra ‘rhetoric’, riti ‘stylistics’, dhvani ‘allusion’, vakrokti
‘indirectness in speech’ when writing technical treatises?

Over the course of my study of Nityānanda’s golādhyāya, my main focus was (i)

to create a critical edition (editio princeps) from the extant manuscripts, (ii) provide

an original translation of the text and (iii) write a technical commentary to accom-

pany any analysis. In the pursuit of these goals, I had to make several editorial

decisions and bale with many ancillary questions and adjunct thoughts that arose.

e brevity of time along with the limitations in scope of this thesis has meant that

I haven’t been able to explore all the facets of Nityānanda’s work. Along with these

questions of poetics, there were many aspects of this work that made me reflect on

the current and future possibilities for extending it.

In the discussions below, I present some of my observations and speculations

that have emerged from this study. ese open questions serve as potential research

directions that I believe could help beer our understanding of astral sciences (and

the cognitive processes that generated their content) in the socio-cultural milieu of

seventeenth century India.

1. In the exposition of scientific material, the siddhāntic texts oen went against

traditional maxims or even well accepted canons. In the practice of this ‘aca-

demic writing’, the use of certain grammatical and rhetorical features would

have become standard practice to avoid a direct objection (virodha) to tradition.

Nityānanda uses the gnomic optative form of verbs prapatet ( 

  form of prapat √cl.i) in V [27], vilokayet ( 

   form of vi + lok √cl.x) in V [29], or even bhaved
(    from of bhū √cl.i) to indicate a sense of

universal truths in his statements, and to suggest that the reader also regard it

thus.

2. Nityānanda’s Sarvasiddhāntarājawasmeant to be an explanation for the use of

the Islamic parameters and models in the Siddhāntasindhu, the enormous col-

lection of planetary tables that were the Sanskrit translations of Mullā Farīd’s

Zīj-i Shāh-Jahānī. e interplay between tables (including the marginal and

ancillary texts that accompanied them, quite oen in vernacular languages)

and canonical texts (Siddhāntas and Karaṇas) is a fascinating study in itself; in

Nityānanda’s case such a study would add to our own understanding of how

he managed to understand the Islamic astronomy through the medium of the

tables. Did the interpretation of the numbers in the tables help him in any way
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to understand the computational algorithms he described in the gaṇitādhyāya,
and if so, to what degree do the tables themselves conform to the mathematical

procedures of the siddhāntic text?

3. e pressure on Islamic scholars at the Mughal courts as they competed with

the Sanskrit counterparts for patronage is an interesting issue.¹² e social in-

teractions between the Islamic scholars of the ‘ruling group’ and the tradition-

alist thinkers of the ‘subjugated group’ certainly set the stage for conceptual

ideas of mixed parentage to be born; however, what sort of political pressures

played their part in this exchange? e dynamics in transmission of technical

astronomical works between the traditional Indian jyotiṣaśāstrin or gaṇaka and

their Perso-Islamic counterparts, al-falakī, munajjim or al-ustādh, would have

been subject to the volatile nature of favour and money. Would these issues

have dominated the level and scope of science that was mutually exchanged,

and if so, what degree of influence did one social group exert over the other?

4. e importance of ‘intertextuality’, or the understanding of a text shaped by

its shared linguistic figures from other texts, would have increased with the

advent of translations and commentaries of Græco-Islamic texts beginning in

the seventeenth century .¹³ As mentioned previously, the impact of Nityā-

nanda’s work through his technical vocabulary appears to have impacted other

works by successive generations of astronomers. For us as modern readers, the

collective narrative of these works, built on layers of reference and allusions to

previous works, plays a significant role in showing the evolution of these for-

eign ideas as they become domesticated through acceptance and repetition. In

keeping with the same thought, the role of the hermeneutic circle, understand-
ing parts of a text in reference to the whole and then understanding the whole

in reference to its parts, would certainly be an interesting follow-up study to

Nityānanda’s golādhyaya. e inclusive nature of Nityānanda’s writing should

allow him the opportunity to show his own innovations in its synthesis; a rela-

tional study of the different khaṇdas ‘divisions’ of gaṇitādhyāya, golādhyāya,
and yantrādhyāya as a part of the reading adhyayana of his ‘akhaṇḍāyaya’ is
then equally exciting and necessary.

5. In the enterprise of translating texts, the mediation between languages—

‘linguistic hospitality’ in the words of French philosopher Paul Ricœur [R

 2006]—is a challenge beset with many ontological questions about iden-

¹² [M 2014] and [T 2015] give us a glimpse at the trace the socio-political and cultural en-
vironment of the Mughal court through the Brahmin śastrin ‘savants’ who worked under royal patronage
of the Mughals.

¹³e Hayatagrantha (Book on Hayʾat), the anonymous Sanskrit rendition of al-Qūshjī’s Risālah dar Hayʾat
believed to be produced before 1694  (vide [P 2000,  10 on p.104]), also indicates its
awareness of textual history as it refers to the works of the Greeks and the Arabs.
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tity, while also struggling to balance between fidelity and transparency. e

philosophical and literary decisions of the author shape the scholarlywork that

emerges from their efforts. In light of this, what do the Sanskrit translations

of Islamic texts in the late second millennium  , e.g., Jagannātha Samrāṭ’s

Samrāṭsiddhānta based on Naṣīr al-Dīn’s recension of Ptolemy’s Almagest, tell
us about the decisions of the authors on linguistic compatibility in explaining

the science of different cultures?

In the world of siddhāntic authors, Nityānanda’s name remains largely unknown

and his pioneering aempt at bringing Islamic astronomy into a siddhāntic form

in the Sarvasiddhāntarāja remains unexamined for the most part. In his own way,

Nityānanda aempted to collate, and perhaps harmonise, scientific ideas from differ-

ent cultures where different socio-cultural pressures were at play. e significance

of this effort, and the role it plays in the larger context of the intellectual history of

the period, remains a question that requires a thorough analysis of the other chapters

of this text along with a more inclusive study of the different scientific and cultural

inputs that helped give it shape.

In looking at the instances of Islamic and Indian ideas in the golādhyāya alone, we

can begin to appreciate the creative and cognitive ability of this seventeenth century

gaṇaka as he engaged with diverse ideas in his own text. His recognition of valid

knowledge beyond the question of its origin from foreign sources, or even imaginary

like the great circles similar to ‘firebrand circles’ of playful children (vide V [83]),

is evidence of his critical and conceptual thinking capability. It may be true that

Nityānanda’s work did not impress any scholars of his time, but having had a glimpse

of his work in this study, I hope it impresses many scholars of my time.

samāptam iti

[ jaya nityānanda \





5
Golādhyāya of Nityānanda’s

Sarvasiddhāntarāja: Critical Edition

f.67v Bn.I

f.68v Bn.II

f.37v Br.I

f.1v Np.I

f.1v Pb.I

f.49v Rr.I
⌊
अथ गोलाायो ाायते ॥

तं वे गणनायकं सरुगणा यादपयं

सवेऽेिभमताथ साधनिवधौ िवौघिवसंकृत ् ॥

f.69r Bn.II यं
⌊
सांाः पुषं धानमिप वा शवैाः िशवं मिेनरे

िनं  िचदा सवमपरं िमिेत वदेािनः ॥ १ ॥ 5

यिंिचिणतं ह गणको जानिना वासनां

पृः सपरणे गोलिवषा पोििभः ॥

िकं तू े ित तं तरमयं गोलागमाो यत-

ाोलिवचारचारचनां वे सतां ीतय े ॥ २ ॥

राौ सिविचिचरचनं दीप ं िवना िकं यथा 10

लैों सकलाथ पणू मिप िकं भाकाशं िवना ॥

वदैने िवना गतणी सौय युािप िकं

तोलिवविज तो गिणतिवत ् ोरे िकं िवभःु ॥ ३ ॥

1 अथ गोलाायो ाायते ॥ इितपवू विृः ॥ Bn.I, Br.I; इितव विृत ॥ Bn.II, Rr.I ; ीगुगणशेाां नमः ॥

Np.I 2 याद ॰ यद ॰ Br.I 3 िवौघ ॰ िवो ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I 4 शवैाः शवैाः शवैाः corr. Pb.I; शवेा

Br.I 5 ॰ दासव ॰ ॰ दाव ॰ Bn.I \ िमिेत असलं x िमिेत add. Bn.II 6 यिं ॰ य ा िं ॰ corr.

Pb.I \ ॰ िचिणतं ॰ िचिणतं Bn.I, Bn.II \ जानिना जान जानिना corr. Pb.I; जानािता Bn.II, Rr.I

8 गोला ॰ गो ०।। ला ॰ Bn.II 9 ा ॰  x ा ॰, fort. -ा- Rr.I \ ॰ चारचनां ॰ चा  रचनां rep.

Bn.II \ सतां शतां Pb.I \ २ १ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 10 ॰ िविचिचर ॰ ॰ िविचर ॰ Bn.II 12 वदैने

वदैधने Np.I, Pb.I 13 गिणतिव ॰ गिणिव ॰ Pb.I \ ॰ ोरे ॰ ो  रे rep. Br.I \ ३ २ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I
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पाटीकुकबीजगोलिनपणुो वदेापारमः

काालंकृित
⌊a

िशशाकुशलो यो ायशाािदिव
⌊b

त ् ॥
a f.68r Bn.I

b f.38r Br.I

िसाऽे समवसुिहत े तािधकारो भव-े

देवें न यथा कथिंचदिभधामां िसिं नयते ् ॥ ४ ॥

5 कीगूोलसंा कथय कथमहो चसंो भगोलः

कीयूः खगोलः िर इह सततं कीशो िगोलः ॥

⌊
तं वु कीक ् सकलमिप यथा भिूमगोलेऽिशलै- f.50r Rr.I

ीपां तथा वा िवषवुविृतमखुं चसं े भगोले ॥ ५ ॥

पवूा परं दिणसौवृं

10 भजूािभधं कोणगमडलं च ॥

उडलां च खगोलसंं

तथवै गोलगतं
⌊
यथा वा ॥ ६ ॥ f.2r Np.I

अथ भगूोलभगोलखगोलगोलाविून च ोे ॥

िनराधारोऽजं भवित िनजशा िरतरः

15 ितगेलः ुलनप
⌊
वनाकाशिनिचतः ॥ f. 69v Bn.II

यथाऽयोगोलोऽिव यित पिरत ुबंकमये

गहृे ामरामाचलजलिधदवेासरुनभृतृ ् ॥ ७ ॥

1 वदेा ॰ वदेातं ॰ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 3 ता ॰ त ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ िधकारो ॰ िधका लो रो corr. Bn.II 4 ४

३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 कथय कथमहो कथमहो Bn.II; कथकथमहो Br.I, Rr.I 7 तं तहथं Br.I \

भिूमगोले ॰ भिूमगोले ा ॰ corr. Pb.I; भगूोले ॰ Rr.I \ ॰ गोलेऽि ॰ ॰ गोलोि ॰ Br.I 8 ॰ सं े ॰ सं Bn.I

\ ५ ४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 9 पवूा परं पवूा वरं Br.I \ ॰ वृं ॰ ं Br.I 11 खगोलसंं गोलमंं

Br.I; खगोलसंं Np.I 12 गोल ॰ गगले ॰ Bn.II \ ॰ लगतं ॰ ललतं Br.I \ वा च Np.I; चा । dist.

Rr.I \ ६ ५ om Rr.I; Bn.II, Br.I 13 ॰ भगोलखगोल ॰ ॰ खगोल ॰ Rr.I \ ॰ गोला ॰ ॰ गोल ॰ Bn.I;

॰ दगोला ॰ Br.I \ ॰  ॰ ॰  ॰ Bn. I \ ॰ विून ॰ विून ज corr. Bn.II 14 ॰ तरः ॰ तरं Rr.I

15 ितगेलः ॰ — ॰ शिनिचतः ॥ om. Pb.I \ ॰ पवना ॰ ॰ प प वना ॰ rep. Bn.II 16 ॰  ुबंक ॰ ॰  ुंक

॰ Br.I 17 गहृे गहृ Np.I; हे Pb.I \ ॰ नभृतृ ् ॰ नभृतू ् Bn.II; ॰ िनभतृ ् Np.I \ ७ ६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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उंु शलैंृ खगणु ३० पिरिमतयैजनैयत े च-े

दवा गवेामेकथय च िकयती शलैृोितः सा ॥

िकं वा ृोयो मे भवित सिविदतो यते योजनःै कै-

रवें गोलाकृितेवित वसमुती ते मां च ॥ ८ ॥

तर गिणतं ॥ 5

नपृादशलैारमाग योजन-ै

३० भ चभागा ३६० गिुणता ताः पनुः॥

वसुरायाः पिरणाहयोजन-ै ६०००

दाचापं िववराशंका मताः ॥ ९ ॥

तोिटोना िभा ६० िवधयेा 10

शषें भूासाध मानने िनम ् ॥

तोिटामानभं च लं

f.68v Bn.I ृौं योजनःै ुटं
⌊
ात ् ॥ १० ॥

भूासा शलैृोयां

हारः कोऽथोितिकाी ॥ 15

हारणेाा तिहीना िभा

तोिटा कनीया तःै ॥ ११ ॥

1 उंु उगंं ो corr. Bn.II ; उगंं Rr.I 2 दवा ग े ॰ दवा वो ॰ Br.I \ च िकयती च िवकयती Rr.I \ ॰

ृोितः ॰ ृगंंित Bn.II, Rr.I 3 ृो ॰ ृगं ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I 4 रवें रवं Bn.II \ ॰ ेवित ॰ ॰

े भ वित ॰ rep. Pb.I \ ८ ७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 6 ॰ माग योजन-ै माग जन-ै Bn.I 7 ३६० om. Np.I \

३६० गणुीता ॰ गणुी ३६० ता ॰ transp. Pb.I 8 ६००० ६ Bn.II; ६∴ Br.I 9 िववरां ॰ िववगं ॰ Br.I \ ९

om. Bn.I: cont. non dist. Bn.I; ८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 11 ॰ साध मानने ॰ साध न ॰ Np.I 13 योजनःै योजःै

Rr.I \ १० ९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 15 कोथो ॰ कथेो ॰ Pb.I; कोथौ ॰ Bn.II 16 ॰ हीना ॰ होना Br.I

\ िभा िभं Bn.II, Rr.I 17 तोिटा om. Bn.I \ तःै तःै Bn.I, Pb.I \ ११ १० Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I
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तोिटा वग हीनािमौा 

वगा लंू त चाप भागाः ॥

चाशंाा ३६० भपूिरिु
⌊
ित ६००० ा f.2r Pb.I

येः सोऽा शलैप ुपंादमे ॥ १२ ॥

5 अथो कुमे यिद वाि ला

ाां तदा ामकोिटरवे ॥

अवािचवेो वडवानलाो

मेः सदोदररोमकं च ॥ १३ ॥

⌊
चूेिममे यमकोिटपःू ा- f.2v Np.I

10 ाां तदा िसपरुी िविचा ॥

लं काथ यथा कुमे

िसािभधाना नगरी का ॥ १४ ॥

ाां तदा रोमकपनं िह

पािताा यमकोिटरखेा ॥

15
⌊
चेोमकं नाम कुमसंं f.70r Bn.II

ाां िह ला
⌊
परत िसा ॥ १५ ॥ f.50v Rr.I

1 ॰ वग हीना ॰ ॰ वग ना ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ नाि ॰ ॰ नाि ॰ Bn.II, Br.I 3 ॰ ा ३६० ३६० ा Bn.II, Br.I, Np.I,

Rr.I \ ॰ िुित ६००० ॰ ु ६००० िित Np.I \ ६००० ६०० Bn.II 4 सोऽा शौा Bn.II \ १२

११ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 वाि चाि Bn.I, Np.I, Pb.I ; वािकं Bn.II 8 १३ १२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 9

॰ कोिटपःू ॰ कोिटः Bn.I 10 िविचा का Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 11  ॰  ॰ Pb.I \ यथा दा

Bn.I; यदा Pb.I 12 ॰ धाना ॰ धा Br.I \ १४ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I

14 ॰ रखेा ॰ रषेा Np.I; ॰ रषेा १३ dist. Br.I; ॰ रखेा १३ dist. Bn.II, Rr.I 15 चेोमकं चेोमकं ो corr. Bn.II

\ नाम वा Bn.I, Pb.I; चा Np.I 16 १५ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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एतास ु सवा स ु नणृां परुीष ु

मेः सदोदवडवानलोऽवाक ् ॥

मिू  ितं ाित कालचं

वुयं ितित भजूलम ् ॥ १६ ॥

पररं षरणीलािन 5

f.38v Br.I भपूा
⌊
दभागःै ९० सततं ितािन ॥

एतािन भमूःे पिरणाहतयु -

भागने १५०० भयूः पिरकितािन ॥ १७ ॥

मेय दा ितित भिूममे

ाां यमाापररोमकं िह ॥ 10

िसोरा दिणगा च ला

सौो वुः खऽेितले च याः ॥ १८॥

कुमगेडवानलाः

ािमे ो यमरोमकाे ॥

लोरा यमिदक ् च िसा 15

याो वुः खऽेितले च सौः ॥ १९ ॥

1 परुीष ु परुास ु Bn.I 2 ॰ लोऽवाक ् ॰ लोवाक ् १४ dist. Bn.II, Rr.I; ॰ लो।वाक ् १४ dist. Br.I 4 ितित

ित Bn.II \ १६ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 षर ॰ षदध्र ॰ Br.I ; षट ्

सर ॰ Np.I 6 ितािन ितािन १५ dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 8 ॰ कितािन ॰ कतेािन Pb.I \ १७ om.

Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 10 िह िह १६ dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 11 ॰ नगा ॰

नग Bn.I 12 सौो ॰ सौौ Bn.II \ ॰ तले ॰ तल Bn.I \ याः याा Pb.I \ १८ om. Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 14 यम ॰ दय ॰ Np.I \ ॰ काे ॰ काे १७ dist. Bn.II,

Br.I; x ७ Rr.I 16 १९ १�७ corr. Bn.II; १७ Br.I, Rr.I
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भजूासिमवािभतः सरुगणा मेिता वषैवं

वृं
⌊
गदसतोऽककुभां मागण पयि िह ॥ f.69r Bn.I

सं ुमतो िदशां वडवगा दैाः सदा ाखुा-

ने धरािखला िवजयते गोलाकृितः सव तः ॥ २० ॥

5 य ितौ ितित मानवोऽसौ

ताुपादािरतं समात ् ॥

वृं ितरीनमविैह भजूं

खं मिू  भूध गतं ३००० पदाधः ॥ २१ ॥

तथा िह ला िितपृमे

10 तूजगा एव समुेपवूा ः ॥

कुबरेिदोऽितलिता च

िसा परुी त
⌊
दतोऽपर ॥ २२ ॥ f.3r Np.I

रोमकािभधपरुा पिमे

खालदातपरुमि वािरिण ॥

15 नेलोचन २२ लवरैतः परुो

गदिमह भाध भागकैः १८० ॥ २३ ॥

1 ॰ जासिम ॰ ॰ जाशििम ॰ Bn.II; ॰ जासििम ॰ Np.I \ वषैवं वषैवुं Np.I 2 ॰ दस ॰ ॰ दश ॰

Pb.I \ िह ि Br.I 4 २० १८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 य या Bn.II, Rr.I \ ितित िताित Bn.I 7

ितरी ॰ ितरची ॰ Pb.I 8 ॰ ध गतं ३००० ॰ ग ३००० तं transp. Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Pb.I, Rr.I; ॰  ३०००

गतं transp. Np.I \ २१ १९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 9 ॰ पृ ॰ ॰ पृ ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I 11 ॰ ोऽि ॰ ॰ िल

॰ Bn.I; ॰ ि ॰ Br.I, Pb.I, Rr.I 12 ॰ ापरुी ॰ ापरुो Bn.II \ ॰ दतो ॰ ॰ दमो ॰ Bn.II, Np.I \

२२ २० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 14 खालदात ॰ खालद ॰ Bn.I 15 लवरैतः लविैरतः Bn.II, Rr.I 16 गद ॰

गदद ॰ Np.I \ २३ २१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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लारोमकखालदातनगरं संृय यडलं

f.70v Bn.II यायाूपिरिधः ६००० स एव गणकैोऽ
⌊
मािभधः ॥

तो िवषयो िनर इह ये लोका वसि वुौ

त े पयवनीजगौ च िवषवुृं मिू  मत ् ॥ २४ ॥

आगदादथ खालदातं 5

यावनुममदुितं च ॥

एतावती भिूमिरह िकोणा

पादोिता ितित वािरमुा ॥ २५ ॥

षा घटीनां िुनशवा

याववेाविदहािप लोकाः ॥ 10

िति नीहारमयािभीा

तािप वुं िवभवो न सि ॥ २६ ॥

पयु कामीरमखुदशेा-

f.51r Rr.I िमागमे ग 
⌊
तराराणाम ् ॥

सदवै य पतिेमानी 15

शोित को गिुमहोरषे ु ॥ २७ ॥

1 ॰ रोमक ॰ ॰ रोम x क ॰ Pb.I \ संृय संय Bn.II 2 यायाू ॰ याय ू ॰ Bn.II; पापाू ॰ Pb.I

\ ॰ पिरिधः ॰ या रिधः Br.I \ गणकै ॰ कणकै ॰ Bn.II, Br.I 3 ये य े x Rr.I 4 ॰ नीजगौ ॰ नीजगो Bn.II

\ २४ २२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 आगदा ॰ आगदा ॰ Rr.I 7 िकोणा िकौणा Bn.II 8 २५ २३

Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 9 िुनश ॰ तुश ॰ Rr.I 11 नीहार ॰ नीसािर ॰ Bn.II 12 तािप तिप Bn.I \ २६

२४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 13 पयु पयि ु Bn.II \ कामीर ॰ कमीर ॰ Bn.I, Br.I, Rr.I; कीर ॰ Bn.II

; काीर ॰ Np.I \ ॰ रमखु ॰ ॰ रसखु ॰ Br.I 14 ग त ॰ गा त ॰ Bn.II, Br.I 15 पते ॰ यते ॰ Np.I

16 शोित शोत े Bn.II \ २७ २५ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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लाकाीतेशलैोियो

रोहीतां सािंनिहं समुेः ॥

रखेा भमूमे नाी िना

तां िकंिचा
⌊
ि दशेारं िह ॥ २८ ॥ f.69v Bn.I

5 िनरदशेािलतः पमुाथा

कुबरेकाां च तथोतं वुम ् ॥

िवलोकयेमपीह वषैवं

नभलाािवभागसिंतम ्
⌊
॥ २९ ॥ f.2v Pb.I

यथा यथा गित दिणां पमुा-ं

10 था तथा पयित सवुं नतम ् ॥

अतो वुो य िशरःितो भव-े

िरतो भचूरणारे त ु सः ॥ ३० ॥

य य वसित मोप
⌊
िर f.39r Br.I

ाणभृरिणगभ 
⌊
किष तः ॥ f.3v Np.I

15 त त िकल मते यं

भपूिरिमव चतेसा कम ् ॥ ३१ ॥

1 ॰ काी ॰ ॰ कातौ ॰ Bn.I; ॰ कािंत ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I; ॰ कातंी ॰ Br.I, Pb.I \ ॰ शलैो ॰ ॰ शै ॰ Bn.I; ॰

शलैोज ॰ Rr.I \ ॰ ियो ॰ ियो Br.I 2 सािंनिहं सािहं Bn.II, Rr.I \ समुेः समुहेः Bn.II 3 ॰

मनाी िन ॰ ॰ ममाि ॰ Np.I 4 तां ां Np.I \ २८ २६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 5 ॰ िलतः

लेतः Bn.II 6 कुबरे ॰ कुववेर ॰ corr. Bn.II 7 िवलोक ॰ िवलोम ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ ॰ म ॰ ॰ म

॰ Bn.I \ ॰ अपीह ॰ अयीह Bn.I, Pb.I, Rr.I \ वषैवं वषवं Bn.II; वषैवुं Np.I 8 नभला ॰ नभला

॰ Pb.I \ ॰ ािव ॰ ॰ ि ॰ Np.I \ २९ om. Bn.II, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Rr.I; २७ Br.I 9

गित गित Bn.I ; गछितित Br.I 10 तथा था Bn.II, Rr.I; तथा तथा rep. Pb.I \ नतम ् तन ं Bn.II,

Rr.I 11 अतो अत Pb.I 12 िरतो िरती Bn.II; िनरतो Pb.I \ ३० २८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 14

ाणभृ ॰ ाणभू ॰ Np.I \ ॰ रिण ॰ ॰ रािण ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I 15 alterum त तं Pb.I 16 कम ्

तकं Np.I \ ३१ २८ Bn.II; २९ Br.I, Rr.I; om. Np.I: cont. non dist. Np.I
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भचूतथु लवकारे यथा

ितय गवे ख मते लम ् ॥

भदूलारमधः ितं तो

ऽ तदिप कनाथा ॥ ३२ ॥

िनरतः सौिवभागसं े 5

य दशे े परममुानम ् ॥

ाशंदोितनािडकािभ- ३१। ५२ । ३०

ाखड भवेवशेः ॥ ३३ ॥

f.71r Bn.II
⌊
सपादनाडी १ । १५ सिहत े च ति-

ितीयखड तथा वशेः ॥ 10

एवं ततृीयािदकखडकानां

येाः वशेाः िकल स यावत ् ॥ ३४ ॥

अथ परुाणमतने ीपसमुपव तखडादीनां संोते ॥

पिरधे ु शताशंको यतः

समवाित ततः समतः ॥ 15

पिृथव च परुाणपिडताः

सकलामवे समां समिूचरे ॥ ३५ ॥

2 लम ्  x लं Bn.II 4 ऽ तदिप ादिप Bn.II \ ॰ था ॰ था dist. Bn.II \ ३२ om.

Bn.II, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Rr.I; ३० Br.I, Rr.I; ३१ Np.I 5 ॰ सं े ॰ सिंे Bn.I 6 ॰ मुानम ् ॰

मान ं Bn.II 7 ां ॰ ं ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ ३१। ५२ । ३० ३१ ५२। ५२। ३० rep. Rr.I 8 ३३ ३१ Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I; ३२ Np.I 9 सिहत े सिहे Pb.I \ ति- िन, deest -त- Bn.II 10 ितीय ॰ तीय ॰

Bn.I; ितीय ॰ Bn.II \ तथा त तथा add. Bn.I; भवते ् Np.I 11 एवं एकं Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 12 ३४

३२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ३३ Np.I 13 ॰ समु ॰ ॰ समु ॰ Bn.II 14 ॰ शको शे Br.I 16 पिृथव पथृवी

Bn.II; पिृथवं Br.I 17 समिूचरे समिुचरे dist. Bn.II \ ३५ ३३ Br.I; ३४ Np.I; om. Bn.II, Rr.I: cont.

non dist. Rr.I
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भपूृृिसूं िवलं

ोा ितय य तिभजूम ् ॥

चाकारं सव तो यते य-

ोकालोकं पव तं तं वदि ॥ ३६ ॥

5 यायिगिर ं केिच-

भःकां जगबु ुधाः ॥

तने िकं खचरा िन-

मदुयाौ कुव त े ॥ ३७ ॥

िितजमवे भवेदयाचल-

10 लित
⌊
यने कुतोऽिप न िनशः ॥ f.70r Bn.I

िवषयऽेतरं िह यदरं

पतित तलनऽेिप खगोदय े ॥ ३८ ॥

सवुण शलंै िवपलुोतं रिव-

दीयकां पिरतः सदा मन ् ॥

15 कथं न कुया िुनशो विितं

तदकेपा वसतां सपुव णाम ् ॥ ३९ ॥

1 ॰ ृि ॰ ॰ ृि ॰ Bn.II \ ॰ ृिसूं ॰ गृ ् शताशंको यतः समवाित ततः समतः पिृथव च परुा

िसू,ं ins. per err. शतां ॰—॰ परुा ex v.35a Rr.I \ िवलं िव।लं Bn.II 3 चा ॰ च ॰ Bn.I \

य- यय Np.I 4 ३६ ३४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ३५ Np.I 8 ॰ वते ॰ वत Bn.I \ ३७ ३५ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ३६ Np.I 10 कुतोऽिप कुिपतो transp. Bn.II, Rr.I; कुजोिप Np.I \ िनशः िनस Bn.I 11 िह

॰—॰ रं िह ॰—॰ रं िह यदरं rep. Br.I 12 पतित पित Bn.I; यतित Br.I \ खगो ॰ गो ॰ Br.I \ ३८

३६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ३७ Np.I 13 िवपलुो ॰ िवपलो ॰ Pb.I 14 कां कां Bn.I, Br.I 15 ॰ िनशो 

॰ ॰ िनशं ॰ Pb.I \ ॰ िितं ॰ ितं Np.I 16 तदे ॰ पदे ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ वसतां वसतं Bn.II, Rr.I

\ सपुव णाम ् सपु x व णा,ं fort. - - Pb.I \ ३९ ३७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ३८ Np.I
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ारािुधः िितकटीितमखेलेव

f.4r Np.I ासोऽ योजनशतं मिुनिभः िदः ॥

तादीिचकुदले सकलेऽि ज-ू

ीपं पर कुदले त ु परािण षट ् ःु ॥ ४० ॥

ारािः पयसां िस-ु 5

तो दिधघतृाधुी ॥

इमुाण वौ ा-

िसःु सायोऽ व ै ॥ ४१ ॥

f.51v Rr.I तषेां मे ा
⌊
रिसःु महीया-

ो दशेः ोते सोऽयमवे ॥ 10

तादामाणाः परे ःु

ोऽं समः ािसःु ॥ ४२ ॥

ादकावडवानलोऽि

वसि दैा इह मेमलेू ॥

f.71v Bn.II पाताललोका धरणीपटु
⌊
ाः 15

कािशताः सप मिणकाशःै ॥ ४३ ॥

1 ॰ िुधः ॰ िुभः Np.I \ ॰ ितकटी ॰ ॰ िततटी ॰ Bn.I 2 ॰ शतं ॰ सतंं Bn.I; ॰ सतं Bn.II, Rr.I; ॰ शतं

१०० add. Np.I 3 कुदले शकले Np.I \ ॰ लेऽि ॰ लोि Bn.I, Pb.I 4 कुदले शकले Np.I \ ४०

४० inscr. i.m. supra Bn.I; ३८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ३९ Np.I 5 िस-ु िसधंःू Bn.I 6 ॰ बधुी ॰ बिुधः Np.I

7 ा- ा  ु - corr. Bn.II 8 ४१ ३९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४० Np.I 9 महीया- महीजा Bn.I; म हीया

Br.I, Np.I, Pb.I, Rr.I 10 ो ाो Bn.I 12 ४२ ४० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४१ Np.I 13 ॰ नलोऽि

॰ नलोसौ Np.I 14 दैा देा Bn.II; लोका Np.I 15 ॰ पटुाः ॰ पटु x ाः Bn.II 16 ४३ ४१ Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I; ४२ Np.I
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योयोररगं समुयो-

दातं ीपमदुारबिुिभः ॥

महदां परममकं

ततोऽि षीपिमलादलं परम ् ॥ ४४ ॥

5 शाकं च शलं कौशं

ौं गोमदेपुरे ॥

समं जावं ीपं

भगूोलाध वितम ् ॥ ४५ ॥

लापरुीतोऽिप कुबरेिदो

10 िहमाचलो नाम नगािधराजः ॥

ािमाोिनिधसीमदै -

तोऽदुीािमह हमेकूटः ॥ ४६ ॥

त
⌊
रं िनषधशलै उदीिचभाग े f.39v Br.I

िसारुाििरदभवेरुावत ् ॥

15 ी च शु इित नीलिगिरः मणे

तषेां योिव वरदशेगतं च वषा ः ॥ ४७ ॥

3 ॰ दां ॰ मं Bn.II 4 ४४ ४२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४३ Np.I 5 शलं शकं Bn.I, Pb.I \ कौशं

कौचं Br.I 6 ौं om. Br.I \ ॰ पुरे ॰ पुरः Bn.I 8 ॰ लाध  ॰ ॰ लि ॰ Br.I \ ४५ ४३ Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I; ४४ Np.I 9 ॰ िदो ॰ िदा Bn.I 11 ि ॰ शि ॰ Bn.II \ ॰ सीम ॰ ॰ साम ॰ Bn.I,

Np.I 12 ॰ तोऽदुी ॰ ॰ तोदी ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ यािमह ॰ यामिप Np.I \ ४६ ४४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४५ Np.I

13 िनषध ॰ िनिषध ॰ Bn.II \ उचीिच ॰ उदी ॰ Bn.II 14 ॰ राििर ॰ ॰ रािहिर ॰ Bn.I 15 ी ो

Bn.II 16 योिव  ॰ योिव ॰ Bn.I; षोिव  ॰ Br.I \ ॰ वरदे ॰ ॰ वदे ॰ Bn.II \ वषा ः वष ः Bn.II, Rr.I;

वष Bn.I, Np.I, Pb.I \ ४७ ४५ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४६ Np.I
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भारतं िकरं ता-

िरवष यथोरम ् ॥

f.70v Bn.I लातोऽ
⌊
थ परुािा-

f.3r Pb.I
⌊
ुवष तथोरम ् ॥ ४८ ॥

िहरमयं रकनामखडकं 5

समुाविगरी मादथ ॥

f.4v Np.I यमािदकोपरुा रोम
⌊
का-

दकुौ च परुाणसतौ ॥ ४९ ॥

िनषधपवतनीलनगावधी

भवत उरदिणगािमनौ ॥ 10

जलिधमावदरवि  य-

िदह भतरुमखडकम ् ॥ ५० ॥

गमादनपयोिधमगं

यगुिदित केतमुालकम ् ॥

नीलगिनषधािमाव- 15

सिंतिमलावतृं बधुाः ॥ ५१ ॥

2 यथोरम ् यथोरः Bn.I 3 ला ॰ लोका ॰ rr.I 4 ु ॰ त ् कुरं ॰ Br.I \ ॰ वष ॰ वष Bn.II \

४८ ४६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४७ Np.I 5 खडकं खडके Br.I; खडंकंं Pb.I 6 ॰ व ॰ ॰ विध ॰ Bn.II 7

यमािद ॰ यमा ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ ॰ को ॰ ॰ कोा ॰ Pb.I 8 दकुौ दुकुो Bn.II; दुकुौ

Rr.I \ ४९ ४७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ४८ Np.I 9 ॰ पव त ॰ ॰ पव ज Br.I \ ॰ नीलनगा ॰ ॰ नील न नगा ॰

rep. Bn.I 10 ॰ िमनौ ॰ िमन े -ा- inscr. i.m. dextra Bn.II 12 िदह िहह Br.I \ ५० ४८ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ४९ Np.I 16 ५१ ४९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५० Np.I
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इलावतृाव वसि िनज राः

सचुाचामीकरभतूलािते ॥

इहवै मेः िकल मसिंतः

सरुालयः कानरवाििरः ॥ ५२ ॥

5 ीमििरिजननाय वस ुधंरा े

पौरािणका जगरुम ुं िकल किण केित ॥

यारा भवित नािभसरोहं िह

प ुसंो िवराज इतर षडसंा ॥ ५३ ॥

िवंभागा मरो गशलैो

10 िव
⌊
ीणा िः पा भभूृमणे ॥ f.72r Bn.II

तषे ु ोचःु केतवुृानुीा

नीपं जूं सटं िपलं च ॥ ५४ ॥

यफूलतोऽगलसमयी जनूदीतुा

या या तसिमिता मदृभववुण ुटम ् ॥

15 तारतः समागतनदीवाहषे ु जानूदं

िकिििदवातऽेिप िसकतामे नरैमम ् ॥ ५५ ॥

1 इलावतृाव वसि इलावृातंिन वसिंत Np.I 3 म ॰ म x  ॰ Np.I 4 ५२ ५० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५१

Np.I 5 वस ुधं ॰ वसधं ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ धराे ॰ धराज े Np.I 6 पौरािणका पौराणीका–े corr. Np.I \ ॰ रम ुं

॰ रमं Bn.I; म ुं Bn.II 7 या ॰ य ॰ -ा- inscr. i.m. dextra Bn.II \ नािभस ॰ निभस ॰ Rr.I 8 ॰

संा ॰ मंा, fort. -सथंा- Br.I \ ५३ ५१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५२ Np.I 9 िवं ॰—॰ रो िवंुभागा

मिंदरो Pb.I 10 ॰ ीणा िः ॰ ीणा िनः Bn.II 11 ॰ मनुीा ॰ म ु x नीा, fort. -म- Bn.II 12 ५४ ५२

Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५३ Np.I 13 यू ॰ यं जू ॰ Np.I \ ॰ नदी ॰ ॰ नदंी ॰ Bn.I 14 prius या ा

या add. Bn.I; om. Br.I \ या या ॰—॰ िमिता या या तसमयी जनंदंी तुा या या तसिमिता, ins. per err.

या या त ॰—॰ तुा ex v.55a: first pāda Bn.II \ मृव ॰ मदृभव ॰ Bn.I, Br.I; मृभव ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I;

मदभव ॰ Np.I 15 ॰ नदं ॰ नदंं Bn.I 16 ॰ वातऽेिप ॰ वातिेप वातिेप rep. Bn.I \ ५५ ५३ Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I; ५४ Np.I
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f.52r Rr.I िवशलेैष ु वना
⌊
िन चै-

रथं तथा नननामधयेम ् ॥

धृावैाजकसिंते च

सरांथतैषे ु यथा मणे ॥ ५६ ॥

अणमानसके च महादं 5

िसतजलं पनुरषे ु िवलािसिभः ॥

f.71r Bn.I सरुत
⌊
केिलसमाकुलमानसाः

f.5r Np.I पितिभ रम
⌊
मरानाः ॥ ५७ ॥

यं कनकरमयं समुरेौ

तििरिहिरशपुरुािण सि ॥ 10

इािकालिनतापुवायसुोम-े

शानां परुािण तदधोऽिप भवि चाौ ॥ ५८ ॥

णा ौ पितता िह िवपुदतो जाता चतधुा  ततो

िवाचलमकोपिरसरा ाा चतो िदशः ॥

गी िगिरगरािदष ु रटोललोलाभु-ृ 15

ीताालकनिका सरुसिरःु सभुा मात ् ॥ ५९ ॥

3 ॰वै ॰ ॰ाव ै ॰ Br.I \ ॰ ाजकसं ॰ ॰ ािजतसं ॰ Np.I 4 ५६ ५४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५५ Np.I

5 ॰ नसके च ॰ नसकेिप Np.I \ महादं महादं Bn.I; महादं Bn.II 6 ॰ िसिभः ॰ िसनः Np.I 8 ५७ ५५

Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५६ Np.I 9 समुरेौ समुरेो Bn.I, Np.I 10 ॰ परुािण ॰ पिुण Bn.I 11 इाि ॰ इा।ि

॰ Bn.I \ ॰ िनता॰ु ॰ िन िनितिनजं इिपताबं ु ॰ et add. rep. Bn.II ; ॰ िनऋता ु ॰ Np.I; ॰ िनऋताबं ु

॰ Pb.I, Rr.I 12 ५८ ५६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५७ Np.I 13 जाता ाता Br.I 14 ॰ पिरसरा ॰ पिरसरः ॰

Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Np.I, Rr.I 15 गी गछंित Bn.II, Rr.I \ ॰ गरािदष ु ॰ गरगिदष ु Pb.I 16 ५९

५७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ५८ Np.I
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शोमकभषूणाय िवमला मुावलीविता

या सोपानपररवे िविदता गखुानां नणृाम ् ॥

या िवोरणाजु िवस
⌊
वोकये िवतृा f.40r Br.I

सा गा दयिता भवत ु म े पापौघिविंसनी ॥ ६० ॥

5 ऐं खडमथो कशेशकलं ाापण ततो

िवयें च गभिमादनमतः खडं कुमारीित च ॥

⌊
नागं सौमथािप वाणमतः ां च गवकं f.72v Bn.II

वषऽििप भारत े नव सदा खडािन सि वुम ् ॥ ६१ ॥

िवियवैयािद वा या पथृक ् पथृक ् ॥

10 कुमारीखडमा यते नतेर सा ॥ ६२ ॥

सवै सि कुलभिूमधराः महेः

शिुथा मलय ऋकपािरयाौ ॥

सः सिव इह भारतवष मे

ोाः परुाणिवबधुजै गित िसाः ॥ ६३ ॥

1 ॰ विता ॰ विता Bn.I 2 ॰ नपर ॰ ॰ नरंप॰ \ नणृाम ् मणृाम ् Bn.I 4 ६० ५८ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ५९ Np.I 5 ऐं ऐंं ो corr. Bn.II \ कशे ॰ कसे ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ शकलं ॰ सकलं Np.I 7 ां

च ग ॰ ांचंगधं ॰ Bn.I; ांचंग ॰ Np.I; ातंचंगधं ॰ Pb.I 8 ६१ ५९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६० Np.I

9 ॰ ियवैयािद ॰ ॰ ियिवभू ॰ Np.I \ ॰ वाया ॰ ाया Bn.I \ पथृक ् पथृक ् पथृक ् Bn.II

10 ६२ ६० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६१ Np.I 11 सि सतं े Bn.II 12 ॰ पािरयाौ ॰ पारयाो Bn.II, Pb.I 13

सिव सिव  Bn.I 14 ो ॰  े े ा inscr. i.m. dextra Bn.II \ परुाणिवबधु ै ॰ परुाणिविवध ै ॰ Pb.I \

६३ ६१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६२ Np.I
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यीपषं ख दिणं

ात ् स भलूक इह िसः ॥

सौो भवुलक इत मेः

f.71v Bn.I लक उ
⌊
परुाणिविः ॥ ६४ ॥

f.5v Np.I ततः परं
⌊
ोि महो जनोऽत- 5

प सं िकल स लोकाः ॥

f.3v Pb.I केिचगलुक
⌊
चतदु श-

मधः िताः स तथोसंाः॥ ६५ ॥

लापरुे रिवदिेत यदा तदान

मासंसमयो यमकोिटपयुा म ् ॥ 10

िसािभधऽेसमयोऽथ सदा तीां

ाोमके ुटतरं रजनीदलं िह ॥ ६६॥

f.52v Rr.I योदयो भवित भानमुत त

पवूा  िदशामपुयाित पनुः स य ॥

योििमकृता ख दिणोद- 15

ामिवषये शिशिदक ् समुेः ॥ ६७॥

1 ॰ पषं ॰ पखं Bn.II, Rr.I \ ख ॰— ॰ ं खलिणं Bn.II; खिणंं Rr.I \ दिणं दिणंं

Br.I 2 इह इित Np.I 3 सौ ॰ स े ा inscr. i.m. dextra Bn.II \ सौो सौे Np.I 4 ६४ ६२ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ६३ Np.I 6 स लोकाः सं िकल सलोकाः add. Rr.I 8 ॰ तथो ॰ ॰ ततो ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ ६५

६३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६४ Np.I 10 ॰ सं ॰ मं Br.I 12 ६६ ६४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६५ Np.I 13

त य Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Pb.I, Rr.I 15  ॰

स ॰ corr. subscr. Pb.I \ योि ॰ योि

॰ Bn.I; नुि Np.I 16 ा ॰ ा ॰ Bn.I \ ६७ ६५ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६६ Np.I
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लानगया  अथवोियाः

ीगग राटाुजालाा ॥

समुेतो वा कुचतथु भाग े

ाचीतीोय मरोमके ः ॥ ६८ ॥

5 ताां न पादथवा परुा-

ां िवना यकुभो िविचाः ॥

गोलाकृितं तने वदि धा

ोितिव दो दप णसिंनभां न ॥ ६९ ॥

भगूोलखड शरमाणं

10 िनं धरायाः पिरणाहिमाम ् ॥

तूिमखडोपिरगं फलां

ेोवं योजनकैः ु
⌊
टं िह ॥ ७० ॥ f.73r Bn.II

समुेमिभतो िनजं परुमवा वृं च य-

ुटः कुपिरिधः तृः स त ु भच ३६० भागाितः ॥

15 तथा खरस ६० नािडकाित इहाथवा योजनःै

ुटापिरणाहजभै वित खटेदशेारम ् ॥ ७१ ॥

इित भगूोलरचना ॥

3 कुचतथु  ॰ कूचतथु  ॰ Pb.I 4 ॰ तीोय  ॰ ॰ तीय  ॰ Bn.II \ ६८ ६६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६७ Np.I

6 ां छंकां Bn.I; ंका Bn.II; कां Br.I 7 तने तनै Br.I \ वदि व ा दिंत corr. Bn.I \ धा धाा

Np.I 8 ६९ ६७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६८ Np.I 10 िनं िनः Br.I \ ॰ हिमाम ् ॰ हिना Br.I 12 ७०

६८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ६९ Np.I 13 ॰ वा वृं ॰ वावृं transp. Bn.I 14 भच भ Br.I \ भच

३६० भच, deest -३६०- Np.I \ ३६० भागाितः भागां ३६० िकतः transp. Bn.I; भाग ३६० िकतः transp.

Pb.I 15 खरस खरसः Bn.I \ ६० om. Bn.II, Np.I, Pb.I, Rr.I \ ॰ काित ॰ कािंकत Bn.I 16 ७१

६९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७० Np.I
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अथ भगोलरचना ॥

भमूवेा योपिर पिरतो ोमकाविधः

िपडीभतूः वहपवनो गोलकाकारमिूत ः ॥
a f.6r Np.I

b f.72r Bn.I अः
⌊a

ः िटकघटवी
⌊b

रवावकाशः

शापरककुभं दिणोदवुााम ् ॥ ७२ ॥

V   .73   B.I, N.I,  P.I

कुव े िवषवुवलयं पा जातवुृं 5

ताःं थिमव समं तुपातािदयुम ् ॥

ाच गृगित यथा येमतेचं

ताःाः सकलखचराः ािच याि भुा ॥ ७३ ॥

V   .73   B.II, B.I,  R.I

कुव े िवषवुवलयं पा जातवुृं

f.40v Br.I यिजल इव उषाा
⌊
रकाः ारि ॥ 10

उीये यगपडवः खे यथा खचेरेा-

ं वा भवलयिमित ोते वा भगोलः ॥ ७३ ॥

1 ोमकाविधः यावदाक Bn.II; यावाका Br.I, Np.I; Rr.I 2 ॰ पवनो ॰ पवना Bn.I 3

ः ः \ िटक ॰ ुिटक Bn.II, Pb.I \ ॰ ीरवा ॰ ॰ ीलवा Np.I 4 ॰ ा ॰ ॰

 ॰ Np.I; ॰ा ॰ Pb.I \ ॰ ककुभं ॰ ककंुभं Bn.II; ॰
२
कु

१
कभं transp. Pb.I \ ॰ परक ॰ ॰  र

परक ॰ corr. Rr.I \ दिणोदवुााम ् दधवुाां Bn.II, Rr.I \ ७२ ७० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७१ Np.I

5 ॰ वलयं ॰ वलये Np.I 6 थ ॰ थ ॰ Bn.I \ समं स –, deest -म- Np.I 7 ॰ मृगित ॰ मृरित Pb.I

8 ७३ ७२ Np.I 11 उीये उडीये Bn.II, Rr.I 12 ं चं Bn.II \ ७३ ७१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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तवैा जित परुतो यने मागण भानःु

सेििव षवुवलयं सौयावृः ॥

ावेृ ं भवनवलयं रािशवृं च ता-

दतेाध शिशयमिदशोमषजकूािदके ः ॥ ७४ ॥

5 ावेृ ाभयत इह ो वुौ यौ कदौ

तौ तोगं दधित सकला राशयो ादशतै े ॥

तुाकाशभै वनवलयऽेजा साणसू-ै

भ े ाेवुमिभत इह हं ःकदः ॥ ७५ ॥

साध योिवशंित २३ । ३० चापभागःै

10 सौऽेथयाे ख रािशचम ् ॥

यिुरऽेथ कदयुम-

वुयोपतेिमहायनाम ् ॥ ७६ ॥

शा
⌊
वत विदपवू कखगः ाां च यनेाना f.53r Rr.I

चे ाित रािशमडलमथो िभा िवारं मुः ॥

15 सौावागतवांथा वहतो
⌊
िनं तीां चल- f.73v Bn.II

ििििपे योगमपरं ताणवृं जगःु ॥ ७७ ॥

1 ॰ वा जित ॰ वाजित Bn.II, Rr.I \ मागण मो–गण corr. Br.I 2 सेि ॰ सभंेिं ॰ Np.I 3

भवनवलयं भवनवनवलयं add. Bn.I \ रािशवृं गिशवृं Br.I 4 शािशयमिदशो ॰ शािशयमिदशो ॰ Bn.I;

शिशयमिदशी ॰ Br.I, Pb.I; शिशयमिदिश ॰ Rr.I \ मषेतकूा ॰ मषेयकूा ॰ Bn.I \ ७४ ७२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I;

७३ Np.I 6 तोगं तगं Bn.II; तोग े Np.I \ राशयो राशकला राशयो add. Br.I 7 ॰ काशंभै  ॰ ॰

काशंभे ॰ Pb.I 8 इह एह Pb.I \ ७५ ७३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७४ Np.I 9 २३ । ३० om. Np.I 10 सौे

॰ सोे ॰ Bn.II 11 यिुरऽेथ यिन ््तुरथे Br.I \ ॰ युम- ॰ युमे Np.I 12 ७६ ७४ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ७५ Np.I 13 ॰ विद ॰ ॰ विद ॰ Bn.I, Bn.II \ ॰ खगः ॰ खगाः Np.I 14 ाित ाित, dub.

-ाित- pot. qu. Bn.I;
ा
ित subscr. Pb.I 15 ॰ वागतवांथा ॰ वागधवातथा Np.I \ वहतो वहतो

x, deest -- Rr.I 16 ७७ ७५ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७६ Np.I
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वहपवनवगेाहताधोगोलो

हिरिदशमिप गुतामिेत खटेः ॥

तदन ु तदवरोहो याित यावमं

तिदतिवपरीतं नीचगे खग ॥ ७८ ॥

f.6v Np.I खगकदयगुोपिर
⌊
यतं 5

तिदह खटेिशलीमखुसूकम ् ॥

अथ खगवुयुमगतं च य-

लयमतेदपमसूकम ् ॥ ७९ ॥

f.4r Pb.I अिचे ग
⌊
जवदेसंा

भमू यो या यवनःै िदाः ॥ 10

भानां सहं नयनाियंु १०२२

f.72v Bn.I यथागमे तास ु बधुःै दयेम ्
⌊
॥ ८० ॥

तासां भचतः सौा

मतू यकैिवशंितः ॥

यााः पदशोा 15

मे ादशराशयः ॥ ८१ ॥

1 ॰ धोगोलो ॰ धोगोलो Br.I \ ॰ गोलो ॰ गोला Pb.I 2 ॰ तामिेत खटेः ॰ तामखेटेः, -ित- inscr. i.m.

sinistra Pb.I 4 ७८ ७६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७७ Np.I 5 खगकदयु ॰ खगद–ं केय ु ॰ et corr. transp.

Np.I 6 तिदह तिदहं Bn.I \ ॰ लीमखुसूकं ॰ लीमसुूगं Bn.I 7 खग ॰ गख ॰ transp. Bn.II Rr.I 8

॰ मतेदपम ॰ ॰ मतेम ॰ Bn.I \ ७९ ७७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७८ Np.I 9 ॰ संा ॰ संा Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I 10 यवनःै वनकैः Np.I 11 १०२२ om. Np.I 12 यथागमे यथागंम े Br.I, Rr.I \ ॰ गमे तास ु ॰

गमतेाः स ु Np.I \ दयेम ् दयेाः Np.I \ ८० ७८ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ७९ Np.I 15 पदशोा पदशः

ोा Bn.I, Rr.I 16 दशरा॰ ादशारा ॰ Bn.I \ ८१ ७९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८० Np.I
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कदमिभतो यने

खटेो गित चाना ॥

शरामडलं ता-

ाुामडलम ् ॥ ८२ ॥

5 यावि वृािन भवि गोले

तावि सवा िण च कितािन ॥

यथाकारे कृतकौतकुाना-

मालातचमयः िशशनूाम ् ॥ ८३ ॥

अवै का सुदां िनबा

10 उपय ुपयव िवधोः मणे ॥

िवपेवृषे ु िनजषे ु त-

षेादयो राशय एव वेाः ॥ ८४ ॥

अथ खगोलरचना ॥

भगूभ िितपृसूसशो यो ना कुगभ ित-

ं यं ख सवतो िवजयतऽेनो खगोलोऽि सः ॥

15 वृं त भवेथा पिरकरो य वुौ सव दा

खाधःिकसकौ बधुजनाूजसंं िवः ॥ ८५ ॥

4 ा ु ॰ था ु ॰ Np.I \ ८२ ८० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८१ Np.I 8 मालातच ॰ मालाभच ॰ Np.I \

८३ ८१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८२ Bn.I, Np.I 10 उपय ुपय ॰ उपयपुय Bn.I \ ॰ िवधोः ॰ िवधो Bn.II, Rr.I

12 ८४ ८२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८३ Bn.I, Np.I 13 अथ खगोलरचना अथ खगोलः Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I \ ॰

गभ ॰ गभ Bn.II, Rr.I 16 खाधः ॰ खधः ॰ Bn.II \ ॰ सकौ ॰ सको Bn.II; ॰ सितौ Np.I \ िवः

जगःु Np.I \ ८५ ८३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८४ Bn.I, Np.I
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ािकपिमोपिरगतं यडलं यवुौ

f.41r Br.I याोदकुभौ वदि गणका वृं स
⌊
मां च तत ् ॥

याोदरमकोपिरगतं य वुौ सव दा

ाािददमवे सव मनुयो मावृं जगःु ॥ ८६ ॥

f.7r Np.I
⌊
अथेिदिपरीतकाा 5

खिकाोपिर िनःसतृं यत ् ॥

तदवे डलनामधयें

कोणषे ु कोणािभधमामनि ॥ ८७ ॥

कदखिकगािमय

तदवे पेकमडलं िह ॥ 10

पवूा पराशावुयुममा-

मुडलं नाम बधुिैन म ् ॥ ८८ ॥

f.53v Rr.I ुा
⌊
मडलसशं ुावृं िरामािप ॥

दिणसौखगोपिर यातं समसूसिंतं वृम ् ॥ ८९ ॥

1 यवुौ यवौ Bn.II; यवुौ Rr.I 2 गणका
ग
कणका, subscr. Pb.I 3 ॰ गतं ॰ गतौ Np.I \ वुौ वौ

Bn.II 4 ाािद ॰ ािद ॰ Bn.I \ ८६ ८४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८५ Bn.I, Np.I 5 अथे ॰ अथे ा 

॰ corr. Bn.II 6 खिका ॰ िका ॰ deest -ख- Bn.I 7 डल ॰ डमडल ॰ Bn.II; मडल ॰

Pb.I \ ॰ मधयें ॰ मधयें

^

^ inscr. i.m. dextra -कोणषे ु २- Rr.I 8 ८७ ८५ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८६ Bn.I, Np.I

9 कदख ॰ कदबंक ॰ Br.I, Bn.II 12 मुडलं मडलं Bn.II \ ८८ ८६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८७

Bn.I, Np.I 14 यातं ातं Bn.II \ वृम ् तं Bn.II \ ८९ ८७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ८८ Bn.I, Np.I
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एवं पवूा परखगमां म
⌊
ािभधं सूम ् ॥ f.73r Bn.I

पवूा वापरकाां कें कृा यदा भतो वृम ् ॥

ुामडलसशं यें पवूा िभधं त ॥ ९० ॥

अथ खिकमवे ं कें क यृम ् ॥

कुया दाभााद ् ावृं सदोमधरं वा ॥ ९१ ॥

5 ादशिभः समसूैा दशभावाभजूािन ॥

िितजादथो धनाा भावा येा यथा लम ् ॥ ९२ ॥

अथो कुजं गित योऽ भाशं-

दवे लं ियपवू कं ात ् ॥

ुजे चा तनुथवै

10 मा वृोपिर मलम ् ॥ ९३ ॥

अधः ितं त त ु तयु संं

यं यं चारगं िह तषेाम ् ॥

खलयोलचतथु यो

सखुियोः ीिवयतो मे ॥ ९४ ॥

1 यदा भतो य अनाो Bn.II \ वृम ् ॥ वृं ॥ ९० dist. Pb.I; वृं ८८ dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 2

ुामडल ॰ मडल ॰, deest -ुा- Np.I \ यें यं Br.I \ ॰ िभधं त ॰ िभधन Np.I \ ९०

om. Bn.II, Br.I, Pb.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Pb.I, Rr.I; ८९ Bn.I, Np.I 3 खिकमवे

खिक Pb.I: incomp. finem Pb.I \ यृम ् ॥ यृम ् ८९ dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 4 सदो ॰

सदो Bn.II, Rr.I \ ९१ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ९० Bn.I, Np.I 5

समसूैा दश ॰ समसमूसूैिदश Bn.I \ ॰ भजूािन ॥ भजूािन ९० dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 6 िितजादथो

िितजादधो Bn.I; िितजादतो Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I \ ९२ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ९१ Bn.I, Np.I 7 भाशं- भास Bn.II, Rr.I 9 ुजे ुत े Bn.I 10 ९३ ९१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I;

९२ Bn.I, Np.I 11 अधः अथ Bn.II, Rr.I 12 alterum यं ं यं rep. Bn.II 14 ९४ ९२ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ९३ Bn.I, Np.I
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माभजूवलयारसिंतानां

नााचसमवृभमडलानाम ् ॥

ीँवािजिनजािगतामाना-

ातो िनजिनजवुसखुािन ॥ ९५ ॥

f.7v Np.I षििलवलयािन च सिु
⌊
रािण 5

भावािभधािन कुजतो धरसिंतािन ॥

f.74v Bn.II ािदतः
⌊
मतयोपिरगािन िरा-

ािन तािन सकलािन गहृािण िवात ् ॥ ९६ ॥

यििलये रािशलवो लगित त तवै ॥

स सभावः ुटसंििवधिमदं भावचं ात ् ॥ ९७ ॥ 10

उदराििरन यषे ु

लने तुा िवषयषे ु तषे ु ॥

कक ितो भानुदेदुीा-

मवािचनः समपुिैत चाम ् ॥ ९८ ॥

णं भचं कुजवितं िह 15

समुतं ागुपगृािदम ् ॥

तथवै कका िदकममिेत

ततःपरं ककमखुं भषम ् ॥ ९९ ॥

2 नाा ॰ नाा

॰ subscr. Rr.I 3 ॰ िनजािगता ॰ ॰ िनजािगता Bn.I; ॰ िनजािंहगता Bn.II; ॰

िनजािंगता Br.II, Rr.I \ ॰ समाना- ॰ समुाना- Bn.II, Rr.I 4 ातो भाततो \ ॰ सखुािन ॰

समंुिन Bn.II; ॰ समंुािव Br.I \ ९५ ३० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ९४ Bn.I, Np.I 6 कुजतो कुत े Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I 8 ९६ ३१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ९५ Bn.I, Np.I 10 स सभावः समभावः Bn.II \ ुट ॰ ंुत ॰

Bn.I \ ात ् ात ु Bn.II \ ९७ ३२ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ९६ Bn.I, Np.I 14 ९८ ३३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I;

९७ Bn.I, Np.I 15 कुजवितं कुजसिंतं Bn.I; कुजवाितितं Bn.II; कुजवाितं Rr.I 18 ततःपरं तःपरं,

deest -त- Bn.I \ भषम ् भखं Bn.II \ ९९ ३४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ९८ Bn.I, Np.I
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मणे लो
⌊
दयनािडकािभ- f.73v Bn.I

िसगंणुािभः समदुिेत भजूात ् ॥

नािदकं चामपुिैत त-

तो घटीषििमतं िदन ं ात ् ॥ १०० ॥

5 रािमाणं णमवे नाि

ुीयतऽेतोऽिप िनशषैत े च ॥

तलुा
⌊
तऽेक िुनशे समे- f.41v Br.I

तोऽपचीयते िदनमाणम ् ॥ १०१ ॥

वधत रािध नरुमा े

10 भानौ घटीशुिमतं िदन ं ात ् ॥

रािः पराषि
⌊
घटीमाणा f.54r Rr.I

ातातो राििदन े िवलोमे ॥ १०२ ॥

याविरंशिैन जलतोऽिधका

खटेुटािदिता भवते ् ॥

15 तावदा यतनःु स खचेरः

सदागो दिणिदुटापमे ॥ १०३ ॥

2 समदुिेत समदुोित Br.I 3 नािदकं नािदकं ा corr. Bn.I 4 ात ् ा Bn.I \ १०० ३५ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; ९९ Bn.I, Np.I 6 ुीयतऽेतोऽिप ःुीयतनेािप Np.I \ िनशषैत े िनरौते Bn.I; िनशधैत े Np.I 7

िुनशे समे- िुनस े शमे transp. Bn.II \ समे- सम Np.I 8 िदनमाणम ् िदनमा

^

inscr. i.m.

supra -णं ३- Bn.I \ १०१ ३६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १०० Bn.I, Np.I 9 राि ॰ राि Bn.I 10 ात ्

ात ु Bn.II 11 रािः िराः transp. Bn.I \ ॰ घटी ॰ ॰ घय टी ॰ Br.I \ ॰ माणा ॰ मणा Br.I; ॰

माण Np.I 12 १०२ ३७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १०१ Bn.I, Np.I 13 याविरंश ै ॰ याविरशे ै ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I

14 ॰ दिता ॰ िता Bn.II, Rr.I 15 तावदा यावत ् सदा Bn.II, Rr.I 16 १०३ ३८ Bn.II, Br.I,

Rr.I; १०२ Bn.I, Np.I
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अतोऽभागिैव शराशंखाग ै ६९ । ४८

य ुमेभे मुणौ िदन ं ात ् ॥

धनमुृ गे च िनशा समा

परषे ु भषे ु िुनशो वा ॥ १०४ ॥

साधा शलैःै ७८ । ३० पलभागकै 5

िदन ं वषृा े भचतुयऽेक ॥

f.8r Np.I
⌊
िनशा पनुवृ िकततेु

खाा ९० भागै ुसमाध केन ॥ १०५ ॥

रािः तथवैाि समुेवािसनां

मषेािद षेऽक िवलोकनं सदा ॥ 10
a f.75r Bn.II

b f.74r Bn.I तलुािदगऽेक
⌊a

रजनीमगृा
⌊b

िदग े

िनशाध मषेां दुलं च ककग े ॥ १०६ ॥

2 य ुमे ॰  ुम े ॰ Bn.I;  म े ॰ Br.I; य ुमते ु ॰ Np.I \ ात ् ात ु Bn.II

364.1–361.3 मुणौ िदन ं ात ् ॥ धनमुृ गे मुणौ िदन ं ात ् । धनमुृ गे विनदलमतः

कृशुामीतोोराेवशेोिसतिसतिसतदलयोध रांिसं ॥ १०९ ॥ एवं समरचना युोयेः खगोलाः

॥ अथ भपूृगत ायवैं भवेगोलोयः । ११० । येः सगोलिवैगोलः केिभात ् । अथ िनजमडलचापं

यणनामकं वदाे तत ् ॥ १११ ॥ िकषवुवृभवृयिुतु या ियतलुाधरयोम ुखम मुणौ िदन ं ात ् । धनमुृ गे

ins. per err. विनदल ॰—॰ योम ुखम ex v.110b, v.111a-b, v.112a-b, v.113a Bn.I rep. alterum मुणौ िदन ं

ात ् । धनमुृ गे Bn.I 3 च िनशा शा, deest -च िन- Bn.I \ समा िदा Np.I 4 िुनशो ॰ िुनशौ ॰

Bn.II \ १०४ ३९ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १०३ Bn.I, Np.I 5 ७८ । ३० om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 7 ॰ ततेु

॰ ततथु Np.I 8 ९० om. Np.I \ ॰ सुमाध  ॰ ॰ सेमा ॰ Bn.II; ॰ सुमाृ  ॰ Br.I; ॰सुमध  ॰ Np.I

\ १०५ ४० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १०४ Bn.I, Np.I 10 मषेािद षे ॰ मषेषे Br.I 11 ॰ मगृािदग े ॰ गािदग े

Br.I 12 िनशाध  ॰ िनषाि ॰ Bn.II, Rr.I \ १०६ १०५ Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Np.I, Rr.I
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यथा यथा ािदिववध न े

तथा तथाक समुताशंकाः ॥

अतो यदा ककटगो िदवाकरः

परोतं समपुैहद ले ॥ १०७ ॥

5 िवपय यो वाडवविवािसनां

सरुिषां राििदनवयोः ॥

अतः सरुाणाममरिषां तथा

िदवािनशं भारवष सितम ् ॥ १०८ ॥

फलाय सिंहतािवदो

10 िनशाध तो िदन ं जगःु ॥

िदनाध त यािमन

ततोऽयनाहिन शम ् ॥ १०९ ॥

इोगलोपिरासित िपतगृणोऽमाकालेऽकतोऽध-

िधूपिरालयित तरिणं तने तषेां िदनाध म ् ॥

15 दशऽथो पणू मासीरजिनदलमतः कृशुामीतो-

ऽोराे वशेोऽिसतिसतदलयोघ रां िसम ् ॥ ११० ॥

एवं समरचनायुो येः खगोलाः ॥

अथ भपूृगत ायवैं भवेगोलो यः ॥ १११॥

1 ॰ दिवव ॰ ॰ िवव ॰ Bn.I 2 ॰ ताशंकाः ॰ ताशंकां Bn.II; ॰ ताशंाः Np.I 3 ककटगो ककगतो Np.I 4 ॰

पैहद ले ॰ पिैतहद ले Bn.II, Rr.I; ॰ पैहले Np.I \ १०७ १०६ Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Np.I, Rr.I 5 िवपय यो

िवपय य े Bn.II, Rr.I 6 ॰ वयोः ॰ वयो ∴ Np.I 7 ॰ ममरि ॰ ॰ मसरुि ॰ Np.I 8 १०८ ७ Bn.II,

Np.I; १७ Br.I; १०७ Bn.I, Rr.I 12 ततोऽयना ॰ तोय· ना ॰ Bn.II; ततोऽयना ॰ Rr.I \ १०९ १८ Bn.II;

१०८ Bn.I, Br.I, Rr.I; ८ Np.I 13 िपतगृणो ॰ िपतंगृणो ॰ Br.I \ िपतगृणोऽमा ॰ िपतगृण
ऽ
ोमातं ॰ Rr.I \

॰ कालेऽकतोऽध- ॰ काले । कतोध- Br.I 14 िधू ॰ िधू ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ कलयित ॰ ॰ कलयित x ॰ Bn.II

15 ॰ रजिनदल ॰ ॰ रजनीदल ॰ Bn.II, Np.I, Pb.I, Rr.I 16 ॰ शोऽिसतिसतदल ॰ ॰ शोऽिशतिशतदल ॰ Bn.II;

॰ शोऽिसतदल ॰ Br.I \ ११० ९ Bn.II, Np.I, Rr.I; १९ Br.I; १०९ Bn.I 18 ॰ खगोलोयः ॰ खगोलोः Np.I

\ १११ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ११० Bn.I, Np.I
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येः स गोलिवैगोलः केिभात ् ॥

अथ िनजमडलचापं यणनामकं वदातेत ् ॥ ११२॥

िवषवुवृभवृयिुतु या

ियतलुाधरयोम ुखमि तत ् ॥

अयनवृभवृयिुत या- 5

यनमखुं ख दिणसौिदक ् ॥ ११३॥

f.8v Np.I िवषवुवृ
⌊
भमडलमगं

परिमहायनमडलजं धनःु ॥

यिददमि स एव परापमो

पमसूगचापिमहापमः ॥ ११४॥ 10

िवषवुमडलखचेरिबयो-

f.54v Rr.I रपमसूग
⌊
तं त ु शरासनम ् ॥

ुटतरापम एष खग वै

भवित यािदगुरतोऽथवा ॥ ११५॥

1 सगोल ॰ खगोल ॰ Bn.II \ ॰ गोलः ॰ द गोलः Bn.II, Rr.I \ ॰ िभात ् ॥ ॰ िभात ् ॥ ११० Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I 2 िनजमडल ॰ िनजमडडल ॰ corr. Bn.II \ ॰ लचापं ॰ लचापं ं Bn.I \ वदातेत ् वदामे तत ु

Bn.II; वदातेत ् । dist. Rr.I \ ११२ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I; १११ Bn.I; ११

Np.I 3 िवषवु ॰ िकषवु \ ॰ यिुतु या ॰ यिुतया Bn.II, Rr.I 5 अयनवृभवृयिुतच अयनवृयिुतच

Bn.I \ ॰ यिुतच यिुतु Np.I 6 ॰ सौिदक ् ॰ सौिदकु Bn.I \ ११३ १११ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; ११२

Bn.I; १२ Np.I 10 ॰ चापिमहा ॰ ॰ चामिपहा ॰ transp. Bn.I \ ११४ ११३ Bn.I, Np.I; १२ Bn.II, Rr.I;

११२ Br.I 12 ॰ सूगतं ॰ सूगंतं Br.I \ शरासनम ् शसशनं Bn.II 13 एष एव Bn.I \ खग षग

Bn.I 14 ११५ ११४ Bn.I, Np.I; १३ Bn.II, Rr.I; ११३ Br.I
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िवषवुवृभमडलमगं

िविश
⌊
खसूधनयु िदहाि तत ् ॥ f.74v Bn.I

अपम एव परािभध उते

खगभचकयोिव वरं शरः ॥११६॥

5 िवषवुमडलखचेरमगं

िविशखसूधनयु िदहाि सः ॥

ुटतरा
⌊
पमका उदीिरतो f.75v Bn.II

ग
⌊
िणतगोलिवचारिवचणःै ॥ ११७॥ f.42r Br.I

याविरंशै ुव उतः ा-

10 ाविरवुकः कुजाधः ॥

ताविरवेािशरो नभो

नतं नरवैषवुवृमूम ् ॥ ११८॥

तोताशंाः ख लभागा

नताशंकाालवाः िसाः ॥

15 मावृ े िवयदाल-

खिकाः ख मभागाः ॥ ११९॥

2 िविशखसू ॰ िविशषसू ॰ Bn.I 3 परािभध परािभ Bn.I 364.1–361.3 िवषवुवृभमडल ॰—॰ िववरं शरः ॥

om. tot. ver. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 4 ११६ ११५ Bn.I , Np.I 5 िवषवुमडलखचेर ॰ िवषवुवृभमडल ॰ Bn.II,

Br.I, Rr.I 6 िविशखसूध ॰ िविशखषधु ॰ Bn.I 8 गिणतगोलिवचार ॰ गिणतिवचार ॰ Bn.I; गिणतगौखलचार

॰ Bn.II \ ११७ ११६ Bn.I; १४ Bn.II, Rr.I; ११४ Br.I; १६ Np.I 9 ा- ा x Np.I 11 ॰ वािशरो ॰

वािशरो Bn.I, Np.I 12 नरवैषवु ॰ नरवैषव ॰ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I \ ॰ मूम ् ॰ मुम ् Bn.II \ ११८ ११७

Bn.I; १५ Bn.II, Rr.I; ११५ Br.I; १७ Np.I 16 ११९ ११८ Bn.I; १६ Bn.II; ११६ Br.I, Rr.I; १८ Np.I
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एवं माजहिबमे

परोताशंा िवबधुिैव िचाः ॥

भजूािभध े ाचरोदया

राशंकाः ःु ख पिमऽेिप ॥ १२०॥

पवू डलमभागा 5

िदगशंकाः पिमतोऽिप तत ् ॥

डले भजूखगाराले

ुताशंा अधराशंका वा ॥ १२१॥

तवै खिकखटेमे

नताशंका एवमधो भवि ॥ 10

ोडलीयधराजमे

ुावृ धनुरं ात ् ॥ १२२॥

f.9r Np.I कुजोपिर
⌊
ािनरावृ े

यद ् यचापं िदनचापमतेत ् ॥

कुजादधािनरावृ े 15

यादयं रजनीधनुत ् ॥ १२३॥

1 ॰ बमे ॰ बने Br.I 2 ॰ िविचाः ॰ िविंचंाः Br.I 4 राशंकाः रािभधाः Np.I \ ःु सःु Bn.II

\ १२० ११९ Bn.I; ११७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १९ Np.I 5 पवू  ॰ पवूाशंका ॰ Np.I 8 अधराशंका

अधराशंका पिमतोिप तत ् ॥ मडले भजूखगातंराले ुताशंा अध ins. per err. पिमतोिप ॰—॰ ताशंा अध

ex v.121: first–third pādas Bn.I ; अधाराशंका Bn.II \ १२१ १२० Bn.I; १८ Bn.II, Rr.I; ११८ Br.I; २०

Np.I 9 खि ॰ षि ॰ Bn.II 11 ॰ जमे ॰ जम Bn.I 12 १२२ १२१ Bn.I, Np.I; १९ Bn.II,

Rr.I; ११९ Br.I 13 ॰ रावृ े ॰ रावृ Bn.I 15 ॰ रावृ े ॰ राि x वृ े Bn.II 16 १२३ १२२ Bn.I, Np.I;

१२० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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यं वुासमहो महा-

दयपा लघवुासरं िह ॥

िदनािलोमं रजनीमाणं

महथा तथा च िनम ् ॥ १२४॥

5 पवूा परोडलमगािम

ुावृ धनभु व
⌊े
त ् ॥ f.75r Bn.I

सदवै तदलाशं १८० तुं

चराहीनं िदनमाणम ् ॥ १२५॥

ोडलं कुजं सदवै

10 ततो िनर े िुनशोः समम ् ॥ १२६॥

यथा यथापममडल

ाडवापमजृुमाज े ॥

तथा तथोित भयूसवै

कालेन ितय क ् पनुरकेन ॥ १२७॥

1 महा- मरहा Bn.I 2 दयपा दअयवुयपा Bn.II \ िह ॥ िह ॥ २१ dist. Bn.II, Rr.I;

िह १२१ dist. Br.I 4 १२४ om. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १२३ Bn.I, Np.I 6

भवेत ् ॥ भवेत ् १२२ dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; भवे x त ् ॥ Np.I 7 तदलाशं १८० त ३६० दलाशं

१८० Np.I 8 चरा ॰ रा ॰, deest -च- Bn.I \ ॰ िदनमाणाम ् ॰ िदन x माणं Bn.II \ १२५ om.

Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I: cont. non dist. Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १२४ Bn.I, Np.I 10 १२६ om. Bn.I, Np.I: cont.

non dist. Bn.I, Np.I; १२३ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 11 ॰ पममड ॰ ॰ पममंड ॰ Bn.I 12 ाडवा ॰

ानवुा ॰ Bn.I \ माज े ॥ माज े ॥ १२५ ॥ Bn.I, Np.I 14 १२७ om. Bn.I, Np.I: cont. non dist.

Bn.I, Np.I; १२४ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I
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f.76r Bn.II
⌊
िनरदशेा सौभाग े

नादयः षिितजं ितरोगाः ॥

जि कका दय एव भजू-

मजृुमााः परतोऽथा त े ॥ १२८॥

पेवृ े िभहीनल- 5

खिकाध नरुि य ॥

पेचापं गिदतं तदवे

खन ९० शुं ख गितः ात ् ॥ १२९॥

पेवृ े कदभजू-

f.55r Rr.I म
⌊
े च पेधनभु वेा ॥ 10

कदखिकमचापं

सागितवा  गणकैिन ाः ॥ १३०॥

कोणमडलगतोताशंकाः

कोणशलवकाः बधुःै तृाः ॥

एवमवे सममडलोता 15

भागकाः समनरोिता मताः ॥ १३१॥

2 षिितजं षिितजे Np.I \ ितरोगाः ॥ ितरोगाः ॥ १२६ ॥ Bn.I, Np.I 4 १२८ om. Bn.I, Np.I: cont.

non dist. Bn.I, Np.I; १२५ १५ Bn.II; १२५ Br.I; १२५ १४ Rr.I 6 ॰ धनरुि ॰ धनरि Bn.II \ य ॥

य ॥ १२७ ॥ dist. Bn.I, Np.I 8 ९० om. Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I \ ख खल Bn.II, Rr.I \ १२९

om. Bn.I, Np.I: cont. non dist. Bn.I, Np.I; १२६ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 9 कद ॰ द ॰ Np.I 10 ॰

भवेा ॥ ॰ भवेा ॥ १२८ ॥ Bn.I 12 ॰ िनाः ॰ िन Bn.II \ १३० om. Bn.I: cont. non dist. Bn.I;

१२७ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १२८ Np.I 14 तृाः ॥ तृाः ॥ २९ ॥ Bn.I 15 सममडलोता समडलाता

Bn.II Rr.I 16 १३१ om. Bn.I, Bn.II: cont. non dist. Bn.I, Bn.II; १२८ Br.I; १२९ Np.I; २८ Rr.I
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उडलं यिद रिवः समपुिैत स-

मडलोतलवोितयदानीम ् ॥

उृशलवका गणकैिव िचा

ावतृाविप भजुाशंिमितः िदात ् ॥ १३२॥

5
⌊
एवं गोलिवचणो गिणतिवत ि्शागमः सधुीः f.9v Np.I

ेा
⌊
कनया महाि बशः ािन वृािन वा ॥ f.42v Br.I

गोलािन िविच काय समये तनःु िसिनी-

ा ा कोिटभजुोिताः स िविशखाः रैािशकं साधयते ् ॥ १३३॥

इािद गोलरचना समुहावीण-ै

10 गला मदृा िकमतु धातिुभमाःै ॥

काने
⌊
वा शरलवशं शलािककािभः f.75v Bn.I

काया  िवषाणफलकुरदपवूः ॥ १३४॥

इतेािमपयुा वस-

िानो दवेद पुः ॥

15 सारोारे सव िसाराज े

गोलाायं ाप य पिूत म ् ॥ १३५ ॥

2 ॰ मडलोतलवो ॰ ॰ मडलोितलवो ॰ Bn.I \ ॰ दानीम ् ॥ ॰ दानीम ् ॥ १३० ॥ Bn.I, Np.I 4

१३२ om. Bn.I: cont. non dist. Bn.I; २९ Bn.II, Rr.I; १२९ Br.I; १३० Np.I 5 ॰ िवत ि्शा ॰ ॰ िविछा

॰ Bn.I, Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I 6 वृािन वा ॥ वृिन वा ॥ १३१॥ Bn.I 7 िसिनी- िसनी Bn.I 8 िविशखाः रैा

॰ िविशषारैा ॰ Bn.I \ साधयते ् सधयते ् Bn.II, Br.I \ १३३ १३२ Bn.I ; १३० Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १३१

Np.I 10 िकमतु िकमत Bn.II 11 शरलवशं शरलवाशं Bn.II, Rr.I 12 काया  काा Br.I \ १३४ १३३

Bn.I ; १३१ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; १३२ Np.I 13 ॰ पयुा ॰ पयूा Bn.II, Rr.I 16 पिूत म ् ॥ १३५ ॥ पिूत  ॥

१३२ ॥ Bn.II, Br.I, Rr.I; पिूत म ् ॥ शभुम ् ॥ Np.I
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